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Abstract
Agent- and goal-based requirements engineering can be considered established in research
for many years now. Also first successful applications to industrial practice have been
reported. Agent- and goal-based approaches explicate the functional and non-functional
goals as well as various kinds of dependencies of possibly conflicting stakeholders. Thereby,
they provide enhanced means to support elicitation, analysis, documentation, as well as
many other operations on requirements. The thesis strives to add to these advanced
support facilities by addressing dynamic issues that are not yet considered in existing
approaches.
Several dynamic aspects of the requirements field have been targeted by various re-
search groups. For example, use cases and scenarios have been introduced to capture the
interactive features of a system to be developed. From an entirely different perspective, the
dynamics of the requirements engineering process itself has been investigated, for example
to learn how the volatility of requirements can be addressed.
Inspired by two very different case studies – support for flexible inter-organisational
networks of enterprises and the elicitation and analysis of control software requirements
in small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) – we address several new dynamic issues
in a number of extensions to the i* requirements modelling framework proposed by Yu.
• First, the requirements modelling language is extended to capture the dynamic in-
stantiation of roles by stakeholders in a concrete project. Furthermore, these roles
can be related to each other in regard to evolutionary aspects. This allows to capture
that the characteristics of a stakeholder can change over time.
• Secondly, the capture, processing, and analysis of individual project requirements
is enhanced. The explicit representation of domain knowledge accelerates the cap-
turing procedure. Model-based transformations improve the integration with later
development stages. In addition, they are used as a bridge toward agent-based sim-
ulations. Simulation experiments and advanced analysis on top of these complement
well existing formal model checking approaches.
• Thirdly, we consider the inter-project management of dynamic requirements knowl-
edge. A requirements-based similarity search helps to identify related historic projects
and thus to disclose potentially reusable solutions. We have also developed measures
to keep up with the fast and project-driven evolution of domain knowledge at SMEs.
A partially automated feedback loop integrates repeated, consolidated project expe-
riences of an SME into the earlier mentioned domain knowledge based approach.
In sum, a tailorable method with accompanying tool support is established that addresses
the raised dynamic issues. The validations within the two case studies have shown that
in particular the work within very innovative, flexible, and customer-oriented settings
benefits from the proposed extensions and thus brings forward industrial acceptance of
agent- and goal-based approaches in these fields.
Zusammenfassung
Die agenten- und zielorientierte Anforderungserfassung ist in der Forschung seit mehreren
Jahren etabliert. Gleichfalls haben bereits erste erfolgreiche Einsätze in der industriellen
Praxis stattgefunden. Agenten- und zielorientierte Ansätze machen die unterschiedlichen
und möglicherweise konfligierenden Ziele – funktional sowie nicht-funktional – von Betei-
ligten explizit. So bieten sie eine umfassendere Unterstützung für die Erfassung, Modellie-
rung, Analyse, Dokumentation etc. von Anforderungen. Die vorliegende Arbeit sucht diese
fortgeschrittenen Möglichkeiten weiter voranzubringen. Dazu werden dynamische Aspekte
fokussiert, die bisher noch keine ausreichende Berücksichtigung gefunden haben.
Hinsichtlich dynamischer Aspekte haben sich verschiedene andere Forschergruppe un-
ter anderem mit Use Cases und Szenarien beschäftigt. Diese dienen der Erfassung der
interaktiven Eigenschaften eines zu entwickelnden Systems. Eine gänzlich andere Perspek-
tive nehmen Ansätze ein, die die Dynamik der Anforderungserfassung selbst, beispielsweise
die Unbeständigkeit von Anforderungen, untersuchen.
Ausgehend von zwei sehr unterschiedlichen Fallstudien – der Unterstützung flexibler,
organisationsübergreifender Unternehmensnetzwerke und der Erfassung regelungstechni-
scher Anforderungen in kleinen und mittleren Unternehmen (KMUs) – werden in der
vorliegenden Arbeit neue dynamische Aspekte aufgebracht und unter Rückgriff auf das
von Yu entwickelte i* Rahmenwerk zur Anforderungsmodellierung unterstützt:
• Zunächst werden zwei Erweiterungen der Modellierungssprache i* vorgeschlagen.
Diese zielen auf dynamische Aspekte der Stakeholdermodellierung. Die erste Er-
gänzung verfeinert die Instanziierung von abstrakten Rollen durch Stakeholder. Die
zweite ergänzt dies um die Möglichkeit, die Rollen Prozessbeteiligter über verschie-
dene Nutzungs- und Entwicklungssituationen bzw. -zeiträume hinweg in Beziehung
zu setzen.
• Des Weiteren werden die Möglichkeiten zur Erfassung, Verarbeitung und Analyse
von Anforderungen eines konkreten Projekts verbessert. Die explizite Repräsentati-
on von Domänenwissen beschleunigt die Erfassung. Modellbasierte Transformatio-
nen verbessern die Integration mit späteren Entwicklungsschritten und ermöglichen
zusätzlich die Analyse von Anforderungsmodellen mit Hilfe agentenbasierter Simu-
lationen. Letztere werden dabei um weitergehende Analysemöglichkeiten für Simu-
lationsläufe erweitert, die sich gut mit formalen Modelcheckingansätzen ergänzen.
• Schließlich wird das projektübergreifende Management von dynamischem Anforde-
rungswissen adressiert. Eine anforderungsbasierte Ähnlichkeitssuche erlaubt es ver-
wandte, frühere Projekte zu identifizieren und so potentiell wiederverwendbare Lö-
sungen aufzufinden. Zudem wird eine teilautomatisierte Unterstützung für die dyna-
mische, projektgetriebene Fortschreibung des Domänenwissens eines Unternehmens
bereitgestellt. Eine Feedbackschleife integriert konsolidierte Projekterfahrungen un-
mittelbar in den zuvor beschriebenen domänenwissenbasierten Ansatz.
Als Ergebnis steht eine werkzeugunterstützte Methode zur Verfügung, die die genann-
ten dynamischen Aspekte adressiert. Die Validierung im Rahmen der zwei Fallstudien
hat gezeigt, dass insbesondere die Arbeit in sehr innovativen, flexiblen und kundenorien-
tierten Umgebungen von den Erweiterungen profitiert. Damit wird zugleich ein Beitrag
zur Verbesserung der Attraktivität von agenten- und zielorientierten Ansätzen in diesem
konkreten, industriellen Umfeld geleistet.
Thanks
Caveat
• The representation above is highly likely incomplete.
• Neither all people nor all relationships are captured.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis addresses dynamic issues in requirements engineering (RE). Numerous studies
and researchers have stressed the importance of requirements engineering as “the success
of a software system depends on how well it fits the needs of its users and its environ-
ments” [CA09]. Requirements engineering has been an active research field for more than
30 years now, but still remains challenging [JLL+10]. We will first give a brief outline
of requirements engineering and in particular dynamic issues therein before discussing
the goals and contributions of this thesis by identifying several new dynamic issues in
requirements engineering as well as means to tackle these.
1.1 Requirements Engineering (RE)
Requirements engineering is hard since “requirements reside primarily in the problem
space” [CA09]. Cheng and Atlee have identified several consequences that “cause re-
quirements engineering to be inherently difficult”. Requirements are ill-defined and often
conflicting. Nonetheless in the end the analysts must arrive at “a single coherent, detailed,
technical specification of the system”. “The requirements problem space is less constrained
than the software solution space – in fact, it is the requirements definition that helps to
delimit the solution space.” Constraining “the environmental conditions under which the
system is expected to operate” can help to simplify the problem space but “involves rea-
soning about the combined behavior of the proposed system and assumptions made about
the environment.” “Reasoning about the environment includes identifying not only as-
sumptions about the normal behavior of the environment, but also about possible threats
or hazards that the environment could pose to the system.” Eventually, “the resulting
requirements artifacts have to be understood and usable by domain experts and other
stakeholders, who may not be knowledgeable about computing.”
Requirements Tasks
By following the presentation in [CA09] we distinguish five requirements engineering tasks:
elicitation, modelling, requirements analysis, validation & verification, and requirements
management.
Elicitation is concerned with the understanding of the motivation and goals for building
a software system as well as the clarification of constraints the system must satisfy.
Among others this step involves the identification of relevant stakeholders and the
exploration of their possibly conflicting views.
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Modelling is intended to support requirements engineering processes by adding formality
to the representation of requirements. This in particular reduces ambiguity. Further
on, models help to pinpoint out missing details and to communicate requirements
between customer and developers.
Requirements Analysis support the evaluation of collected requirements and their im-
pact on the system. Conflicting views may be aligned, a common prioritizing might
be agreed upon etc. This is overall, requirements analysis help to understand re-
quirements and their interactions.
Validation & Verification activities are concerned with the ultimate goal that the
stakeholders’ needs are addressed. In contrast to the analysis mentioned above
this involves a customer-driven subjective evaluation possibly supported by formal
verification means.
Requirements Management takes a step back by targeting the management of re-
quirements among a set of distributed developers, customers, projects, products,
etc. or along time.
Our focus within this thesis will be on modelling, analysis, and management.
Agent- and Goal-Based Requirements Modelling
In [JMF08], Jureta et al. clarified the necessary constituents of any formalism intended
to support requirements engineering. They have identified domain assumptions, goals,
softgoals, quality constraints, plans, and attitudes to be required. Goals have long been
identified as a suitable measure to alleviate the communication with customers and end
users [vL01, vL04]. The ultimate goal to any software project is to have some application
specific problem solved. With the help of goal decomposition and the consideration of
accompanying qualities (or softgoals, respectively) the customer is supposed to refine her
problem specification until finally concrete functional and non-functional requirements can
be stated clearly. Softgoals [CNYM00] to capture non-functional requirements and goals
to capture functional requirements have been important ingredients of many model-based
approaches to requirements engineering developed in research over the years. Yu [Yu95,
Yu01] added in his i* requirements modelling framework the notion of agent to reflect
the social aspect of requirements engineering with a focus on the various dependencies
between stakeholders. Recently, the User Requirements Notation has been approved as
a recommendation of the international telecommunication union (ITU-T) to capture user
requirements [ITU08]. This notation includes next to use case maps also the Goal-oriented
Requirement Language (GRL), a variant of i*.
1.2 Dynamic Issues in Requirements Engineering
Dynamic issues in requirements engineering can be considered in two regards. For one,
we are concerned with the capture, representation, and analysis of dynamic aspects of the
software or system that has to be developed. For another, dynamic issues in regard to the
requirements engineering process (as part of the overall software engineering process) are
of interest.
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Considering Dynamics of the System-To-Be
The dynamics of a system to be developed has received attention in particular in regard
to the interaction with the user. Scenarios (see [WPJH98]) as concrete, use-oriented
system descriptions have proved to be helpful to elicit customer requirements. In particular
their inclusion into the UML standard [OMG10b] in form of Use Cases has paved the
way for industrial adoption. Still they consist to a large degree of textual descriptions.
Further research has aimed at a stronger formalisation, for example, with the help of state-
based approaches [HM03] that eventually enable simulations [Som06]. This work can be
considered related to rapid prototyping approaches as already researched much earlier (see,
for example, [LBH97, SRB+00]). Again, these ideas have more recently been picked up
by UML in the form of executable UML [OMG10b].
Dynamics of the Requirements Engineering Process
Dynamic issues have also been considered in regard to the requirements engineering process
itself. Christie and Staley [CS00] discuss the usefulness of simulation models for evaluating
a software development process. Others have researched more focused issues, for example
traceability (see, for example, [RJ01, MGP08]) that allows to consider the effect of the
changes of requirements. Volatility and the evolving character of requirements have been
addressed among others by Pfahl and Lebsanft [PL00] and more recently again by Ferreira
et al. [FCSM09]. Port, Olkov, and Menzies [POM08] consider various strategies toward
requirements prioritizing. Höst, Regnell, and Tringström designed a general framework
for simulating requirements engineering processes [HRT08]. In principal, all these ideas
build on earlier work that concerns the investigation of the dynamics of software projects
in general [AHM91].
1.3 New Dynamic Issues – Goals and Contributions
Inspired by two very different case studies – support for the governance of flexible, inter-
organisational networks of enterprises and interdisciplinary requirements engineering for
software-based controllers at innovative and customer-oriented small- and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) – we investigate in this thesis the following research question.
Are there any new dynamic issues that can be addressed by building on
an agent-based approach and how do these help to support developers
in interdisciplinary, flexible, innovative, and customer-oriented settings?
This is by using agent- and goal-based requirements modelling and the i* requirements
modelling framework [Yu95] in particular as an anchor point, our research work aims at
addressing new dynamic issues. We have identified such issues in three different categories:
modelling language extensions, dynamic issues in regard to the treatment of a single
project, and inter-project dynamic knowledge management. We will provide more details
on these issues below and of course throughout the rest of this thesis.
Refined Role Instantiation and Evolving Stakeholders
Firstly, we were able to pinpoint out necessary language extensions that make use of the
agent concept but go beyond existing approaches by allowing for considering more of their
dynamics.
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While i* distinguishes abstract roles from concrete agents that play these roles,
it is not concerned with capturing any detail on how the agent fills in the abstract features
characterizing the role. This is becoming a major obstacle in settings where a number
of similar but distinguishable individuals have to be considered. For example, a major
feature of inter-organisational networks is that there is cooperation as well as competi-
tion within the network [Pow90]. The latter certainly requires a degree of redundancy,
this is capabilities that can be provided by several members but with slightly varying
characteristics.
In addition, i* foresees only the capture of a static snapshot of the relations between
roles and agents. It does not account for the fact that the roles a particular stakeholder
plays can change over time as do the associated connections and interactions to other
stakeholders. In particular, there are no means available to capture a certain known
path of evolution. As a most basic example consider a typical user of a new system.
She starts as a beginner but later on becomes more and more acquainted. It can be
expected that the requirements for the software evolve accordingly. Related to a more
organisational setting, when investigating entrepreneurship networks we have learned that
an entrepreneur typically runs through different stages [Nat01]. Needing concrete business
advice from business angels in the beginning, at later stages she mainly needs money from
venture capitalists. This is while her personal trust-based network carries over to the
next stages, the nature of a relationship might change or builds the starting point for
establishing relationships with new partners.
Dynamic Capture, Processing, and Analysis
Secondly, we consider the dynamics in regard to the treatment of a particular single project.
As outlined above a model-based approach has many advantages. It enables more sophis-
ticated analysis as well as better integrates with model-based development approaches
such as OMG’s Model Driven Architecture [OMG03]. We pick up on these advantages by
adding more model transformations as well as simulation-based analysis techniques (see
below).
But most elementarily we support the model-based capture by introducing domain
models. They represent concrete domain knowledge that can be used ‘as is’ in new re-
quirements models. That is, there is no need to instantiate or otherwise transform this
knowledge as in many requirements reuse approaches proposed so far (see, for exam-
ple, [MS92, Jac95]). This approach immediately improves the situation for small- and
medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in that the requirements capture is significantly faster.
After choosing a suitable domain model, the SME only has to delete the parts that are not
relevant for the current project and adds its specifics. In particular, flexible, innovative
and very customer-oriented SMEs in the field of control system development benefit from
this domain model-based approach to requirements modelling as the according case study
has shown.
Model transformations have been considered in two regards. Concerning model based
development, the Tropos methodology [CKM02, BPG+04] foresees the application of i*
concepts along the whole development and integrates also model-based transformations in
this regard. But in the field of control system development, there is already an established
domain specific language that accounts for the great importance of mathematics to arrive
at an appropriate controller [AB06]. In order to have any chance for adoption in this field,
we thus have to establish a linkage between the model-based requirements capture with
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i* and mathematical modelling environments such as Matlab/Simulink [Mat10].
The second regard concerns advanced model analysis. Several analysis techniques for
i* models have been developed or are still under development (see, for example, [FLP+04,
GMMZ05a, HY09]). They mainly build on model checking formalisms or propositional
logic. In contrast, earlier work at the chair [GJLS05, Gan08] has already established
a combination of i* with a dynamic, agent- and logic-based planning and simulation
environment, ConGolog [dGLL00]. This accounts for a more exploratory analysis and is
thus complementary to the above mentioned analysis. With the few modelling extensions
in this thesis, the corresponding transformation has to be slightly revisited. In addition,
our work has picked up on the simulation component in that additional support to analyse
simulation runs is provided. Advanced data mining, time series, as well as social network
analysis [HK06] help to correctly and more easily interpret simulations. For one, this is
needed to validate simulations in that we can confirm that the runs indeed reflect what is
happening in the real world. On the other hand, this improves the situation for providing
support to the governance of inter-organisational networks. The investigators can now
develop different strategies, for example different sets of network rules, and evaluate and
compare their potential effects as managerial choices [PK05].
Inter-Project Dynamic Requirements Management
Eventually, we took one step back by looking at not just one project but at a number of
projects and consider the management of dynamic requirements knowledge among them.
In this regard the domain model based approach to requirements modelling has only
been the first step to support flexible, innovative, and very customer-oriented SMEs.
Beyond this basic support, we have developed a requirements and domain model based
similarity search on related projects. The project-based experiences made so far are the
core asset of such SMEs [Bjø09]. Thus, the SME must be supported in identifying historic
projects that might provide components that are reusable in the new setting. To improve
the accurateness of search results we refer back to the domain model based approach by
using domain model objects as anchors for the comparison.
Yet the domain model based approach is only practical if support is provided on how to
evolve the very concrete domain knowledge (cf. [SM93]). We will show how a feedback loop
can be embedded in the overall development method that takes into account the recent
enterprise-specific experiences in regard to the usage of domain models. This allows for the
detection of candidates for deletion as well as extension and thus helps to keep a domain
model at a reasonable size. The developer is supported in these requirements knowledge
management tasks by partially automated support yielding a situational method [Har97,
RDR03] that is easily and quickly tailorable to a particular enterprise.
1.4 Structure of the Thesis
Chapter 2 sets a context for the further studies by introducing (situational) method en-
gineering (with Telos and ConceptBase). It further on discusses the basic formalisms i*
(including several extensions and/or variants), ConGolog, and Matlab/Simulink together
with their implementation and tool support. Chapter 3 introduces in depth the two case
studies, abbreviated as SNet and ZAMOMO, elaborates their characteristics, and thereby
clarifies what needs to be addressed and achieved in the rest of the thesis. The three fol-
lowing chapters then present the results and findings to address dynamic issues in regard
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to the three categories mentioned previously. Chapter 4 discusses two extensions to the
i* formalism, namely a refined agent instantiation and actor evolution. Chapter 5 dis-
cusses dynamic issues that concern a project as a whole. We introduce the domain model
based requirements modelling approach, discuss model-based transformations to better
integrate with later development stages (in particular in the field of control systems) as
well as to enable simulation based analysis for which further analysis support is estab-
lished. Chapter 6 then concerns inter-project requirements management issues, namely a
requirements based search for similar projects and how to cope with the evolution of the
domain knowledge that is at the centre of the domain model based approach mentioned
before. Eventually, Chapter 7 summarizes the work, draws overall conclusions, and gives
an outlook on future work.
1.5 Published Results
This thesis bases on and combines several publications. The work on the SNet case study
has started already from my diploma thesis with the work on the deliberative planning
component for agents in ConGolog based simulations [GJLS03, GJLS05]. Very supportive
have been submissions to i* affiliated workshops such as the “Agent-Oriented Information
Systems” workshop in 2004 [GSA+05], 2006 [SLJ06a], and 2007 [SLJK07] and certainly
the i* workshop in 2005 (no proceedings), 2008 [JKLS08, GHS+08], and 2010 [SNJR10b].
In particular, the extensions in regard to agent instantiation and actor evolution have
been published in [GSA+05] and the workshop on “Organised Adaption in Multi-Agent
Systems” [RSLJ08]. Simulation analysis issues have been addressed and clarified at the
AOIS Workshop in 2006 [SLJ06b], as well as at the workshop on “Agent and Data Min-
ing Interaction” [SAJL10]. An encompassing picture of the SNet approach is part of the
recently published textbook on i* [GJK+11]. Model transformation issues have been ad-
dressed not only in the context of the two main case studies SNet and ZAMOMO but
also within smaller projects concerning the mapping from BPEL to i* [SLGJ04], engi-
neering flexible manufacturing systems’ control software [BBC+06], in regard to Speech
Acts [SLJK07], but certainly also concerning the mapping to Matlab/Simulink [SZR+09].
For the latter also configuration issues that are not covered in this thesis have been dis-
cussed in [SDR+09]. Results from the ZAMOMO case study have been started to be
published in 2008. In [SDH+08] the basic applicability of i* to the field of control system
development has been considered. The role of non-functional requirements has been clar-
ified from a control systems engineering perspective in [DHS+08, DHH+08]. A series of
publications at the “requirements engineering conference” (RE2008, RE2009) and the ac-
companying workshop on “managing requirements knowledge” (MaRK2008, MaRK2009,
MaRK2010) has established our work on the domain model based approach. Starting from
the most basic issues in RE2008 [SNJ+08] up to the similarity search [SNJ+08, SNJR08]
and domain model evolution concerned work [NSJ+09, NSJR09, SNJR10a]. An encom-
passing representation has been given in [JNRS10].
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Foundations
Within this chapter, we elaborate approaches and formalisms that are foundational to
our work, namely method engineering approaches, the i* formalism and several of its
derivatives, the logic-based simulation and programming language ConGolog as well as
the Matlab/Simulink tool.
2.1 Method Engineering
Method engineering is motivated by findings [Tol98] that indicate that 65% of organi-
sations that use methods develop them in-house and an even higher number (88%) of
organisations adapt existing methods in-house. As stated by Jeusfeld [Jeu09a, JJM09],
there is accordingly an obvious need to support the creation of sound and useful modelling
methods for application domains where no (commercial) method exists.
Definition 2.1 (Method Engineering). Method Engineering is the activity of design-
ing a collection of inter-related modelling languages (as part of methods) which can be
used to represent, analyse, and transform information about a complex artifact (system,
organisation, phenomena, etc.).
Definition 2.2 (Model). A model is a document that contains statements about the
properties of an artifact (object) of a real or imagined world.
Two basic usages of models are distinguished [Jeu09a]:
Models as descriptions are used to communicate information about an object. The
main purpose of modelling is then the description of real-world artifacts in order to
analyse their properties, i. e. this is mainly an empirical approach. “The more formal
the approach is the more analysis is possible”.
Models as prescriptions are in contrast a basic ingredient to a system development
approach. This is in this case the model(s) have to be precise enough to allow the
construction of the object, for example, the CAD model of a house.
With an understanding of what models can deliver, we are in need of a way to (more or
less) formally describe models.
Definition 2.3 (Modelling Language). A modelling language is a specification about
the set of allowed symbols and rules on how to combine them in order to create a model
that conforms with the modelling language. A model is called syntactically correct if it
only uses allowed symbols and it conforms the rules of the modelling language.
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Figure 2.1: Generic process model for situational method engineering [RDR03]
Definition 2.4 (Semantically Incorrect). A model is semantically incorrect if the in-
ferences drawn with the model are not backed by properties of the (observed) artifact.
It is then the task of a method engineer to specify a method using a suitable method
engineering environment (hopefully computer-supported). The modeller (or application
engineer) then needs knowledge about her application domain as well as the method the
method engineer has established. Accordingly, she is supposed to create models in one
of the languages defined by the method engineer. In the best case, the computer-based
support for the modeller (application engineer) should (mostly automatically) be derived
from the computer-supported method engineering environment. Exactly, to support this
latter aspect is the intention of the ConceptBase system to be elaborated below.
2.1.1 Situational Method Engineering
Situational method engineering [KW92, Har97], abbreviated in the following as SitME, is
concerned with the design of a method that is suitable for a particular situation. Thereby
it reflects the experience that there is no single method that is applicable in all settings.
Ralyté, Deneckère, and Rolland [RDR03] have elaborated on the various strategies in-
volved in the design of a situational method when proposing a generic model. Figure 2.1
summarizes their findings by using the Map formalism [RPB99]. This formalisms provides
only two basic constructs: intentions (represented as ovals) that are connected to each
other via strategies. Two specific intentions, start and stop, are mandatory in any Map
model. The combination of a source intention, a strategy, and a destination intention
is referred to as a section. An intention achievement guideline is associated with such a
section to assist the modeller in how the target intention can be achieved via the given
strategy. This guideline can even be specified by another Map model at a lower level of
granularity.
Figure 2.1 revolves around the two basic intentions that have been identified by Ralyté
et al. as the core of their generic model for situational method engineering. These are “set
a method engineering goal” and “construct a method”, evidentially starting with the first
one. They distinguish two basic strategies for achieving the first intention, this is “setting
a method engineering goal”. If the method engineer assumes an existing method might,
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at least partially, be applicable to the setting at hands, a “method-based strategy” seems
appropriate. If it is assumed that a completely new method is needed the “from scratch
strategy” should be applied.
Once the “method engineering goal” has been set, Ralyté indicates three different
strategies on how to “construct a method”.
Assembly-Based Strategy The “assembly-based strategy” refers to method compo-
nents developed for or used in earlier designed methods, potentially stored in some
method base. In fact it is one of the first proposals for SitME by Harmsen [Har97].
Major intentions that are concerned in this context are to specify method require-
ments, to select appropriate method chunks (applying supportive decomposition,
aggregation, refinement, and evaluation activities), and eventually their assembly to
constitute the new method.
Extension-Based Strategy In the “extension-based strategy” the focus is on a partic-
ular method that is extended by applying some suitable extension patterns. The
method engineer can either immediately apply a pattern (potentially from a library)
that has been identified as addressing concrete extension requirements or she can let
herself be guided by first committing to a particular domain. In the latter case, a
domain-related meta pattern helps identifying suitable patterns that are then applied
to extend a method.
Paradigm-Based Strategy Eventually, the “paradigm-based strategy” is most suitable
when a method needs to be designed from scratch. By building on meta modelling,
it is the most generic of the three strategies described here. The core idea is to either
abstract from an existing model or to instantiate a meta model. As Fig. 2.2 shows
two sub models are considered to be key ingredients of a method: a product model
and a process model. Accordingly, the strategies that are discussed by Ralyté et al.
center around the creation of these two models (starting with the first one).
Product Model The “product model” captures the outcome of a process via con-
cepts with properties and relationships. Suggested strategies are “abstraction”
(raising (lowering) the level of abstraction of a given model), “instantiation”
(instantiating a selected meta model), “adaptation” (adapting a meta model to
some specific circumstances), and “utilization” (adapting a model).
Process Model The “process model” covers the goals together with activities and
guidelines for their execution. For the derivation of the process model from
the product model four different strategies are discussed. A “simple strategy”
might describe the process as an informal guideline. A set of ordered actions
would be captured via a “context-driven” strategy. Alternatively, the process
description could be “driven by patterns”. Eventually, a multi-process guideline
that combines alternative ways of working is called “strategy driven” in their
nomenclature.
The map for the “paradigm-based strategy” includes also a “refinement” feedback
loop from the “process model” to the “product model”.
Ralyté et al. [RDR03] emphasize that the above methods usually are combined to
arrive at a new method and that their generic model is able to be extended to capture
and include other approaches as well.
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2.1.2 Telos
Telos [MBJK90] is a meta modelling language founded in knowledge representation prin-
ciples. Its development originates in earlier approaches that aimed at the design of ad-
equate languages for capturing and representing requirements, in particular the require-
ments modelling language RML by Greenspan [Gre84] and its successor the Conceptual
Modelling Language (CML) by Stanley [Sta86]. The major distinguishing factor (accord-
ing to [GMB94]) to these earlier approaches is the attempt to avoid having only a fixed
view of the world. In this context, fixed means that the notions of entity, activity, and
assertion are built into the language. In particular, for RML “the attribute categories
associated with each one of these three notions are defined formally as part of the RML
definition” [GMB94]. This early commitment to notions with particular attributes and se-
mantics unnecessarily restricts the expressiveness and extensibility of the approach. Thus,
in Telos these shortcomings are addressed by not only allowing for the definition of con-
cepts and relations arbitrarily but also to freely define attributes and assertions.
Figure 2.3 shows the simple generic data model that is underlying Telos. It introduces
only four basic concepts [NJJ+96].
Object An object allows to capture the representation of any real-world artifact – mostly
nodes in a diagrammatic notation, but Telos also allows to represent links explicitly
with the help of objects.
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Attribute The attribute concept allows to detail out the characteristics of an object
including the relationship toward other objects. This is from the point of view of a
diagrammatic notation, attributes are needed to capture links.
Assertion To enable formalization, Telos provides the concept of a logical assertion.
The user can employ assertions as deductive rules to derive additional information
automatically, or as integrity constraints to control the entry of information by users.
This way it is possible to also capture more of the semantics of a customer-specific
modelling language.
Classification Eventually, we need at least one abstraction mechanism – classification –
which enables us to talk about classes and their instances. The special in relationship
expresses the classification relationship among objects. Characteristic features of this
classification approach are:
• There is no limitation of the classification/instantiation hierarchy: classes can
again belong to other (meta) classes which themselves can belong to (meta
meta) classes, and so on.
• Classification in conjunction with object structuring specifies a form of typing
from classes to instances, i. e., classes define the common structure of objects
belonging to that class. Instances are allowed to instantiate attributes defined
for their classes. Furthermore, in combination with logical assertions, it is pos-
sible to define meta-level formulae, this is formulae that capture the semantics,
for example, of instances of instances (and so on). This is not easily possible
with other approaches.
• Finally, multiple classification is allowed: an object can belong to multiple
classes.
The kernel of the Telos language is just that. All other language facilities such as general-
ization hierarchies, cardinality constraints, and so on, can be bootstrapped from this kernel
of objects and attributes, assertions, and classification. Furthermore, with only these few
concepts a framework is defined that is extensible to any application- or customer-specific
needs. A complete formal definition can be found in [JEG+95].
Frame Representation Throughout the rest of the thesis, we will make use of the
textual frame representation of Telos as introduced in the following thereby abstracting
from the technically needed propositional representation. The frame-syntax of O-Telos –
a variant with object-oriented features that is the foundation for the ConceptBase system
as introduced in the next section – groups the various pieces of information on an object
together. Such a frame has
• a name that uniquely identifies an object,
• a number of other objects (classes) that are either super classes (isA) or of which
the current object is an instance (in), and
• a list of named and typed attributes (including constraints).
The classical textbook example (see Figure 2.4) concerns the concepts and relation-
ships within an enterprise as introduced in the ConceptBase Manual [JQJ10]. The main
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end
I n d i v i d u a l Department i n C l a s s with
a t t r i bu te
head : Manager
end
Figure 2.4: Classical Telos example: employees, departments, and managers [JQJ10]
concepts are Employees, Departments, and Managers. An Employee has a name, a salary ,
a Department it belongs to, and a corresponding boss. The latter is in fact an information
that can be deduced from the other information, because the two other frames introduce
a Manager as a specialization of an Employee and a Department with the single attribute
head. Accordingly, the boss attribute only reflects the head of the Department an Employee
is associated with. In addition, Fig. 2.4 shows an example for a suitable constraint that
reflects that no Employee is supposed to earn more than her boss.
2.1.3 ConceptBase
ConceptBase [JEG+95] is a deductive object base management system for meta databases
implementing the Telos data model. A Datalog (see [CGT89]) representation of the basic
axioms is at its core (see http://www.conceptbase.cc for details). The system has been
used in projects ranging from development support for data-intensive applications, re-
quirements engineering, electronic commerce, and version and configuration management
to co-authoring of technical documents.
ConceptBase’s implementation of O-Telos provides a couple of features beyond the
core Telos. We stress the following four:
• First of all, there is a dedicated query language. Queries are formulated as classes.
Accordingly, the answer is provided by the set of instances to such a query class.
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This is query classes are normal classes but “with forced class membership defined
by a constraint” [NJJ+96]. From the intersection of a set of super classes those
objects are selected that fulfil the given constraint(s). The projection feature of
relational query languages such as SQL is reflected by defining the attributes that
are to be retrieved from the selected objects ( retrieved_attribute ). In addition, it is
possible to define new attributes (computed_attributes) that are computed (mostly as
part of the constraint). Altogether, this approach yields a powerful query language
together with all the amenities of normal Telos objects, this is queries can be stored,
sub classed etc. A major advantage of query classes compared to constraints is
the chance to tolerate modelling inconsistencies, while still keeping track of them.
This is a much more natural and most often the only feasible approach to integrate
conflicting perspectives of various stakeholders during requirements elicitation.
• A similar purpose serves the feature of modules. Especially, when it comes to the
integration of different stakeholders’ perspectives, it is highly likely that object names
occur repeatedly and thus are not unique across all perspectives. Modules allow to
avoid clashes by separating the models into different namespaces. The nesting of
modules can be used to build a hierarchy of modelling (language) refinements. And
eventually, import and export facilities allow to – nonetheless – make connections
between models in different modules.
• ConceptBase also supports a limited version of active rules to react to internal
and external events. Active rules, possibly better know as Event-Condition-Action
(ECA) rules [WC96], monitor interactions with the database system to detect events.
Events can be the addition or deletion of knowledge as well as the execution of
queries. If such an event is detected and a corresponding ECA rule exists, the
defined condition is checked. If this evaluates to true1, the action part of the rule
is executed. ECA rules are a suitable means, for example, to update depending
perspectives on changes in one particular perspective.
• Finally, the ConceptBase developers have early foreseen the need to create repre-
sentations of the models stored in ConceptBase in forms other than the internal
proposition representation or the frame representation. Answer formats allow for
complex transformations of Telos objects. They are associated with queries. To, for
example, be able to create nested structures as they are typical for HTML or nowa-
days more prominent XML documents, answer formats allow to call other queries
from within. This way, any complex data structure can be constructed. We will
elaborate on this feature when discussing model transformations in Chapter 5.2.
We omit examples here since they will occur throughout the rest of the thesis.
At the technical level, ConceptBase follows a client-server architecture. Clients and
servers run as independent processes which interact via inter-process communication chan-
nels. The ConceptBase server offers programming interfaces that allow to build clients
and to exchange messages in particular for updating and querying object bases using the
Telos frame syntax. ConceptBase comes with a standard graphical usage environment im-
plemented in Java which supports editing, ad-hoc querying and browsing of Telos object
bases.
1Dedicated control over the situation when the check is performed in relation to the event that is
monitored is given via a backtick operator and a set of parameters. See [JEG+95] for details.
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2.1.4 Method Engineering with Telos and ConceptBase
Meta modelling with Telos and ConceptBase thus supports the paradigm-based strategy
to method engineering in the following way (taken from the summary in [Jeu09b]):
• The syntactic features of any conceivable modelling notation can easily be captured
by corresponding Telos meta classes. Correctness can either be ensured by defining
integrity constraints or according checks can be represented as query classes to be
executed any time at the will of the modeller. Relationships between notations
can be established and partially also automatically maintained via a common meta
model and deductive rules.
• Instructional examples, a typical ingredient of textbooks on a particular modelling
method, are well supported since they can simply be added to a ConceptBase repos-
itory (possibly in a separate module). In this context, the ability of ConceptBase to
represent models from the full modelling spectrum, this is ranging from meta meta
modelling down to the data level, turns out to be highly advantageous.
• Since it is possible to capture development process models, step-by-step instructions
can also be provided. An advantage of ConceptBase in this regard is the possibility to
not enforce correctness rules throughout the design process, but to allow for explicitly
defining when such checks are to be performed (this is when the corresponding queries
are to be executed).
• Eventually, Quix [Qui09] discussed the definition of metrics in the context of data
warehouse quality. Accordingly, also the quality of models can be represented and
even be evaluated within Telos and with the help of ConceptBase.
2.1.5 Example Applications of Method Engineering
Exemplarily we discuss two method engineering examples that are directly relevant for
the two case studies that we are concerned with in this thesis (see Chap. 3).
The Trust-Confidence-Distrust (TCD) Method
To answer the needs of requirements engineering for inter-organisational networks, Gans
and others have developed the trust-confidence-distrust (TCD) method [GJKL03, Gan08,
GJK+11] in close cooperation with sociologists within the project “Tropos” (DFG Pri-
ority Program 1077 “Socionics”). It forms the foundation for our case study on inter-
organisational networks (see Chap. 3.1).
The TCD method has picked up upon earlier work by Nissen [Nis96] that concerned
the interaction of multiple (possibly conflicting) perspectives in conceptual modelling and
by Kethers [Ket00] who investigated cooperation processes (among others in small- and
medium-sized enterprises). Thus, clearly a “method-based approach” (in the nomen-
clature of SitME) has been chosen as the initial development strategy. In particular
Kethers’ work can be considered a direct predecessor to this work. To reconsider briefly,
Kethers has integrated four perspectives: a strategic perspective using i* (see Chap. 2.2.1),
an activity-oriented perspective that is related to event-driven process chains [Sch97], a
service-oriented perspective building on the speech act formalism [WF86], and an infor-
mation flow perspective taken from Nissen’s work [Nis96]. Since Kethers’ approach has
already been based on meta modelling (in fact meta meta modelling due to the need
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to integrate four different perspectives), the “paradigm-based approach” toward method
construction has been chosen also for the TCD method.
Product Model In regard to the product model, the existing (meta-) meta model
for capturing cooperation processes only had to be “adapted” to the new setting of inter-
organisational networks. Since cooperations between autonomous actors are a major point
in inter-organisational networks as well, unsurprisingly the strategic perspective based on
i* and providing the concepts of agents and dependencies is reused in the new setting. As
a refinement to Kethers, Gans et al. treat the two levels that are provided by i*, strategic
dependency and strategic rationale, as separate perspectives as we will see later on; one fo-
cusing the external view, the other the internal one. Furthermore, the inter-organisational
setting requires to cope with delegations and interactions of various partners. Correspond-
ingly, we again pick up on the positive experiences Kethers’ has made with a dedicated
service-oriented perspective and the linguistic speech act formalism in particular. The
basic idea is that “communicative activities induce actions and can therefore be used for
workflow modelling” [Ket00] (pp. 31). In this view, cooperation processes are considered
to consist of loops of communicative actions that are performed by a supplier to satisfy
a customer. In the new setting, the speech act formalism is also used for expectation
management related to trust-based cooperations.
The latter item hints already at the core issue that is not addressed by Kethers’
approach. Due to the inherently dynamic nature of trust – for example, trust grows only
by-and-by – the urgent need arises to address dynamic aspects. In Kethers’ approach, the
modelling of processes and relationships is purely static. The execution of the processes is
not considered. To overcome this deficiency, Gans et al. [GJKL03] incorporate an explicit
dynamic planning perspective as elaborated below. In turn, neither the activity-oriented
perspective nor the information flow perspective of Kethers are required in the new setting
due to the focus on social, dynamic aspects.
Figure 2.5 [GJKL03, Gan08, GJK+11] gives an overview on the multi-perspective mod-
elling and management method that has been developed to address the complex dependen-
cies and multi-viewpoint situations that occur in inter-organisational networks. In total
four perspectives have been established [GJKL03].
Dependencies Yu’s i* strategic dependencies are used to capture the various dependen-
cies between network members. Accordingly, this perspective refers to the many
successful experiences of applying i* to capture social interactions as reported com-
prehensively in [YGMM11]. The identified dependencies are in part preexisting
from a priori goal and capability analysis, in part created dynamically in response
to planning (see below).
Delegation processes Secondly, the dynamics of trust, confidence, and distrust are
heavily influenced by the perceived relationships between communication acts of
the network members and actual actions performed relating to these communication
acts. From this observation, Gans et al. conclude the need to include an explicit
speech act perspective. This perspective is closely integrated with the above men-
tioned strategic dependency perspective in that dependencies are treated as reasons
for speech act based delegations, and the latter are evaluated partially with respect
to the former. This ensures, for example, a strategic dependency with a specific
contract.
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Figure 2.5: A multi-perspective modelling and management method [GJK+11]
Goals While the first two perspectives focused the external view of interactions between
network members, the second two perspectives concern the internal view. First of all,
Gans et al. state that “the explicit modelling of goals [and dependencies] is crucial
with respect to networks in general, and to our special focus on trust, confidence,
and distrust in particular.” [GJK+11] Accordingly, Yu’s strategic rationale model is
included in the framework as well. To better integrate with the below elaborated
new planning perspective, Gans et al. made use of an extended version of i*, SNet,
that will be elaborated in Chap. 2.2.3.
Plans The planning perspective eventually is the major extension compared to Kethers’
work. To address dynamic aspects such as trust (confidence, and distrust) related
behaviour patterns of network members, a logic-based, high-level planning and sim-
ulation formalism, ConGolog [dGLL00, LKMY99] (see Chap. 2.3) is included. This
perspective plays a pivotal role in our framework since it interacts with all of the
other perspectives: plans operationalize the goals of the strategic rationale perspec-
tive, speech acts are refined into plans that eventually can be executed, and finally,
planning can generate new dependencies if the planning member discovers that it is
more efficient to delegate certain subtasks or -goals to others.
In Fig. 2.5 the i* strategic perspectives are shown in the upper part, and the related
operational level models in the lower part. The left part of the figure shows the internal
modelling aspects (goals and plans), and the right part shows the external aspects (strate-
gic dependencies and their implementation in delegation processes). Solid lines indicate
the nature of interrelationships between the perspectives whereas broken lines show how
the modalities of trust, confidence, and distrust shape the interactions of the four per-
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Figure 2.6: Partial meta meta model integrating the four perspectives [Gan08]
spectives. Figure 2.6 shows a partial view of the corresponding Telos meta meta model
as described by Gans [Gan08]. It allows the different perspective sub models and tools in
our approach to exchange information or be transformed into each other. Details can be
found in [Gan08].
Process Model The process model of the TCD method is available only as informal
guidelines (“simple strategy”). “Goal hierarchies following Yu’s Strategic Rationale ap-
proach are created and maintained dynamically for each agent, as well as mapped to
operational (base) plans using the ConGolog formalism that composes a plan from declar-
ative building blocks with pre- and post-conditions. Strategic dependencies, following Yu’s
Strategic Dependency modeling formalism, are in part statically derived from a priori goal
and capability analysis, and in part dynamically created on the basis of a agent’s recogni-
tion that certain parts of a plan are better delegated to others. Plans and dependencies,
often initially based on required agent role types rather than concrete network partners,
are mapped to specific communicative actions (speech acts) in order to establish a strategic
dependency with a specific contract. The modalities of trust, confidence, and distrust will
shape the way this is done. They then also indirectly shape how these contract patterns
gradually refine the base plans into network cooperation plans” [GJK+11].
Telecommunications Service Design
As another example, we refer to the work of Eberlein (and others) [Ebe09] that applied
Telos to support the development of telecommunication services with a particular focus
on the requirements engineering phase. The overall goal of this research has been to de-
velop a “Requirements Assistant for Telecommunication Services (RATS)” that is tailored
to support developers – mainly requirements engineers and service designers – in this
particular domain. Obviously, “the more domain-specific a tool is, the more support it
can provide” [Ebe09]. At the negative side, changes in the domain require corresponding
adaptations of the tool.
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The RATS tool is intended to provide two basic forms of guidance. Passive guid-
ance points out mistakes in the specification whereas (instance or class-specific) active
guidance also provides hints on how to proceed with the development. The domain spe-
cific knowledge on which the assistance rests is captured in a domain layer. By referring
to standards, expert knowledge, and “quick models”, this layer provides several domain
models on topics such as customer profiles, network transport capabilities, supplementary
services, feature interactions, switches etc. These models need to be maintained to keep
up with the evolution of the domain. On top of this, the development layer establishes
methodological support in regard to three dimensions: completeness, refinement, and for-
mality by building on suitable intelligence, development, and negotiation models. At the
notational level, the approach makes use of a requirements model that is mainly propri-
etarily defined and that exhibits features such as information, topic, goal, functionality,
and implementation constraints. For parts of these features, existing formalisms are used.
For example, functionality can be refined by use cases, atomic actions, or in the end even
specifications in the Specification and Description Language (SDL) of the International
Telecommunication Union (ITU) [ITU99].
Originally, the tool was intended to even complement an entirely model-based approach
by allowing to automatically derive an SDL specification at the end of the requirements
engineering phase. The work bears strong similarity with parts of this thesis, especially
in regard to how domain knowledge can be provided during the development (compare
for Chap. 5.1) and the integration into an overall development process by establishing
mappings and (semi-)automatic transformations to formalisms used in later development
phases (compare for Chap. 5.2). Accordingly, we will pick up on this in these later chapters.
2.2 i* and Derivatives
i* [Yu95, YGMM11] is an agent- and goal-oriented modelling framework that emphasizes
social aspects when modelling problem representations in domains such as requirements
engineering, business process reengineering, organisational impact analysis, and software
process modelling. By using few and simple modelling constructs, the formalism is in-
tended to serve as a common language between customers and developers: sufficiently
expressive to capture all relevant details, the developers need to know, but still compre-
hensible for non-IT-knowledgeable customers. The approach has been particularly suc-
cessful in the requirements engineering field as indicated by receiving the ten years’ most
influential paper award at the Requirements Engineering Conference in 2007. We will also
discuss four derivatives that have emerged over the years:
• a complete software development methodology, named Tropos [CKM02], that builds
on this formalism and uses the basic concepts throughout the whole development
process,
• the direct predecessor to our own work, SNet [Gan08], enabling logic-based simula-
tions of inter-organisational networks,
• the formal requirements representation Formal Tropos [FLP+04] amenable to model
checking-based analysis, and
• the derivative Secure Tropos [GMMZ05a] that puts the focus on the Datalog based
analysis of security aspects.
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Figure 2.7: Conceptual relationships between agent, role, and position
A more encompassing discussion of i* related modelling approaches is given in [Gra08].
2.2.1 Introduction to i*
In i*, two levels of modelling are distinguished. At the higher level, the modeller can
capture the various stakeholders and their dependencies within the so called strategic
dependency (SD) diagram. The details of actors, especially their individual goals and ra-
tionales and how they relate to external dependencies are detailed out in strategic rationale
(SR) diagrams.
Strategic Dependency (SD) Diagram
The SD Diagram focuses an external view of the stakeholders that are involved in a
problem setting and how they depend on each other.
Social Actors In [YM94] Yu and Mylopoulos present a detailed description of the actor
elements available in i*. This is elaborated even further in the “i* Guide” from
the i* Wiki (http://istar.rwth-aachen.de, [GHS+08]). i* provides the concept
of an actor with three specializations, role, position, and agent, to represent
social actors. Their graphical representation is depicted in Fig. 2.7 whereas their
characteristics are elaborated in Tab. 2.1.
Actor Association Links There are six actor association links which we group into
two groups. The first group of (three) links clarifies the different characterizations
of the three refined actor types and their mutual conceptual relationships to each
other as introduced above (see Fig. 2.7 and the characterization in Tab. 2.2). The
other group of association links is taken from object-oriented modelling and
encompasses parts, specialization, and instantiation relationships (see Tab. 2.3).
Strategic Dependencies Strategic dependencies are used to capture the relationships
between the modelled social actors. i* distinguishes four different types that vary
according to the degree of freedom they leave to the dependee, this is the actor that
is depended upon. These are elaborated in Tab. 2.4.
See the referenced tables for details on the individual modelling constructs.
Business Goals of an SME To get a grasp on the characteristics of the above intro-
duced modelling constructs, we refer here to concrete modelling experiences with one of
the partners of the ZAMOMO project. Figure 2.8 shows a strategic dependency diagram of
the business goals of the small enterprise partner VEMAC. In the top most row we see the
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Table 2.1: Actor concepts in i*
Construct Description
actor The general concept of an actor captures active entities that carry out
actions to achieve goals by resorting to their individual know-how, skills,
and experiences. Such an entity can have intentional dependencies with
other such entities. Generally, it is recommended to prefer the special-
ized actors agent, role, and position as elaborated below over the
more general actor. Especially, this helps to arrive at a higher level
of detailing and thus a more precise capture of domain knowledge. In
this view, the actor concept should only be used if no detailed knowl-
edge on the specific kind of actor is available. But at the i* Wiki it
is also discussed that too many specialized actors can lead to too com-
plicated models that are hard to analyse and understand. Accordingly,
the modeller is supposed to decide upon the “value and additional in-
formation that [the specialized actors] will add to the model” (http:
//istar.rwth-aachen.de/tiki-index.php?page_ref_id=308).
role A role is defined as an “abstract characterization of the behaviour of
a social actor within some specialized context or domain of endeavor”.
The characteristics or features of this role are considered to be easily
transferable to other social actors. Consequently, dependencies should
be associated with this kind of actor only if they apply regardless of who
plays the role, this is they only concern the functionality or ability that
is provided by this particular role.
Agent In contrast, an agent is a concrete manifestation of an actor such as
a human individual that essentially has individuality. Accordingly, the
characteristics of an agent are typically not easily transferable to other
individuals because they reflect the individual skills and experiences or
the physical limitations of the social actor. Corresponding to this un-
derstanding, dependencies are to be associated with agents regardless
of what roles are played by this agent.
Position Eventually, a position is used as an intermediate abstraction in that it
describes a set of roles which are typically assigned jointly to one agent
(mostly human actors). In contrast to the agent actor, a position is
still abstract, only an amalgamation of roles.
Table 2.2: Actor association links in i* (group 1)
Construct Description
plays An agent plays a role. At the i* Wiki it is emphasized that the
identity of the agent should have no effect on the responsibilities of that
role. In turn, the identity of the agent should also not be affected by
playing that role.
occupies An agent occupies a position.
covers A position covers roles.
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Table 2.3: Actor association links in i* (group 2)
Construct Description
is-part-of The is-part-of link allows to describe decomposition of actors into sub-
units. It applies to any of the three kinds, but you need to stick with the
same sub type as the one of the composite actor. For example, an agent
can only be partitioned into other agent elements. Note that “aggre-
gate actors are not compositional with respect to intentionality” (http:
//istar.rwth-aachen.de/tiki-index.php?page_ref_id=221). This
is any of the part actors is taken to be intentional and can have de-
pendencies of its own to any other actor including the composite or its
siblings.
is-a Also the is-a relationship applies to any of the three actor types with the
common “generalization/specialization” understanding as known from
object-oriented modelling. Unfortunately, inheritance in the context of
social actors with dependencies is not straightforward. First clarifying
steps in this regard have been taken in [CFL+07, LFM08].
ins The ins (instantiates) relationship refers to real world instances of ab-
stract actor representations. In fact, ins relationships are only allowed
between agents. Direct instances of roles or positions are thus not
foreseen. This fits with the characterization of these specialized actor
types as given before. Only agents have individuality; roles and positions
remain abstract.
Table 2.4: Dependency links in i*
Construct Description
task
dependency
In a task dependency (denoted by a hexagon) the depender
specifies already in detail what activity the dependee has to
carry out.
goal
dependency
In contrast, the goal dependency (denoted by an oval) only
describes some state that has to be achieved. It is left to the
dependee how to bring about that situation.
resource
dependency
Similarly, for a resource dependency (denoted by a rectan-
gular) the dependee has to provide the resource but it is up to
her how exactly to achieve this.
softgoal
dependency
A softgoal dependency (denoted by an irregular shape)
is similar to a goal dependency with the major difference that
there are no clear-cut criteria when this goal is fulfilled. The de-
pendee can only make contributions and the depender decides
whether the softgoal is satisficed, this is sufficiently satisfied
(see [MS58]). This kind of dependency is specially suited to
capture non-functional requirements (also quality goals).
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Figure 2.8: Strategic Dependency diagram for VEMAC’s business goals (from [SDH+08])
relationships between three basic actors in a control system developer setting: The “engine
developer” depends on a “control engineer” for the development of an “engine controller”.
Usually, besides contributing the basic features of the engine, the “control engineer” is
rather free in how to “develop the control system”. Accordingly, the dependency is of type
goal. As will be elaborated in the case studies section, nowadays “control engineers”
commonly make use of rapid control prototyping systems, for example a concrete “rapid
control prototyping (RCP) platform” that is provide by some “RCP platform supplier”.
Again, this relationship is captured as a goal dependency. At the bottom of the figure,
we can see some specializations and also an agent actor. On the left, the “engine devel-
oper” is specialized to a “small engine developer”. Due to a rather new “EU regulation
on exhaust gas emissions”, such developers (for example, constructing engines for motor
saws) now also need to employ control systems. Correspondingly, a new kind of “small
engine control engineer” is required as well. An other specialization of a “control engineer”
is a “small series control engineer”. The difference to “small engine control engineers” is
that the control problems are more unique, this is the number of ordered instances of that
control system is rather low. A good example is the control of excavator shovels. Eventu-
ally, the picture also indicates what roles the ZAMOMO partner “VEMAC” foresees for
itself in this setting. On the one hand, they intend to develop a rapid control prototyping
platform, this is work as a “RCP platform supplier”. On the other hand, they want to
use their own platform to provide engineering services, this is work as “control engineers”
addressing both indicated subfields “small engine” as well as “small series”.
Strategic Rationale (SR) Diagram
The internal view on the individual goals and processes of stakeholders and systems are
captured in strategic rationale (SR) diagrams.
Modelling Elements The types of links from the strategic dependency level – task,
goal, resource, and softgoal dependencies – simply become modelling ele-
ments at the SR level. The characterization (see Tab. 2.5) remains the same as with
the dependencies at SD diagram level (cf. Tab. 2.4).
Links The SR diagram provides new types of links (see Tab. 2.6) to combine the above
modelling elements into suitable structures.
Business Details of a Small Engine Developer Figure 2.9 details out the “small
engine developer” from Fig. 2.8. For easier reference you also see the external dependency
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Table 2.5: Intentional elements at Strategic Rationale level
Construct Description
task A task element is used to describe some particular activity, process, or
capability of an actor that is performed in a particular way.
goal A goal represents an intentional desire of an actor. In contrast to
softgoals, for (hard-)goals there are clear criteria, when the goal is
fulfilled.
resource A resource describes a physical or informational entity that is needed,
produced, or provided.
softgoal A softgoal is again intended to capture non-functional issues and in
contrast to (hard-)goals does not have clear-cut criteria for its fulfill-
ment. Instead, the notion of satisficing [MS58] is used.
Table 2.6: Links at Strategic Rationale level
Construct Description
decomposition A decomposition link allows to detail out a complex task
into sub issues. This way a task can be decomposed into sub
tasks, sub goals, required resources, and involved soft-
goals.
means-ends A means-ends link is used to model alternatives – only tasks
– to achieve a goal (or provide a resource).
contribution Eventually, contribution links are a special type of means-
ends links that have a qualitative argument (also called label),
some positive, help, make, some negative, hurt, break,
or unknown, that indicates the kind of contribution toward
the associated softgoal. In addition, the labels and and or
are provided to create hierarchies of softgoals. The source for
contributions can be any other modelling element, this is
goals, softgoals, tasks, and resources.
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Figure 2.9: Excerpt of SR diagram for small engine developer (from [SDH+08])
toward the “control engineer” on the right side of the figure. In order to meet the goal
of adhering to the “EU regulation on exhaust gas emissions” two alternative paths can
be followed. Either the “small engine developer” decides to “delegate the development”
of a corresponding control functionality to an external “control engineer”, in this case the
specified dependency comes into play. Or the developer decides to “internally build up
the necessary knowledge about control systems”. Figure 2.9 shows exemplarily two soft-
goals that are affected by these alternatives, being “fast at the market” and establishing
“additional competencies”. More precisely, the two alternatives contribute inversely to
these softgoals. The “delegation of control development” activities has positive effects
on being “fast at the market” but has a rather negative effect in regard to “additional
competencies” that are created at the SME’s side. In the contrary, the “internal” ap-
proach helps a lot in adding useful competencies but also clearly negatively contributes
to being “fast at the market”.
Capturing the Syntax and Semantics of i* in Telos
As motivated extensively in the previous section (Chap. 2.1), Telos is certainly suited to
capture and represent the i* modelling language. The syntactical restrictions in regard
to which objects can be connected via which kinds of links is easily captured by defining
and typing the corresponding objects and attributes suitably. It has turned out to be
of advantage to define additional, intermediate helping classes to group, for example,
all so called intentional elements, this is task, goal, resource, and softgoal. For
actor elements, the grouping is more straightforward due to the specialization relationship
between actor and the other three subtypes (role, position, agent). Similarly, the
links can be grouped suitably. Figure 2.10 and Figure 2.11 show a graphical representation
of the specialization/generalization hierarchy of the Telos classes representing i* modelling
constructs. Note that for practical reasons we constitute dependencies between actors
by combining two dependency links and the dependum. This is we do not need to
distinguish different dependency links but reuse the SR modelling elements for this
purpose (as the dependum). The formalization of i* as needed for this thesis is given in
Appendix A.1.1.
Analysis Support
As explicitly state by Horkoff and Yu [HY08], “[d]eriving the full benefits of [i* ] models
requires analysis and iteration beyond initial construction.”
Already the original PhD thesis by Eric Yu [Yu95] allowed for various forms of anal-
ysis. SD diagrams are supposed to help analysing opportunities by matching offers and
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Figure 2.10: Class hierarchy for Telos representation of i* modelling elements
Figure 2.11: Class hierarchy for Telos representation of i* modelling links
dependencies as well as vulnerabilities. The latter looks at the chain of dependencies. For
SR models, four levels of analysis are offered. Ability captures whether an actor has a
plan skeleton, called a routine for something, this is she has the required knowledge. The
workability analysis checks whether a routine is reducible to workable elements (via de-
composition and/or means-ends links) or workable dependencies. Viability concerns
checks with respect to desired qualitative criteria. Eventually, believability challenges the
assumptions involved in reasoning about the routine, this is whether they are sufficiently
justified. All these analysis are described without committing to a particular choice of
logic for the underlying intentional operators.
One aspect that has early received more attention concerns the satisficing concept
of softgoals. Already one of the earliest modelling environment tools, OME3 [LY00],
included a corresponding label propagation algorithm. After committing to some choices
at goals, the algorithm allows to project and collect the contributions of the various
tasks and alternatives to the relevant softgoals. If possible, this allows to derive a
labelling such as “satisficed”, “partially satisficed”, “denied”, “partially denied” etc.
The topic of analysing i* models has not only been picked up by the FormalTropos
approach that is elaborated later on (see Chap. 2.2.4), but also by the work of Horkoff, in
close cooperation with Eric Yu [HY08]. She works on a procedure to apply SAT solving
techniques to backward or top-down qualitative, interactive analysis, thereby going beyond
pure goal model reasoning approaches as they have been established in the Non-Functional
Requirements framework of Chung, Nixon, Yu, and Mylopoulos [CNYM00] as well as the
work within the context of KAOS by Lamsweerde (consider, for example, [vL01]). In
particular, Horkoff has introduced an interactive component [HY09]. Starting from an
analysis question such as “How effective is this design option with respect to the desired
goals”, the approach again makes use of qualitative evaluation labels that are assigned
to elements to capture in how far they are satisficed (or denied). Initially, the labelling
represents the analysis questions. By propagating these labels according to a set of suitable
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rules as well as human interaction to decide in case of conflict, finally a new distribution of
labels across elements is reached that can be analysed in the light of the original question.
In [BMMZ06], an enrichment of the tool support for requirements engineering (and
the later to be discussed Secure Tropos (see Chap. 2.2.5) in particular) is proposed that
supports the automatic generation and exploration of alternative options. Given a set
of actors and goals as the input, a planner generates design alternatives by generating
alternative multi-agent plans to fulfill all given goals. By mapping to the “standard”
planning language PDDL [GHK+98], a suitable off-the-shelf planner can be used.
Original Application Fields
Already in the original PhD thesis on i* [Yu95], Eric Yu addressed four different applica-
tion fields:
• requirements engineering,
• business process reengineering,
• organisational impact analysis, and
• software process modelling.
In regard to requirements engineering, the crucial aspect is to capture the requirements
that truly reflect users’ needs. According to Curtis [CKI88] and Jackson [Jac95], a major
difficulty in this regard is to gain a deep enough understanding about the application
domain. Yu advocates a richer model of the organisational environment to help users
identify the different ways a new system can serve their needs.
The core idea of business process reengineering was that IT can help to put the way
processes are carried out in an enterprise into question. Challenging the mainly functional
view, Davenport [DJS90] and Hammer [Ham90] focus processes as they run from end
to end through an enterprise. Nowadays, one would prefer the term business process
management but still many problems persist. Two examples that refer to i* in this
context are approaches to automatically configure business processes [LYM07] as well as
attempts to better integrate the process space and the enterprise’s goals (motivation or
strategy, respectively) [Has09, PMHD09]. The latter work has been carried out within
the context of the EU SUPER project (http://www.ip-super.org) and has formalized
the business motivation model (BMM) [Bus05], a standard of the OMG (formerly of the
Business Rules Group), by building on semantic web technology. i* is referred to mainly
in regard to the elaboration of goal refinement as well as the satisficing concept (together
with the corresponding label propagation algorithm).
The organisational impact analysis allows to capture the as-is social situation of an
organisation as well as the setting that is striven for. Similarly, Giorgini et al. [GMMZ05b]
discuss social versus individual trust, for example, in regard to real-world backend inves-
tigations in the financial sector [MZ11]. This application field has particular resemblance
with the SNet case study (see Chap. 3.1).
Eventually, Yu also intends i* to be helpful in the context of software process modelling.
This idea stems from the basic, Telos related ideas to consider “four worlds” [MBJK90].
Again, the major point in regard to applying i* here is to cover not only technical aspects
but also social ones.
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From these early application scenarios as well as further different applications and
derivatives that have evolved over the years, the usefulness of i* for capturing and mod-
elling social aspects of problems has become apparent. Ultimately, the importance of
social aspects in i* is reflected by the title of the recently published textbook on i*,
“Social Modeling for Requirements Engineering” [YGMM11].
2.2.2 The Tropos Software Development Methodology
The core idea of the Tropos project (http://troposproject.org) is to target the mis-
match between the concepts suitable to capture the organisational environment of a sys-
tem to be developed and the way information about the system itself and its develop-
ment is represented. The latter is mostly driven by the “programming paradigm of the
day” [CKM02]. The Tropos solution instead adopts the concepts available in i* such as
actor, goal, and dependency, but applies them not only to the requirements phase
but to all development phases, this is from early and late requirements, to architectural,
and to detailed design. This way the approach “complements well proposals for agent-
oriented programming platforms”, while not enforcing an agent-based implementation in
the end [CKM02].
At least in more recent publications (see [BPG+04]), the Tropos team has slightly
adapted the concepts and naming of concepts that were taken from i*. Instead of task they
provide for a plan feature (while maintaining most of the semantics). Also they consider
soft goals and hard goals subtypes to the more general goal concept. Additionally, the
capability concept captured mainly via UML activity diagrams reflects “the ability of an
actor of defining, choosing and executing a plan for the fulfillment of a goal, given certain
world conditions and in presence of a specific event” [BPG+04].
As already mentioned before, these concepts are used throughout the whole develop-
ment. The early requirements engineering phase is most closely related to the original
i*. The modeller is intended to identify relevant stakeholders and their relationships,
this is more generally speaking the environment of the system to be developed. Late re-
quirements engineering is concerned with introducing the system to be developed into the
environmental setting captured in the previous phase. The interaction of the system with
stakeholders and the environment and the resulting effects on existing or new relation-
ships are considered. The dependencies of the new system actor reflect the functional
and non-functional requirements. During architectural design, the system specification is
focused. This is the global system architecture is defined by introducing sub actors that
again can have various kinds of dependencies on each other. Especially, they are inter-
connected through data and control flows. The considerations here allow also to include
the mapping to a set of software agents and their organisation, potentially following some
suitable organisational patterns [CSM03]. Eventually, the detailed design has to specify
the individual agent capabilities as well as agent interactions. It is assumed that a choice
for the implementation platform has already been made at that point in time, so that this
can be respected, thereby alleviating the mapping into code.
Throughout the different phases elaborated above, the developer is expected to perform
various kinds of modelling. Actor modelling concerns the identification and analysis of
stakeholders (within the environment) as well as constituting components of the system to
be developed. The relationships between actors are clarified during dependency modelling.
They concern not only abstract dependencies between stakeholders but also more detailed
data and control flow dependencies between system components during architectural and
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detailed design. Goal modelling is applied to the point of view of one particular actor
and uses means-end analysis, contribution analysis, and AND/OR decomposition. This
is it allows to identify ways to achieve goals, their qualitative contributions, and enables
to break down a problem into sub problems. Similarly, plan modelling is concerned with
the AND/OR decomposition of plans. Finally, capability modelling comes into play only
at the end of the architectural design, when agents need to be equipped with individual
capabilities to achieve their goals and to enter into social interactions with other agents.
The Tropos methodology has experienced a lot of further research in regard to a more
formal foundation as well as a more tailored approach for particular fields of interest.
Later on, we will have a closer look at two examples in this regard, namely Formal Tropos
(see Chap. 2.2.4) that allows for model-checking of specifications and Secure Tropos (see
Chap. 2.2.5) that focuses security aspects. For further work on Tropos visit http://
troposproject.org.
2.2.3 SNet – A Modelling and Simulation Environment
As an important part of their work on support for inter-organisational networks [GJKL03,
GJLS05, Gan08] (see Chap. 2.1.5), Gans et al. have extended and updated i* mainly to
enable (and alleviate) a mapping to simulations based on the formalism ConGolog (see
Chap. 2.3). We will focus here only the extensions to i* and the core mapping idea.
Extensions to i*
As explicitly clarified by Yu [Yu95], i* is intended for strategic considerations in contrast
to an operational view that is usually taken within agent-based modelling and simulation
approaches. Accordingly, if one strives for simulations – in this case of activities within
inter-organisational networks – extensions are required to introduce more operational in-
formation. Due to the need for detailed information, the SR diagrams have been chosen
as the main source of information.
The core concepts of SR diagrams remain untouched. Agents are used as in original i*
to represent stakeholders, in particular network members – each having its own capabilities
and characteristics. To simplify the modelling, Gans et al. focus agents only. The relation
between agent instances and roles will be discussed as a contribution of this thesis (see
Chap. 4.1).
A closer look at the intentional elements that describe the individual stakeholders’
characteristics – with simulations in mind – reveals interesting insights on their particular
semantics. Especially, these allow Gans to distinguish between active and passive elements.
Active Elements As active elements they consider the task and the goal elements.
As introduced above tasks describe concrete ways an agent can perform to achieve some
goal. Thus they are obviously active. As an extension to original i*, Gans et al. allow
for defining the duration of primitive tasks, this is tasks that are not decomposed any
further.
Gans et al. also consider goals to be active since in contrast to original i* they have
committed to only a backward reading direction: goals are understood as choice points
where the agent has to decide between various alternatives that all fulfill this (hard)goal
(even though the different alternatives might contribute differently to the accompanying
softgoals as elaborated below). According to this understanding decomposition and
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means-ends links together form a joined and/or tree-based decomposition structure: a
high-level complex task can be decomposed into sub tasks and goals. All of them have
to be completed to complete the complex task. In contrast, only one alternative at a
goal needs to be completed to fulfill the goal. Note that they do not allow a task to
fulfill more than one (hard) goal. This ensures the desired tree structure.
Passive Elements on the other hand capture circumstances or side conditions of the
above mentioned activities. As such a resource is either needed to perform a particular
task (or goal) and thus a kind of precondition or it is the result of such an activity, this
is an effect. Next, a softgoal is already in original i* most often used as an accompa-
nying description. Especially as a dependency it is normally used to characterize other
dependencies in regard to, for example, quality aspects. In our (simulation) setting,
this role is even strengthened since softgoals are mainly used to characterize different
alternatives.
The list of passive elements is extended by Gans et al. by a generic precondition/-
effect element (denoted as a triangle). Picking up on the particular understanding of
resources, the precondition/effect element allows the specification of preconditions
to task or goal elements using first order logic (a formula attribute). Similarly it allows
to capture a particular simulation relevant effect of an active element by referring to or
introducing a situation dependent variable (in ConGolog called a fluent) and by specifying
how it is affected by the activity (via the definition of a function that computes the new
value).
Ordering The above introduced precondition/effect element is in particular needed
to define an ordering on the sub tasks and goals of complex tasks. i* does intentionally
not commit to such an ordering due to its focus on strategic considerations. But since
rather often there is knowledge on which activity has to be performed before another, we
want to respect this in simulations. Furthermore, the ability to take the effects of activ-
ities into account when choosing from alternatives is a major advantage of this approach
compared to model-checking based approaches such as FormalTropos (see Chap. 2.2.4).
Sequence links are available as a shortcut for sequential relationships between sub tasks
and goals at the same decomposition level. This is in line with the introduction of
“prior-to” links in FormalTropos (see Chap. 2.2.4). It is worth to mention that Gans et
al. do not require a total ordering. If no ordering information is provided, a concurrent
execution of the activities is presumed.
Quantitative Softgoals Another adaptation and extension that has an operational
background concerns softgoals. In i*, a main characteristic of softgoals is the missing
of clear-cut criteria. This enables their use to represent qualitative, non-functional issues
in particular of the choice between alternatives. Gans et al. pick up on this while having to
reduce the vagueness of softgoals. Also in SNet, softgoals are the main foundation
for decision-making. But to allow agents in a simulations to act on their own, there is
also the need to “operationalize” softgoals. To achieve this, the agents are equipped
with a deliberative planning component based on utility theory [GJLS03, Sch03, GJLS05].
Accordingly, the various qualitative contribution links are replaced by a single type
carrying a numerical value. Additionally, with each softgoal a suitable utility function
is associated that maps the sum of all contributions to a value between 0 and 1 (most
often a sigmoid function is appropriate here). Together with an agent-specific weighting
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Figure 2.12: SNet SR model for teacher-student management (modified from [SLJ06b])
of softgoals this yields an overall utility value that allows to compare various different
alternatives.2
Parameters At the technical level, Gans et al. have extended the intentional elements
via parameters. This allows to introduce minor variations of, for example, tasks without
the need to redefine a possibly complex task decomposition structure. Consider, for
example, lecture courses at university. The basic features – given by a professor, provides
an exam, is attended by students that have to hand in exercises, etc. – are so similar,
that it would not make sense to enforce a different task element for each different course.
Instead the “topic” of the course should be considered a parameter to this modelling. A
similar approach is taken by FormalTropos (see Chap. 2.2.4).
Example To alleviate the subsequent relation to Formal and Secure Tropos, we use a
simplified as well as slightly extended SR model (Fig. 2.12) of the course management set-
ting at a university published in [FLP+04] even though it is not perfectly suited to present
all of SNet’s features. This seems acceptable since we will see more examples on the use
of (extended) i* for modelling inter-organisational networks throughout the thesis. The
setting concerns a “teacher” who “teaches a course” and provides a corresponding “exam”,
while a “student” “attends the course” and aims at “passing” it. Since we focus SR dia-
grams here and it is common practice in the combined use of SR and SD diagrams to attach
dependency links to some internal activity of an actor, we have rewritten the example
to adhere to these constraints. Task or goal dependencies have become delegations,
i. e. they interconnect task or goal elements of different actors via decomposition or
means-ends links (see, for example, “teach course” of the “teacher” and “attend course”
of the “student”). Resources are used as constraints on the execution order of connected
task/goal elements.
This completes the list of changes and extensions to the basic i* formalism that were
introduced by Gans et al. In the following we will investigate how this extended i* frame-
work is mapped to ConGolog to enable agent-based simulations.
2In fact, the computation is more complex because it also takes the various trust relationships into
account. Details can be found in [Sch03].
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1 proc ( giveExam ( teache r , PID , T, Course ) ,
2 [ giveExam ( pre , t eache r , PID , _, Course ) ,
3 conc ( runExam ( teache r , PID , _, Course ) ,
4 markingExam ( teache r , PID , _, Course ) ) ,
5 giveExam ( post , t eache r , PID , _, Course ) ] )
6 proc ( pa s sCour s e ( s tudent , PID , T, Course ) ,
7 [ pa s sCour s e ( pre , s tudent , PID , _, Course ) ,
8 ndet ( passExam ( s tudent , PID , _, Course ) ,
9 doRe s ea r chP ro j e c t ( s tudent , PID , _, Course ) ) ,
10 pas sCour s e ( post , s tudent , PID , _, Course ) ] )
11 work load ( s tudent , do ( a , s ) ) = w ≡
12 ( a = doRe s ea r chP ro j e c t ( post , s tudent , _PID , _T, _Course )
13 ∧ w = work load ( s tudent , s ) + 10) % This i s 10 SWS.
14 ∨ ( a = passExam ( post , s tudent , _PID , _T, _Course )
15 ∧ w = work load ( s tudent , s ) + 6) % This i s 6 SWS.
16 ∨ ( a 6= doRe s ea r chP ro j e c t ( post , s tudent , _PID , _T, _Course )
17 ∧ a 6= passExam ( post , s tudent , _PID , _T, _Course )
18 ∧ work load ( s tudent , s ) = w)
19 poss ( giveExam ( post , t eache r , PID , T, Course ) , s ) ≡
20 execu t ed ( runExam ( post , t eache r , PID , _, Course ) , s )
21 ∧ execu t ed (markingExam ( post , t eache r , PID , _, Course ) , s )
22 poss ( markingExam ( pre , t eache r , PID , T, Course ) , s ) ≡
23 owner ( answer (PID , Course , s ) ) = t e a c h e r
24 poss ( markingExam ( post , t eache r , PID , T, Course ) , s ) ≡
25 execu t ed (markingExam ( pre , t eache r , PID , T0 , Course ) , s )
26 ∧ t ime ( s ) = T0 + 3
27 execu t ed ( Act ion , do ( a , s ) ) ≡ a = Act ion ∨ execu t ed ( Act ion , s )
Figure 2.13: Fragment of resulting ConGolog for course management example
Mapping Extended i* to ConGolog
As to be elaborated in Chap. 2.3, ConGolog [dGLL00] is a logic-based simulation and
programming language. Its key feature is the support for integrating planning and pro-
gramming with the overall goal to reduce the search space during planning to only the
most relevant issues, that is issues that really benefit from the enhanced flexibility pro-
vided via planning. Accordingly, ConGolog provides a mixture of standard imperative
programming constructs but also non-deterministic constructs as well as constructs to
cope with concurrency.
The modelling with extended i* as introduced on the previous pages can rather easily
be mapped into ConGolog code. In many cases the mapping returns non-deterministic
procedures. The simulation environment that is presented in the next section provides
basic facilities to cope with this non-determinism as well as other basic agent features, for
example, inter-agent communication. Accordingly, only the concrete application-specific
code needs to be generated from the model. We show the necessary steps by working one
by one through the SR modelling facilities of extended i*.
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Task The active elements task and goal are at the center of the transformation. A
complex task is transformed into a procedure whereby the body is derived from the
sub tasks and goals. If existing and as far as possible, sequential relations between
the sub elements are reflected via the use of the sequence construct ( [...] ), otherwise
the conc construct for concurrent execution is used. Lines 1–5 of Fig. 2.13 show the
resulting procedure for “give exam” with the concurrent calls for “run exam” and “marking
exam”. proc introduces the definition of a procedure. Its body starts with the sequence
construct ( [...] ). There are primitive actions preceding and following the body, so that
the preconditions to and effects of an element can be reflected in the program (see below).
To clarify the relationship between (i*) tasks and (ConGolog) primitive actions, it is
worth to mention that we map even primitive tasks, i. e. tasks that are not decomposed
any further such as “marking exam”, to a procedure. In this case, the body consists only of
the starting primitive action and the finishing primitive action. Thereby we follow Reiter’s
suggestion [Rei01] to model activities with a duration via processes with instantaneous
starting and finishing actions.
Goal Goals are also mapped to procedures. But instead of sequence or conc constructs,
the ndet construct for the non-deterministic choice between alternatives is used. This
gives the agents a chance to deliberate about the according alternatives at run-time using
the decision-theoretic planning component (see below). Again there are primitive actions
preceding and following the body to consider the preconditions and effects of this element.
Lines 6–10 of Fig. 2.13 show the transformation of the goal “pass course”. The student
has to either “pass an exam” or “do a research project”.
Agent and Other Parameters The code above shows that agents, e. g. “teacher”
or “student” occur as parameters to the procedures and primitive actions that result
from the transformation (similarly for fluents reflecting resources, softgoals, etc., see
below). This is necessary since we only require unique naming within an actor. The other
parameter PID is needed to distinguish different instantiations of the corresponding task
as they occur several times during a single run of a simulation. Eventually, T reflects
the time when the activity is performed. Any additional parameter that is provided in
the extended i* model (e. g. “course”) will also become a parameter to the corresponding
procedures and primitive actions in order to be available within the simulations.
Softgoal Softgoals are captured by fluents. This is necessary to capture the various
contributions that can occur anywhere within the generated ConGolog code. Accordingly,
contributions are mapped to effect axioms associated with the primitive finishing action
of the corresponding i* task or goal element. Lines 11–18 of Fig. 2.13 show the definition
of a fluent representing the softgoal “workload”. Again the particular agent is used as
a parameter. The two alternatives “do research project” and “pass exam” differ in regard
to the “workload”. The “research project” causes higher efforts but on the other hand the
“exam” might involve a higher “danger of failure” as another softgoal to be considered
(not shown in Fig. 2.12 and Fig. 2.13).
Precondition/Effect, Resource, Sequence Link The precondition/effect ele-
ment, the resource element, and the sequence link all describe preconditions or effects,
respectively, and are thus mapped to precondition or effect axioms of primitive actions.
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Lines 19–26 of Fig. 2.13 show the precondition axioms of the finishing action of “give
exam” and of the starting and finishing actions of “marking exam”. The first axiom
(lines 19–21) reflects the semantics of complex tasks in that it checks as a precondition to
the finishing primitive action of such a complex task (“give exam”) whether all sub tasks
(and goals) are completed. For this purpose it makes use of the generic fluent executed(
Action) that is parameterized by a primitive action (line 27). If a primitive action (with
the given Agent, PID, T, and possibly other parameters) has been executed, the fluent has
the value true. This is achieved by the simple and generic effect axiom shown in line 27.
Accordingly, to map sequence links there is no need to define specific effect axioms. The
corresponding poss axioms for reflecting the ordering via preconditions can simply refer
to the “executed” fluent as introduced above. Similarly, the poss axiom for the finishing
primitive action of a primitive task is used to respect the defined duration of the task.
The third poss axiom in Fig. 2.13 (lines 24–26) shows an example for this.
Resources are treated as special preconditions in that the current owner is checked
(lines 22-23). Thus, similar to softgoals they also need to be mapped to fluents to
reflect the fact that the owner might change over time.
Eventually, for a precondition/effect element the content of the assigned formula
– a first order logic formula that is allowed to refer any generically or individually defined
fluents, e. g. time, workload, answer – is used as the precondition. For the usage as an
effect, the corresponding effect axiom is constructed by referring to the finishing primitive
action of the connected task or goal element, the explicitly mentioned fluent (possibly
newly introduced), as well as the function that computes the new value.
Ultimately the precondition axiom of a starting primitive action representing a (possi-
bly complex) task or goal element combines the preconditions of all incoming sequence
links to this modelling element as well as all links from resource and precondition/-
effect elements via a logical “∧”.
Delegation Eventually, it has to be remarked that tasks and goals that are dele-
gated, this is the connecting decomposition or means-ends link, respectively, crosses
the boundaries of an agent, are marked specially. The corresponding procedure call is
enclosed by the special marker delegate(...). This allows to trigger inter-agent communi-
cation at simulation run-time when an agent meets such a construct during the planning
of an activity. This will be elaborated in the next paragraphs. Furthermore, for each such
delegation a special set of fluents is created that reflects the various trust (distrust, confi-
dence) related issues as they result from the Trust-Confidence-Distrust model introduced
by the sociologists (see Chap. 2.1.5, detailed out in Chap. 3.1.3).
Simulations of Inter-Organisational Networks in ConGolog
The above, informally described mapping (see [Gan08] for a more formal presentation)
encompasses all necessary steps to arrive at the problem-specific ConGolog code. As
indicated above, this problem-specific part is complemented by generic facilities and the
overall simulation environment.
Example For introducing the simulation features, we are referring here to another part
of the course management setting. Figure 2.14 shows a “teacher” and two “teaching
assistants”. The “teaching assistants” can “review” student research “projects” for the
“teacher”. In this simple setting, the two agents with similar capabilities, the “teaching
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Figure 2.14: Simple simulation setting on grading student research projects
assistants”, differ in regard to the duration of their primitive tasks (not visible in the
figure) and the (numerical) contributions to the softgoal “review quality” (“100” vs.
“2000”). In addition, the simulations consider a few generic agent parameters concerning
risk attitude and trust orientation that reflect generic characteristics of stakeholders or
actors (this will be detailed out in Chap. 4.1). In the most elementary case, these are
values between 0 and 1 indicating the level of risk-loving behaviour or how important
trust is for an agent (both affecting the overall utility computation, see below).
Initialization After generating the corresponding ConGolog code as described above,
initial settings need to be specified. This is achieved by specifying initial values for flu-
ents. For example as described earlier, for delegations fluents are created that reflect the
current level of trust with a delegation partner. They can be set to suitable initial values
possibly reflecting the outcome of a different simulation run. For our running example,
the initialization below shows that the “teacher” has already had good experiences with
“teaching assistant A” reflected by a high value for their trust relationship in regard to
“review project”.
i n i t i a l l y ( t r u s t ( t eache r , t e a ch i n gA s s i s t a n tA , r e v i ewP r o j e c t ) , 0 . 8 )
i n i t i a l l y ( t r u s t ( t eache r , t e a ch i n gA s s i s t a n tB , r e v i ewP r o j e c t ) , 0 . 2 )
Simulation Environment Figure 2.15 shows the main program of the simulation en-
vironment. In every time unit – separated by the execution of the primitive action “clock-
tick” – two phases can be identified: A deliberative phase where all agents check their
current activities and plan future ones and an acting phase where each agent continues
execution of its current duties.
During the deliberative phase (lines 2–4) the agents first check for unexpected delays (as
a form of plan monitoring). If an unacceptable delay occurs an agent can decide to cancel
the execution to prevent future tasks from being affected. Then each agent checks for
new requests resulting from delegations from other agents or simulated proactivity (see
below). Each such request is processed by the agent’s deliberative planning component
(see below). Within its planning process an agent can send requests to other agents, if
it depends on a delegation, thus activating their planning process. Planning and hence
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1 proc ( ag en tS imu l a t o r ( Agents ) ,
2 whi le ( t rue , [% d e l i b e r a t i v e phase
3 checkCur rentTask ( Agents ) ,
4 checkForNewRequests ( Agents ) ,
5 % ac t i n g phase
6 t a k eAc t i o n s ( Agents ) ,
7 c l o c k t i c k ( system ) ] ) )
Figure 2.15: Main program of the simulation environment (simplified)
checking for requests is finished as soon as every planning process of every agent is finished
and no request remains open for any agent. Any new activity is reflected by updating the
agent’s schedule (again a fluent).
During the acting phase (lines 5–7) each agent can execute primitive actions related to
its current tasks. There can only be finitely many of such actions because the programs
that result from the model are restricted (see [GJLS05] for details). Thus, after each agent
has finished its acting phase for the current time unit, the fluent time is increased by 1 via
“clocktick”. This initiates to loop back to the deliberative phase for the next time unit.
Deliberative Planning The two major ingredients that provide input to the delibera-
tive planning component at simulation-run time are the alternatives modelled in i* and the
utility model (including the consideration of trust aspects). Similar to DTGolog [BRST00],
a utility model evaluates the various alternatives that are provided in a program in order
to make a “best choice”.3 This is the agent can choose from modelled alternatives dynami-
cally at run-time according to its current needs and according to their actual contributions
toward relevant criteria (captured in softgoals). This includes the choice of different
delegation partners (see Fig. 2.14).
The utility model captures how to combine several criteria, in particular trust related
issues. The approach taken here is assumed to be adaptable by the modeller to her
preferences and the needs of the setting that is investigated. As an example, we have
successfully made use of a formula that combines the following aspects:
• a concrete task specific utility that accounts for the contributions of the actually
chosen alternative in regard to the criteria modelled as softgoals,
• trust into delegation partners as a measure of how reliable these partners will fulfill
their duties (potentially combined with the agent’s risk attitude factor),
• trust into the delegator reflecting the importance of this partner for the agent, and
• the overall effect on trust and more short-term oriented gain considerations. The
former is a combined value of all trust relationships the agent is involved in. This
consideration reflects that a new task might affect already planned tasks that need
to be postponed or even aborted thereby affecting also other trust relationships. The
agent should take the resulting overall situation into account. In this context, the
agent’s trust orientation becomes effective.
3But in contrast to them, we can limit ourselves to work on a restricted set of ConGolog constructs as
a result from the transformation from i*.
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The deliberative planning component is able to generate all alternatives an agent can
choose from by traversing the generated procedures.4 If delegation partners are involved
in a particular alternative, the planning is suspended, the delegation partner is queried
about her contributions, and the planning is then resumed taking the provided information
into account. The planning component also includes a simple scheduling algorithm to take
conflicts that result from requests that interfere in regard to time aspects into account.
In the end, each alternative is evaluated according to the utility computation as outlined
above. The agent chooses the best and commits to it by reporting to its delegator.
Delegation Communication As elaborated above the special marker delegate(...) that
is introduced in the transformed code of a delegation is evaluated in the deliberative
planning component. It causes the planning to be suspended until the potential partner
is queried about its commitment and detailed contributions.
A simple delegation bidding protocol consists of the following three steps:
1. The delegator sends a request to the potential delegatee. This includes the delega-
tor’s preferences by mentioning a weighting for criteria (softgoals) and a desired
starting time.
2. The delegatee answers by specifying her contributions and the expected finish-
ing time. This information is certainly derived from the delegatee’s own planning
procedure.
3. Eventually, the delegator informs a delegatee about her decision by sending a “con-
firm” or “cancel” message.
This simple protocol can be considered a place holder for more complex negotiation
protocols, see, for example, work by Schoop and Quix [SQ01]. The simulation environment
provides a basic facility to enable communication between agents (similar to [LLL+95]).
Execution The SNet environment provides for interactive as well as batch simulations.
Basically the modeller (or user) is intended to remain in the loop in order to trigger events
such as the proactivities of agents. But these triggers can also be delegated to a script
to run larger sets of simulations unattended. The user creates a particular setting by
initiating different agents’ activities, thereby possibly generating competing requests and
thus conflicts that can be analysed. The user can trigger top-level tasks or goals that
are not delegated from any other agent. In Fig. 2.14, the only such element is the task
“grade research project”. The initiation of such an activity requires the instantiation of
several parameters that are given in Tab. 2.7. Even if the user has specified a later point
in time for execution, as an immediate effect, the planning procedure of the involved agent
is triggered, thereby possibly causing inter-agent communication as described above.
The trace of a simulation run is given by the sequence of primitive actions. All inter-
mediate situations can easily be derived from that by applying the effect axiom relevant to
the executed actions in the particular order to the initial simulation setting. Figure 2.16
shows such a trace for our running example.5 The number in the beginning indicates the
4Remember that the programs are rather simple since they do not include loops or recursive calls. Thus
the search space is finite.
5We show only the most important technically needed primitive actions in the trace reflecting planning
or communication but otherwise focus problem-specific ones.
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Table 2.7: Parameters to be filled for simulated proactivities
Parameter Description
T The point in time, when the activity is to be executed by the agent.
PID A unique identifier for this instantiation that carries through all
delegations and allows to trace back the effect, for example, on
trust to the overall triggering proactivity.
softgoal
weights
From the model it can easily be derived which softgoals are in-
volved in the activity to be triggered. The user also has to weight
them for the current execution.
parameter Any additional parameter as indicated in the modelling element, for
example, “course” in “teach course” (omitted in the example for the
sake of simplicity).
point in time, when the subsequent primitive actions are executed. At time 2, the user has
announced “grade research project” of the “teacher” to be executed at time 4. Accord-
ingly, some planning activities are initiated, then some inter-agent communication with
“teaching assistant A” and “teaching assistant B” takes place. In the end, the “teacher”
chooses “teaching assistant A”. In time point 4, we see the beginning of the execution
of the triggered activity. Due to the sequence link between “ask review” and “decide”
the “teacher” can only execute the primitive starting action of “ask review”. But within
the same time unit also “teaching assistant A” can start its activity. The length of that
activity is 2. Thus, after another round of “clocktick”s, the finishing primitive actions of
“review project” and “ask review” can be executed as also the starting action of “decide”.
The latter activity is intended to last only one time unit and thus eventually enables the
completion of the overall triggered activity.
Tool Support
Figure 2.17 summarizes the interaction of the modeller with the simulation environment
and gives a brief overview of the architecture of the supporting tool. It consists of a
modelling environment to build the extended i* model that builds on OME3 [LY00].
The mapping to ConGolog is realized with the help of ConceptBase (see also Chap. 5.2).
The generated code is stored in a file that encompasses the problem-specific parts of the
simulation. The simulations are run in a ConGolog implementation in Prolog that is used
at the Knowledge Based Systems Group, RWTH Aachen University (Prof. Lakemeyer).
The simulation environment provides the planning component and the communication
facilities (all implemented in ConGolog itself). To this, the problem-specific generated
code and the initialization are added. The user can then run simulations supported via a
graphical user interface. Conclusions that are derived by the user from such simulations
might lead to modifications of the extended i* model or of scenario conditions which then
provide the basis for new simulation runs.
Related Work
Similar in spirit to this work, Wang and Lespérance [WL01] independently also propose
to integrate i* and ConGolog, but in a quite different way. Roughly, while Gans et al.
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1 : c l o c k t i c k
2 : gradeResearchPro ject ( exog , teacher , 4 , pid1 , rev iewQual i ty 40%)
planning ( t eacher )
sendMail ( from : teacher , to : teachingAss i s tantA , ASK)
planning ( teach ingAss i s tantA )
sendMail ( from : teachingAss i s tantA , to : teacher , ANSWER)
planning ( t eacher )
sendMail ( from : teacher , to : teach ingAss i s tantB , ASK)
planning ( teach ingAss i s tantB )
sendMail ( from : teach ingAss i s tantB , to : teacher , ANSWER)
planning ( t eacher )
sendMail ( from : teacher , to : teach ingAss i s tantB , CANCEL)
sendMail ( from : teacher , to : teachingAss i s tantA , CONFIRM)
schedu le new task ( teach ingAss i s tantA )
schedu le new task ( t eacher )
c l o c k t i c k
3 : c l o c k t i c k
4 : gradeResearchPro ject ( pre , teacher , 4 , pid1 )
askReview ( pre , teacher , 4 , pid1 )
r ev i ewPro j e c t ( pre , teachingAss i s tantA , 4 , pid1 )
c l o c k t i c k
5 : c l o c k t i c k
6 : r ev i ewPro j e c t ( post , teach ingAss i s tantA , 6 , pid1 )
askReview ( post , teacher , 6 , pid1 )
dec ide ( pre , teacher , 6 , pid1 )
c l o c k t i c k
7 : dec ide ( post , teacher , 7 , pid1 )
gradeResearchPro ject ( post , teacher , 7 , pid1 )
c l o c k t i c k
Figure 2.16: Exemplary simulation trace for the research project grading setting
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SNet Simulation
Viewer
Congolog
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real world
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store
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transformation
future:
store simulations
refinement
Figure 2.17: Interaction with the SNet modelling and simulation environment
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Entity Course
Entity Exam
Attribute constant c : Course
Actor Student
Goal PassCourse
Mode achieve
Actor Student
Attribute constant co : Course
Fulfillment definition
∀ e :Exam e . c=co → ∃p : PassExam
p . ex=e ∧ p . pc=s e l f ∧ Fulf i l led (p)
Task PassExam
Mode achieve
Actor Student
Attribute constant pc : PassCourse
constant ex :Exam
Creation cond i t i on ¬ Fulf i l led ( pc )
Invariant pc . actor=actor ∧ pc . co=e . c
Actor Teacher
Task GiveExam
Mode achieve
Actor Teacher
Attribute constant exam :Exam
Resource Dependency Answer
Mode achieve
Depender Teacher
Dependee Student
Attribute constant exam :Exam
Resource Dependency Mark
Mode achieve
Depender Student
Dependee Teacher
Attribute constant ex :Exam
passed : boolean
Invariant Ful f i l led ( s e l f )→
( passed↔ X passed )
Figure 2.18: Partial FT model of the course management example (taken from [FLP+04])
introduce a small number of elements to represent pre- and postconditions for specifying
an ordering on tasks, they annotate the original SR diagrams with ConGolog constructs
like while-loops, sequential task decompositions, and the like. While this allows very
fine-grained control-flow specifications at the i*-level, it comes at the expense of burdening
the user with choosing among the various control alternatives. Furthermore they did not
intend the modelled agents to be able to cope with alternatives as SNet does with the
planning component.
2.2.4 Formal Tropos
The key idea of Formal Tropos [FLP+04] (hereafter FT) is to formalize the i*/Tropos
specification of early requirements and enrich it with additional constraints in linear time
logic. This enables formal analysis, especially of dynamic issues. For example, it allows to
check whether regarding some particular setting, a goal is satisfiable (in the future). The
main aim of these analysis is to establish and ensure the consistency of a specification,
this is to debug specifications.
We combine the introduction to FT with a comparison to SNet (based on [SLJ06b]).
This is also the reason why we have introduced SNet in the previous section with the help of
the teacher-student management example (see Fig. 2.12), slightly adapted from [FLP+04].
Figure 2.18 shows a partial FT representation of the example that can be derived from the
graphical i*/Tropos representation similarly to the ConGolog view in SNet automatically
by applying some heuristics. The subsequent presentation and investigation of Formal
Tropos is separated into a modelling (static and dynamic) and an analysis part. Table 2.8
gives an overview of the comparison’s outcome.
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Table 2.8: Concepts in FT vs. SNet
Formal Tropos SNet
static dependencies [only implicitly]
modelling cardinality constraints [only some]
attributes, entities parameters, precondition/effect
mode utility computation, planning
dynamic prior-to links sequence links
modelling creation/fulfillment poss of starting/finishing prim. actions
invariant procedural scope, fluents
temporal operators [restricted, less expressive]
trigger, condition, definition definition only
analysis debugging via model-checking experiments via simulations
finite domain no restrictions
FT’s Outer Layer – Static Modelling
FT distinguishes an outer layer and an inner layer. The outer layer resembles a class
declaration and defines the structure of instances together with their attributes. The
inner layer on the other hand concerns constraints on the lifetime of objects in the linear-
time temporal logic mentioned before. Global properties on the whole domain complete a
FT specification.
The main differences between FT’s outer layer (structure of the elements in the do-
main) and SNet result from the addition of entities and attributes. Their main purpose is
to set the context of elements, for example, that in Fig. 2.18 the same “Course” is refer-
enced by “Pass Course” and “Pass Exam”. Our transformation into ConGolog programs
ensures that a sub task or goal can only be considered from within the super task or
goal, this is the super task or goal sets the scope (or context) for the sub elements.
In addition, similar to attributes in FT, SNet allows the modeller to specify arbitrary pa-
rameters of task and goal elements that are passed through within any sub procedures.
And finally, we can specify with the help of precondition/effect elements arbitrary
fluents that can be referred to from within preconditions and effects of completely different
modelling elements. Thus altogether, SNet makes similar constructs available, except for
the strong typing and additional facets FT provides.
In the outer layer FT introduces also a distinction between different modes of inten-
tional elements, this is achieve, maintain, the combination of the two, and avoid. In
SNet a goal has always to be achieved, a task completed, a resource provided, and
softgoals are supposed to be fulfilled as much as possible. Additionally, the latter are
used in order to capture how well a goal was achieved or a task was completed via a
utility computation. In SNet this becomes much more important since a goal or task is
achieved several times within one simulation. Thus implicitly, task and goal elements
in SNet have a mode between achieve (once) and maintain.
Notably with the help of precondition/effect elements and fluents, SNet can de-
scribe objects that exist longer than one instantiation. Especially the representation of
trust is realized that way and affects the future agent behaviour via the deliberative plan-
ning component.
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FT’s Inner Layer – Modelling Dynamics
A graphical modelling extension that affects FT’s inner layer are prior-to links. They
allow to capture the temporal order of intentional elements and have the same meaning
as the sequence links in SNet.
The inner layer expresses detailed constraints on the dynamics of objects in linear
time logic (LTL). FT distinguishes three modalities. A formula is a constraint if it is
respected while building-up the model-checking automaton (thus, ensured!). If a formula
describes only a desired behaviour, assertion declares that the formula should hold for all
valid scenarios, whereas possibility denotes that one valid scenario suffices. Such formulas
can be assigned globally to the system as a whole or to individual (intentional) elements
as conditions on creation (supposed to hold at the time of creation), invariant (through-
out the lifetime of all class instances), and fulfillment (whenever a goal/softgoal is
achieved, a task completed, or a resource made available). An additional modifier de-
scribes whether the stated condition is sufficient (trigger), necessary (condition), or both
(definition).
Many formulas associated with individual elements follow immediately from the graph-
ical model. For example, the fulfillment condition of “Pass Course” enforces that “Pass
Exam” is completed. Similarly, the creation condition for “Pass Exam” explicitly refers
to the (non-fulfillment of the) super element. Invariants mostly ensure that some referred
objects/instances within an element fit together (e. g. belong to the same “course” or “stu-
dent”). Both FT and SNet are capable of encoding this kind of constraints automatically
during transformation. SNet reflects such conditions via precondition and effect axioms
of primitive starting and finishing actions resulting from the transformation of tasks and
goals (see Fig. 2.13). These conditions are necessary and sufficient. Consequently, the
precondition of a primitive starting action relates to FT’s creation constraint whereas the
precondition of the finishing action relates to the fulfillment constraint. Invariants are
not considered in SNet. In return, FT does not provide means to explicitly specify what
changes are caused by a modelling element (see SNet’s effect axioms).
Similar to FT, conditions in SNet are evaluated according to the current simulation
situation (state in FT). But SNet does not allow for referring to the future or the past
explicitly as it is possible in FT via the corresponding LTL operators. In SNet, this is
possible only indirectly via fluents. For example, the duration of a primitive task is
respected in SNet by mapping it to the precondition axiom of the corresponding finishing
action of this task (see lines 24–26 of Fig. 2.13). The condition refers the execution time
of the corresponding starting primitive action and relates it to the current time. If the
condition of a precondition axiom does not evaluate to true, the corresponding primitive
action is not possible in the current situation. It will be re-checked again at a later date.
Thus, while the operators of LTL in FT provide much more general means to cope with
past and future states, SNet is also capable of coping with conditions that were true some
time in the past or will be true some time in the future.
Analysis
While FT and SNet both use constraints to restrict the resulting model that is analysed
(simulated) afterwards, FT’s (mostly global) assertion and possibility modalities describe
already parts of the analysis. This emphasizes the different aims of the two formalisms.
FT aims at elaborating and completing a requirements specification. For this purpose, FT
and the corresponding T-Tool provide means for checking consistency as well as testing
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Figure 2.19: ST model of university setting (based on [GMMZ05a])
the above mentioned assertions and possibilities. In their example, they identified, for
example, the need to ensure that a “Mark” does not change its value once produced.
Thus, the major focus is on detecting bugs and missing details in the specification and
iterating this process until the specification seems to be complete.
SNet expects its model to be correct and functioning. Its main purpose is not to help
the user arrive at a correct representation, although it might be the case that a modeller
runs several simulations and makes updates to the model until the simulation adheres to
what is happening in the real world. Instead, once such a calibrated model exists, the
main purpose of SNet is to enable the user to play around with it: What happens, when
I change this modelling aspect (e. g. a network rule)? How does this affect the network
as a whole, each agent individually, or the trust relationships between agents? Or what
happens if my view on a trust relationship is incorrect? What damages can I incur? The
modeller tries out different alternatives that are too costly to experiment with in the real
world. Thus, again similar to FT SNet aims at an exploratory analysis of the network.
A key difference that results from SNet’s strong connection to the real world is the
need to cope with many more instances than FT can (due to its reliance on finite model-
checking). Consider, for example, the unlimited number of instances of tasks and goals
that can occur within one simulation (distinguished by the parameter “PID”). This is
possible due to the fact that SNet relies on simulations backed up by progression [Rei01].
On the other hand, this approach allows only statements about the single setting that
has been investigated and not about a variety of situations as it is possible with a model-
checking based approach.
Furthermore, FT does not have an explicit notion of actions with pre- and postcondi-
tions. Hence FT does not support deliberation about different courses of actions, which
is an essential feature of SNet. It allows the agents to decide on their internal goals (i. e.
choice points) on their own but according to rules that reflect the real world (utility-based).
The potential of a complementing combination of the two formalisms will be discussed in
the context of high level simulation analysis (see Chap. 5.3.4).
2.2.5 Secure Tropos
Also the discussion of Secure Tropos [GMMZ05a] (hereafter ST) is combined with a com-
parison to SNet. For the example, we stick to the university domain by using the example
from [GMMZ05a]. It concerns information access in a setting that includes an adminis-
trative officer, “Alice”, a student IT system, “Sam”, and a student, “Bob”, see Fig. 2.19.
Since ST does not have a particular dynamic view, we focus the static modelling and the
analysis means only (see overview in Table 2.9).
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Table 2.9: Concepts in ST vs. SNet
Secure Tropos SNet
static delegation: permission vs. exec. execution only
modelling trust: permission vs. execution trust
negative authorization [not considered]
[possible] quantitative trust
ownership vs. provisioning [no distinction]
social vs. individual trust confidence vs. individual trust
analysis detect static conflicts (Datalog) focus on dynamics, evolution of trust
exploring design alternatives decision-theoretic planning component
at modelling time at simulation run-time
Static Modelling
ST’s main idea is to replace i* ’s dependency construct by a more fine-grained model.
Similar to SNet, ST considers trust explicitly and thus separates a dependency into a
delegation and a trust relationship to enable delegations without trust. In the example,
“Bob” has to delegate to “Sam” the “provisioning of his data” although he might not be
confident that it will not be misused.
Additionally, ST distinguishes between delegation of permission and delegation of ex-
ecution. The idea behind this is that, referring again to the example, the relationship
between Alice and Sam differs from the one of Bob and Sam. While Alice relies on Sam
for providing some service and Sam can at-least provide this service (execution), Bob relies
on Sam for not misusing the provided data (permission), this is that the data is at-most
used in the intended way (formal passage of authority). The flexible networks that SNet
is concerned with avoid formal procedures and rely on trust instead. Thus, SNet does not
consider the notion of permission. But in [GMMZ05b], Giorgini et al. explicitly mention
that permission relates to resources whereas execution relates to tasks and goals.
SNet also treats these modelling elements differently in that only tasks and goals can
be delegated (remember that Gans et al. called them active elements) whereas resources
(belonging to the passive elements) are mapped to preconditions and effects.
Concerning trust, ST introduces also the difference between permission and execution.
Trust of execution denotes the belief that the trustee is capable of providing the goal,
task, etc. This corresponds to the notion of competence in the nomenclature of Castel-
franchi & Falcone [CF01]. SNet takes this part of trust for granted since capabilities are
modelled explicitly. Trust of permission reflects the belief that the permission will not
be misused, i. e. the trustee does not overstep its authority. And similar to SNet, they
also consider distrust separately, but only to allow for modelling negative authorization.
SNet’s understanding and use of these concepts is slightly different. While it considers
trust to be a combination of Castelfranchi & Falcone’s senses of disposition, dependence,
and fulfillment, distrust reflects the belief of misuse or opportunistic behaviour. Negative
authorization does not occur in SNet. This difference results from the different application
domains. ST explicitly allows for specifying relationships that should not occur. SNet has
to deal with all the relationships that are present in the real world and attributes always
trust and distrust relationships to them. The actual level of trust (distrust, respectively)
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is reflected by a quantitative value that evolves during simulation. Thus in addition, SNet
does not have a binary view on trust.
In regard to the notion of ownership the use of the more detailed strategic rationale
level in SNet makes the owner of a task or goal explicit during modelling. Currently, we
do not allow to pass on such capabilities, thus, ownership and provisioning are coupled.
But it occurs often that sub tasks or goals are delegated further. Additionally, in this
thesis we consider the extension of actor evolution (see Chap. 4.2) which means that
agents can acquire (or lose) roles during simulation. This relates to the provisioning
and passage of authority.
In [GMMZ05b], the authors distinguish also between social and individual levels. In
contrast to ST, SNet considers trust relationships on an individual level only. This results
from the emphasis on the dynamics of trust, i. e. how trust evolves during a simulation,
which ST does not consider at all. Consequently, in this regard the two approaches are
not comparable. Furthermore, SNet supports the notion of confidence that captures trust
into the whole mesh of dependencies (the network), whereas ST allows for checking a trust
relationship on social level against the individual trust relationship on instantiated level.
Altogether, these features seem complementary.
Analysis
Concerning analysis, the ST-Tool provides means to create a Datalog representation as well
as a FT representation. The latter seems to be an initial model that can be extended with
LTL formulas as described in the previous section. The Datalog representation instead
provides means to analyse specific ST issues such as trust and distrust. For this purpose,
the authors give an axiomatization of intensional predicates. For example, they describe
trust and distrust chains. Other axioms are used to establish the mapping from social
to individual level, or to describe whether some actor can satisfy some task, goal,
etc. or has the needed permissions. With the help of the ST-Tool, the modeller can then
check for the consistency of her model. Are the established trust and distrust relationships
sufficient to enable the execution of a service by some particular role or agent? Are
there any conflicts regarding trust on social level or between social and individual level?
SNet currently does not provide any means to analyse trust relationships any further.
In [BMMZ06], an enrichment of the tool support for requirements engineering (and
Secure Tropos in particular) is proposed that supports the automatic generation and
exploration of alternative options. Given a set of actors and goals as the input, a
planner generates design alternatives by generating alternative multi-agent plans to fulfill
all given goals. By using the “standard” planning language PDDL [GHK+98], a suitable
off-the-shelf planner can be used.
The use of planning approaches in ST and SNet is quite different. ST uses the planner
to generate and evaluate alternatives at design-time, whereas the decision-theoretic plan-
ning component in SNet is used at simulation run-time. In ST, the designer remains in
the loop “to [...] refine[d], amend[ed], and approve[d]” suggestions that are generated by
the planner [BMMZ06]. Also the proposed solutions are not expected to be optimal. In
contrast, agents in SNet are supposed to exhibit real-world behaviour without requiring
user interaction for choosing from alternatives. They also strive for a best choice according
to the modelled criteria as well as more general trust and gain related issues.
Due to the different purposes the planners serve in ST and SNet, also the actions
that are considered are different. In ST, generic domain-independent actions concerning
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delegation, satisfaction, refinement as well as special actions in regard to the absence of
trust are defined. In SNet, the actions result from the domain. The actions that are
proposed in ST to cope with the absence of trust – negotiate, contract, delegate execution
under suspicion, fulfill, and evaluate – remind of the definition of speech acts [WF86]. In
SNet the relation of i* and speech acts is considered explicitly (see Chap. 2.1.5).
Unsurprisingly, the main differences regarding analysis result from the fact, that ST
does not itself concern dynamic aspects. Neither the dynamics of delegation nor of trust are
considered. For example, the chains of trust are based on the specified trust relationships
that are assumed to be fixed even when the planner is applied. Thus, different trust
settings have to be considered separately. SNet takes the evolution of trust into account.
As with Formal Tropos, we will discuss means to combine the features of Secure Tropos
and SNet later on (see Chap. 5.3.5).
2.3 ConGolog
ConGolog [dGLL00] belongs to the Golog [LRL+97] family, a group of high-level pro-
gramming languages suited to capture and describe agent behaviour. The most basic
characteristic of these languages is that they allow to combine and suitably integrate im-
perative programming with planning facilities. The aim is to reduce the complexity of
planning by limiting the search space as much as possible. This is to use deterministic
programming where possible and planning only for those parts where the resulting flexibil-
ity is really needed at run-time. The many derivatives that have been developed over the
years, contribute various extensions such as coping with concurrency [dGLL00], stochastic
actions [GL00], sensing [DGL99], decision-theoretic elements [BRST00] and various others.
As a commonality, all of these extensions do not (yet) touch the foundation in the situation
calculus [McC63], a language for representing and reasoning about the preconditions and
effects of actions.
2.3.1 Situation Calculus
The situation calculus [McC63] is a variant of first-order logic,6 enriched with special
function and predicate symbols to describe and reason about dynamic domains. For this
purpose, all terms in the language are classified to belong to one of three sorts: ordinary
objects, actions or situations.
Situation A situation describes the actual state of the world as a result of actions applied
to an initial situation denoted by the special constant S0, namely that situation in
which no actions have yet occurred. This is a situation is characterized by the ini-
tial situation S0 together with the sequence of (primitive) actions that have been
executed since then (also called history). There is a distinguished binary function
symbol do where do(a,s) denotes the successor situation to s resulting from per-
forming the action a.
Action An action is a defined basic activity that can be carried out in the world as
captured in the situation calculus formalism. The modeller is absolutely free in
defining what “basic” means in her context. Disregarding how complex an action
6Strictly speaking, a small dose of second-order logic is required as well, an issue which should not
concern us here.
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might be in the real world, for the world described in the situation calculus it can
be considered to be basic (also primitive). To capture more information about an
action, the special predicate Poss(a,s) is able to capture whether an action a is
executable in the situation s. This is it is possible to describe preconditions for
the execution of actions. Furthermore, actions can have effects in the world, this
is change it. Issues that can change in the world are captured by fluents: relations
whose truth values vary from situation to situation are called relational fluents, and
are denoted by predicate symbols taking a situation term as their last argument;
similarly, functions varying across situations are called functional fluents and are
denoted analogously.
Ordinary Objects Any other objects that describe, for example, objects of the real
world are classified as ordinary objects.
Basic Action Theory Within this language, we can formulate theories which describe
how the world changes as the result of taking one of the available actions. One possibility
to formulate such a theory is a basic action theory of the following form [Rei01]:
• Axioms describing the initial situation, S0.
• Action precondition axioms, one for each primitive action a, characterizing Poss(a,s
). For example, the fact that a robot can only pick up an object if it is next to the
object and it is not holding anything can be formalized as follows:
Poss(pickup(r,x) , s) ≡ NextTo(r,x,s) ∧∀ y. ¬ Holding(r,y,s)7
• Successor state axioms, one for each fluent F, stating its (truth) value as a function
of the current situation (history). These take the place of the so-called effect axioms,
but also provide a solution to the frame problem. The latter is the problem that
results from the fact that one does not only need to describe which actions change
which aspects of the world but also which aspects remain unaffected (quite a large
number)!
Consider, for example, a simple model of time which progresses in a discrete fashion
by 1 unit as a result of a special action clocktick . The time of a situation can then
be specified with the help of a fluent time(s) and the following successor state axiom:
t ime (do ( a , s ) )= t ≡ a= c l o c k t i c k ∧ t= t ime ( s )+1
∨ a 6= c l o c k t i c k ∧ t= t ime ( s )
This axiom explicitly mentions that clocktick is the only operation that affects the
fluent time (similar axioms for other fluents accordingly capture that clocktick for
example does not effect the color of some object).8
• Domain closure and unique-name axioms for actions.
7We use the convention that free variables are implicitly universally quantified.
8In this thesis we use a temporal version of the situation calculus with discrete linear time where time
advances just as specified by this axiom (see also [Rei01]).
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Table 2.10: Relevant primitive actions in the reactive elevator example
Action Description
Basic elevator features
callElevator (n)* A button has been pressed on floor n.
goUp, goDown The elevator can go up and down one floor.
resetButton(n) The elevator can reset the call button on a floor (n).
wait A no-op operation to block the elevator from doing anything else.
Temperature related actions
changeTemp* An action outside the control of the elevator that changes the tem-
perature.
toggleFan The elevator has a fan to influence the temperature within. It can
be turned on or off.
Actions related to a fire within the elevator
startFire *, Exogenous actions (see later on) that indicate that a fire is started
endFire* (put out, respectively) in the elevator.
ringAlarm In case of a fire the elevator can activate an alarm.
resetAlarm* Allows to reset the fire alarm.
* Exogenous actions (see elaboration below)
Reactive Elevator Example As an example, we consider a reactive elevator controller
taken from [Rei01] (pp. 191-193). The tables 2.10 and 2.11 show the relevant primitive
actions and fluents in this scenario. Figure 2.20 gives the corresponding precondition
(lines 1–11) and successor state axioms (lines 12–27). We will not go over them in detail
since they are self-explaining. For example, the elevator can only be called if the button
at the corresponding floor is not yet on or the elevator can only goUp if it is currently not
at the topmost floor. Similarly, the temperature is affected by changeTemp but this action
in its effect also depends on whether the fan is on (temperature sinks) or off (temperature
rises).
Table 2.11: Relevant fluents in the reactive elevator example
Fluent Description
Basic elevator features
buttonOn(n,s) The call button for floor n is on.
floor (s) The elevator is currently at the specified floor.
Temperature related fluents
temp(s) The current temperature in the elevator.
fan(s) Indicates whether the fan is currently on or not.
Fire related issues
fire (s) There is a fire in the elevator.
alarmOn(s) Reflects whether the alarm is on or off, respectively.
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Precondition axioms
1 Poss ( c a l l E l e v a t o r ( n ) , s ) ≡ ¬buttonOn (n , s )
2 Poss ( goUp , s ) ≡ f l o o r ( s ) < TopFloor
3 Poss (goDown , s ) ≡ f l o o r ( s ) > F i r s t F l o o r
4 Poss ( r e s e tBu t t on ( n ) , s ) ≡ f l o o r ( s )=n ∧ buttonOn (n , s )
5 Poss ( wait , s ) ≡ t r u e
6 Poss ( changeTemp , s ) ≡ t r u e
7 Poss ( togg leFan , s ) ≡ t r u e
8 Poss ( s t a r t F i r e , s ) ≡ ¬ f i r e ( s )
9 Poss ( endF i r e , s ) ≡ f i r e ( s )
10 Poss ( r ingAlarm , s ) ≡ f i r e ( s )
11 Poss ( r e se tA la rm , s ) ≡ alarmOn ( s )
Successor state axioms
12 buttonOn (n , do ( a , s ) ) ≡
13 a= c a l l E l e v a t o r ( n )
14 ∨ buttonOn (n , s ) ∧ a 6= r e s e tBu t t on ( n )
15 f l o o r (do ( a , s ) )= f ≡
16 a=goDown ∧ f l o o r ( s )= f+1
17 ∨ a=goUp ∧ f l o o r ( s )= f−1
18 ∨ f l o o r ( s )= f ∧ a 6=goDown ∧ a 6=goUp
19 temp (do ( a , s ) )= t ≡
20 temp ( s )=t−1 ∧ ¬ f an ( s ) ∧ a=changeTemp
21 ∨ temp ( s )= t+1 ∧ f an ( s ) ∧ a=changeTemp
22 ∨ temp ( s )= t ∧ a 6=changeTemp
23 f an (do ( a , s ) ) ≡
24 ¬ f an ( s ) ∧ a= togg l eFan ∨ f an ( s ) ∧ a 6= togg l eFan
25 f i r e (do ( a , s ) ) ≡
26 a= s t a r t F i r e ∨ f i r e ( s ) ∧ a 6= endF i r e
27 alarmOn (do ( a , s ) ) ≡
28 a= r i ngA la rm ∨ alarmOn ( s ) ∧ a 6= r e s e tA l a rm
Figure 2.20: Precondition and successor state axioms for a reactive elevator world
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An example for an initial situation (S0) looks as follows:
f l o o r (S0 )=1, ¬ f an (S0 ) , temp (S0 )=0, ∀ n ¬ buttonOn (n , S0 ) ,
¬ alarmOn (S0 ) , ¬ f i r e (S0 ) , TopFloor = 6 , F i r s t F l o o r = 1
In this case, the elevator is currently at floor 1, which is the bottom-most floor (out of 6
(= topmost floor)). The temperature is set to 0 and there is neither a button activated on
any floor nor is the alarm on. We will pick up on this example when considering ConGolog
programs in the next section.
2.3.2 ConGolog
ConGolog [dGLL00] is an extension of Golog [LRL+97] that can cope with concurrency.
It comes equipped with an interpreter which maps plans into sequences of atomic actions
assuming a description of the basic action theory as described above.
Table 2.12 gives an overview of the constructs that are available in ConGolog. Primitive
action is only a place holder for all primitive actions as defined in the basic action theory.
Additionally, a simple test action is available that can test, for example, whether some
fluent has a particular value. Sequence [...] , conditional if ... then ... else, and loop
while are normal imperative constructs as is also the procedure definition via proc. The
planning related constructs encompass the nondeterministic choice between actions ndet,
the nondeterministic choice of arguments pi, as well as the nondeterministic iteration star.
The latter is similar to a while loop but there is no explicit condition that determines the
number of iterations. Instead this is the result of a planning activity. Eventually, the
conc captures concurrent execution of activities. The pconc provides the same but with a
priority for the first argument, this is the (sub-)program in the first parameter is executed
with a higher priority (relevant for interleaving semantics). The iconc construct is similar
to the nondeterministic iteration star only that the instances are executed in parallel. The
interrupt construct triggers the program σ as soon and often as the condition φ becomes
true. This allows to write controllers that stop their current activity to handle a concern
that has just aroused. Thereby, the behaviour becomes more reactive.9
Exogenous events – this is primitive actions that are not part of the user-defined pro-
gram – can be considered by assuming an additional, concurrent program that executes
such activities (if their preconditions are fulfilled) concurrently to the user-defined pro-
gram. Certainly, any existing implementation allows the user to interactively determine
the exogenous events. In our running elevator example, five out of the eleven defined prim-
itive actions (see Tab. 2.10) are actually exogenous: callElevator (n), startFire , endFire,
changeTemp, and resetAlarm.
Formalization The formal semantics of ConGolog uses a conventional transition seman-
tics defining single steps of computation where concurrency is interpreted as an interleaving
of the basic constructs, this is primitive and test actions. For details see [dGLL00].
Reactive Elevator Example Figure 2.21 shows the code to realize a reactive elevator
controller in ConGolog (slightly adapted from [Rei01], p. 193). Essentially four procedures
are defined that are elaborated in Tab. 2.13. Note that for simplicity, we have extended the
9The interrupt construct is in fact syntactic sugar since it can be expressed by a while loop with a body
consisting only of a conditional with φ as the condition, σ in the then part, and ?( false ) in the else part.
See [dGLL00] for more details.
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Table 2.12: Overview of ConGolog’s constructs
Construct Description
Basic constructs
α primitive action
?(φ) test action
Imperative constructs
[σ1, σ2, . . . , σn] sequence
if φ then σ1 else σ2 conditional
while φ do σ loop
proc(β (→x), σ) procedure definition
Nondeterministic constructs
ndet(σ1, σ2) nondeterministic choice of actions
pi(x,σ) nondeterministic choice of arguments
star(σ) nondeterministic iteration
Concurrency constructs
conc(σ1, σ2) concurrent execution
pconc(σ1, σ2) prioritized concurrent execution
iconc(σ) concurrent iteration
interrupt(φ, σ) triggers σ whenever φ holds
proc ( c o n t r o l ( ) ,
whi le ∃n buttonOn (n ) do
p i (n , [ ? ( buttonOn (n ) ) , s e r v e F l o o r ( n ) ] ) )
proc ( s e r v e F l o o r ( n ) ,
[ whi le f l o o r 6= n do
i f n<f l o o r then goDown e l s e goUp ,
r e s e tBu t t on ( n ) ] )
proc ( r u l e s ( ) ,
conc ( i n t e r rup t ( f i r e ∧ ¬alarmOn ,
[ r ingAlarm , whi le alarmOn do wa i t ] ) ,
i n t e r rup t ( temp>3 ∧ ¬ fan ,
togg l eFan ) ,
i n t e r rup t ( temp<−3 ∧ fan ,
togg l eFan ) ) )
proc ( main ( ) ,
pconc ( r u l e s ( ) ,
c o n t r o l ( ) ,
whi le t r u e do wa i t ) )
Figure 2.21: Reactive elevator controller in ConGolog
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Table 2.13: Clarifying procedures of the reactive elevator controller
Procedure Description
control () This procedure is the actual controller. It consists only of a while
loop that waits for a button to be pressed and then serves the floor.
serveFloor (n) Serving is separated into a procedure of its own. Here it is checked
whether the elevator is already at the requested floor. If not, it
moves up or down accordingly. Once reached, the button is reset.
rules () The rules procedure captures all exceptional situations. Three
interrupt conditions are checked concurrently. If a fire is detected
and the alarm is not yet on, the elevator activates the alarm
(ringAlarm) and then switches into a blocking waiting mode until
the alarm is reset. The other two interrupts concern the toggling of
the fan. A high temperature together with a fan that is switched
off causes the fan to be switched on. Similarly, the fan is switch off
if it is cool enough and the fan is still running.
main() The main program combines the rules procedure and the control
procedure while giving higher priority to the former procedure. In
order to have a non-terminating controller, the wait operation is
executed with the lowest priority.
constructs (in particular conc and pconc) to an arbitrary, but finite number of arguments.
This can easily be mapped to a nesting of the normal version with only two arguments.
2.3.3 Implementation
As mentioned in the beginning, ConGolog focuses dynamic domains. Thus, dynamic
aspects are central. Also Borgida and Mylopoulos [BM09] mention the possibility to
use ConGolog to cover dynamic issues during method engineering. But as elaborated
by Jeusfeld [Jeu09b] the capture of dynamic issues is possible in Telos only to a certain
degree. Especially, reasoning is not possible within Telos. Accordingly, we do not provide a
Telos representation of ConGolog here, even though the structural features of a ConGolog
program can be represented statically as shown in Fig. 2.6. For details see [GJKL03].
Instead, we briefly touch here the implementation in Prolog that is most commonly
used. As mentioned by Reiter [Rei01], an interpreter for ConGolog program is written
rather easily. The transition semantics mentioned above map straight into according pred-
icates. An additional predicate determines the (truth) value of fluents and preconditions
according to the current situation, this the history that is tracked by the predicates re-
flecting the transition semantics.
We make use of the IndiGolog variant [DGL99] that provides an incremental interpreter
that enables interaction with the user for exogenous events (or sensing) actions and also
integrates progression. The latter is useful since the straightforward approach to the
implementation of (Con)Golog makes heavily use of regression. This is to determine the
value of a single fluent, the whole history of actions is backtracked to check the effect
of all actions on the fluent until the initial situation is reached. This certainly results
in a poor performance. To counteract, the IndiGolog interpreter periodically rolls the
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database forward. This is the accumulated history is shortened by computing the values
of all fluents at some particular point in the history, removing the actions before that point
of time from the history, and using the computed values as the new initial database (this
is replacing the original S0). Thus, the history does no longer grow unrestrictedly. Due
to the focus on interactive and incremental execution, the missing possibility to backtrack
to situations before the point when the database was rolled forward is not an issue here.
2.4 Matlab/Simulink
The tool environment Matlab/Simulink [Mat10] from The Mathworks is used among oth-
ers by control system engineers to approach control problems. Simulink is a graphical
programming language on top of the numerical math engine Matlab. It allows for the
signal oriented, action diagram based visual capturing of complex systems and provides a
large set of libraries with predefined mathematical blocks (also called “transfer functions”).
The user either selects blocks from these libraries or provides her own implementation,
customizes the blocks via parameters, and connects them by signals via their input and
output ports. The internal representation of each block and hence the model as a whole
via differential equations eventually enables simulations. We reconsider the abstract mod-
elling aspects here in more detail and additionally outline a Telos representation that will
be useful when it comes to the transformation from i* to Matlab/Simulink later on (see
Chap. 5.2.3).
2.4.1 Action Diagrams
The basic idea of the Simulink graphical representation follows the simple idea of action
diagrams (also block diagrams). In this notation, blocks are connected via links that
represent signals. Incoming links are considered to be input signals and outgoing links to
be output signals of the corresponding block. Additionally, branching points allow to split
up a signal to use it for input to several blocks. Similarly, within addition points signals
can be combined into a new signal (usually combined by adding the signals). Most often
a block is refined into sub blocks to capture and describe its internal structure.
While Matlab/Simulink sticks with the basic idea of action diagrams, it introduces
some refinements, especially a lot of specialized block elements, and certainly a library
of instances to these specialized types. The overall aim of these extensions is to enable
mathematically grounded simulations. Accordingly, the extensions allow the modeller to
define mathematically precisely the behaviour of a block, this is a prescription how the
output signals are computed from the input signals. Most commonly, such a mathematical
description is provided in the form of differential equations. But before going into the
mathematical details, Simulink modellers usually make heavily use of decomposition. A
complex block is first refined into simpler sub blocks. This process is continued until basic
building blocks are reached that can be served from Matlab/Simulink’s comprehensive
libraries (potentially extended by the modeller herself).
Input/Output Ports A refinement of Matlab/Simulink over normal Action Diagrams
concerns the connection points of signals (lines in Simulink). In Matlab/Simulink these
connection points are explicitly modelled as in- and outports, respectively. Thereby they
can more easily be identified in the models and in particular they can nicely be represented
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Table 2.14: Specialized blocks in Matlab/Simulink
Block Description
subsystem Complex blocks are represented in Matlab/Simulink most
often by the specialization subsystem. Its main feature is
that it is able to contain other modelling blocks, this is it can
be used to decompose or refine a complex block. Any block
can appear as a sub block to this block including subsystems
themselves. Thus via such nesting a suitable refinement level
can be reached.
reference block
– model information
– model verification
References blocks are used by modellers to refer to exist-
ing blocks in a library without actually copying the whole
object into the new model. This has in particular the ad-
vantage that an update to the library is effective also for
previously built models. Model information and verifi-
cation are two specializations that are particularly useful
for the transformation considered later on.
s-function Another opportunity to establish a custom-defined block is
the s-function block. It allows to describe the behaviour
of a block by Matlab, C, or C++ code, thereby alleviating
to incorporate external or legacy code.
constant Constant is an example for a simple built-in block. It has
only one output port that provides a constant value that is
to be specified as a parameter.
and used in the decomposition of a block. Especially, the connection to internal blocks of
a complex block can then be elaborated more precisely.
Specialized Blocks Matlab/Simulink introduces a large number of different specializa-
tions of normal blocks. We will not discuss all new subtypes but reduce ourselves to the
most important ones that will become relevant again later on during the transformation
(see Chap. 5.2.3). They are explained in Tab. 2.14.
Line Eventually a line connects a single source port with one or several destination
ports. This is a line represents the signal known from block diagrams.
Comprehensive Libraries The specializations of blocks mentioned above are all made
available via Simulink libraries. This is they are provided as any other, more detailed
block. Matlab/Simulink provides libraries for many different application fields, from con-
trol system development over aerospace applications to signal processing or video and
image processing blocksets. The available blocks span many different levels of detail and
abstraction. While, for example, the constant block mentioned above is rather simple,
the control system toolbox also provides a complete controller block that needs to be
parameterized heavily to a customer’s setting.
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Figure 2.22: Thermal model of a house (adapted from [Mat10])
Figure 2.23: Subsystem showing the internals of the “house” subsystem [Mat10]
House Thermal Example As an example we consider the “house thermal” setting
adapted from the Matlab/Simulink “Getting Started” description [Mat10]. Figure 2.22
gives an overview of its components. The “indoor temperature” of a “house” is affected
by the “outdoor temperature” and the “heater” functionality. A feedback loop returns the
“indoor temperature” to control the “heater”. Furthermore, the heating effort is mapped
to “heating costs” that are put out via some Simulink built-in “plot” facility as is the
“indoor temperature”. In the background, helper components take care of the “conversion”
between degree Celsius and degree Fahrenheit The “house” component is a subsystem with
the internals given in Fig 2.23. Here “outdoor temperature” and “indoor temperature”
are combined and further influenced by operations to compute heat losses and the like,
eventually resulting in the “indoor room temperature” provided as the output of this
subsystem.
2.4.2 Telos Representation
The Telos representation of the above mentioned constructs is straightforward, in partic-
ular if the modeller watches out only for a static, structural view of a Matlab/Simulink
model. Since it does not make sense to aim for reestablishing the complex and efficient
mathematically based simulation features of Matlab/Simulink, such a focus on structural
aspects that at least enables transformations seems reasonable.
Figure 2.24 shows the class hierarchy for the Matlab/Simulink constructs as they have
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Figure 2.24: Class hierarchy for Telos representation of the Simulink meta model
been discussed above. Similar to the i* Telos representation (see Chap. 2.2.1, in particular
Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11), we have added some suitable helper classes to take advantage of
commonalities between the different types. The top-level class Block has three subclasses:
Port, further subclassed into Inport and Outport, ComplexBlock as the only block type that
can contain arbitrary other blocks, and eventually AtomicBlock. The latter usually do not
contain arbitrary other blocks, but for representational convenience it is helpful when
they can contain Ports to provide a common interface of all Blocks in this regard. The
only ComplexBlock in our considerations are Subsystems whereas to an AtomicBlock there
are Reference blocks (further refined into ModelInformation and ModelVerification blocks),
SFunctions, and also Constants. Eventually, the Figure shows the Line construct and some
simple attribute relationships between objects. For example, the from and to attributes of
a Line can only refer Ports. The parent of a Block can in general be a Block. But while a
ComplexBlock can have a child of any kind (this is Block), the AtomicBlocks can only have
Ports as children . The details of the Telos representation are given in Appendix A.1.3.
2.5 OpenOMEi5
Despite of it being part of the contribution of this thesis, we introduce the tool environment
OpenOMEi5 that has been developed to support both case study settings already here.
We focus on the basic issues, this is the most general features and existing tools that are
used. Particular aspects and extensions that correlate with specific conceptual extensions
will then be added throughout the thesis.
Eclipse The implementation builds on OpenOME, available at http://sourceforge.
net/projects/openome, an Eclipse-based redevelopment of the original OME3 too [LY00].
Eclipse, http://www.eclipse.org/ is a powerful and easily extensible integrated develop-
ment environment (IDE). It is a sophisticated framework that provides the basic facilities
of a modelling and analysis environment as well as many pre-implemented extensions for
special purposes. The graphical editing framework (GEF), for example, allows to easily
visualize and work with graphical models.
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Figure 2.25: Screenshot of the developed, Eclipse-based tool support OpenOMEi5
ConceptBase The other major supportive tool is the Telos implementation Concept-
Base (see Chap. 2.1.3). While also the original OME3 tool was Telos-based, it used a
less powerful, commercial implementation. Thus, as part of the implementation work in
this thesis we have replaced the old Telos implementation by a tighter connection to the
ConceptBase system that is used for various purposes such as model storage, analysis, and
transformation throughout the thesis.
OpenOMEi5 Figure 2.25 shows a screenshot of a typical usage scenario of the tool for
an i* modelling situation. In combination the two foundational tools provide the basis
for a powerful and easily tailorable modelling and analysis environment as will become
obvious in the rest of the thesis.
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Case Studies
Within the context of this thesis, two different application fields have been investigated
• support for the governance of inter-organisational networks and
• requirements engineering for control systems.
We will first elaborate each of them separately. Afterwards we will have a closer look at
their common characteristics. By relating these to existing methods and approaches we
will identify important open dynamic issues.
3.1 Case Study 1: Inter-Organisational Networks
Inter-organisational social networks promise to combine the benefits of two traditional
coordination mechanisms of modern societies [Pow90]: the flexibility and speed of com-
petitive market relationships, and the stability and long-term duration of cooperative,
organisational relationships. We follow Weyer’s [Wey00] definition of a social network as
an autonomous form of coordination of interactions whose essence is the trusting coopera-
tion of autonomous, but interdependent agents. These agents cooperate for a limited time
and consider their partners’ interests because they can thus fulfill their individual goals
better than through non-coordinated activities. “Agents” in this general definition can
mean organisations or people. In our case of organisational networks, the usual meaning
is a combination: people representing, or working for, organisations or parts thereof.
3.1.1 Examples
We have considered inter-organisational networks in various different contexts from which
we focus two here: high tech entrepreneurship networking and the virtual factory, a virtual
enterprise in the field of production engineering.
Entrepreneurship Networks
In earlier projects at the chair [JKM03], the social networks that have evolved around
large technical universities in the United States and Germany (MIT and RWTH Aachen
University) to promote high-tech entrepreneurship and their information systems support
have been investigated in an interdisciplinary cooperation with sociologists. In contrast to
the earlier belief that the abilities for becoming an entrepreneur are given by nature (or
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not), nowadays it is agreed that most of the required competences are teachable [USM95].
Next to knowledge on economical and legal basics, experience reports of successful and
less successful entrepreneurs, and very practical hands on experiences already as students,
Jarke et al. [JKM03] named the following two network related modules as relevant for an
entrepreneurial curriculum:
• networking for students potentially interested in an entrepreneurial career, for ex-
ample, team building events, business plan competitions and
• mediating the connection to an external social network essential to entrepreneurship,
this is enabling contact to venture capitalists, business angels, public foundation,
domain experts etc.
At the MIT network, mainly the entrepreneurship center is in charge of answering these
requirements. It offers suitable events where (potential) entrepreneurs can meet relevant
people.
• The entrepreneur can exchange experiences with other (potential) entrepreneurs that
are most relevant to the current situation or near-by future of the entrepreneur.
• Venture capitalists are often banks with a lot of financial know-how and strong
financial power to support an entrepreneur during its money consuming later stages.
Depending on the entrepreneurial stage experienced venture capitalists can either
give rather general feedback on financial issues or more detailed feedback potentially
setting off a cooperation.
• Business angels have less money than venture capitalists but more knowledge of
the particular domain the entrepreneur is targeting. Accordingly, they are suited to
support the entrepreneur during early stages. Most often they have been successful
entrepreneurs themselves before. Meeting a promising and inspiring entrepreneur at
one of the events can easily become the focal point of business angel activities.
• The point of establishing an entrepreneurship network around large technical uni-
versities such as MIT and RWTH Aachen is not only to use them as sources for
entrepreneurs and business ideas but also to refer to their expertise when it comes
to the evaluation of business plans. Accordingly, faculty members are parts of the
network as well and can provide potential entrepreneurs with an in depth analysis
of their particular idea.
• As a particularity of the MIT network, a technology licensing office helps matching
people with patents and provides additional support in questions on intellectual
property. The latter can otherwise easily hamper the successful commercialisation
of an idea [JKM03].
• Other relevant people that participate in the network can be lawyers, consultants,
and even students. Still this list might not be exhaustive.
Obviously, a large variety of roles and people is involved in entrepreneurship networks
and they provide very many different offerings to each other. To shed some light into
these relationships, a series of interviews was taken with different kinds of members of
the MIT network, that is with (potential) entrepreneurs, former entrepreneurs, business
angels, venture capitalists, lawyers, consultants, faculty members, and MBA students.
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Combined with general information on the network and together with social scientists,
this information was used to capture and represent the network of relationships in a model
with the ultimate goal to gain a better understanding of the network’s (mal-)functioning.
Virtual Factory
Together with colleagues from the “Laboratory for Machine Tools and Production En-
gineering” (WZL, RWTH Aachen University) we have also considered the virtual fac-
tory [SMG98], a specialisation of the concept of a “virtual corporation” [DM92] in the
area of production engineering. Similar to the more general virtual enterprise, the core
idea of a virtual factory is to temporarily combine several autonomous enterprises (from
a pre-existing cooperation network) in order to address chances in the market by jointly
developing an innovative product fast and efficiently. The product under consideration
could not be built by a single enterprise either due to the lack of competencies that need
to be combined and/or due to too high risks that a single enterprise could not bear. The
term virtual factory refers here to both the concrete instance that builds one particular
product (also “activated network”) as well as the foundational cooperation network as a
whole out of which such a concrete instance is established. The key success factor of a
virtual factory is that toward a customer there is no difference between the virtual fac-
tory and a real factory. Thus, the customer does not have to bother with the complexity
resulting from the need for inter-organisational interaction.
Schuh et al. [SMG98] identified four key ingredients pivotal to a successful virtual
factory:
• an effective cooperation network,
• a set of cooperation principles that is respected,
• marketing for the virtual factory, and
• successful instances that build the products for their customers.
The latter two items concern marketing/economical as well as engineering specific issues.
Due to our interest in (inter-organisational) networks, we focus on the first two here.
The cooperation network forms the stable component of this kind of organisation. It
consists of several enterprises whose areas of expertise usually overlap in order to have
redundancy as well as competition within the network.
To address new market chances fast and efficiently, the process for setting up and
running a concrete virtual factory instance needs to be prepared. Schuh et al. define
several roles in a network and introduce cooperation principles. For example, a “broker” is
responsible for acquisition and marketing while a “network auditor” teaches the members,
mediates in case of conflicts, and plays a major role in the admittance procedure for new
network members. The “executive committee” is an elected board defining and defending
the strategic interests of the virtual factory as a whole. A “competence manager” plans a
job acquired by a “broker” in more detail and especially selects the individual enterprises
for an activated network. A “task manager” is then responsible for the concrete production
of the ordered item(s) and thereby has permanent contact with the customer as well as
the “in-/outsourcing managers”, the mediators to the network within each enterprise.
Referring to these roles, Schuh et al. describe several processes and rules that are
collectively defined by the members of the network in order to enable a fast and efficient
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answering to a customer request. On the level of the cooperation network, there are, for
example, descriptions of the “admittance conditions and procedure” as well as how to
“setup an activated network” including “task clarification” and “cost calculation” details.
For an active virtual factory instance there are rules on “cooperative behaviour” and
“quality assurance”.
3.1.2 Basic Ingredients
From the examples and suitable literature on networks such as [Wey00], the following
common features and thus basic ingredients of inter-organisational networks can be derived
and will be elaborated in the following:
• the business-independent, individual characteristics of network members,
• the organisation of the network including the specific roles, rules, processes, etc. that
are established or have been agreed upon, and
• the concrete business that is performed in or via this network including the cor-
responding member-specific capabilities as well as the interdependencies between
network participants that actually account for the ‘network’ character.
Network Members
Examples for the most basic constituents of a network, namely the network members are
• the individual partners of a virtual factory and
• entrepreneurs, business angels, venture capitalists etc. in entrepreneurship networks.
Contrasting with highly structured forms of organisation, Weyer [Wey00] emphasizes
the individuality and autonomy of network members, accordingly often characterized as
agents. In particular any network member can freely decide to join (possibly under restric-
tions specified by the network) or leave a network (see the discussion of dynamic issues in
the next section). Gans [Gan08] elaborates on the heterogeneity of actors by referring to
their “different capabilities, goals, resources, etc.” as well as the potential differences “in
their internal way of working”, this is processes (or activities). For example, members can
vary in regard to their interest and/or commitment to the network (ultimately resulting
from a (mis)fit between individual and network goals), their risk attitude that influences,
for example, the planning behaviour (optimistic vs. pessimistic planning) and thereby in
turn potentially the reliability as viewed by partners. Gans also mentions the double fixa-
tion as a result of the micro-meso phenomenon (described below). Each network member
has to balance and pursue her own goals as well as her position in the network. Focusing
only one of these issues “leads to a failure in [the] long run”. These individual character-
istics potentially result in entirely different behaviours of members for the same technical
task.
Organisation of the Network
The interaction of network members and the network as a whole can be considered amicro-
meso phenomenon [Gan08]. This characterization derives from the well know micro-macro
link by which sociologists denote the interaction between the behaviour of individuals and
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society: society determines the scope of individual action; but individual action can in
turn also influence the structure of society. For the micro-meso phenomenon, society is
replaced by a subordinate form of organisation in our case, for example, a network.
Accordingly next to the individual characteristics of each network member, a network
also has features and characteristics of its own. We will focus the following three:
• the form or type of the network,
• the common goals that the network members strive for, and
• particular roles, processes, and rules that predefine responsibilities for recurring ac-
tivities or capture how issues such as exit or admittance that concern the network
as a whole are addressed.
Form of the Network Provan and Kenis [PK05] explain that there is not a single type
(or form) of network. They distinguish three pure forms or “modes of network gover-
nance”: self-governed, lead-organisation governed, and network administrative organisa-
tion governed, as well as hybrid forms. These modes differ in the number of participants,
geographical proximity, participant dependencies, task decomposability, trust, and man-
agerial choice. The latter is a moderating factor, i. e. the other factors already determine
the form but only supporting the right form from a governance perspective enables (but
does not guarantee) a successful network.
For the entrepreneurship domain, Funken and Meister identified four different network
types [FM03]. Matchmaking events give opportunities for initiating new business contacts.
The lack of admission restrictions counteracts the professional deformation and homog-
enization of business contacts. Local networks are most often derived from communities
with a family like character (strong ties). In a university setting they can result from
sharing a hall of residence, the same graduation year, or having worked in the same lab.
Participants have privileged access to information (peer group effect) but can also have
a leap of faith toward outsiders depending on the reputation of the local network. Repu-
tation networks emphasize the importance of individual, personal reputation for business
contacts. Reputation increases by knowledge and experience over a longer period of time.
Potential partners are tested for their credibility. Also, despite the chance for revealing
business secrets openness is expected. Eventually, all partners agree that any applied
rules are necessarily restricted, this is there is always an individual risk each partner has
to incur. Clearly defined rules for inter-organisational cooperation are needed to avoid
imbalances. While networks have advantages in regard to flexibility, they can also create
potentially harmful dependencies from large organisations to small enterprises. In the en-
trepreneurship setting, for example, questions on intellectual property need to be balanced
between the university, the faculty, and the innovator/entrepreneur [JKM03]. Funken and
Meister further elaborate that the different networks can not be treated individually, but
interfere with each other.
Obviously, the considerations above are only a very small reflection of the sociologi-
cal and economic research on forms of networks. On the other hand, this thesis is not
concerned with the sociological analysis of networks but with the contributions that com-
puter science can make for the analysis and support of this form of organisation. In this
regard, the above mentioned examples are already sufficient to gain an understanding of
the wide span of aspects that need to be addressed and covered in suitable models of inter-
organisational networks. It becomes apparent that we are in need of simple but generic
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modelling concepts that allow to capture this wide range of aspects. Thus, similar to the
means to capture a member and her behaviour, we will discuss goals, roles, processes,
rules, and dependencies as the basic building blocks of a network modelling representation
in the following.
Goals Remember that members participate in a network because they assume they can
fulfill their individual goals better than through non-coordinated activities. In the virtual
factory setting, the network aims for highly innovative products that a single enterprise
could not provide due to technical reasons as well as due to the high financial risks that
it would have to incur all alone. Similarly, having an innovative idea unfortunately is not
sufficient. Money is needed as well to become a successful entrepreneur. In turn, the high
risks that are associated with entrepreneurs result – in case of success – into high revenues
the venture capitalists eventually strive for. The entrepreneurship center on the other
hand aims at improving the reputation of the corresponding university as a technology
leader to attract the most promising students also in the future. Thus, various individual
goals are bundled here to be achieved in an integrated way to all partners’ benefit.
Only a clear understanding of the goals of a network allows to decide whether the
network is successful (in achieving these goals) or not. In addition, the behaviour of any
individual network member as well as network-wide governance activities can be evaluated
in regard to their positive (or negative) influence on the achievement of network goals. Also
the change of a network (type), as to be discussed in the section on dynamics below, can
be expected to be preceded by a shift of the goals of the network. For example, a virtual
factory as described by Schuh et al. [SMG98] is intended to be only an add-on to an
enterprise’s activities. The participating enterprises are not allowed to be dependent on
the money they are making with the virtual factory, since this could cause imbalances
between the network members. On the other hand, one of the innovative ideas developed
in a virtual factory might become so successful that the partners core business activities
are affected and the cooperation needs to be put on a different footing.
Roles, Processes, and Rules Network-wide developed and agreed processes and rules
are intended to foster and alleviate the interaction of network members. Especially, Schuh
et al. [SMG98] emphasize the importance of dedicated roles, processes, and rules to ensure
a fast setup of active networks. In their understanding predefined organisational roles,
committees, and inter-organisational procedures ultimately contribute to the aim that the
customer should not be aware of the complexity inside the virtual factory as her solution
provider and thus to the success of the idea of a virtual factory in general. For this purpose,
Schuh et al. defined quite a number of roles as described before “broker”, “competence
manager”, “task manager”, “network auditor”, etc. together with agreed procedures such
as how to perform a “cost calculation”. The latter, for example, ensures comparability
when competing for subtasks of an active network. For the entrepreneurship setting,
the power of the technology licensing office (TLO) is remarkable and mainly due to the
directive, that the TLO needs to be involved in any process, discussion, and decision on
intellectual property to ensure reliable decisions that do not hamper the growth of a new
business.
In general, network level role, process, and rule definitions prescribe or at least influ-
ence individual member behaviour. For example, rules can ensure the confidentiality of
information exchanged among partners, by supporting network culture (fair play), reputa-
tion, regulation of access [JHB97, Sta00a], or by explicitly defining sanctions for breaches
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of trust [LS94, OS00]. Rules are in particular needed during the set-up of the network
to initiate the growth of trust(ful) relationships. On the other hand, as pointed out by
Gans et al. [GJKL03] (and elaborated below) too many rules will make the network too
bureaucratic and thus let it switch to an organisation. Accordingly, the question of what
kinds of rules are currently needed is essential for the efficiency and long-term success of
social networks. We pick up on this in the next section again (Chap. 3.1.3).
Concrete Business Carried out in a Network
The concrete endeavour that is carried out in a network varies as well. This has become
obvious already from the example settings introduced before.
• For entrepreneurship networks [Nat01], the main activity is to foster the formation of
small enterprises based on a new, innovative idea. But this is not the single activity
or purpose of the network. Entrepreneurs are supported in any of their development
stages and also in legal issues, especially questions on intellectual property can be
discussed. Thus the activities are here manifold and involve many different roles such
as the already mentioned venture capitalist, business angel, faculties, the technology
licensing office, etc.
• For the virtual factory setting, the ultimate endeavour is to build a customer-specific
product that is not feasible for only a single partner [SMG98]. A team of partners
has to join forces and thus commit to suitable dependencies. This is there is the
need to capture/represent product- or at least production-field specific issues such
as the particular competencies needed for the product, e. g. drilling, milling, etc., as
well as according business and economic issues to arrive at a competitive offer.
Accordingly, again the particular processes (procedures) as well as corresponding roles and
(business) goals need to be considered.
It is also at this level where the actual interaction between network members takes
place. The idea of a network is that the individual members can achieve their goals better
through coordinated activities. Accordingly, for the concrete business or task to be carried
out the partners will have various dependencies, for example, to delegate sub activities.
For the entrepreneurship setting, entrepreneurs depend on faculty members and partially
business angels for domain knowledge, but on venture capitalists (and partially business
angels) for money. In the virtual factory setting such dependencies might simply be that
different partners manufacture different pieces that need to be combined to build the
product the customer has requested.
3.1.3 Dynamic Issues in Inter-Organisational Networks
Inter-organisational networks have a dynamic dimension per se since they are by design less
stable than hierarchies: members continuously leave and join the network and the network
type – or at least the rules the network has given itself – evolve(s) over time. Dynamics
need also to be considered in regard to the situational decisions which interaction partner
to choose for a collaboration or which role to play therein. We elaborate these and some
more issues here.
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Fluctuation of Network Members
Networks mainly derive their power from the flexibility and innovativeness due to co-
operation as well as competition within the network. But these characteristics require
that the relationships in the network do not become too stable and predictable. Gans
et al. [GJKL03] describe such a malicious development as “successful failure” with the
establishment of Mafioso like structures (see Fig. 3.1). New members can easily disturb
existing relationships and initiate new opportunities and competitions.
On the other hand, most networks cannot grow unrestrictedly. For a virtual factory
a size of 40 partners for the foundational cooperation network is considered to be most
advantageous [SMG98]. There are various reasons for a member to leave a network. If
a member is not convinced (any more) that participating in the network benefits her,
she will and should leave the network [Wey00]. A change in the appraisal of benefits
from the network can occur due to changes in the goals of the member or in the goals
(and directions) of the network, so that the two simply do not fit together any more. A
member can also be excluded from the network due to a lack of fair play or for breaking
agreed network rules (see [JHB97] and the discussion of network rules below). Eventually,
malicious members that are not detected as free-riders might decide to leave the network
after sufficiently many successful cooperations.
Dynamic Assignment of Network Roles
For the virtual factory setting, Schuh et al. [SMG98] have foreseen various predefined
network roles such as “broker”, “competence manager”, or “task manager” that network
members can play in turn and besides their technical or business related roles. While
some roles require specific abilities and knowledge (e. g. the “competence manager” needs
knowledge about the abilities of the other network members) others do not. For example,
any network member that delivers a new customer is in fact a “broker”. Similarly, each
partner can become the “face” to a customer, this is the “task manager”. Thus, there
is always the opportunity for new or unorthodox role assignments. Competing for net-
work roles again helps to counteract too much stabilization and hence contributes to the
network’s overall flexibility and innovative force.
Transitional Mode or Stages of a Network
When discussing the work of Provan and Kenis [PK05] on the form of a network (see
Chap. 3.1.2), we already mentioned that they consider the mode of a network to be tran-
sitional, this is it highly likely changes over time. To stay successful the managerial choice
(as the moderating factor) needs to reflect this. The work of Straßheim [Str04] supports
this observation. He describes a life-cycle of knowledge networks to consist of five distin-
guishable stages: initialisation, establishment, differentiation, stabilisation, and renewal.
Each stage has varying demands and its own potential crisis. During the initialisation
phase coordination structures and principles are discussed. During establishment due to
complex interactions more decisions are delegated to the network management. In the
following phase of differentiation the autonomy of the members is reestablished by decen-
tralisation of responsibilities. During the stabilisation phase mechanisms of formalisation
and bureaucratisation are established which might lead to a stagnation crisis. Thus, a
qualitative change or alteration of participants’ constellation is needed to reach the phase
of renewal.
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One straightforward means to address the evolution of a network is to adapt the set
of agreed network rules [JHB97]. This set of rules a network has given itself continuously
needs to be monitored, reevaluated, and potentially adapted to fit with the current needs
of the network. If, for example, a virtual factory has just greeted a series of new members,
it might raise the admission hurdles (usually an amount of money the new partner has to
invest to be granted access) to avoid more disturbances in the near future. On the other
hand, if the network is in danger to run into a stagnation crisis, the hurdles might be
lowered instead to attract more new members that allow to initiate a renewal. Similarly,
for many other modes, stages, and crisis corresponding reactions at the rules (and/or
process) level can be imagined.
Individual Network Member Evolution
Not only the network evolves, also the individual network members usually do not stagnate.
An enterprise organised in a virtual factory can react to experiences and/or customer
requests (either from jobs within or without the virtual factory) as well as simply to a
changing market demand by advancing into new fields. Certainly, these new abilities can
be brought into the network as new competencies of this member as well. A particular
evident example are entrepreneurs as we consider them in our entrepreneurship setting.
As research has shown [Nat01], for entrepreneurs several stages can be distinguished that
correlate with financing rounds. At the first “seed stage” market studies have to take
place and a business plan has to be developed. Correspondingly, during this phase the
entrepreneur needs contact to people with knowledge in the particular application field,
this is with faculty members and business angels from that domain. On the contrary,
venture capitalists with their focus on revenue are less helpful here. As more and more
customers ask for the product or solution, the entrepreneur needs to employ more staff to
answer this demand and to strengthen market activities. As a result, the need for funding
increases as well. At this stage, venture capitalists come into play. If the entrepreneur has
identified a promising niche at the market, a venture capitalist might be willing to invest.
At the latest, a successful entrepreneur needs support from venture capitalists if she wants
to go to the stock market.
Trust, Distrust, and Confidence
Literature demonstrates that an important and distinguishing factor of social networks
is their reliance on the mutual trust of the network partners as the main coordination
and reproduction mechanism [GJKL03]. Trust is defined as “the willingness of a party
to be vulnerable to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other
will perform a particular action important to the truster, irrespective of the ability to
monitor or control that other party” [MDS95]. In particular there is no formal agreement
on reciprocity. If an expectation is not fulfilled, the truster sustains some kind of loss or
damage [Luh88]. Coleman [Col94] considers trust as a decision under risk. Any of the
above characterizations refers one way or the other to the dynamic character of trust:
trust (or any related issue such as distrust or confidence discussed below) is not just there
or not, but evolves over time.
Gans et al. [GJKL03] add the consideration of trust exhibited to the network as a whole
as confidence (“Systemvertrauen” [Luh88]; see also the distinction between personal and
institutional trust [Zuc86], and between “facework” and “faceless commitments” [Gid90];
cf. also [Sch95, LS94]). Where confidence is present, significant efficiency gains ensue: if
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the truster is confident that her network will somehow solve the subtasks, she can rapidly
engage in commitments. Note that trust and confidence need to be watchful; i. e., the part-
ners need to be continually aware of their investments and thus the risks that they incur.
This watchfulness leads to a continuous (and potentially costly) monitoring of individual
partners (trust) and the network as a whole (confidence). In addition watchfulness may
also be caused by distrust of individuals, where distrust is defined as the expectation of
opportunistic behaviour from partners, which would break the reciprocity of trust-based
interaction. Distrust has long been neglected by sociological research; exceptions are, for
example [Luh88, Gam88]. Only rarely it has been treated as an opportunity for making
network structures less rigid, and thus more suitable for innovation [Ker98]. Investiga-
tions on conflict and distrust in organisations [KT96, LMB98] have established the fact
that distrust is an irreducible phenomenon that cannot be offset against any other social
mechanisms. Ellrich et al. [EFM01] suggest the use of distrust for operationalising latent
conflicts. The peculiarities of distrust are nowadays accepted and respected. For example,
Ziegler and Lausen [ZL05] consider trust as well as distrust. While they apply their ap-
pleseed propagation model to both phenomena, they explicitly acknowledge that distrust
needs to be treated differently.
To summarize, trust in all its facets is necessarily a dynamic phenomenon. It is not
just there (or not), but grows (shrinks, respectively) over time according to the behaviour
of the involved parties and as results of more or less successful cooperations. Furthermore,
it can be considered a bet on the future behaviour of partners (referred to as expectation).
Accordingly, trust issues need to be managed and explicitly taken care of [GJKL03].
Model for Success or Failure of a Network Gans et al. [GJK+01] postulate a TCD
(Trust-Confidence-Distrust) model of network success or failure (Fig. 3.1). This model
nicely puts together several aspects identified before: the three kinds of trust (trust, dis-
trust, and confidence), the interaction of network structure (meso level) and individual
network member action (micro level), as well as the important role of network rules. The
model is mainly structured by three “columns” (thick arrows) representing the three trust
aspects. For each of them it is shown how actions in the network affect the structure of
the network. In the left column confidence based decisions to incur strategic vulnerabili-
ties create mutual dependencies; in the middle, trustful decisions for risky and traceable
investments increase reputation, goodwill, and moral integrity, whereas the watchful dis-
trust on the right aggregates latent conflicts by collection, storage, and (usually negative)
interpretation of events. In the middle of the figure we see a feedback loop downward to
the actions via rules created by the structure.
Gans et al. state that a balanced mix of all three trust aspects forms the small corridor
for success in networks. To support their argument, the upper part of the figure shows three
possible ways of failure caused by imbalances. On the upper left, too many dependencies
and goodwill without trust may lead to “successful failure”, i. e. too-tight, family-like or
even mafia-style relationships. That is, the competition part vanishes from the network.
On the upper right, over-aggregated distrust may cause a “final conflict” and thus the
demise of the network. Without trust, the risk to share innovations is not incurred by any
member, thus no (innovative) cooperations are initiated any more. Finally, the balanced
mix cannot be ensured by simply creating many “network rules”, because then the network
would devolve into an organisation (“switch to organisation”), losing the network-specific
advantages, such as flexibility.
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Figure 3.1: The three trust columns (adapted from [GJK+01])
Simulation and High-Level Analysis
Due to the importance of dynamic issues as mentioned before already the project proposal
for the DFG priority program on Socionics has identified the need to run simulations. In
addition, any meaningful analysis of simulation data (situations, runs, traces, ...) requires
appropriate high-level analysis support. First and foremost, simulations are supposed to
help understanding the nature of inter-organisational networks, especially in regard to the
role of trust. Various simulation scenarios can be investigated, for example, in regard to
the question whether trust, distrust, and confidence really are sufficient to capture the
trust dimension. Once an understanding of inter-organisational networks is established,
the simulations can also be used to support individual members as well as the governance
of the network as a whole (the meso level). The latter helps, for example, to answer
the question of what is the most appropriate set of network rules in the current situation.
Answering such questions asks for support in regard to the analysis of simulation data such
as initial and intermediate situations, simulation traces etc. It must be possible to search
such data for dedicated patterns, for example, social patterns such as hubs, structural
features like cohesion, equivalence or power relationships, and the like [DF99]. Also data
mining [HK06] or time-series analysis [Shn09] could provide valuable information as do
specialized analysis, for example, in regard to security [GMMZ05a] or simply specification
debugging [FLP+04].
To tackle these issues we build on the predecessor work on SNet [GJKL03, GJLS05,
Gan08] that has already been introduced in Chap. 2.1.5.
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3.2 Case Study 2: Control Systems Development
The second case study concerns the field of control systems development. Control prob-
lems [Lun03] occur in settings where interaction and control of real world behaviour is
asked for. A control problem has two major components: the controlled system, for ex-
ample, a set of interconnected tanks, an engine, etc. and the controller. The task of the
controller is to continuously compare and adapt the current value(s) of the controlled sys-
tem to some desired value(s). For this purpose, the controller is connected to sensors that
deliver information on the current situation of the controlled system and actuators to take
influence on the controlled system. Furthermore, there is usually some kind of (possibly
changing) set point information about what is a desired behaviour or situation. For a tank
system as mentioned above, the control problem might be to ensure a particular level (the
‘set point information’) of fluids in all or some of the tanks. Sensors report the level in
the different tanks; actuators are inlets and outlets than can be opened or closed by the
controller. Disturbances in this setting are caused, for example, by inlets and outlets that
are not under the control of the system, for example, a natural supply such as a river or
rain.
The most important characteristic of a control problem and the source of its inherent
complexity is the closed feedback loop that results from the coupling between controlled
system and controller via sensors and actuators. Any action taken by a controller is again
observed by it. On the one hand, this provides the basis for the power of controllers in that
the controller can itself assess the effect of its actions including uncertainties caused by
disturbances. On the other hand, suitable measures have to be taken to avoid undesirable
behaviours such as oscillations due to overmodulation.
Engineers have developed many different solutions to control problems starting with
purely mechanistic, hydraulic etc. approaches to nowadays most often electronic controllers
that also include or are even completely realized in software, for example, on electronic
control units (ECUs) within the automotive domain [Bro06]. When developing software-
based controllers two disciplines meet that have evolved rather independently from each
other: software engineering and control system engineering. The resulting problems are
addressed in the project ZAMOMO (funded by the BMBF under grant no. 01 IS E04)
aiming at the complementing integration of software design and controller design. For the
requirements engineering part, the results of this research effort are reported in this thesis.
3.2.1 Examples
Within the ZAMOMO project, controller development has been addressed mainly in regard
to engine controllers and sub components thereof (such as a rail pressure controller). As a
secondary application field, we looked at the experiences of the project partner Embedded
Systems Lab (RWTH Aachen University) concerning autonomous driving, in particular
an electronic parking assistant.
Engine Controller
The driver of a car specifies a desired velocity implicitly and indirectly via the position
of the accelerator (set point). But only the engine controller within the electronic control
unit computes the appropriate amount of fuel as well as the best point in time for injec-
tion and ignition. Combustion engines nowadays have to perform well in regard to several
aspects such as fuel consumption, power provisioning, exhaust gas emissions, reliability,
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Figure 3.2: Air path in a diesel combustion engine (adapted from [DHH+08])
etc. [DHH+08]. Advanced techniques are needed to tackle these requirements. For exam-
ple, current controllers for diesel engines do not only control injection pressure and time.
Exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) allows to reintroduce exhaust gas to reduce the emission
of carbon dioxide and similar environmentally harmful particles. Another opportunity
is given by turbo charging (TC). Powered by exhaust gas a turbo charger compresses
the fresh air so that more air can be treated per combustion cycle. This increases the
performance of the engine.
Figure 3.2 shows a schematic overview of the air path in a modern diesel engine. In
the middle of the picture you can see two parallel cylinder rows that are served from a
common fresh air feeding system (lower part). The exhaust gas path is shown in the upper
part of the figure. In this concrete engine, each row has an exhaust gas recirculation of its
own (left and right of the row) that consists of a cooler and a valve to adjust the amount
of exhaust gas that is fed back into the fresh air supply. The remaining exhaust gas is used
to power the turbo charger. Here a variable geometry turbine (VGT) allows to influence
how much effect the turbo charger takes on the fresh air compression.
Unfortunately, these two systems, EGR and TC (VGT), are coupled, this is they
cannot be treated independently, but mutually interfere with each other. On the one
hand, the position of the variable geometry turbine affects the pressure in the exhaust gas
recirculation system and thereby the amount of exhaust gas that can be reintroduced. On
the other hand, the amount of reintroduced exhaust gas influences the exhaust gas flow
through the turbo charger and thus in the end the boost pressure that can be achieved
in the fresh air part. Accordingly, advanced controller designs are needed to tackle such
complex multi value control problems [Mac02, RRA+05, Ric05].
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Figure 3.3: Common rail pressure control problem (adapted from [SDH+08])
Rail Pressure Controller
As a simpler sub problem, we also investigated the control problem concerned with the
pressure of a common rail within such a diesel engine [SDH+08]. Figure 3.3 shows again a
schematic view of the problem. The overall goal is to have a rather stable pressure within
the common rail so that each opening of an injection valve has a defined and predictable
effect in regard to the amount of fuel that is emitted into a cylinder. But each such
injection is in itself a disturbance to this control problem since it causes a drop of the
common rail’s pressure. With the help of a pump, the controller needs to reestablish the
correct pressure before the next injector opens.
Parking Assistant
The third example is concerned with higher-level driver assistance systems. Next to basic
systems like the electronic stability program (ESP), more advanced systems like adaptive
cruise control or parking assistants are in development or even already available as packages
for current series-production vehicles.
The Embedded Systems Lab at RWTH Aachen University has developed a fully au-
tomatic parking assistant for their experimental car (ruler 1:5) [Meh06]. As visualized in
Fig. 3.4 once activated the car searches for a parking lot of suitable size by checking the
depth on the right side (in Germany) via a distance sensor (e. g. an ultra-sonic sensor) and
integrating the values over the covered distance. If a lot with a suitable size is found, the
driver is informed and can start the parking process. The controller computes a suitable
trajectory and then parks the car fully automatically. There are also semi-automatic sys-
tems at the market, where the controller computes the trajectory and moves the steering
wheel but the driver still has to accelerate and brake.
As with any autonomous feature, severe security and reliability aspects needs to be
taken into account. For example, a detection of suddenly appearing obstacles during the
parking manoeuvre is mandatory for fully automated systems. On the other hand, such
a system also contributes to the comfort and partially also to the safety while driving a
car. It can even be considered that there is an environmental contribution, since studies
have shown that drivers usually do not correctly assess a parking lot as suitable; most
often a lot is considered to be too small by mistake and thus leads to a bad utilization of
parking places in congested urban areas and thus to an unnecessary continuation of the
lot search [Zwe06].
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Figure 3.4: Functioning of a parking assistant (source: BMW Press)
3.2.2 Controller Development
We consider the particularities of control systems and the broader context of embedded
systems in the following. Afterwards we investigate existing approaches to develop con-
trollers, particularly taking into account the problems when it comes to software-based
controllers. We conclude this section by reviewing approaches to requirement engineering
in this field.
Embedded Software
Control systems can be considered a subordinate to the field of embedded systems. Embed-
ded systems are ubiquitous in our world [ES09]. Many modern products contain software,
for example, mobile telephones, DVD players, cars, airplanes, and medical systems such
as pacemakers [GLT03]. Usually, the end user does not recognize the embedded software.
“She perceives it as a set of functions that the system provides.” [ES09]. But from a de-
velopment perspective, the software is often the major means to realize innovation; this
especially holds true for the automotive domain [Bro06].
Despite various discussions (see, for example, [HvG09]), most researchers and engineers
still see major differences between ‘normal’ application and embedded software develop-
ment. In [GR00, SZ03, FGP04], several special requirements are identified that need to
be addressed when developing software for embedded systems. Most importantly, there
is a direct interaction between the system and its environment via sensors and actuators.
Thus, during development, technical or physical processes need to be captured in detail
as well as the precise tasks and characteristics of sensors and actuators. Secondly, time
plays an important role, since often real time constraints have to be met. Furthermore,
whether a functionality is realized by hardware or by software is not always clear from
the beginning. Thus, the relevant constraints need to be captured to alleviate later de-
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sign decisions. Consequently, the overall design of hardware and software components
should be considered in an integrated view, possibly a common language/notation. As
non-functional requirements, reliability and safety are of high importance (see the more
recent elaboration below). In the best case, formal proofs of correctness and completeness
should be possible as well as the detection of conflicts between requirements [LT09]. Vari-
ability needs to be coped with since control units should be applicable in various different
settings. The development is necessarily inter-disciplinary since at least three different
disciplines, mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, and computer science (software
engineering), are involved. Also secondary constraints, such as environment conditions
and installation space restrictions, need to be considered when choosing or developing
hardware (and software) solution components [SNJR08].
Interestingly within the MOOSE project, Graaf, Lormans, and Toetenel [GLT03] found
out that despite the knowledge about the special requirements, developers in the field of
embedded systems usually apply only general software engineering methodologies. Also
software architects are rarely and quite late involved in the design process, most decisions
are made by hardware designers. Requirements and early design phases are seldom distin-
guished and mostly natural language (instead of models) is used to capture requirements.
This is very much in contrast with the further development that is, as to be outlined be-
low, at least in the control systems domain fully model-based. Especially, non-functional
requirements are largely ignored despite their importance [Kow04]. If diagrams are used,
they are not given a syntax/formal semantics. Relationships between requirements are also
not documented due to the complexity and missing appropriate link semantics in given
tools.
In their editorial to an IEEE Software special issue on embedded software in 2009,
Ebert and Salecker [ES09] list six challenges for embedded systems. For one, they pick up
on the already mentioned real time requirement by referring to the fact that embedded
software is part of a larger system, thus more exposed to external constraints, and in
need of high responsiveness. Furthermore, the developer is not to expect the possibility to
update existing embedded systems. They are intended to work without service for decades,
thus reliability needs to receive sufficient attention. As obvious for embedded systems
in the automotive field, “embedded software [...] impacts people and thus potentially
poses a safety hazard.” Related to safety, the interaction between embedded systems
(e. g. in a car) increases and thus the need to address security aspects is part of any
safety consideration. Reduced processor capabilities and memory storage is a well-known
characteristic of embedded systems. In the future, ““green” behaviour”, for example, on
power consumption will even add to the constraints given by limited resources. Eventually,
due to the long lifetime as well as requirements on “portability, autonomy, flexibility, and
adaptability”, the development must take the different and evolving environment, i. e.
heterogeneity, of embedded system into account.
Model-Based Control System Development
The field of control system development has evolved independently from the software
engineering field [Kow06]. Control system engineers are solely driven by the needs and
constraints of their concrete problem. This is an in-depth analysis of the current situation
and the problem is always the first step.
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Figure 3.5: Action diagram view of a generic control cycle
Action Diagram A simple, graphical representation, so called action diagram, is quite
helpful in this regard. Figure 3.5 shows the most basic and generic representation of a
control problem (to be found in any textbook on the topic, e. g. [MSF05]). The set point
information joining in from the left (i. e. from outside) is combined with the measured
sensor information. The resulting control deviation is the input to the controller that
computes the suitable reaction on the actuating variable. This again is affecting the
controlled system as also do any disturbances. Accordingly, the effect on the controlled
variable might be different and is thus measured to be fed back into the control cycle input
as explained in the beginning.
Accordingly, there are only two essential concepts in action diagrams: blocks and
signals.
• A block (also called a “system”) captures some behaviour or function – most gen-
erally the controller or the controlled system as in our example above. But usually
more fine-granular models with a hierarchy of blocks and sub blocks are designed.
Graphically a block is denoted by a rectangular.
• Blocks are connected to each other via signals. This is the output signal(s) of one
block is input to (an) other block(s). Accordingly, in the graphical representation
an arrow indicates the direction of the signal flow.
• Furthermore, signals can branch at a branching point – graphically represented as a
filled circle (in Fig. 3.5 see after the “controlled system”) – and
• signals can be combined in an addition point – graphically denoted by an empty
circle (in Fig. 3.5 before “controller”). Here attached operators can provide details
such as whether the signals are to be added or subtracted from each other.
Controller Design When approaching control problems, the engineers typically take
a purely functional view. They focus the characteristics of the concrete problem and its
constraints as well as resulting functional aspects of the controller, for example, the (non-
) occurrence of overshooting or oscillations, performance specifications on settling time,
etc. Non-functional requirements that cannot easily be represented as mathematical con-
straints are usually ignored. This clashes with typical software development approaches
as elaborated later on. In particular control engineers expect the solution to a control
problem to be derivable from a sufficiently complete and sound mathematical approx-
imation of the problem and its constraints. Especially, in the most common situation
where a so-called PID controller1 is sufficient, mathematical methods exist that allow
1A PID controller consists of three members: a proportional (P) member, an integrative (I) member,
and a differential (D) member.
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to indeed derive the relevant solution parameters [MSF05]. For more complex control
problems (e. g. multi value control problems such as the combined EGR and TC control
problem from the previous section), the engineering task becomes again more individual
and complex [Mac02, RRA+05, Ric05].
Simulation is the most important support for control system engineers. According to
Lunze [Lun03], in industrial practice a controller is developed in five steps. To understand
the controlled system, for example, an engine for which a controller is to be developed,
the engineers build up an action diagram that captures the interactions and behaviour
of the main components of the controlled system. This model helps identifying actuating
and controlled process variables, i. e. the controlled system’s properties in the second step.
In the third phase, the controller’s functionality is designed. The fourth step concerns
simulating the whole control cycle in crucial situations. If it behaves as expected and
demanded, the controller is finally implemented and put into operation in the last step.
The last step includes the tedious configuration of parameters etc. to accommodate the
characteristics of the real world controlled system, e. g. a concrete engine.
Rapid control prototyping (RCP) environments are well established in control sys-
tems engineering [AB06]. They encompass modelling and simulation tools such as Mat-
lab/Simulink [Mat10] that mainly builds on action diagrams and has already been cov-
ered in more depth in Chap. 2.4, but also dedicated hardware, for example, from dSpace
(http://www.dspace.com), to perform real time experiments. The latter is supported by
appropriate software, this is according code generators, for example, the Realtime Work-
shop again from The Mathworks. Altogether these environments allow the engineer to
validate the controller design at early development stages.
Software-based Controllers This is on the one hand developing controllers requires a
lot of knowledge in control theory. Experiences and knowledge in physics, mathematics,
and control theory are required to design a stable controller with good performance. On
the other hand, nowadays most controllers are realized in software [Bro06, Kow06]. This
is advanced software techniques have to be used to implement safe, reusable, and efficient
solutions. But the development of controllers is still driven by hardware-oriented control
system engineers. Due to their focus on functional aspects of the concrete problem setting
(as described above), they do currently not take software issues into account such as
considerations on enhancing scalability and reusability. Also non-functional requirements
are in general not treated as first-class requirements as already remarked in the section
on ‘Embedded Software’. Neither their elicitation nor their capture has received sufficient
attention [Kow04].
Furthermore, the collaboration of the two disciplines currently suffers from discrepan-
cies regarding vocabulary and views on the object to develop [KAJ+05]. For example, for
a software engineer a model is usually only a conceptual abstraction of the software to be
developed. In contrast, the control system engineer mainly builds mathematically precise
models of the controlled system (the environment in the view of a software designer) and es-
pecially expects each model to be executable (within simulations). Accordingly, the design
processes are currently not harmonised. As indicated already when discussing embedded
software in general, software architects are involved into the design rather late [GLT03].
In fact, they are only foreseen to efficiently implement a control algorithm on a given plat-
form respecting the limited resources of the given device. A possible reciprocal fertilisation
is thus prevented.
Therefore, the combination of knowledge of both domains is necessary to design com-
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petitive control software. Steps to a better integration have been made within the project
ZAMOMO [KAJ+05] and are reported in this thesis with a focus on the requirements
engineering phase.
Requirements Engineering for Control Systems
As mentioned before (see discussion of embedded software in Chap. 3.2.2), in contrast to
the further development requirements engineering for control systems is not yet model-
based. Instead text-based approaches via tools such as DOORS [IBM09a] or Requi-
sitePro [IBM09b] are predominating.
Text vs. Model In a broader context than the integration of software and control
system engineering, systems engineering [GM57] is concerned with the interdisciplinary
coordination of requirements for building large-scale complex systems. In this context,
requirements management has received a lot of attention [BPKR09]. Accordingly, many
big enterprises that develop embedded software such as Siemens, Daimler etc. employ so-
phisticated requirements tools such as DOORS [IBM09a] or RequisitePro [IBM09b] (both
now IBM products). They support a textual approach to requirements capture by clearly
defining processes and document structures. In parts they even allow for the interconnec-
tion with UML based models such as uses cases or sequence diagrams, but mainly only
for illustrative purposes. The text based presentation remains at the center of all tool
functionality such as impact analysis or traceability support [Gon05]. While the latter
capability is typically a strong point of the above mentioned tools, it is rarely used to
an enterprise’s benefits [GLT03]. This is mainly due to the “need to manually establish
and maintain traceability relations, and the difficulty to achieve these tasks automati-
cally” [MGP08].
The insufficient connection between text-centered tools and the later model-based de-
velopment was also one of the drivers for the development of SysML [OMG07b]. SysML is
a UML based modelling language for systems engineering. Besides other extensions to, for
example, better cope with hardware-related issues, SysML introduces a new requirements
diagram. A single new modelling concept (“requirement”) allows to represent (textual)
requirements in SysML models. Furthermore, means to decompose and derive require-
ments, to specify a degree of satisfaction (by specific design variants), as well as to verify
requirements via test components are available. On the other hand, this new diagram
does not overcome that the basic approach to requirements still is text-based. According
to the description of its developers, requirements diagrams are only intended as a bridge
to existing text-based tools, thus to alleviate their interaction. Furthermore, Dick and
Chard [DC04] point out that non-functional issues are not suitably represented in SysML.
There are more researchers targeting the problem of a mainly textual requirements
documentation but a mostly model-based further development [CFB04, KCFG04]. But
while they give more emphasis to models they still propose a dual approach where a UML-
based information model is set in relation to text-based requirements documents. Their
arguments for sticking with text-based requirements documents encompass insufficiencies
of current modelling approaches and alleviated reuse of textual descriptions. This opinion
is in contrast to our experiences with requirements modelling via goal-driven approaches
(see Chap. 1.1). And again, the dual approaches mentioned above have especially defi-
ciencies in regard to the consideration of non-functional issues.
Geisberger and Schätz [GS07] addressed model-based requirements management and
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analysis in the context of automotive embedded software. But their particular focus has
been functional system requirements. Grounded in a requirements engineering product
model [GBB+06] that serves as a reference model, they developed the tool AutoRAID.
It has import functionality for text-based requirements and is tightly connected to the
design phase. Many formalisms that have been developed for the later design phase are
also applied to the capture of functional requirements. The only major extensions concerns
the admittance of modelling high-level business goals.
Connection to Later Model-Based Development The textual approach to require-
ments capture is in contrast with the nearly fully model-based further development in
control system engineering as elaborated above. This makes a direct link between require-
ments and implementation hard to maintain. Accordingly, once a model-based approach to
requirements engineering as promoted above is adopted, the only challenge that remains is
to establish a model-based connection to the rapid control prototyping environments such
as Matlab/Simulink [Mat10] that are employed in this domain during later development
phases. None of the approaches mentioned above currently accounts for this challenge. If
they provide a connection at all, it is a connection to an architectural UML model, which
is simply not typical for control system development.
3.2.3 RE for Small- and Medium-Sized Enterprises
Regarding the typical development setting, it has turned out that within the control system
domain project-driven small- and medium sized enterprises (SMEs) are the main drivers
for innovation [SNJ+08].
Characteristics of Project-Driven SMEs
The particularities of requirements engineering at small and medium-sized enterprises
have explicitly been considered by Kamsties et al. [KHS98]. While they highlight some
important characteristics of software development at SMEs such as overwhelming day-to-
day business, large demand for know-how transfer etc., in their study only one enterprise
performed customer-oriented (thus project-driven) development – the key characteristic
that is to be addressed here. The ReqMan project [DAE07] also targets SMEs. But
here the emphasis is on how improvements of the development process can be achieved
gradually. Additionally, they explicitly want to remain domain independent – an idea that
we have found to be fully inadequate in our setting (see below) – even though throughout
the project they identified the need for considering the domain context.
The following three key success factors for project-driven small and medium-sized en-
terprises (SMEs) have been identified [SNJ+08]:
• Much of the power and promptness of SMEs to react to market changes and chances
is due to (output) flexibility [FK91]. Due to the smaller size there are fewer estab-
lished procedures and no large teams that require tedious and complex cooperation
governance. Instead the developers usually communicate informally. Thus, barriers
to adopt recent trends and new ideas are quite low.
• Potentially as a result of the previous issue, innovation is seen as another impor-
tant feature and success factor of SMEs. Especially politicians often emphasize the
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driving innovative force of SMEs (in Germany) and thus particularly set up pro-
grams to support these enterprises and foster their innovativeness (see, for example,
[BMB07]).
• Eventually, customer-orientation follows from both issues mentioned above. Due
to their innovativeness and flexibility, SMEs can address customer problems more
easily and thoroughly. This is also the reason why larger enterprises such as a major
car company approach an SME to let develop a particular solution, for example, a
controller for an engine that does not fit into their current system and development
‘landscape’.
The common approach to address domain knowledge-intensive problems by setting up
product lines [PBvdL05] is inappropriate for project-driven SMEs due to the absence of
“some domain stability” [KMSW00]. Knauber et al. use the latter term in their work on
product line approaches for SMEs to characterize a necessary prerequisite that in turn
forces the SME to explicitly reduce flexibility and customer-orientation, exactly two of the
three main characteristics that we are concerned with here and intend to support.
RE during Offer Development
The three identified characteristics flexibility, innovation, and customer-orientation intro-
duced above have severe impacts on the development process. As already mentioned for
the embedded system domain in general (see Chap. 3.2.2, in particular [GLT03]), the de-
velopers in this field typically have to integrate the elicitation of requirements with a first
system design. Accordingly, timing and cost constraints are very tight.
This is especially true for project-oriented SMEs. Their requirements engineering ac-
tivities are usually part of the offer development which is typically unpaid but nonetheless
has to end with a first system design as the core part of the offer to be returned to the
customer. Neither expensive tools (see DOORS [IBM09a] or RequisitePro [IBM09b] men-
tioned before) nor the heavy weight processes associated with these are affordable for
them. Consider the following short scenario from industrial practice in the control system
domain for an illustration. Assume a major car company contacting a number of suppli-
ers to provide an offer to develop a control system for a new engine. The car company
delivers a specification of the engine and the list of required control functionality. To
prepare the offer, the supplier first needs to specify the requirements on the requested
controller from a developers point of view. In a second step she prepares a system design
in order to calculate the costs for the development. To keep the costs low and thus to win
the contract the SME must reuse as many software artifacts as possible from her already
developed control solutions. The main challenge in this regard is to avoid the following
two undesirable situations:
• Firstly, existing reusable artifacts are not found due to the huge set of already
finalised projects. Since the time frame for offer development is short, the engineer
is not able to investigate all projects. If she fails to identify the relevant projects, the
offer will include the re-development of existing artifacts and therefore will become
more expensive than necessary; the contract might be given to another supplier.
• Secondly, the offer bases on existing artifacts which the subsequent detailed design
phase – after (!) being awarded the task – identifies to be actually not reusable.
The necessary development of new artifacts leads to more work than planned. The
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calculation of this unreliable offer becomes inappropriate and causes a loss within
that project or can even challenge the SME’s economic viability.
Specific Needs of Project-Driven SMEs during RE
To alleviate reuse as well as to cope with the resulting complexity of very many individ-
ual customer versions and variants, project-driven SMEs need means to keep track and
internally make available their extensive knowledge [KHS98, LEB+05], since it is their
“core asset” [Bjø09]. Therefore approaches that do not put enough emphasis on domain
knowledge (e. g. [DAE07]) are not adequate for project-oriented SMEs. Furthermore, this
knowledge must be easily adaptable and extensible in order to evolve with new innovations
and gained experiences. To decide about reuse it is important to be able to compare the
requirements of a current project with the point of departure that has led to solutions
within earlier projects. This allows to reduce the search space in order to properly inves-
tigate all relevant projects within the given time constraints. The situation is complicated
further if the business of the SME is interdisciplinary as in our control system setting.
In this case, the knowledge that needs to be captured, stored, and made accessible is
characterized by a high degree of heterogeneity. The SME is in need of advanced analysis
means to assess how various different design alternatives contribute to the fulfillment of
non-functional issues.
All in all, the following issues need to be supported during requirements engineering
at project-driven SMEs:
• a fast and sufficiently encompassing, interdisciplinary requirements capture,
• easy access to domain knowledge,
• efficient means to update and extend, this is evolve, the collected domain knowledge,
• project-oriented work, this is easy access to experiences from earlier projects with
other customers while respecting the particularities and individuality of each new
customer, and
• a (reliable) identification of reusable artifacts.
3.2.4 Method Support for Control System Development
As mentioned before control system development has a long tradition. But the need to
incorporate software development and in particular (non-functional) requirements mod-
elling approaches has arisen only recently with the advent of software-based control sys-
tems [Kow06]. The goal of the interdisciplinary ZAMOMO project (BMBF project, grant
no. 01 IS E04) was the design of a method that combines the existing, model-based devel-
opment approaches in the two disciplines. This is we have basically applied a “paradigm-
based strategy” in the nomenclature of situational method engineering (see Chap. 2.1.1).
Product Model
At the level of the product model, we combine two up to now completely independent
representations. For one, we need to be consistent with the established development pro-
cedures in the control system domain by providing an action diagram based representation
as it is common for the most dominating tools such as Matlab/Simulink.
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Figure 3.6: ZAMOMO integrated development process [PP09]
The major extension concerns the establishment of a model-based requirements cap-
ture [SDH+08]. i* [Yu95] has been chosen for this purpose. The reasons for the con-
sideration of this formalism are the two basic features of i*, agent- and goal-orientation,
that are in particular helpful to overcome interdisciplinary boundaries. “Goals have long
been recognized to be the essential components involved in the requirements engineer-
ing (RE) process.” [vL01] Accordingly, they are also suitable as a common ground for
different disciplines. Secondly, disregarding any major fundamental distinctions at the de-
tailed level, any stakeholder, environment, legacy, or system-to-be-developed component
(irrespective whether physically, hardware, or software motivated) can be represented by
an agent [Yu01] and thus be related to other components. Again, this concept is simple
enough to be amenable for any discipline and thus suited to prepare a common understand-
ing of a problem. Thirdly, with softgoals i* provides an established, well understood
means to cope with non-functional requirements that have so far been neglected during
control system development. Surprisingly, the domain of control system development does
not ask for major adaptations of the i* modelling framework [SDH+08]. The basic mod-
elling concepts of i* accommodate also the needs of this field. A minor exception to this
finding is the importance of “sensors” and “actuators”. While these can basically be rep-
resented by resource dependencies, we have developed additional support for their
automated identification in models. The details are elaborated as an extension of the i*
framework in Appendix A.1.2.
The Integrated Development Process
An integrated development process has been set up that addresses the needs of control
theory as well as software engineering (see Fig. 3.6). As a major characteristic it stresses
the importance of simulation and thus foresees this possibility in any of the four proposed
development phases. Model based requirements engineering (RE) is a totally new step
in controller development intended to overcome the shortcomings of textual approaches.
It allows for the combined investigation of software and control requirements. The next
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development step, model in the loop (MIL), refers to the requirements in order to create
a simulation model in a typical development environment such as Matlab/Simulink. To
arrive at a consistent and enduring model base, project partners have introduced a new
modelling approach that uses an abstraction layer to rapid control prototyping (RCP)
systems, in particular to the available sensors and actuators. To run hardware in the
loop tests, this is tests where the controller is already running on the intended hardware
platform (or at least a rather close real-time development hardware), a real-time model of
the controlled system needs to be prepared. This allows to test the controller model early
without harming the possibly expensive real hardware. At the downside, this requires
a tedious parameterization of the real-time model in order to correctly reflect real-time
behaviour. Again, the existing model-based approaches are intended to be referred to in
order to alleviate the work here. Eventually, the controller needs to be brought to the
particular real-time hardware, utilising existing tool support such as the Realtime Work-
shop by The Mathworks. A testbed installation is then established to finally combine the
controller hardware and the real controlled system in order to finalize the parameterisation
and conclusively validate the developed solution. The main development steps are from
left to right and supported by automated transformations in the spirit of the Model Driven
Architecture (OMG) [OMG03]. Still the process accounts for refinement and improvement
cycles. While the entire development process has been presented here, the focus of the
thesis at hands will be on the integration of the new model-based requirements engineering
phase with the more established later model-based development.
3.3 Common Issues of the Two Case Studies
Despite the rather different application fields of the two case studies – abbreviated by
the short names of the corresponding research projects SNet for the support of inter-
organisational networks and ZAMOMO for requirements engineering within control system
development – several common issues can be identified.
3.3.1 Static Issues
Table 3.1 summarizes the identified static issues.
Interdisciplinarity
SNet ZAMOMO
For SNet interdisciplinarity is part of the
investigation by design. Computer sci-
ence models and methods are researched
in regard to the help they can provide to
sociologists to understand and support
inter-organisational networks.
Also for control problems the require-
ments in regard to interdisciplinarity are
obvious, since the insufficient interaction
of control system engineers and software
engineers is the main driver of the whole
project.
For both case studies, interdisciplinarity is addressed by referring to a multi-perspective
based approach that allows to integrate different views of different disciplines. Addition-
ally, both use i*. Due to the few and simple concepts, in particular agents, goals, and
dependencies, i* is able to establish a common understanding and thereby overcomes
disciplinary boundaries.
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Table 3.1: Commonalities and differences from the two case studies – static issues
Requirement SNet ZAMOMO
interdisciplinarity social science, economics,
computer science
mechanical & electrical engineer-
ing, software engineering
heterogeneity and
autonomy
capture individual character-
istics and autonomy of net-
work members
hardware vs. software issues; het-
erogeneity of the environmental
settings
interaction and
organisation
cooperations; organisational
roles, processes, rules, etc.
interaction of controller and con-
trolled system via sensors and ac-
tuators
non-functional trust not sufficiently addressed yet
issues flexibility, innovation, customer-orientation as characteristics of
inter-organisational networks and as challenges for SMEs
model-based enable simulations integrate with later development
Heterogeneity and Autonomy
SNet ZAMOMO
An essential feature of inter-organisa-
tional networks is the coexistence of co-
operation and competition. As a result
in a typical network competencies and
capabilities exist redundantly. Accord-
ingly, the need arises to suitably cap-
ture and utilize common as well as dis-
tinguishing features of member represen-
tatives. In addition, network forms of or-
ganisation stress the autonomy of their
members.
Heterogeneity is an issue in a control sys-
tem setting for one due to the need to
involve hardware and software compo-
nents. For another, a controller needs to
operate at a wide range of environmental
settings, for example outdoor tempera-
tures in case of an engine. Autonomy
can be considered a core feature of any
controller. Its main purpose is to ensure
a stable behaviour without requiring hu-
man interaction.
Most basically, heterogeneity and autonomy can again be addressed by the core features
of agent- and goal-orientation in i*. These allow to individually represent actors with
deviating goals. But in particular to specify settings for simulations of inter-organisational
networks a more refined approach toward agent instantiation is asked for. We introduce
such an approach in Chap. 4.1.
Interaction and Organisation
SNet ZAMOMO
In particular SNet targets the gover-
nance of an inter-organisational network.
A network forms the foundation to inter-
actions between members. Thus foun-
dational details of the form of organi-
sation including typical roles, processes,
and rules need to be captured.
Interactions in a control problem setting
can be identified at design-time. Any
control cycle is composed of a controlled
system, a controller, and various sensors
and actuators to make the connection.
Thus, in particular means to represent
the latter are of importance.
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Interactions are well captured by i* dependencies. For the SNet setting, this repre-
sentation is accompanied and refined by a more operational representation via Speech
Acts [WF86] (see TCD method in Chap. 2.1.5). Sensors and actuators of a control prob-
lem can be captured by according resource dependencies [SDH+08] (for supportive
extensions see Appendix A.1.2). Organisational aspects are dominating in the SNet case
study and can be addressed via i* due to its ability to represent social aspects. This will
be exemplified in Chap. 5.1.4.
Non-Functional Issues
SNet ZAMOMO
Most apparently the SNet case study is
concerned with trust (distrust and confi-
dence) related issues. In addition a ma-
jor driver for the emergence of networks
is their enhanced flexibility in combina-
tion with their ability to foster continu-
ous innovation. The latter is achieved
by explicitly introducing disturbances:
members cooperate and compete at the
same time; new members (or changed
network rules) challenge established re-
lationships and thus frequently trigger
renewals. Still the virtual factory ex-
ample has emphasized that customer-
orientation is another important aspect.
For control systems non-functional as-
pects are of great importance, see, for ex-
ample, reliability, safety, security [ES09],
but have not yet received sufficient at-
tention [GLT03, DC04, Gon05]. Beyond
that we have looked at the specific needs
of small and medium-sized enterprises
(see Chap. 3.2.3). They are successful
in their very project-oriented work due
to their flexibility, innovativeness, and
customer-orientation. Heavy-weighted
product-line approaches [PBvdL05] fail
to provide adequate support. Instead
tailorable knowledge based approaches
must be considered.
In general, non-functional aspects are addressed via the softgoal and contribution
modelling constructs of i*. This clearly improves the situation for control system develop-
ment. Furthermore, softgoals are also suited to capture “control qualities” such as the
“stability” of a control cycle (avoiding oscillating behaviour). Contribution links (and
accompanying supportive analysis) are of great value to consider now also the influence of
different alternatives on these important features.
Flexibility, innovation, and customer-orientation receive attention in the two case stud-
ies out of rather different considerations. In the SNet case study, the object of investigation
– inter-organisational networks – is characterised by these features. The overall intention
of the method is to prove and elaborate these characteristics and to help identify success
measures in this regard. In contrast, for the ZAMOMO case study these features char-
acterise the applicants of our method, this is SMEs with a very project-oriented working
environment. Hence, we need to take these issues into account when developing adequate
methodological support (see Chap. 5.1).
Need for Model-Based Approaches
SNet ZAMOMO
For the SNet case study, the importance
of a model-based approach follows from
the need to enable simulations that are
in turn needed to address the essential,
dynamic issues (to be elaborated below).
The major driver for model-based re-
quirements engineering in control system
development is the fact that the later de-
velopment is heavily based on (mathe-
matical) models [AB06].
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Table 3.2: Commonalities and differences from the two case studies – dynamic issues
Requirement SNet ZAMOMO
fluctuation and
adaptation
network members join/leave;
adapt network rules
[considered statically at design
time]
actor evolution model evolution of members
and consider in simulations
[considered statically at design
time]
simulation and
high-level analysis
investigate inter-organisational
networks; analyse simulations
[simulations during later devel-
opment]
evolving domain
knowledge
[potentially make reusable net-
work rules available]
SMEs need fast access to expe-
rience knowledge, decide upon
reuse, tackle evolution
The choice of a meta modelling approach toward method engineering (see Chap. 2.1) is
the main step toward continuous, model-based development. For the SNet case study, it
enables the transformation toward agent-based simulations. For the ZAMOMO case study,
the existing model-based approach is completed at the level of requirements engineering.
Both concerned transformations are elaborated in Chap. 5.2.
3.3.2 Dynamic Issues
The major concern of this thesis is to address dynamic issues inspired by the two case
studies. Table 3.2 summarizes the identified issues.
Fluctuation and Adaptation
SNet ZAMOMO
As part of the core, flexible network
character, in SNet we have to cope with
the fluctuation of network members as
well as the adaptation of network rules.
Member leave or join the network and
network rules need to be adjusted to the
current “stage” of a network [PK05].
Fluctuation and adaptation are consid-
ered in the control system setting stat-
ically at design time. For example, the
anticipation of changes in the environ-
ment usually needs to be built in into
the controller by targeting a robust con-
troller.
More dedicatedly than the predecessor work [Gan08], we address the fluctuation of mem-
bers in inter-organisational networks, this is having enterprises join or leave the network.
By more clearly separating between (generic) roles and particular instances (agents) during
actor modelling (Chap. 4.1), it becomes possible to introduce a new member or remove her
at simulation run-time (Chap. 5.3). Furthermore, the explicit representation of network
rules (Chap. 5.1.4) alleviates the investigation of this major means to adapt and influence
the (successful) development of a network.
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Actor Evolution
SNet ZAMOMO
Knowledge on how actors evolve should
be considered if available. This helps to
better reflect the real world during sim-
ulations.
Similar to “fluctuation and adaptation”,
the control engineers are also aware of
changes and evolution in the controller’s
environment, for example, due to wear-
out. But yet it is sufficient to address
these issues statically at design time.
i* is currently lacking the ability to represent evolving actors. Only snapshot situations
can be represented by indicating which roles are currently played by which agents.
Hence, Chap. 4.2 introduces means to model how an agent can evolve along various
roles including conditions when to acquire (or lose) a (new) role. In order to eventually
become reflected in simulations, actor evolution must certainly also be considered during
transformation (Chap. 5.2.4).
Simulation and Analysis
SNet ZAMOMO
For SNet, the entire modelling efforts are
just a pre-step to enable simulations of
inter-organisational networks in order to
analyse their dynamic features. Due to
the complexity of the setting, additional
support is required for the analysis of re-
sulting simulation data.
In control systems engineering the im-
portance of simulation for the develop-
ment of controllers is undisputed, but
not yet established at the level of require-
ments.
For the SNet case study, the simulation via ConGolog (Chap. 2.3) has already been at
the core of the predecessor work of Gans [Gan08]. Due to the extensions of the modelling
means (see above), the transformation from i* to ConGolog had to be reconsidered (see
Chap. 5.2.4). Beyond that more advanced support to analyse simulation runs has been
added. Chapter 5.3 discusses how data mining, time series, and social network analysis
can be integrated into the method for analysis purposes such as the evaluation of a new
set of network rules.2
2Originally, the ZAMOMO project was also intended to address simulations at the level of requirements.
But up to now only minor first steps have been taken [PK09].
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Evolving Domain Knowledge
SNet ZAMOMO
Despite the more research oriented fo-
cus of the SNet setting, it is conceiv-
able that various modelling experiences
need to be collected and made accessible
over time. In particular, various network
rules might be applicable in different set-
tings. Yet, the focus of this case study is
on the investigation of single individual
networks.
The need to access, modify, and adapt
domain knowledge has become obvious
in the ZAMOMO setting by considering
the specific needs of SMEs. They ask for
a fast, reliable requirements capture by
explicitly referring their particular do-
main knowledge. This knowledge must
be suitably integrated in their develop-
ment process, for example to compare
models to identify similar projects. Fur-
ther on, we have to cope with changes to
this domain knowledge.
The need to collect, represent, (re-)use and evolve domain specific knowledge is addressed
by developing according method support. Chapter 5.1 introduces the basic domain model-
based approach while a similarity search is proposed in Chap. 6.1 and domain knowledge
evolution is addressed in Chap. 6.2.
3.3.3 Summary on Characteristics and Open Issues
Table 3.3 summarizes how the common issues that have been elicited before are addressed
by existing work as well as various extensions within this thesis. As it becomes obvious
from the “distribution” of the abbreviation letters, the static issues are to a large degree
already met simply by applying a model-based method engineering approach and the i*
formalism in particular (F – foundations, Chap. 2.1 and Chap. 2.2). Only few modelling
extensions (E, Chap. 4) to i* are proposed, this is “agent instantiation” (Chap. 4.1) and
“actor evolution” (Chap. 4.2). This is due to their dynamic characteristics. Furthermore,
we introduce a “domain model based requirements engineering” approach (Chap. 5.1)
especially targeting the needs of SMEs. This integrates well with the general aim for
“model-based approaches”, in particular model transformations (Chap. 5.2) to agent-based
simulations and Matlab/Simulink. We also provide new high level analysis means for
simulations (Chap. 5.3). The consideration of “domain knowledge” adds explicit inter-
project and thus requirements management concerned issues. In particular, it encompasses
a similarity search on requirements models (Chap. 6.1) and techniques to cope with the
(project-driven) evolution of domain knowledge (Chap. 6.2).
The rest of the thesis will tackle the identified dynamic issues by considering related
i* modelling extensions in Chap. 4, dynamic issues related to a single project, this is
domain model-based capture, transformation, and analysis via simulations in Chap. 5,
and eventually inter-project requirements management issues in Chap. 6.
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Table 3.3: Addressing the common issues of the two case studies
Requirement Addressed by Reference
Static issues
interdisciplinarity multi-perspective methods, Chap. 2.1 (F)
i* (agents, goals) Chap. 2.2 (F)
heterogeneity and i* (agents, goals), Chap. 2.2 (F)
autonomy agent instantiation Chap. 4.1 (E)
interaction and i* (dependencies), Chap. 2.2 (F)
organisation sensor/actuator support App. A.1.2 (E)
non-functional issues i* (softgoals, analysis) Chap. 2.2 (F)
model-based method engineering Chap. 2.1 (F)
transformations (to ConGolog, Matlab) Chap. 5.2 (P)
Dynamic issues
fluctuation and i* (agents, goals) Chap. 2.2 (F)
adaptation agent instantiation Chap. 4.1 (E)
actor evolution i* extension Chap. 4.2 (E)
simulation and SNet, Chap. 2.2.3 (F)
high-level analysis ConGolog, Chap. 2.3 (F)
transformation, Chap. 5.2 (P)
advanced simulation analysis Chap. 5.3 (P)
evolving domain domain model based approach, Chap. 5.1 (P)
knowledge similarity search, Chap. 6.1 (I)
domain model evolution Chap. 6.2 (I)
Legend F – foundations (Chap. 2)
E – modelling extensions (Chap. 4)
P – single project related dynamics (Chap. 5)
I – inter project requirements management (Chap. 6)
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Dynamic Requirements Modelling
Extensions
In this chapter we propose two language extensions to the i* requirements modelling
framework. Both concern the dynamic dimension of agent modelling, namely instantiation
details [GSA+05] as well as evolutionary issues [RSLJ08].
4.1 Reconsidering Agent Instantiation
Agent instantiation addresses three of the issues raised in Chap. 3.3. First of all, it ad-
dresses “heterogeneity and autonomy”. Due to the key characteristic of inter-organisational
networks that cooperation as well as competition occurs in these networks, it immediately
follows that capabilities within the network must exist redundantly at different members.
This motivates a role-based modelling approach in order to be able to reuse capabilities
modelled once. On the other hand, the different members also have to deviate. Otherwise
a choice between them would not make sense. Accordingly, instantiating must involve
some kind of parameterisation to achieve these kinds of deviations.
Secondly, agent instantiation furthermore helps to address “fluctuation and adapta-
tion”. In particular when it comes to the variation of settings for agent-based simulations,
it is convenient to have the chance to change parameters to accommodate minor issues
without having to go for the whole development cycle, this is change the modelling and
restart the transformation procedure. This item also subsumes the fluctuation in regard
to adding and removing network members during simulations.
Eventually, the explicit assignment of roles to agents is a precondition for coping
with the assignment of roles dynamically, this is addressing “actor evolution”. The latter
aspect being a modelling extension of its own will be elaborated subsequently (Chap. 4.2).
4.1.1 Foundational and Related Work
Agent Instantiation in i*
In Chap. 2.2 we have introduced the actor elements available in i* following the detailed
introduction in [YM94] with more recent elaborations from the i* Guide at the i* Wiki. To
briefly reconsider, i* knows three specializations of the general actor concept. A role
captures an abstract functionality or ability that is provided or useful in a particular
context and easily transferable to other social actors. An agent instead has individuality
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(mostly representing human actors), this is individual skills and experiences that are not
easily transferable. Eventually, the position is an intermediate concept bundling several
roles that are usually played together. This is a position is still abstract, only serving as
a convenient aggregate.
The different semantics of these modelling constructs is clarified by the available actor
association links. An agent can play a role or occupy a position and the latter
covers several roles. In addition, standard OO links to indicate inheritance (is-a),
aggregation (is-part-of), and instantiation (ins) are available.
A deeper investigation of these modelling constructs has revealed some inconsistencies
and shortcomings in regard to instantiation that will be elaborated in the following.
• The ins link is intended in i* only for use between agents. Its existence indicates
that the agent construct has in fact two different interpretations: one more abstract
and one concrete. The more abstract one is used to represent an actor with indi-
viduality without committing to a particular individual. A concrete agent refers
to a real world individual with its particular, individual skills and experiences. But
i* does not provide any means to specify these individualistic features – apart from
individualistic goals, tasks, softgoals, and resources. In particular no refer-
ences to the detailed modelling of the instantiated abstract agent is planned for.
That is, it does not become clear how “instantiation” carries over to the detailed
Strategic Rationale modelling level of the abstract agent that is instantiated.
• On the other hand, concrete roles and positions do not exist. These constructs
cannot be instantiated via ins and thus always remain abstract. While this properly
reflects their purely functionally oriented characterization, plays (and occupies)
links somehow also carry a notion of instantiation. In the i* Guide at the i* Wiki in
regard to the details of the plays association (item 4.2.3) it is emphasized that “the
identity of the agent who plays a role should have no effect on the responsibilities
of that role.” But this emphasis distracts us from the consideration of how the
individuality of an agent shapes the activities that are carried out in the context of
a role (position) the agent plays (occupies). It certainly has to be expected
that the identity of an agent has a severe influence on how the “responsibilities”
are carried out.
To elaborate on this argument we pick up on an example introduced by Yu [Yu95]
concerning “doctors” in a clinical environment (see Fig. 2.8 in his thesis). In this
context an agent representing a “doctor” has, for example, particular experiences
that make him or her individual and unique. In contrast, the position of a “physi-
cian” covering roles concerning the “management of a clinic” and the “treatment
ofť patients” can technically be occupied by any “doctor” irrespective of his (or her)
experiences. Accordingly, the position as well as the two covered roles all have
dependencies regardless of the actual experience of the “doctor”. But the details of
“managing the clinic” or “treating patients” are certainly affected by whether the
“doctor” has been in such a position before. This is true in particular for someone
who is doing the job for the first time. Even the concrete relationships toward other
(individual) agents can be influenced if they know about the previous experiences
and value them.
But similar to the instantiation of abstract agents i* does not provide any means
to capture this influence of the individuality of an agent on the abstract function-
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ality specified in roles (and positions). This problem is intensified by the typical
modelling practice in that only more abstract agents are connected to roles or
positions. This is for a concrete agent the playing (occupying, resp.) of roles
(of positions) is additionally mediated via an abstract agent.
According to our appraisal above, the need to reconsider agent instantiation does not
result solely from the “misuse” of i* to model operational agents, even though the ultimate
goal to run agent-based simulations in the SNet case study stresses the need for clarifying
instantiation as elaborated below. Also for the original application of i* to investigate
strategic aspects concerning business process reengineering, organisational impact analysis,
and requirements engineering, a refined instantiation concept seems advantageous.
• First of all, specifying individual agents is not at all entirely new. Yu has also antic-
ipated the need to consider individual actors, otherwise he would not have introduced
the representation of concrete agents and the ins relationship. Furthermore, also
original i* allows for individual agent modelling (if only via the standard modelling
features tasks, goals, resources, and softgoals).
• Secondly, the details that can be captured during instantiation (e. g. via parameters)
do not necessarily drop out of the “strategic level”. They can simply provide an easy
way to capture and adjust some minor but still strategically relevant issues.
In particular, any project manager will confirm the need to take into account the
team and each member’s individual features, in particular if social aspects are already
emphasized as much as it is the case for i*. A successful team highly likely combines
experienced employees as well as newbies to balance innovation and reliability.
• Eventually, the incorporation of such information can also be considered a question
of completeness. If information on individualistic details is available, why should it
be ignored? While any piece of information must be investigated in regard to its
relevance for the problem at hands, it is unlikely that instantiation information per
se is (strategically) irrelevant.
Instantiation in Telos
As a second field of related work, the relation between the instantiation relationship ins at
i* modelling level and the instantiation relationship at the foundational Telos level needs to
be clarified from a method engineering point of view. Following the standard Information
Resource Dictionary System (IRDS) [Sta90], Telos would be considered at the “notation
definition level (NDL)”, the i* formalism itself would be at the “notation level (NL)”,
concrete models that make use of i* ’s modelling constructs at the “model level”, and
eventually instantiations of that model at the “data level” (see Fig. 4.1 for details). While
the current ConceptBase implementation refrains from enforcing a strict hierarchy of data,
class, meta class, meta meta class levels, etc. in favor of more flexibility, the relationship
between any two consecutive levels is still given via instantiation. Having an instantiation
relationship within i* obviously messes up abstraction levels that potentially better should
be treated separately.
Instantiation in Agent-Based Simulations
Eventually, we need to consider related work in the field of agent-based simulations as
discussed in [GJLS05]. In many such environments, the parameterization of agents is very
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common and sometimes even at the core of the simulation idea. Exemplarily we consider
three environments here. For a more encompassing investigation see Chap. 5.3.1.
• In SeSAm [Klü01] agents are mainly described by variables representing the actual
state, activities that describe potential tasks the agent can execute, and a set of rules
to determine which activity to choose in which situation in response to (external)
events. That is, rules refer to variables (also world variables defined in the simulation
environment) and activate suitable activities. Agent instances that are configured
for a concrete simulation setting can be initialized in regard to the initial values of
their variables.
• SEAS, a Synthetic Environment for Analysis and Simulation developed at Purdue
University by Chaturvedi and colleagues [CM02], takes a slightly different approach.
Here, a very large number of relatively simple reactive, but highly configurable agents
forms the “game board” of a management game, in which human users contribute
the deliberative and strategic aspects. This system has been commercially used for a
wide variety of applications where the effect of different interacting (human) strate-
gies on large masses of agents need to be simulated, e. g. in defense and strategic
marketing. Relevant parameters of agents are thus depending on the concrete appli-
cation field but encompass, for example, age, gender, available money, educational
background etc. Accordingly, such large-scale experiments need, even more than
traditional simulation models, a significant amount of prior calibration and tuning
of the models.
• Finally, in RePast Simphony (http://repast.sourceforge.net) a core modelling
element for describing an agent is “property”. Similar to SeSAm, such a property
can be referred to in the behaviour specification of an agent but can also be subject
to simulation setting configurations, potentially within a “model initializer”. In
particular, RePast prepares for the possibility to run sets of automated simulations
where certain parameters are varied in a prespecified range of values.
As a commonality of all three agent-based simulation approaches, the concrete parameters
that are to be defined are considered to be application dependent. Thus, beyond preparing
for the means to specify such properties hardly any additional support can be provided.
4.1.2 Proposed Approach
In order to address the shortcomings in regard to agent instantiation in i* described
above, we propose to clearly separate between the modelling of abstract functionality,
this is roles and positions, and their instantiation via concrete agents. In detail, we
propose the following steps toward refining instantiation when modelling actors:
1. Consult the problem domain in order to decide for each i* modelling construct how
it is to be instantiated at agent level; if instantiation information is required, define
a suitable set of parameters that reflects the required information and that has to
be filled in with concrete values by a particular agent instance;
2. focus role- (and position-) based modelling first;
3. treat agent instantiation separately as an additional step:
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(a) specify agents together with their general properties and features (including
individual softgoals and resources);
(b) use plays (and occupies) links to assign roles (and positions) to an agent
and instantiate the modelling objects from these roles (and positions) by
providing values to the parameters introduced in the first step.
We elaborate the proposed solution for each of the specified steps in the following, discuss
– if applicable – alternative approaches that have not been chosen, and finally report on
the formalization in Telos.
Define Instantiation Parameters (Step 1) As it is the case within any of the agent-
based simulation environments that we have investigated above as well as our own expe-
riences, the details of instantiation will vary from domain to domain possibly even from
problem to problem. Accordingly, we need a flexible way of defining what instantiation
means in a specific setting. By introducing corresponding attributes, this is at agent level
in the end in fact simple key-value pairs, the necessary large degree of freedom is given.
We will discuss concrete examples for the case studies investigated in this thesis later on.
But as a simple example, consider the opportunity to specify a “duration” for primitive
task elements, this is task elements that are not decomposed any further.
Role-Based Modelling (Step 2) Modelling is then restricted to roles and positions
only. This is we describe dependencies, goals, softgoals, resources, and tasks
that potentially can exist, be achieved and be executed in a concrete problem context.
For example, a dependency at this level is considered a foundational opportunity of
interaction of individuals that instantiate the associated roles. Thus, except for the
omission of (any kind of) agent and accordingly plays and occupies links, from a
modelling perspective everything remains the same as in original i* (see Chap. 2.2.1).
Specify Agent Properties or Features (Step 3a) The first step to instantiation is
then to introduce an instance of the agent modelling element. As elaborated already in
step 1, in contrast to original i*, this element can have several properties (or attributes)
with the unique name already required in original i* being just one of them. To repeat,
these properties are typically domain- or problem-specific. Examples are a measure to
weight trust- against gain-orientation or an attribute that reflects the actor’s risk-attitude
such as risk-averse vs. risk loving behaviour etc. Agent properties at this level are in-
tended to represent general, characteristic attributes that influence the overall behaviour
of an agent. If only particular roles (or positions) are concerned, the modelling should
be part of the details of these roles (positions).
Temporarily we allow for adding passive modelling elements (in the sense of the dis-
tinction introduced in SNet, see Chap. 2.2.3), this is specific softgoals and resources
that reflect individual features and interests. For example, one agent might be interested
in “sustainability” thereby evaluating any possible activity from any role also in regard
to its contribution toward the corresponding softgoal.1 Similarly, the availability of
resources can affect the behaviour of an agent in a general way. Note that we can only
consider general features since any role (or position) that is played (occupied) by
an agent necessarily remains unaware of these characteristics to keep up the functional
1We elaborate how the necessary contribution links are introduced later on.
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Figure 4.1: Modelling levels during agent instantiation
abstraction. Active elements, this is tasks and goals, are not admitted to not harm
modelling homogeneity. This way of modelling would not add expressiveness, only a re-
striction to one particular agent. Even allowing for passive modelling elements harms
the homogeneity of modelling (as will be elaborated below). But a missing clarification of
the generalization/specialization relationship is-a in i* prevents a clear and easy under-
standing of how general roles integrate with or have an influence on specialized roles.
Hopefully Clotet et al. [CFL+07] will clarify this. In the meantime the above proposed
approach allows to address and model according features as kind of a workaround.
Elaborate Plays/Occupies Links (Step 3b) To pick up on the major criticism in
regard to agent instantiation in original i*, we eventually provide means to capture
how the individuality of an agent shapes the roles (and positions) that she plays (or
occupies, respectively). More precisely, we allow to tailor the behaviour defined in roles
(and positions) for a particular agent by providing values to the domain- and problem-
specific parameters that have been introduced in Step 1. This is the characterization of
an agent is completed by adding plays and occupies links as well as the values for the
parameters occurring in the modelling of the corresponding roles and positions.
We do not consider more sophisticated kinds of refining a role during instantiation
such as adding individual alternative tasks to achieve a goal. Again this does not fun-
damentally extend modelling capabilities but harms modelling homogeneity. In particular
it is by no means clear how to make such a connection. On the other hand, it is easily
conceivable to disable an alternative via suitable instantiation parameters. In the future,
the clarified is-a relationship might be used for this purpose [CFL+07].
Wrap-Up of Basic Approach
Figure 4.1 clarifies the different levels at which the modelling constructs and objects of
i* reside when adopting the way agent instantiation is proposed above. Telos is used as
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the “notation definition language” (according to the ISO IRDS 1990 standard [Sta90]) for
i* which then resides on the “notation level”. Role-based modelling uses the original i*
modelling language (with the only exception of omitting any agent related construct) to
create concrete, domain dependent models that are at the “model level”. Eventually, the
model level is followed by the “data level” where the concrete agent-based instantiations
of the role-based modelling are defined. As an extension to original i* attributes to
the agent construct have been introduced that reflect general agent “properties”. Fur-
thermore, the use of plays and occupies links defines which roles and positions are
adopted by an agent. The generic characterization of the functionality that an agent
can exhibit is tailored to the particular agent by assigning values to the previously de-
fined parameters of i* modelling constructs used at the role-based modelling level. The
explicit instantiation relationship ins is dropped due to the unclear differentiation between
concrete and abstract agents and positions. Temporarily we allow to add resources
and softgoals at the agent level. Since this breaks the clear separation of modelling
levels and thus modelling homogeneity, we favor the abandoning of this approach as soon
as a clear understanding of the is-a relationship at role level has evolved within the i*
community.
4.1.3 Implementation Details
Modelling at Different Levels
As it becomes obvious from Fig. 4.1: while generally the lower level instantiates the con-
secutive upper level, there are some deviations from this standard modelling procedure.
In particular, i* ’s agent construct is instantiated in our approach only at the data level.
Then the plays and occupies links traverse level boundaries by connecting the agents
at the data level with the roles defined at model level. This reveals the partially instan-
tiating character of these links. Furthermore, the instantiation parameters of i* modelling
constructs such as “duration” for primitive tasks are already defined at notation level
but instantiated only at data level (possibly depending on details of the “model level” as
it is the case to know which tasks are actually primitive).
To fully meet the previously given characterization of agent instantiation, we also
need to consider softgoal and resource elements (and accordingly also contribution
links) at data level. This is, for these modelling constructs we also have “instantiates” links
from data level to notation level as with agent. But more importantly and in contrast to
the agent construct, this causes modelling objects of these types to exist at two different
instantiation levels – model as well as data level – even though the level of abstraction is
similar. While such kind of modelling is practically possible in Telos/ConceptBase (the
separation into a strict (meta) class hierarchy is no longer enforced, see [JQJ10], p. 13),
we favor a clean separation in regard to instantiation once a clarified understanding of
the is-a relationship at role-based modelling level is in place (see previous discussions).
Accordingly, we have omitted these details in the above picture for the sake of clarity.
Technical Details of Agent Instantiation
The central components of agent instantiation are the agent element instances at “data
level”. In particular they are the sources to the plays and occupies links toward roles
and positions at “model level”. Such a link also entails the instantiation of the cor-
responding modelling details defined at the “model level”. This is for each plays (or
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occupies) link automatically instances of the corresponding modelling objects from the
role or position details (at “model level”) are introduced at “data level” using the
standard Telos instantiation via in (and the help of suitable deductive or active rules).
By associating these instances with the plays (and occupies) links (via a corre-
sponding instantiation attribute), we separate the instantiations of different roles (and
positions) and reflect the strong tie between the instantiation details and the plays (and
occupies) links. The automated support to instantiation in return to the introduction
of a plays or occupies link takes also care of the proper instantiation of links at the
role-based modelling level via suitable rules. There is only one situation in this context
that needs special treatment, this is when links traverse actor boundaries. As elaborated
in Chap. 2.2.3, for decomposition and means-end links this indicates the delegation of
activities between actors, for contribution links this concerns accompanying contribu-
tions to softgoals defined at the delegator’s side (or even earlier in the delegation chain).
While principally it is correct to introduce an instantiation link for any pair of possible
source and destination agent (Cartesian product), this extensive treatment is typically
an overkill. For example, the major characteristic of a contribution is given by the
agent issuing the contribution not the one that is receiving it.2 We accommodate this
by allowing for referring to the corresponding role-based modelling objects as sources or
destinations.3
Eventually, specific softgoals and resources can be added as children to an agent
element (or more precisely via the inverse parent attribute) just as in original i* (and the
detailed modelling of roles at “model level”). Since the softgoals only make sense
with corresponding contribution links, also the latter have to be introduced. The
instantiation parameters of these links must be filled at the same time.4
Specifying and Instantiating Parameters
The instantiation as described up to now does not explain how the additional instantiation
parameters get in here. Currently, we have only ensured that for each role (position) an
agent plays (or occupies), we have representatives of the modelling details available also
at “data level”. For each of them, the standard Telos instantiation relationship identifies
the relevant modelling object at role-based modelling level and thereby to access any
information that is independent from the individuality of the agent.
To specify instantiation parameters in the first place we suggest to define a hierarchy
of instantiation information classes separately from the fundamental i* framework. The
structure of the hierarchy originates in a class called InstanceInformation but is otherwise
problem-specific. Such a hierarchy might basically follow the i* hierarchy as introduced
graphically in Fig. 2.10 and 2.11, but skips classes that are not extended by instantiation
information. Furthermore, new classes can be added to cover particular usage scenar-
ios, for example, modelling characteristics at “model level”. For instance, primitive task
elements can only be determined by considering the non-existence of outgoing decom-
position links in a concrete model. The separate instance information hierarchy gives
the modeller full control over the specification of any instantiation detail while enabling
reuse via standard object-oriented inheritance. In the example section, we will consider
2In addition, individualistic trust issues in SNet are treated specially anyway to also account for the
fact that the level of trust cannot be set to a single fixed value in advance but evolves over time.
3The reader might find some resemblance to default values discussed later on.
4Another irregularity that explains why we prefer to abolish this kind of modelling.
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Figure 4.2: Associate instantiation information with a modelling construct
instantiation information hierarchies for the two case studies.
In order to associate an instantiation information with the corresponding i* modelling
constructs, we make use of the advanced feature of meta level formulas in ConceptBase.
This reflects that our definition of instantiation parameters deviates from standard mod-
elling as, for example, class diagrams in UML. UML class diagrams are defined at notation
level (in MOF [OMG06]) and declared to have “attributes” and “methods”. At “model
level” domain specific classes with particular attributes, methods etc. are defined. These
concrete attributes are eventually instantiated at “data level”. In contrast, we define our
instantiation parameters already at “notation level” but instantiate them only at “data
level”. Thus, we somehow ‘jump over’ the “model level”. But even this description is
not entirely correct since which instantiation information can be entered at “data level”
can indeed depend on the modelling at “model level” as it is the case for the “duration”
parameter of primitive task elements (see above). Still, the feature of meta level formulas
in ConceptBase allows to capture such complex situations. A meta level formula allows
to make a statement about instances of instances. The basic structure of a typical meta
level formula that reflects our usage is given in Fig. 4.2. For any instance of an instance
of a particular modelling construct (represented by the placeholder ModellingConstruct in
the code template) the deductive rule adds the instantiation of a suitable class from the
instance information hierarchy. This is the modeller can then set a concrete value of the
corresponding parameter for this instance (of an instance). The special symbol VAR is
needed here to range over variables that can be instances to other variables. Usually, such
a formula is associated with the i* modelling construct it is about (even though this is not
strictly enforced by ConceptBase). And as the comment in the above formula indicates, it
is possible to add any constraint on the usage of the instance of the modelling construct,
this is at the “model level”, as well as the instance of the instance, this is at the “data
level”. Accordingly, several such rules can exist for one modelling construct potentially
assigning different instance information classes to the instances of the instances of that
modelling construct.
In anticipation of the more encompassing examples later on, Figure 4.3 shows the
specification of the duration parameter for primitive task elements. The instantiation in-
formation class PrimTaskInstance introduces the duration attribute. Instances of instances
of task elements are automatically assigned to be also instances of this class, if the cor-
responding instance at “model level” does not have any outgoing decomposition link.
To recapitulate for any of the instances at “data level” that are introduced when spec-
ifying a plays or occupies link (see paragraph on “Technical Details of Agent Instanti-
ation” before), deductive rules with a meta level formula of the format described above
derive whether the instance also instantiates a class from the instantiation information
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Figure 4.3: Duration parameter to primitive i* task elements
hierarchy. If this is the case, the modeller can then specify a value for the corresponding
instantiation parameter.
Eventually, as a (technical) extension it seems reasonable to provide the opportunity
to specify default values for instantiation parameters. These can be specified at both
more abstract modelling levels. At the “notation level” one might want, for example, to
specify that all primitive task elements have a default “duration” (e. g. 1) if no particular
value is given. The default value could also be refined at “model level” to distinguish
between instances of modelling constructs. A suitable example in this regard are “utility
functions” for softgoals. While there might not be a single utility function that matches
all softgoals, a utility function that suits one particular softgoalmight be amenable to
all agents that instantiate the corresponding role. Providing default values to attributes
is a standard exercise and also elaborated in the ConceptBase How-To “Handle explicit
attribution and default values” (see http://merkur.informatik.rwth-aachen.de/pub/
bscw.cgi/2396075). The solution again involves some suitable new attribute (to store
the default value) and according rules to fall back to these defaults if no particular value
is given.
Modularization
In order to take advantage of ConceptBase’s module concept, we suggest to set up instan-
tiation information details as a nested sub module to the role-based model. This allows
to have several independent instantiation details side to side as well as a hierarchy of such
information if nesting of modules is reapplied within an instantiation module. An update
to the role-based model is then immediately available to all instantiations.
Tool Support
With the help of suitable ConceptBase query classes it is straightforward to filter the in-
stantiated objects that require additional instantiation information. Indeed it suffices to
check for whether they instantiate (directly or indirectly) the root class InstanceInformation
of the instance information hierarchy. Accordingly, masks to query the information from
the user can be set up easily. Figure 4.4 shows an example of a corresponding user in-
terface for the SNet case study. In most cases a tabular view that is suitably structured
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Figure 4.4: Agent instantiation user interface for the SNet case study
(e. g. according to modelling constructs and roles) is appropriate. But again, the repre-
sentational details here are just as the instantiation parameters themselves domain- and
problem-dependent.
4.1.4 Case Studies
Inter-Organisational Networks
Agent instantiation as introduced above is of interest in particular in simulation settings
as it is the case in our SNet case study. Network members offer redundant capabilities and
thus compete for becoming cooperation partners. Figure 4.5 shows the instantiation infor-
mation that we have currently defined for the SNet setting. For primitive tasks we allow
to specify a duration (as already mentioned before). The other major extension concerns
softgoals and contributions. Since we use softgoals as the basis for autonomous
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Figure 4.5: SNet related instantiation information
decisions of agents at run-time, we have introduced a quantitative interpretation for them
(see also Chap. 2.2.3). This encompasses utility_functions for softgoals that map the
sum of the incoming numerical contribution s to a utility value between 0 and 1 where 1
indicates highest utility. The suitable range of values can be different for each softgoal.
Thus, the information can be specified exactly the way it is typically given in a particular
domain (including the possibility for non-numerical contributions5).
Agent properties in the SNet setting concern the risk_attitude as well as the attitude
toward trust . Risk_attitude is intended to affect the planning behaviour by considering in
how far a delay of a current activity influences other jobs. A risk-averse agent might pre-
pare for some buffering time. Weight_trust trades long-term trust considerations against
monetary short-term profit (gain). In the latter case, the agent is more willing to cancel
a current job in favor of a more lucrative new one. Weight_trust is simply a value between
0 and 1 that immediately serves as a weight during the utility computation.
Figure 4.6 introduces a simple excerpt of an entrepreneurship setting only involving
the roles of a “venture capitalist”, an “entrepreneur”, and a “faculty member”. The
“venture capitalist” wants to “earn money”. The only alternative to do so is to “choose
a promising entrepreneur”. This complex task is decomposed into two sub activities.
“suggest a business idea” is delegated to the “entrepreneur” and for the sake of simplicity
primitive here. For the goal “ask evaluation” two alternatives are modelled. Either
the “venture capitalist” can “do the evaluation” on its own or she can delegate it to an
external “faculty member”. The contributions toward the accompanying softgoal
“report quality” allow to capture differences between the individual characteristics, this
is between the two basic alternatives (internal vs. external) as well as different “faculty
members” and “venture capitalists”.
Table 4.1 shows exemplarily a partial instantiation of this simple setting. Two agents
5From this characterization it becomes obvious that when adopting agent instantiation as proposed
here, the concrete type of contribution (“help”, “hurt”, etc.) is in fact an instantiation information.
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Figure 4.6: Simple entrepreneurship setting
are introduced that play the role “venture capitalist”, “Victor” and “Carl”. They are
configured to differ in regard to how much they are oriented toward short-term profit.
“Victor” is more risk-loving (value 0.8) but not so much focused on short term revenue
(trust weight is rather high 0.7), whereas “Carl” is risk-averse (value 0.3) and very much
gain-oriented (value 0.2). The table also introduces three “entrepreneurs”. For them the
focus is on how they differ in regard to the time they need to “suggest a business idea”.
The table also shows that one of these “entrepreneurs”, namely “Ernst”, is – maybe due
to former success – at the same time also active as a “business angel” advising other,
new “entrepreneurs” (the corresponding role is not shown in Fig. 4.6). Eventually, two
different “faculty members” are modelled. For them, we focus their deviation concerning
carrying out evaluations. “Fred” is considered to be a diligent worker reflected by the
facts that his reports take quite some time, “duration” 7 time units, but are also of high
“quality” (a 1 in terms of German school grades, ranging from 1 best to 6 worst). “Mike”
on the contrary is much faster, “duration” 3, but also less precise, resulting typically in a
grade of 2.3. Accordingly, the softgoal “report quality” introduced at the role “venture
capitalist” (this is “Victor” and “Carl”) needs a utility function that maps the grade 1 to
the utility value 1 and the grade 6 to 0. The formula in the table achieves this by a simple
linear mapping. This example underlines that individual utility functions are often not
required. Instead the function to map school grades to utility values would typically be
specified as a default value to the softgoal “report quality” already at the role-based
modelling level and then does not need to be touched for each agent individually.
As also becoming obvious from the above examples, for the SNet setting it does not
make sense to only allow for fixed values to instantiate parameters. For example, the
“duration” of the task “do evaluation” could depend also on the particular business idea
to be evaluated. The same holds true for the quality of the evaluation: different “faculty
members” can differ here due to their particular field of knowledge and how it matches
the concrete business idea to be evaluated. As touched already when introducing previous
work on SNet (see Chap. 2.2.3) and to be elaborated later on in the chapter on simulation
details (Chap. 5.3), the proactivities that trigger agent activities in our simulations can
have parameters to set specific features of a run-time instantiation. It is easily conceivable
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Table 4.1: Partial agent instantiation for the entrepreneurship setting
Agent Role Instantiation detail Value
Victor risk attitude 0.8
trust weight 0.7
venture softgoal report quality
capitalist – utility function −0.2 · x+ 1.2 for 1 ≤ x ≤ 6
Carl risk attitude 0.3
trust weight 0.2
venture softgoal report quality
capitalist – utility function −0.2 · x+ 1.2 for 1 ≤ x ≤ 6
Emil entrepreneur task suggest business idea
– duration 2
Erika entrepreneur task suggest business idea
– duration 7
Ernst entrepreneur task suggest business idea
– duration 5
business angel task elaborate business plan
– duration 3
Fred faculty task do evaluation
member – duration 7
– quality contribution 1 (“very good”)
Mike faculty task do evaluation
member – duration 3
– quality contribution 2.3 (“good (minor)”)
that the values to instantiation parameters we are concerned with in this chapter are in fact
functions of run-time parameters that indicate, for example, the complexity or the basic
field of a business idea. From the technical perspective of supporting agent instantiation,
this does not change anything as long as the modeller ensures that all functions that are
specified produce values that are admissible, this is within a suitable range, and thus do
not cause problems for the utility computation. Accordingly, we do not go into the details
here.
Figure 4.76 eventually shows all the details of agent instantiation at Telos level for the
“faculty member” “Fred”. These encompass the agent element with filled parameters, the
plays link toward “faculty member” together with the instantiation attribute that in this
case stores the reference to the instantiation object doEvaluationInstanceFred as the only
detail of the role “faculty member”. The actual instantiation objects are shown as well
including the concrete values to the instantiation parameters duration and contribution .
Chapter 5.3.2 will pick up on instantiation in the context of simulation configuration.
We will extend these considerations then also to cover initial settings, for example, in
regard to trust.
6To enhance readability we have used speaking identifiers for the Telos frames instead of additionally
referring to the standard name attribute.
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Fred i n AgentElement , Agen t I n s t ance with
r i s k _ a t t i t u d e
v a l u e : 0 . 5
t r u s t_we i gh t
v a l u e : 0 . 5
end
Link_123 i n P l a y sL i n k with
from
sou r c e : Fred
to
de s t : FacultyMember
i n s t a n t i a t i o n
ob j : d oEv a l u a t i o n I n s t a n c eF r e d
end
doEva l u a t i o n I n s t a n c eF r e d i n doEvaluat ion_FacultyMember ,
Pr imTask In s tance with
du r a t i o n
v a l u e : 7
end
Link_124 i n con t r i bu t i onL i nk_45 ,
C o n t r i b u t i o n L i n k I n s t a n c e with
from
sou r c e : d oEv a l u a t i o n I n s t a n c eF r e d
to
de s t : r e p o r tQ u a l i t y I n s t a n c e_V e n t u r e C a p i t a l i s t
c o n t r i b u t i o n
v a l u e : 1
end
Figure 4.7: Agent instantiation details for the faculty member “Fred”
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Figure 4.8: ZAMOMO related instantiation information
Control System Development
An example that the above described feature of agent instantiation is not only relevant
in applications concerning simulations but can also be useful in a normal requirements
engineering setting is given by the ZAMOMO case study.
As elaborated in Chap. 3.2, the field of control system development is often charac-
terized by severe environmental constraints. This is many details of the environment but
also of the possible solution components are already known in advance. For example,
it is unlikely that for a typical control problem a completely new kind of sensor will be
developed. Instead the set of existing sensors, for example, the concrete means on how
to realize a “distance sensor” or even the different vendors of the same type of “distance
sensor”, need to be taken into account early since they considerably influence the realistic
solution space. In addition to this, the developers strive for reuse at Matlab/Simulink
level (see Chap. 2.4). The power of Matlab/Simulink is mainly given by the large set of
libraries of preexisting modelling elements that can also be extended by individual users
via libraries specific to their particular domain or application context. Accordingly, in
many cases an alternative at requirements level is strongly connected to the realizing com-
ponent at the implementation level. Instantiation parameters now offer a suitable means
to directly store such connections (in particular in combination with “domain models”,
see Chap. 5.1) that can then be exploited during transformation (see Chap. 5.2.3).
The instantiation information hierarchy for ZAMOMO (see Fig. 4.8) focuses the above
mentioned application. It consists only of a single attribute matlabLibraryElement that is
added to the basic InstanceInformation class. Thereby it becomes possible to associate
a connection to a Matlab/Simulink library element with any i* modelling construct. It
might be worth to mention that we can make use of the corresponding Matlab/Simulink
Telos model as introduced in Chap. 2.4 (see use of type Block).
4.1.5 Summary
Yu et al. have not been concerned with how the individuality of an agent shapes the
roles (positions) she plays (occupies, respectively). But as soon as the individual
concrete manifestations are gaining importance as it is the case, for example within our
simulations of inter-organisational networks, the lack of means to clearly specify how a
concrete individual fills out the abstractly described functionality is becoming a major
impediment.
To overcome this, we have separated the more abstract role-based modelling from
agent instantiation. The latter now takes place only at the “data level” (of the IRDS
hierarchy [Sta90]). A parallel instance information hierarchy allows to introduce suit-
able, domain-specific instantiation parameters that enable to tailor an abstract role (or
position) to the individual features of a particular agent. The according details are
stored with the corresponding plays (and occupies) links. During instantiation, several
ConceptBase features in particular deductive rules and meta level formula support the
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developer in ensuring a consistent and complete instantiation. The proposed approach
toward instantiation also integrates well with the subsequently addressed extension con-
cerning “actor evolution”. With the example from the ZAMOMO case study, we have
outlined that the approach to agent instantiation as introduced here is also useful in a
common requirements engineering setting.
Nonetheless, the proposed approach cannot be considered a replacement of the ap-
proach originally taken in i*. In particular in cases where concrete details of an agent
are not yet available – formerly the notion of “abstract agents” – or where it becomes
important when to associate a dependency with an agent instead of a role the original
approach is needed. But the longer a problem is elaborated the more information also on
the participating individuals will become available. Thus, it seems reasonable to consider
a transition between the two kinds of addressing agent instantiation, this is to allow to
derive (at least partially) the different representations from each other. This is left for
future work.
4.2 Actor Evolution
As elaborated in Chap. 3.3.2, original i* has a purely static view in regard to the distri-
bution of roles among agents. In this chapter (based on [Roe06, RSLJ08]), we propose
an extension of i* that allows to model and represent relations of roles in regard to
transitional and/or evolutionary aspects. This opens up the possibility to investigate not
only individual snapshot situations but also transitional aspects of a set of scenarios or
settings. In detail the extension allows to specify that if an agent has played some role
and fulfills some additional constraints, she might play some other (typically related) role
later on. Also the loss of a role is provided for. As an example, this allows to model that
an agent runs through various mutual exclusive, evolutionary stages. We elaborate the
details of the proposed extension in this chapter.
4.2.1 Related Work
Dynamic Adaptation of Agent Behaviour
A larger body of related work has been considered in regard to the dynamic adaptation of
agent behaviour. In such a setting, most researchers do not prespecify the path of evolution
but instead allow for and prefer arbitrary development and an emerging distribution of
capabilities across an agent community. AALAADIN [FG98] provides an organisational
meta model centered around the concept of a group consisting of several agents that play
roles within this group. By entering a new group or leaving a group an agent acquires
or loses the related roles. The assignment is determined by a centralized group manager.
RoleEP [UT00] does not define an agent as an entity of the system at all, until an object
needs a role to implement a task and assumes that role in its environment. But while
agents are allowed to travel to different hosts to search for a function, they do not consider
delegation. Instead all required functions are integrated until finally the agent is able to
execute the task. Magique [MRS01] initially equips agents only with the skill to learn a
new skill and a communication skill. This enables the agent to search for a particular skill
(communication) and learn it. But here, the evolution is limited by a pre-determined skill
hierarchy. General learning techniques are applied by Stone [Sto07] in the field of robotic
soccer to, for example, adapt (restrict) the behaviour of a team to a specific opponent.
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Models for Role Acquisition
Odell et al. [OPBS03] use UML models to capture a generalization hierarchy and describe
the associations between roles in the context of agent programming. This is intended
to increase understandability and reuse in complex, dynamic settings. For example, the
model describes that the assignment of a role to an agent must be qualified in a group
context to avoid conflicts of interest for the agent. Accordingly such constraints limit the
possible paths of evolution to prevent an agent from gaining inappropriate benefits for roles
she plays. Others have also considered preconditions for acquiring (or losing, respectively)
roles. Within the context of workflow modelling, Yu and Schmid [YS99] provide a detailed
conceptualization of the requirements an agent needs to fulfil to acquire a new role by
introducing qualification attributes referring to organisational policies and the agent’s
capabilities. But these qualifications are captured only informally via text and furthermore
they do not consider conditions that make an agent lose a role. BRAIN [CFL04] also knows
starting requirements that represent the skill/experience level an agent must have to start
using a specific role. But again, conditions for losing a role are not considered. An agent
simply releases a role when it is no longer needed. There is no intention to model actor
evolution, instead the goal is to provide means to ease maintenance (replacement) of role
implementations.
Organisational Change and Norms
More recently, research on norms and organisational change have brought up dynamic
issues in agent societies. In [HJST07, JSTY07] a framework for formal modelling and
analysis of organisations and organisational change is described. A graphical representa-
tion as well as a sound formal foundation is given (in Temporal Trace Language (TTL)
that is comparable to the situation calculus). While they emphasize the applicability of
their approach to both real world as well as artificial organisations, they focus an organisa-
tional view and complex, mechanistic types of organisations in particular. Organisational
change is intended to be centralized. But in modern flat forms of organisations, such as
networks, network rules cannot be imposed on the network members but must be adopted
and adapted by them as constraints that might or might not be adhered to [GJKL03]. The
latter aspect is partly addressed inMoiseInst [BG07] by conceptually enabling deliberation
about the organisational model itself. Furthermore building on ideas from [EdlCS02], it
is possible to define a-priori transitions between contexts (encompassing groups and roles
that are interacting) to define varying behaviour constraints for different situations. Even-
tually, the structural dimension ofMoiseInst allows for the definition of role compatibility
and cardinality constraints. Finally, DeLoach et al. [DOM08] describe an organisation
model for adaptive computational systems (OMACS) that enables multi-agent systems
to adapt their own organisation at runtime. Thus, they do not aim at reflecting real
world behaviour of (human) actors and again have a shared organisational perspective.
The assignment of roles to agents can be constrained by (application-specific) assignment
policies, by behavioural policies taking the relationships of agents into account (not yet
fully defined) as well as reorganisation policies. But the latter is not binding and might
be ignored if it does not help achieving the overall goal.
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Figure 4.9: Two types of evolution links between roles
4.2.2 Modelling Representation
The extension of i* in regard to actor evolution encompasses two parts. For one, the set of
links is extended by evolution links between roles that capture the path of evolution.
For another, conditions associated with evolution links (as well as roles) capture the
details when the according acquisition (or loss) of a role is enabled.
Evolution Link
An evolution link between two role elements captures that if an agent is playing
the role at the source of the link, there is the possibility that at a later point in time she
might also play the destination role. Whether this will actually be the place depends
on whether the concrete agent playing the source role is able to fulfill the annotated
condition (see below) at some point in time. Since positions only combine several roles,
we do not allow evolution links for them. There are also no evolution links from
or to agent elements. But this is due to their semantics as refined in Chap. 4.1. An
agent represents a concrete individual instance that has an identity. In contrast to its
capabilities, this is roles and positions, identities exactly do not change over time.
To alleviate modelling for a frequently occurring special case, we distinguish two sub-
types of evolution links (see Fig. 4.9).
• The first subtype, denoted by annotating “⇒” with the link, enforces to lose the
source role when acquiring the destination role and is thereby suited to capture
mutually exclusive stages of actor evolution.
• The second subtype, denoted by the “→” annotation, allows an agent to extend
its capabilities by acquiring the destination role in addition to the roles currently
played including the source role.
Acquire and Lose Conditions
To enable to capture also the circumstances under which a new role can be acquired or
a currently played role will be lost, we annotate acquire and lose conditions with evo-
lution links and roles, respectively. Principally, any kind of logic could be chosen to
formalize these conditions, even informal characterisations are conceivable. Since our foun-
dational methodological approach for the SNet case study (as elaborated in Chap. 2.1.5)
foresees a mapping to ConGolog, it is straightforward that we have chosen a formalism
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Table 4.2: Examples for potentially relevant features of i* modelling elements
Element Interesting features from an evolutionary perspective
role Assignment history
- currently played
- played in the past
- how often played
- played for how long
- . . .
task, Delegations
goal - number of offers
- number of cooperations
- number of successful cooperations
- number of cooperation cancellations
- . . .
Performance
- how often executed
- performance in regard to softgoals (see below)
- . . .
softgoal Achievement
- collected contributions (average, minimum, maximum, total)
- . . .
resource Ownership/Provisioning
- how often owned/provisioned
- . . .
that suits this eventual transformation. Thus, similar to the formalization of precon-
dition/effect elements (see Chap. 2.2.3), the expressive power of first order logic is
available as it is used in the precondition and effect axioms of the situation calculus (see
Chap. 2.3.1).
The missing piece is then what kind of information can be referred within these con-
ditions. Table 4.2 lists basic features of i* modelling elements that potentially become
relevant once evolutionary considerations are taken. For one, we are certainly concerned
with the (history of) roles that are played (or have been played): when, how often, for
how long etc. In regard to tasks and goals, in particular dependencies are of relevance:
how often has an agent issued an offer to perform some delegation, how often resulted a
cooperation, how many of these were successful, how many not etc. But also more gener-
ally for any actual execution of tasks or goals performance issues could be referred to
such as the number of executions or the performance in regard to associated softgoals.
The latter can also be considered of their own by considering the overall achievements,
summing up all contributions to a softgoal, computing a maximum, minimum, or
average for individual performances etc. Similarly, resources can be investigated in
regard to how often they were asked for or provided by a particular agent.
The above considerations fit well with the reconsideration of agent instantiation as
presented in the previous chapter. For one, any of the above listed features are expected
to have different values for different agents that play the according roles (where the
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concrete modelling is defined), ultimately reflecting the individual “experiences” as envi-
sioned by Yu [Yu95]. This is any means to access these data will later on be parameterized
by a concrete agent. Another correspondence concerns the need to consider the particu-
larities of a domain or an application. Just as instantiation information is domain-specific,
evolutionary relevant issues are as well. To start with, the domain-specific instantiation
information can be referenced. But eventually, the chosen backend foundation to the dy-
namic perspective (e. g. ConGolog simulations) determines what kind of information is
available for use in acquire or lose conditions. We will discuss issues specific to the SNet
case study (e. g. trust and fluents) in the according case study section later on.
Also the actual semantics of evolutionary issues is application dependent. It is equally
conceivable that a fulfilled acquire (or lose) condition automatically triggers the according
evolution (acquisition or loss of a role) as well as that it only enables such an evolutionary
step. The latter opens up the possibility to let individuals represented by an agent decide
on their own (potentially after deliberative planning, what-if analyses etc.) which of po-
tentially several evolutionary paths to follow. In other settings, a stochastic choice between
alternative paths of evolution could be appropriate. We expect the modeller to determine
these characteristics of acquire and lose conditions suitably for a particular application,
domain, or individual model, at least by determining how the i* model integrates with
the dynamic perspective (see Chap. 5.2.4 for the integration of i* and ConGolog in regard
to actor evolution in the context of the SNet case study).
4.2.3 Technical Details
The above introduction of basic modelling means for actor evolution leaves open some
more technical points that we want to discuss before jumping into implementation details
and case studies.
Notion of the Passage of Time
Obviously, the extension of i* in regard to evolutionary issues presumes some notion of
the passage of time. But this is also present in Yu’s original thesis [Yu95]. He mentions a
distinction between “design-time” and “run-time” and foresees the recurrent execution of
routines, this is process-like parts of the modelling, at run-time. Furthermore, he also ex-
plicitly mentions that Telos allows to capture additional constraints on the modelling such
as temporal precedence for decompositions without committing to a particular logic.
The situation is further clarified in our proposal when taking the separation of agent
instantiation and role-based modelling into account (see Chap. 4.1). The modelling at
role level allows to capture the potential relationships between actors in a setting by
referring to their abstract capabilities. The same happens in regard to evolution, this
is roles are related to form paths of evolution. How a concrete agent that is playing
some roles utilizes the potential of dependency relationships defined at the role-based
level to establish concrete relationships to other agents is not prespecified, but a result
of the agent’s individual behaviour. Similarly, for evolution links: irrespective of the
chosen semantics – this is enforced evolution vs. opportunity to evolve (see above) – which
of the proposed paths of evolution is actually used is specific to each individual agent.
Note also that once an evolutionary step is taken, it is again up to the agent to fill in the
chances, for example for new kinds of relationships, this is new kinds of dependencies
that are associated with the newly acquired role.
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Accordingly, the role-based modelling depicts a design-time perspective of potentials
for role-based interaction for one in regard to dependencies and for another in regard to
evolution. A (sequence of) snapshot(s) showing the concrete situation(s) for a number
of agents might make use only of a small fraction of the potential relationships that have
been modelled. Similarly, the snapshots of a sequence might be evolutionary related in
regard to the roles that are played by a particular agent.
Interference of Actor Evolution Specifications
With only the few constraints that we have given in regard to the specification of acquire
and lose conditions, it is possible that paths of evolution interfere at run-time with each
other. As with any other run-time related issue mentioned before, it is up to the foundation
of the dynamic perspective to cope with such situations. We thus only briefly comment
on this issue here.
Note at first, that in particular if an “opportunity to evolve” semantics is aimed at,
the interference of paths of evolution is actually intended. The foundation of the dynamic
perspective must then provide means to let an agent decide between different paths of
evolution potentially with the help of agent-specific success criteria (possibly modelled as
softgoals). Furthermore, we emphasize the local definition of acquire and lose condi-
tions. To start with the latter, there is only one lose condition for each role. Thus,
the modeller needs to integrate all cases here, except for losing a role via a “mutually
exclusive” evolution link (“⇒”). But in the latter case as with the acquisition of roles in
general, the acquire condition is associated with an evolution link that connects two
explicitly named roles. When the modeller adheres to the recommendation to only (or
at least mainly) refer information from the source role, the condition should not interfere
with arbitrary other conditions but at most with conditions of other evolution links
that originate in the same source role. In the end as stated already we leave it to the
responsibility of the modeller as well as the capability of the foundation of the dynamic
perspective to cope with interferences in regard to evolution.
Role Instantiation at Run-Time
The accentuation of agent instantiation (Chap. 4.1) alleviates the acquisition of a new
role by an agent at run-time. In fact, the entire data structure that has been set up to
tailor a role to an agent must be filled. The first means to do so is to actually reuse
the implementation support elaborated in the previous chapter and simply query the user
interactively for the missing information. If this approach does not meet the application’s
needs, since for example a large number of simulations has to be run unattended, the
process can be automated by prespecifying all instantiation information. Obviously, the
latter approach has the disadvantage that the modeller in fact must know in advance
what evolutions will occur. To overcome this, we propose to make use of instantiation
functions. The modeller then has to define such an instantiation function for each at-
tribute that needs to be set for carrying out a role (domain-/application-dependent as
elaborated previously). This approach is flexible enough to accommodate different levels
of complexity. It ranges from the specification of fixed values for all agents that newly
acquire a role to complex functions that refer to the same or even more information
as the corresponding acquire condition has done. This is in this case the instantiation
function builds on the individual history and experiences of an agent. If the approach
via instantiation functions is adopted, the modelling at role level has to be extended by
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providing these instantiation functions for any modelling object that can be tailored to a
specific agent (see instantiation information hierarchy from the previous chapter). An
example will be given in the case study section.
4.2.4 Implementation Details
Telos Representation
Figure 4.10 introduces the new Telos classes to accommodate the extension of i* in regard
to actor evolution. EvolutionLink is declared a subclass of ActorAssociationLink suitably
restricting source and destination to roles. The two subtypes InclusiveEvolutionLink and
MutuallyExclusiveEvolutionLink allow to distinguish the mutually exclusive variant from
the standard inclusive variant. The acquire and lose conditions – the latter is introduced as
an attribute to RoleElement – are typed here as Strings. Of course, this type can be replaced
by a better fitting declaration, if the modeller commits to a particular formalization and
adds a Telos representation. Eventually, optionally the extension of IStarObject via an
attribute capturing the instantiation function (again a String for the basic definition) is
shown.
Phrasing Conditions
While in the above introduced Telos representation simply the String type is proposed to
capture conditions, we can still provide more advanced support for phrasing conditions.
We suggest the following features to easily refer evolution information.
Suppress agent parameter As elaborated before, nearly any information that is refer-
enced from within acquire or lose conditions (and optionally instantiation functions)
is particular to some agent. Accordingly, we suggest to normally suppress the
agent information to enhance the readability.
Use “.” notation from OO Many modelling objects or attributes have to be named by
explicitly naming the parent object or object name. The “.” notation, known from
object-oriented programming, seems well suited to uniquely refer modelling elements
as exemplified below.
[ROLE.]{TASK|GOAL|SOFTGOAL|RESOURCE}.{property or attribute}
Standard operators The above introduced terms can then be combined to relational
expressions using common operators =, <, and > as well as arithmetic computations.
This allows, for example, to specify thresholds for historical achievements. Several of
such relational expressions can finally be combined using ∧, ∨, and ¬ and quantifiers
as required. This yields the expressive power of full first-order logic.
At the implementation level, it is conceivable to provide a formula editor (similar, for
example, to the one in SeSAm, see [Klü01]), that allows to navigate a model (e. g. via a
tree view as provided by Eclipse) to choose operands and operators etc. In any case the
representation in Telos should be chosen in such a way that it is easy to map it to the
dynamic perspective where the effects of evolution eventually are investigated.
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MetaClass Evo l u t i o nL i n k i n L i n kC l a s s
isA Ac t o rA s s o c i a t i o n L i n k with
a t t r i bu te
from : RoleE lement ;
to : Ro leE lement ;
cond : S t r i n g {∗ a c q u i r e c o n d i t i o n ∗}
end
{∗ Mutua l l y e x c l u s i v e e v o l u t i o n , denoted by "=>" ∗}
MetaClass Mutu a l l y E x c l u s i v e E v o l u t i o n L i n k i n L i n kC l a s s
isA Evo l u t i o nL i n k
end
{∗ Non e x c l u s i v e e v o l u t i o n , denoted by "−>" ∗}
MetaClass I n c l u s i v e E v o l u t i o n L i n k i n L i n kC l a s s
isA Evo l u t i o nL i n k
end
RoleE lement with
a t t r i bu te
cond : S t r i n g {∗ l o s e c o n d i t i o n ∗}
end
{∗ Opt i ona l e x t e n s i o n o f ROLE−based mode l ing
by i n s t a n t i a t i o n f u n c t i o n s ∗}
I S t a rOb j e c t with
a t t r i bu te
i n s t a n t i a t i o n F u n c t i o n : S t r i n g
end
Figure 4.10: Telos classes to capture actor evolution
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4.2.5 Case Study
The extension in regard to actor evolution has its roots in the case study on inter-
organisational networks (see Chap. 3.1). Accordingly, we will focus this application field
but later on also comment on the applicability to control system development as well as
requirements engineering in general.
Actor Evolution in SNet
For the SNet case study, we first of all have to extend the list of evolutionary relevant
information by
• all fluents introduced via precondition/effect elements,
• all SNet specific instantiation information as elaborated in Chap. 4.1.4 (in particular
Fig. 4.5), this is agent properties such as “risk attitude” and “trust weight” as
well as “durations” for primitive tasks and “quantitative contributions”, and
eventually
• the trust considerations, this is delegation-specific “trust” and “distrust” values as
well as “confidence” values.
The latter item concerning trust clarifies nicely that evolution makes only sense for role
elements but not for agent elements. In the entrepreneurship network example (see
below), a “business angel” does not need to build up a new trust relationship only because
its entrepreneur partner has evolved from “seed stage” to the “1st growth stage”. Instead,
we expect the trust relationship to carry over from the “seed stage”.
From the foundation of our particular dynamic perspective, ConGolog simulations, the
characterization of what can be referenced within acquire or lose conditions (as well as
instantiation functions) is simple: any fluent can be referred to. This includes also system
fluents like the current simulation “time”. The latter opens up to define evolution even
simply according to some time scale, this is at a particular point in time or when a role
has been played for a certain time. When considering the details of simulations later on
(see Chap. 5.3.2), we will give a more encompassing overview of all different kinds of data
that arise in the context of SNet simulations.
We will elaborate in Chap. 5.2.4 when updating the transformation to ConGolog the
actual details of the dynamic perspective for actor evolution in SNet. At this point here,
it suffices to note that we consider the conditions to be necessary and sufficient. This is
whenever a condition (acquire or lose) is fulfilled, the according evolution (role acquisition
or loss) will occur.
Stages of an Entrepreneur
Remember the analysis of dynamic issues of the entrepreneurship example in Chap. 3.1.3.
By referring to economic literature [Nat01], we conducted that entrepreneurs typically
evolve among several stages that correlate with financing rounds. Figure 4.11 shows a
more detailed SD model of the various stages of an entrepreneur. Four mutually exclusive
stages, “seed stage”, “1st growth stage”, “2nd growth stage”, and “consolidation stage”
are present. Note that each of them can have different dependencies or SR details. We
show only a small number of dependencies here, to keep the example simple. During
the early “seed stage”, the entrepreneur needs contact to a “business angel” that provides
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Legend
mutual exclusive 
evolution link
normal 
evolution link
Figure 4.11: Stages of an entrepreneur (including some dependency relationships)
“know-how” particular to the field the entrepreneur is working in. This is they support
market studies and the elaboration of business plans. In contrast, at the “consolidation
stage”, the entrepreneur is aiming at the stock exchange and thus mainly needs “money”
from a “venture capitalist”.
Evolution links allow to explicitly indicate the path of evolution an entrepreneur is
to follow along “seed stage”, “1st growth stage”, “2nd growth stage”, until finally reaching
the “consolidation stage”. Figure 4.11 also shows that there can be several ways of acquir-
ing a single role. For example, the entrepreneur may arrive at the “consolidation stage”
either – normally – from the “2nd growth stage” or – if she is very successful – already
from the “1st growth stage”. Furthermore, the model is also able to capture the finding
that successful entrepreneurs can become “business angels” as documented by the “→”
evolution link from “consolidation stage” to “business angel”.
In this example setting, the stages of an entrepreneur are mainly sequentially con-
nected and mutually exclusive (see evolution links of type “⇒”). Performing well in
a particular stage and being in that stage sufficiently long triggers the evolution to the
next stage. For example, assume the existence of two softgoals “development” and
“progress” to characterize the success during the “seed stage” (part of the SR diagram for
“seed stage” that is not shown here). Due to the fact that in our simulations we expect
that roles are executed several times, we refer to the average of the achieved softgoal
contributions (mapped to a utility value between 0 and 1, as elaborated in Chap. 2.2.3).
Furthermore, let us assume a usual “duration” of one year (12 months) of this stage. The
acquire condition for the role “1st growth stage” is then:
(Average(SeedStage.Development) > 0.6 ∨ Average(SeedStage.Progress) > 0.8)
∧ SeedStage.P layDuration > 12
As an example for an instantiation function assume that the details of the role “1st
growth stage” include the task “carrying out a business idea”. We could presume a relation
in substance to the characteristics of “suggest business idea” from the “seed stage”. Thus,
the following instantiation function could compute the “duration” of the task “carry out
business idea” by considering the average “actual duration” of “suggest business idea”
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multiplied by a certain fixed factor:
1stGrowthStage.CarryOutBusinessIdea.Duration =
Average(SeedStage.SuggestBusinessIdea.ActualDuration) · 1.5
Note that the “actual duration” of “suggest business idea” can vary from agent to agent
according to its defined “duration” but also due to delays resulting from delegations that
are involved. Thus, the above function might yield a different value for different agents
and thus correctly helps to produce agents with diverse characteristics as motivated in
Chap. 4.1.
Application to Control System Development
Also control system development is concerned with the evolution of components but mainly
at design time (see Chap. 3.3.2). Nonetheless the extension in regard to actor evolution
as proposed here would allow a control system engineer to model the needs of a controller
for example in regard to the robustness in greater depth. Robust controllers are typically
addressed by a particular sort of controller that takes into account the wear-out of com-
ponents and that the internal functioning needs to be adapted to these wear-outs. With
actor evolution it is conceivable to model different, mutually exclusive stages of wear-outs
that can vary in regard to their internal characteristics as well as their external depen-
dencies. While the corresponding conditions will in the beginning potentially be specified
only informally, during the later development they can evolve into suitably defined hard
conditions even used to check a condition at run-time. This can then initiate to perform
a change on the internal modelling to accommodate a wear-out. Future work has to show
whether these conceptual ideas are indeed feasible.
Applicability to Requirements Engineering in General
Implementing a new software system in many cases involves changes to current processes
at the affected organisation. Hopefully the system is able to take some burden from its
users by automating previously manual or tedious processes, by generating documents etc.
The proposed extension to model actor evolution enables an integrated consideration of
the various evolving settings and might even be able to take transitions between them
into account. This positions the extended version of i* as a suitable formalism to support
continuous requirements engineering [Rob02, NJ99].
4.2.6 Summary
Evolution links together with acquire and lose conditions allow to specify evolutionary
relationships among roles. This enables modelling and thus investigating the domain-
specific evolution of an agent as well as an entire agent-based organisation as it runs
through different stages and stations. This is a helpful extension to the i* formalism.
Original i* was only able to represent in one model a single static snapshot, this is a
particular situation.
Of course, the extension comes to full power only in combination with a suitable
dynamic perspective that is able to interpret the conditions correctly and thus to provide
a run-time view on the model. We will propose one example for such a suitable dynamic
perspective by extending the mapping from i* to ConGolog to also cover actor evolution
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(see Chap. 5.2.4). This opens up to consider actor evolution also within simulations and
thus to analyse agents along their paths of evolution.
Future research work can address the finding that evolutionary related roles might
share a common part. This is the interference of is-part-of hierarchies with evolution
links might need a closer investigation leading to a conditioned understanding of is-part-
of links. Also the investigations of is-a relationships [CFL+07] might become relevant
again. Furthermore, the usefulness of evolutionary issues in a standard requirements
setting has to be investigated in more depth. In this context the usage of other dynamic
perspectives as for example Formal Tropos (Chap. 2.2.4) could be researched in regard to
the insights they can provide toward actor evolution.
4.3 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we have elaborated two moderate extensions to the agent- and goal-based
modelling formalism i*. The missing need for more extensions emphasizes the broad appli-
cability of the framework even in such different application settings as inter-organisational
networks and control system development. Both extensions concern the agent concept of
i* and in particular pick up on its dynamic dimension. A more refined instantiation of
abstract roles by agents allows to capture how the individuality of an agent shapes
the abstract capabilities defined within roles. The second extension has added the op-
portunity to capture a known path of evolution for actors. This accommodates settings
where we have knowledge about the evolution of involved stakeholders. While particularly
apparent for the example of entrepreneurs, even in a traditional requirements engineering
setting applications for this modelling extension are conceivable.
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Dynamic Capture, Processing, and
Analysis of Requirements Models
In this chapter we consider dynamic issues in the context of a single project. This
encompasses alleviation for the capture of requirements via domain models [SDH+08,
SNJ+08], model transformations to the later development stages in the field of control
systems [SZR+09], and transformations to agent-based simulations [GJLS05] with addi-
tional support for the analysis of such simulations [SLJ06b, SAJL10].
5.1 Domain Model-Based Requirements Engineering
The idea to introduce domain model-based requirements engineering originates in the
particular requirements of small- and medium-sized enterprises in the domain of con-
trol system development as they have been uncovered within the ZAMOMO project (see
Chap. 3.2.3). The daily work of these SMEs is characterized by a high degree of innovation,
the need for great flexibility, and a very customer- and thus project-oriented work. On
the other hand, the enterprises still remain small- and medium-sized with all the typical
problems as elaborated, for example, by Kamsties et al. [KHS98]: “the maturity level in
software engineering is very low”, there is “[overwhelming] day-to-day business” and thus
“little space for strategic issues such as [long-term] quality and process improvement[s]”, “a
large demand for know-how transfer”, etc. Nonetheless, suitable approaches that contin-
uously integrate the gained knowledge and collected experiences of an SME are still rare.
In the following, we will propose an approach that particularly takes the situation into
account that we have found during our ZAMOMO project. However, our approach is ap-
plicable to other application domains exhibiting similar characteristics. We will elaborate
on the latter in the case studies section by briefly introducing other potential application
fields.
To clarify, we focus here solely the modelling part of our approach to domain model
based requirements engineering. There are further important ingredients, namely a domain
model based similarity search as well an extensive treatment of how domain knowledge
and thus corresponding models evolve and can be updated including automated support.
Due to their essential inter-project requirements management character, these issues will
be covered in Chap. 6. Accordingly, we will also present an update to the all encompassing
working procedures within this approach in that chapter.
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5.1.1 Related Work
Domain Knowledge and Engineering
The importance of domain knowledge in the context of software development is far from
being a new finding and undisputed [JH91, Jac95, BPKR09]. Already in Jackson’s semi-
nal book on “Software Requirements and Specifications” [Jac95], the consideration of the
“application domain” is documented as a key ingredient to any software development
activity. In particular he emphasizes that the application domain is “something entirely
specific to the problem in hand”. Furthermore, Jackson contrasts the notion with “envi-
ronment” – as it is, for example, used in the i* approach – by indicating that the domain
is not only concerned with something outside or surrounding the problem to be solved but
something that can even “resid[e] inside it”. This is domain is more encompassing than
environment. Notably Jackson issues the warning that the domain is typically defined too
narrowly if we only look at existing approaches or legacy systems that are to be replaced.
Instead the background purpose of the system as a whole within the – organisational,
social, administrative etc. – context needs to be considered. Eventually, the separation
of the application domain from the “machine” – the term Jackson used to refer to the
working software product, the solution – is considered to be relative. While generally the
application domain allows to capture what the machine does, the machine is the solution,
this is how a particular part or problem of the application domain is supported or solved.
Similarly, Bjørner [Bjø09] sees the capture and representation of the domain character-
istics as a the most important and necessary step to precede the elicitation of requirements.
Earlier research (see, for example, [Fis94, KLR96, Tol98]) has addressed the importance
of the domain among others by developing domain-specific languages, environments, and
tools to design such languages such as MetaEdit+ (http://www.metacase.com/mep/).
These approaches stress the importance for the whole development process. Many such
languages have been developed [SMTS09]. Even Matlab/Simulink [Mat10] can be consid-
ered a domain-specific language for the field signal processing and control system devel-
opment.
Product Line Engineering
Related to the research on domain engineering is the emergence of the field of software
product line engineering (SPLE) [PBvdL05]. It aims at reducing the efforts when develop-
ing (software) products with many variants, for example, mobile phones. The development
process is subdivided into a domain engineering part and an application engineering part.
The former sets up the common features of all variants of a product line and serves as
the basis for the second part. Here the developer firstly specifies whether a particular
feature is available in the concrete project. If this is the case, she chooses from the basic
alternatives on how the feature is to be realized for the given product. It has to be em-
phasized that the domain engineering typically prepares for all possible variants that can
be built by introducing suitable variation points. Obviously, this requires product lines to
be well planned in advance to prepare for all possible extensions that might occur during
future years. Accordingly, an SME adopting a product line approach needs to have “a
clear vision about the future evolution of the company’s applications and some domain
stability” [KMSW00]. Unfortunately, this asks for just the opposite features to the ones
that we have derived as characteristic in our case study setting (cf. Chap. 3.2.3).
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Requirements Reuse
Research on reuse at the level of requirements has mainly focused generic or at least gen-
eralized knowledge. Reubenstein and Waters [RW91] propose a library of “requirements
clichés” to support the formalization of requirements. “The cliché library is a declarative
repository of information relevant to requirements in general and to domains of particular
interest.” But for a particular problem, the information is still intended to come from
the analyst, only general information from the library. Johnson and Harris [JH91] dis-
cuss various reuse techniques such as “representation of multiple models”, “parameterized
specifications”, “reuse through specialization”, and “reuse of higher-order properties” in
the context of their ARIES system. Also KAOS [DvLF93], a goal-oriented framework
for requirements acquisition, foresees a “requirements knowledge base [that] contains two
kinds of knowledge”, namely one concerned with the domain level the other with the meta
level. But again the domain level is intended to be instantiated for a concrete system.
Similarly, Sutcliffe and Maiden [MS92] applied the analogy paradigm to identify generic
solution patterns that can be re-applied in different settings. In [SM93] they explicitly ar-
gued that it is “doubtful whether tools with embedded domain knowledge could ever keep
pace with the development of new systems in changing domains”. Instead, patterns are
identified in a problem, abstracted, and according solutions are then to be searched that
can be applied to the given problem. Also Jackson [Jac95] demands a deep understanding
of the application domain as a major precondition for choosing “close-fitting [problem]
frames”. But again the latter are rather abstract and taken from a generalized catalogue.
In the same spirit Konrad and Cheng [KC02] propose dedicated patterns for the embed-
ded systems domain. Only Lam et al. [LMV97] proposed “ten steps towards systematic
requirements reuse” and really considered reuse of concrete requirements. They applied
their approach to the domain of aero-engine control systems and identified several steps to
be “nonconformist”, this is to be deviating from usual software development. For example,
they emphasize that “requirements patterns often emerge after working in a particular do-
main” and “make explicit the context of reuse to prevent misuse”. The latter again refers
to characterizing the domain. Unfortunately, there had rarely been successor work that
really indicates that their approach works. A major shortcoming from today’s software
development point of view is the lack of model-based support. But we agree with Lam
et al. in that the reuse of concrete requirements is eligible at least in certain contexts.
In particular, generalized domain knowledge seems to rarely benefit the narrowly focused
SMEs that we have met.
A related piece of work within the surroundings of ConceptBase has been reported by
Eberlein [Ebe09] (see also Chap. 2.1.5). The Requirements Assistant for Telecommunica-
tion Services (RATS) together with an according, ConceptBase-based tool is intended to
provide guidance during the development of new telecommunication services. In the tool
architecture, Eberlein separates the “development layer” from the foundational “domain
layer”. The latter consists of a large set of domain models for fields such as “customer
profile”, “customer premises equipment”, “network transport capability”, “supplementary
services”, “feature interaction”, “network interaction”, “switch”, and “data dictionary”.1
Eberlein mentions three different categories for domain models: “standards”, “expert
knowledge”, and “quick models” where the latter are specialized models of the first two
kinds tailored to “the bare minimum of information” that “contributes to good tool per-
formance”. These different domain models serve as input to the development layer where
1In fact only the “network transport capability” has ever been filled with concrete data.
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“intelligence models”, “development models”, and “negotiation models” help to improve
the development process in regard to the three dimensions “completeness”, “refinement”,
and “formality”. The overall approach is to support the developer in capturing the re-
quirements of a customer, refining it, and in the end arriving at a formalized model as a
suitable entry point to the further development. Even the derivation of an implementation
was planned for. The work of Eberlein is thus closest to our understanding of embedding
concrete domain knowledge. The relevance of standards might be higher in the field of
telecommunications due to the necessity to inter-operate, but also control system engineers
typically need to adhere to standards like DIN.2 Apart from that, with expert knowledge
Eberlein also prepares for the source of information that we presume to be dominating in
our application context.
5.1.2 Approach
The central idea of the domain model based approach to requirements engineering is
simple and very much related to the concept of “folders” introduced by Johnson and
Harris [JH91]. Instead of starting from scratch, the developers are supposed to choose one
of potentially several pre-existing domain models as a starting point for the modelling.
The choice depends on high-level characteristics easily identifiable for a new problem or
project. This initial model is then cleaned up by eliminating the parts of the model that do
not occur in the current project. Eventually, project-specific extensions and refinements
are added including the possibility to step back and add another domain model.
Constituents of a Domain Model
A domain model is intended to capture the basic knowledge as well as the accumulated
experiences of an enterprise in the corresponding (sub) field. Accordingly, sources to the
knowledge that is encoded in a domain model are basic textbooks but also standards
and expert knowledge as already indicated by Eberlein [Ebe09] (see above). Furthermore,
for expert knowledge we distinguish between general expert knowledge within the field,
for example published in the literature, and particular knowledge that the developers
within an enterprise have experienced and accumulated within concrete customer projects
over the years. Chapter 6.2 will pick up on these details when considering the necessary
evolution of domain models over time. At this point here we stress the importance of
embedding specific knowledge to tailor a domain model to a particular enterprise. For a
new project a team of developers typically does not challenge all premises but falls back
to best practices learned during earlier projects. Sticking with a particular basic platform,
tooling or the like implies a certain set of constraints and restrictions that can early be
integrated in the development considerations. This tailoring toward the concrete details on
how the developers at one particular enterprise work is considered an important feature
of the domain model based requirements engineering approach and a key factor for its
successful application. Only if these particularities are reflected, the development process
(to be outlined below) is best supported and the enterprise will maximally benefit from
the domain model based approach.
From a (requirements) modelling perspective, there is nothing special about a domain
model. In particular, it does not reside at a different level of abstraction. It is a normal i*
2In the field of automobile control systems, the AUTOSAR initiative (http://www.autosar.org) aims
at a standardized and open automotive system architecture.
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requirements model as it could have been developed for any concrete problem or project.
Neither new modelling constructs nor specific modelling objects are introduced. In fact,
such issues, for example variation points in product line engineering, are explicitly avoided
here to keep the development process as simple as possible and in particular just the way
the developers are accustomed to. This is also in domain models various actors represent
different stakeholders together with their goals and capabilities, this is tasks, as well
as accompanying softgoals and resources. For example, domain-specific “problem–
solution pairs” can be captured by means of goal dependencies at SD level or on
SR level via means-ends connections between a problem, represented as a goal, and a
solution, represented as a (potentially complex) task.
The only difference that might be observable is that the model is larger and more
complete.3 This is one can expect more alternatives to goals, possibly applicable in
rather different contexts. As a result an extensive treatment and capture of softgoals
and contributions occurs in order to more thoroughly document the qualification of a
solution in different contexts. Related to this another difference is more behind the scenes.
In contrast to typical requirements models in many cases the occurring softgoals and
in particular the contributions are less ‘guesses’ but backed by concrete, accumulated
experiences. As we will see later on when considering the evolution of domain models
(see Chap. 6.2), contributions of a particular alternative can be expected to reflect
the concrete experiences the enterprise has made during one (or several) earlier project(s).
While such information still has – as any other re-used modelling detail – to be reevaluated
in the new problem context (see the “make explicit the context of reuse to prevent misuse”
issue by [LMV97]), it is a more stable and reliable basis than typically available. Altogether
the deepened documentation of contextual and non-functional circumstances backed by
concrete experiences endows a greater guidance during and a further acceleration of the
modelling.
Modularization Eventually, standard considerations on modularization apply also to
domain knowledge and typically lead to not just one but several separated domain models
reflecting different subfields an enterprise is active in. But similar to the decision on what
kind of information to put into the domain model at all, the decision whether to sepa-
rate the knowledge and if yes into how many models is up to the developers’ individual
preferences and decisions. By referring to ConceptBase’s module concept (in particular
its nesting capabilities), it is even possible to achieve a certain level of sharing between
different domain models, for example, in regard to general aspects such as tooling. This
will be elaborated in the implementation section below. A general recommendation that
we can issue is to not let a domain model grow unrestrictedly since this harms its use-
fulness [NSJR09]. Due to the need to ‘clean up’ a domain model after choosing it as the
initial model for a particular project (see below), a too large model requires many deletion
operations and accordingly jeopardizes the benefits in regard to an acceleration of the
capturing process. In Chap. 6.2 we come back to the discussion of the reasonable size of
a domain model when investigating how to cope with its necessary evolution over time.
3This is an important difference to the “quick models” of Eberlein [Ebe09] that are declared to be
reduced to a bare minimum.
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Figure 5.1: Refined development process for domain model based RE
Method Details
We consider the domain model based approach to requirements engineering a refinement
of a basic development approach as introduced in Chap. 3.2.4 for the ZAMOMO case
study. Instead of only defining the formalisms to be used for a “product model”, the
method now includes additionally steps that capture how to arrive at a concrete i* model.
Figure 5.1 shows the refined development procedure using the Map formalism [RPB99].
The developer “starts” with “choosing a suitable domain model” according to some high
level “keywords” or based on the “shared history” with the customer. This model is then
“tailored to the specific project” by “cleaning up” the objects that are not relevant to
the problem at hands. This is supported by intertwining manual deletion operations and
automated adaptations according to i*-semantics or explicit domain knowledge stored in
Telos rules as will be elaborated below. Furthermore the developer can of course “extend”
and/or “refine” the model as usual. Eventually, another option is to “add” modelling
details from “another domain model”, thereby looping back to the first step in the refined
process. This is in terms of Ralyté et al. [RDR03] we pick up on the “paradigm-based
strategy” and therein use a “utilization” strategy where the suggested domain models
serve as the foundations for arriving at a “product model”. The above generally described
steps will now be elaborated in more detail.
Choosing a Domain Model
Currently, we have identified two strategies to support the decision about which domain
model(s) to start with.
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Keyword-Based Strategy For the “keyword-based strategy” we assume that some
suitable high-level keywords exist that characterize the broader application field repre-
sented in a domain model. For example, is the problem concerned with control systems
in the field of “engine management” or does it concern “driver assistance systems”? The
developer has to identify such keywords for the new problem and then matches them with
characterizations of existing domain models. A suitable choice of the name of a domain
model is in many cases already quite helpful in this regard. If for more complex settings
this piece of information falls short, it is easy to derive additional, abstracted details from
the domain models. We presume the list of actors to be most suitable here since they
compose the major structuring means inside an i* model. If the number of actors is
too high, the list can be cut after filtering or ranking the actors. Heuristics that in our
opinion are suitable in this regard are:
• Omit all actors that are introduced at a shared level with other domain models.
The point is here that these actors are not particular for the concrete domain
model currently investigated and in particular cannot serve to distinguish between
sibling modules.
• Rank actors with more dependencies higher than others. According to social
network analysis (see elaboration in Chap. 5.3.8), more dependencies can be an
indicator for centrality of the corresponding actor and thus for a greater impor-
tance.
• Similarly, actors with extensive internal details can be preferred. More details at
SR level reflect that the developers of the domain model have put a lot of efforts
into the design of this modelling object that again can indicate its importance for
the particular domain.
While certainly more heuristics are conceivable, due to the high-level approach based
on keywords we assume that the information generated by these heuristics is sufficient.
Furthermore, in any case the developer can choose the presumably best fitting domain
model, investigate it in detail, and still decide for throwing it away afterwards.
Shared History The second strategy refers to the “shared history with the same cus-
tomer”. Thus, it considers only the “customer” information from the current project and
investigates the history of former projects carried out for the same customer. The selec-
tion is then made out of the domain models that have been used in these former projects,
potentially ranked by the number of occurrences – if there are many earlier projects or
many domain models used. This strategy will be successful if the customer is rather nar-
rowly focused and specialized. The only two presumptions to this approach are that the
customer information is (easily) available for an earlier project as well as which domain
models have been used therein. These presumptions can certainly be taken for granted.
We will discuss different ways to capture these pieces of information when considering
implementation details below.
Cleaning-Up a Domain Model
The necessary step to “clean-up” and tailor a domain model to a particular project setting
can be facilitated via automated support. The tool support in this regard takes particularly
advantage of the specific features and semantics of the i* formalism, but also refers back
to Telos- and ConceptBase-based features.
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Figure 5.2: Potential adaptations when deleting a depender
Actor Elimination First of all, the “modularization” into several actors allows to
easily remove even larger parts of the modelling. If one particular actor (this is usually
a role (or a position)) does not occur in the current setting, it can simply be discarded.
The corresponding SR internals are then eliminated along with it.
Acting upon Connected Modelling Parts When discarding objects from the mod-
elling, automated support can be provided to identify and act upon connected modelling
parts. Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3 elaborate the effects of discarding an actor in regard to outgo-
ing and incoming dependency links, this is the actor either being depender (Fig. 5.2)
or dependee (Fig. 5.3). For these two as well as the subsequent figure on SR details
(Fig. 5.4), a solid cross is used to indicate the object that has been deleted manually,
whereas automatically eliminated parts are marked with dotted crosses.
When a depending actor is deleted (Fig. 5.2), the dependency can safely be elim-
inated as well. This holds true as long as a dependency is considered to be a binary
relationship as it is the case for original i* and most derivatives. But only in the cases
“a)” and “c)” this is the end. In these two cases, the connection points at the other ac-
tor (be it the actor itself or an internal modelling object) have – directly or indirectly –
connections to third actors (via other dependency links) and thus cannot be deleted.
For case “c)”, it might be useful to mark the formerly connected element specially, to
indicate at the modeller that one possible reason for the element’s existence has vanished.
In several other cases, additional automated deletions can be admitted. The general in-
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Figure 5.3: Potential adaptations when deleting a dependee
tuition is that we can safely delete the hull of the connection point as long as it does not
have a connection to another actor. This is in case “b)” the actor itself serves as the
connection point but does not have any other dependency. Obviously the duty of this
modelling object was to serve the actor that has been deleted manually by the modeller.
We can proceed similarly also if the connection point is an internal modelling element.
All modelling objects that are connected to this connection point but not (directly or in-
directly) to any other external actor can be deleted (case “d)”). The reason is the same
as the one mentioned already above: the only purpose of this modelling part has been to
serve the dependency. If the computation of this hull encompasses all SR details of an
actor, the actor itself can be deleted as well (case “e)”) – given that the actor element
itself also fulfills the condition, this is does not have any connection (this is dependency
link) to any other actor (see case “b)”).
When the actor is depended upon (Fig. 5.3), the situation is different. In most
of the cases (case “a)”) it is then useful to not even delete the dependum but mark it.
Thereby the modeller is indicated at the need to re-investigate what has to happen with the
depending modelling parts. Only if the dependency is connected to a task representing
an alternative at a goal, it is safe to assume that the modeller simply wants to discard
the whole alternative (see case “b)” as well as the elaboration of eliminating SR details
below).
From the above considerations, we can issue the recommendation to start the manual
deletion of actors with dependers since more automated support is provided for them.
Figure 5.4 continues the considerations of the effects of manual deletions for the Strate-
gic Rationale level. Case “a)” addresses means-ends links. If a task is deleted (case “a)
i”), the corresponding means-ends link is deleted as well but the corresponding goal is
typically not touched since usually there are still other alternatives. Only if no other alter-
native is left, the goal should receive a marker to indicate that fact (see dotted circle) to
the modeller. If the goal itself is deleted (case “a) ii”), this typically entails to delete also
all alternatives to achieve that goal together with corresponding links (including con-
tribution links, see case “c) i”). The same applies to decomposition hierarchies (case
“b)”). If a complex task is manually deleted, all subordinated modelling objects together
with their links can be deleted as well (case “b) ii”). But in contrast to a means-ends
relationship, the deletion of a subordinated modelling object to a task (case “b) i”) results
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Figure 5.4: Potential adaptations when deleting an internal SR element
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in a marking of the complex task since due to the “and” character of a decomposition
the deletion severely impacts the characterization of the complex task. Eventually, con-
tribution links are usually simply deleted if the corresponding source has been discarded
(case “c) i”). Similarly to the case for the goal element, it might be reasonable to mark
the softgoal specially if no other contribution remains. If the softgoal is deleted
(case “c) ii”), there is a slight deviation in comparison to the cases “a) ii” and “b) ii” due
to the fact that the softgoal hierarchy typically is an accompanying hierarchy to a de-
composition or means-ends hierarchy. This is if the modeller decides that a particular
softgoal is not relevant for the problem at hands, this does not imply that all sources
for contributions are invalidated. Only for the rare case that the contribution was
the only justification for an object’s existence it can be eliminated.
Certainly, the above described situations can occur within chain effects throughout
all manual and/or automated adaptations of a model. This is the deletion of an ac-
tor affects its dependencies, thereby the connection points, potentially within the SR
details of connected actors, and from there on decomposition, means-ends, and con-
tribution hierarchies as well as again other dependencies and so on. The rule based
implementation of the automated deletion support as elaborated below takes care of this
necessary spreading.
Additional Telos-Based Deletion Support In addition to the i*-based detection of
useful model adaptations as described above, we also allow to define reactions to changes to
a model explicitly at Telos/ConceptBase-level (using the same features of deductive and/or
ECA rules as underlying the above described automated support, see elaboration in the
implementation section below). This is in particular helpful if – for whatever reasons – a
dependency between modelling objects is not explicitly reflected via corresponding links
at i* modelling level.
One application that is conceivable in this regard is the possibility to set up shortcuts,
this is typical adaptations of the domain model that affect a larger part of the modelling
and would thus be unnecessarily cumbersome to be repeatedly specified and executed
manually over and over again. In the context of “engine management”, for example, the
decision between “gasoline” and “diesel” has manifold effects on the existence of various
components such as “injectors”, “common rail”, etc.4 Obviously, this kind of very indi-
vidual treatment must be weighted against the already discussed alternative to partition
a domain model into several separate sub domain models (including the possibility to
nest them into a model hierarchy with shared objects at the higher levels, see implemen-
tation details below). The decision in this regard depends mainly on contextual as well
as subjective individual preferences. For the example of a “combustion engine” domain
model, the experts on control system engineering within the ZAMOMO case study judged
that the overlap between “diesel” and “gasoline” engines (in particular in regard to the
sharing of innovations) is high enough to justify a common model (see the elaboration in
Chap. 5.1.4).5
The example nicely draws the reader’s attention to a major difference of this kind
of support compared to the above described i*-based adaptations. While the i*-based
adaptations are uniformly applicable to any domain model using the i* formalism, concrete
rules at Telos level are typically referring to domain details and thus only apply for this
4Recall that diesel engines are based on self-ignition.
5For example, “direct injection” that was first applied to “diesel engines” but later transferred to
“gasoline engines” as well.
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particular domain (model). Accordingly, they also need to be maintained explicitly. Thus,
we favour the generic i*-based support.
Project-Specific Extensions and Refinements, Add Another Domain Model
After arriving at a cleaned up version of the domain model, the developer can proceed as
usual by modelling the project-specific details that are not (yet) covered by the domain
model. This is she can add new project-specific details by “extending” the model or she can
“refine” details already given in it. It is also possible to go back to an earlier step if there
is “another domain model” from which modelling parts are expected to be reusable. The
treatment of the newly chosen domain model then reoccurs as described already above,
this is cleaning up and tailoring to the specifics of the concrete project.
All in all, the modeller uses the basic i* constructs as usual and accordingly also pro-
ceeds as usual. This holds true in particular for the steps toward the further development,
this is for the ZAMOMO case study the later development stages using Matlab/Simulink
models. We will consider the transformation toward Matlab/Simulink in Chap. 5.2.3.
5.1.3 Implementation Details
In the following we will investigate the provided support in more detail by referring to the
corresponding features of our Telos-, ConceptBase-, and Eclipse-based implementation.
Utilizing ConceptBase’s Module Concept
Most basically, each domain model can be stored in a separate module of its own. This
avoids problems with overlapping namespaces and alleviates the access since only the cor-
rect module context must be set. But depending on the developers’ decisions a more so-
phisticated structuring of a set of related domain models can be introduced. In particular,
the possibility to nest modules as provided by ConceptBase allows to easily share certain
parts of the modelling between several domain models without introducing redundancy
or asking for more complicated import/export facilities. Thus, similar to Franch [Fra10]
we enable a modularization of i* models by referring to the corresponding feature of the
underlying Telos/ConceptBase realization. In contrast to his approach our solution does
not take into account any of the specific semantics of i*, but on the other hand allows
already for nested modules. For example, in many cases it can be expected that a partic-
ular (software) development process is established at a working group with certain steps
that are taken, tools that are used, and documents that are produced. Highly likely,
these details are shared across the whole enterprise and thus also across several different
domain models. Accordingly, this kind of information is a good candidate to be placed
in a domain model at the very top of the model hierarchy. We will see domain-specific
applications of such a hierarchy of domain models below when elaborating the examples
(in particular for the ZAMOMO case study). Shared modelling parts also alleviate main-
tenance since changes to this part of the domain knowledge have to be made only once
and automatically spread to all nested sub domain modules (and thus models). Accord-
ingly for a new domain model, the developer creates a new module at the most suitable
level within the existing module hierarchy. In order to easily distinguish between domain
models and project-/customer-specific models, we assume at least one common top-level
module (potentially empty) for all domain model modules entitled simply DomainModel.
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Support for Choosing a Suitable Domain Model
The alternative strategies to choose a suitable initial domain model must be integrated
into the day-to-day development, in particular the development environment. With the
concept of “wizards” the Eclipse environment – that is the foundation of our OpenOMEi5
modelling environment (see Chap. 2.5) – provides suitable basic means in this regard.
“Wizards” are intended to support the development by offering a step-by-step, dialog-
based guidance. In particular the standard “New...” operation to create a new development
artifact, e. g. a new project, a new class, a new model etc., can be elaborated via a
wizard. Accordingly, it is straightforward to implement a corresponding wizard in our
OpenOMEi5 tool to support the creation of a new domain model based requirements
model.
1. First the developer needs to be given the choice between the currently two basic
strategies “keyword-based” or “shared history based”. Brief descriptions on the re-
quirements – what kind of information needs to be provided – and typical application
scenarios can be included to help on this decision.
2. The next step depends on the chosen strategy.
• Shared history-based strategy
(a) The developer is offered a list of customers that has been derived from the
contents of the project-database (sorted in an alphabetic manner). She can
select one or several of them.
(b) The provided information on the customer is then used to resolve the list of
domain models that were involved in projects with the given customer(s).
As mentioned before the list is possibly ranked by the number of times, the
domain model has been used in the former projects.
• Keyword-based strategy
(a) The wizard lists all domain models that can be found in the underlying
ConceptBase database. The listing also reflects the potentially complex
nested structure of the domain model hierarchy by showing a corresponding
tree structure. This provides additional guidance since also the broader
field (captured at a higher level of the domain model hierarchy) becomes
visible to the developer.
3. In either case, the developer should be able to access further information on a domain
model. The details focus the major actors occurring in this domain model. As
suggested before this list can be sorted by various, possibly selectable heuristics that
reflect the importance of an actor.
4. The developer indicates her choice by marking one or several of the domain models
in the list.
5. The next step continues then the “New...” dialogue as usual by asking for a name of
the new development artifact and where to store it.
6. After eventually confirming the dialog with “OK”, the new i* model is created and
filled with the details of the chosen domain model(s).
It is obvious that the set of strategies can easily be extended by adding more strategies to
the first step and adding/updating the later steps accordingly.
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ConceptBase Queries While the user interface to the choice of a suitable domain
model is part of the Eclipse wizard as outlined above, the actual support is at imple-
mentation level again realized via Telos/ConceptBase. Actually, the data shown in the
different screens is the result of rather simple queries.
For the “keyword-based” strategy we need to find all available domain models. Since in
the previous section we asked the modeller to use a common top level module DomainModel
for all domain models, it is sufficient to start an investigation of the nested module
hierarchy starting with this module. The built-in generic query find_instances [Module/
class] can be used iteratively for this purpose.
For the “shared history-based” strategy, we must look for the concrete customer project
models that have been built with the help of domain models. This is it must be possible to
uncover the concrete customer. There are various options such as using the customer for
the module name/hierarchy, building on an explicit representation as part of the i* model,
or simply by extending the Module class in Telos by an additional attribute customer that
explicitly states the customer.
A second issue concerning the “shared history based” strategy is that from a concrete
project model we need to be able to derive which domain models have been used as sources.
As will be elaborated in the next paragraph, due to the high degree of adaptation we
cannot reuse a common domain model representation for all derived projects but have
to make copies. The above issue then requires that the copied objects receive a special
marking indicating the domain model source.6 Most easily this information is captured by
a domain_module attribute that refers to the ConceptBase module where the object has
been defined. Once available, again a simple query can be used to derive all the different
domain model modules that are referred to from within a project module.
Eventually, after a domain model of interest has been identified, its closer investigation
is realized via rather basic queries as shown in Fig. 5.5. The query class DomainModelDetails
derives from ActorElement. Accordingly, it returns all actors that occur in a domain
model. In addition, two measures dep and SR are computed. The first is a counter for
the number of (incoming or outgoing) dependencies of an actor, the other for the
number of children . The latter can be computed simply by applying the built-in function
COUNT_Attribute to the children attribute of an Actor. For counting the dependen-
cies, we make use of a helping generic query class Dependencies. It watches out not only
for dependency links that are immediately connected to the actor but also for links
that start or end at one of the internal elements of the actor (the parent). Thus, these
two simple query classes readily compute all the additional information to realize the
heuristics and derive the ranking as described earlier.
Reusing Domain Modelling Details
To clarify right at the beginning, we suggest to make a one-to-one copy of the chosen
domain model to initialize the project-specific requirements model, despite the redundancy
that comes along with this approach. There are various reasons for this decision both from
a conceptual as well as from an implementation-oriented perspective.
For a shared reuse of a concrete domain model within several individual customer-
projects, two basic approaches would have been conceivable.
6We will use this tagging also for other purposes, in particular whether automated deletion support
applies to an object or not, see elaboration later on.
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QueryClass DomainMode lDeta i l s isA ActorE lement with
computed_at t r i bu te
dep : I n t e g e r ;
SR : I n t e g e r
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ (COUNT( Dependenc i e s [ t h i s ] ) = dep ) and
( COUNT_Attribute ( ActorE lement ! c h i l d r e n , t h i s ) = SR) $
end
GenericQueryClass Dependenc i e s isA DependencyLink with
paramete r
p : ActorE lement
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s from p ) or ( t h i s to p ) or
( e x i s t s i / I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t
( ( t h i s from i ) or ( t h i s to i ) ) and
( i pa r en t p ) ) $
end
Figure 5.5: Query classes to retrieve more details on a domain model
• The module capturing a customer project could be nested to the domain model
module. Thereby all domain model information becomes available to the specific
model. But unfortunately, ConceptBase does not allow to eliminate or at least hide
objects from higher level modules. Thus, it would not be possible to eliminate parts
of the (domain) modelling that do not apply in the current setting. Furthermore,
this approach is not functioning if several domain models are to be combined. Since
the module hierarchy in ConceptBase is a tree, it is not possible to combine domain
models that are stored in sibling modules. Eventually, this approach would also
require to intertwine the module hierarchies for domain models and projects. This
lacks a clear conceptual separation and harms easy access to these different kinds of
information.
• As an alternative to nesting, ConceptBase’s module concept also provides an im-
port/export interface. The domain model would export all of its modelling and
a project-specific model could import it. Unfortunately, the import cannot be re-
stricted to a subset but always refers to the complete export interface. Thus, as
with nesting, it is not possible to receive only those parts of the domain modelling
that match the individual problem. Furthermore, the export in ConceptBase is de-
fined very fine-granularly. The modeller cannot simply export a whole object but
must explicitly denote what detailed information – super classes, instantiations to,
attributes etc. – to export. Even though most of the information could be generated
automatically, the representation becomes confusing and very complicated. Eventu-
ally, the export interface is subject to checks for integrity violation. Thus, deleting
something from the export interface is not possible until all importing modules have
been updated to not make use of the deleted piece of information any more.
Apart from the above mentioned technical problems, there is also a conceptual issue.
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Explicitly reusing the representation of a domain model implies that any change to a
domain model is visible to all models that refer to it. This holds true even for already
finalized projects. Certainly, such an approach will harm the documentation of require-
ments for these projects. As will be elaborated in Chap. 6.2, changes to the domain model
are not only likely but necessary to maintain the usefulness of the domain model based
approach to requirements engineering. Accordingly, decoupling the domain model from
the project-specific models is not a lazy decision to alleviate implementation burden but
a necessity for the practicality of the approach.
Since the reuse of the domain model representation has been abandoned, we need to
address the issue on how to preserve the knowledge which domain model(s) has (have) been
used during the set-up of a particular project-specific model. As elaborated already in the
previous paragraph, this information is made explicit by adding for all objects that have
been taken from a domain model the attribute domain_module with an explicit link to the
corresponding domain model module. This approach seems adequate since the decision to
incorporate a domain model (either for initialization or later on) is taken explicitly during
development. We favor the local storage with each object over the association with the
whole project module in anticipation of the deletion/marking support to be elaborated
below. For the latter it is necessary to be able to derive locally for a concrete object
whether it has been taken from a domain model or added as a project-specific extension.
ECA Rule-Based Deletion/Marking Support
As already hinted at earlier, rules, in particular event-condition-action (ECA) rules, are
a suitable means to implement the automated deletion and/or marking support that has
been described above. To briefly reconsider, event-condition-action rules originate in the
research on active databases [WC96]. The system is monitored for events (ON ...), typ-
ically additions and deletions ( tell and untell in ConceptBase or even queries). Their
occurrences trigger the according rule (potentially several) in that the corresponding con-
dition part (IF ... ) is evaluated. For those rules where the condition evaluates to TRUE,
the associated actions (DO ...) are carried out. Actions can again be additions, deletions,
queries or a combination thereof. The implementation of ECA rules in ConceptBase allows
for free variables that are bound during the evaluation of the ON and IF parts. The action
part is executed for any instantiation of the variables that makes the condition evaluate
to TRUE.
As argued (among many others) by Horkoff and Yu [HY10], automated support is
always in danger of chasing off users, in particular if they do not understand what is
happening automatically. This holds also true for our deletion support. Accordingly, we
decided to not automatically discard objects but to only mark them for deletion. The tool
front-end can easily promote this piece of information by shading the according objects.
After receiving an additional confirmation from the modeller, it is then easy to delete
all marked objects as will be elaborated below. Since it is conceivable to provide similar
deletion support for other formalisms as well – only a different set of rules that correctly
reflects the formalisms’ semantics needs to be defined –, we introduce the attributes con-
cerning the deletion support more generally with the OME framework, in particular the
Telos class OMEObject. The attribute category delete : Boolean allows to mark an ele-
ment as to be deleted whereas the category marked : Boolean allows to set a marking as
shown in Fig. 5.2 c), Fig. 5.3 a), and Fig. 5.4 a) i), b) i), and c) i).
Ultimately we need to watch out only for one particular kind of event, this is whether
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De l e t eRu l e i n ECArule with
e c a r u l e
e r : $ x , y/ I S t a rOb j e c t
ON Tel l (A( x , d e l e t e ,TRUE) )
IF ‘ ( y i n qDe le teE l ement_L inks [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDe l e t e I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t_Pa r e n t [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDe l e t eAc to rE l ement_Ch i l d r en [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDependencyLink_FromDependum_NoLinks [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDependencyLink_FromDependum_ToAlternat ive [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDependencyLink_ToDependum_NoIncDep [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDependencyLink_ToActor [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDependencyLink_ToSR [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDependencyLink_FromSR [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDecompos i t ionL ink_To [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteMeansEndsLink_From [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDe l e t eSo f t goa lCon t r i bu t i on_From [ x ] )
DO Unte l l (A( y , marked ,TRUE) ) , Tel l (A( y , d e l e t e ,TRUE) ) $
end
MarkRule i n ECArule with
e c a r u l e
e r : $ x , y/ I S t a rOb j e c t
ON Tel l (A( x , d e l e t e ,TRUE) )
IF ‘ ( y i n qDeleteDependencyLink_FromDependum_IncDep [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDecompos i t ionL ink_From [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteMeansEndsLink_To [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDe l e t eSo f t goa lCon t r i bu t i on_To [ x ] )
DO Tel l (A( y , marked ,TRUE) ) $
end
Figure 5.6: ECA rules for automated deletion/marking support based on i* semantics
an object x is marked as deleted by setting the according attribute. This is we monitor for
the event ON Tell(A(x,deleted,TRUE)). Then two ECA rules are sufficient (see Fig. 5.6):
one rule that takes care of deleting a related object, DeleteRule, and one for only marking
it, MarkRule. It is common practice with the definition of ECA rules in ConceptBase to
make extensive use of (generic) query classes. For example, in the rules shown above the
different cases (or situations) where the two rules apply are separated into individual query
classes that are simply combined in a large disjunction. For one, the decomposition via
query classes helps to govern complexity. For another, due to the specific interpretation
of free variables in that the DO... part is executed for any instantiation (see above) of
the variables that make the condition part true, the explicit usage of not often results in
undesired effects, in particular the recurrent execution due to several objects that falsify
the not part. A query class that uses the negation in its constraint can circumvent the
problem, since it is positively referred to in the ECA condition. Eventually, all literals
in the rules defined here make use of the so-called backtick operator “ ‘”. This operator
ensures that the deletion that triggers the rule is already taken into account, this is the
queries are evaluated on an intermediate database.
Figure 5.6 shows the details of the two rules. While the complete definition of the
deletion support (including any helping query classes) is given in appendix A.2.1, we will
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GenericQueryClass qDe le teE l ement_L inks
isA Link , NotDe leted with
paramete r
x : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( t h i s from x ) or ( t h i s to x ) $
end
QueryClass NotDeleted isA OMEObject with
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ not ( t h i s d e l e t e TRUE) $
end
Figure 5.7: Identify not yet deleted links of a just deleted element
focus here only a few selected query class representatives. Figure 5.7 shows the simple case
of deleting links that are associated with an element (be it an intentional or actor element)
that has just been deleted. The corresponding generic query class qDeleteElement_Links
derives from Link and the query class NotDeleted to restrict the queried elements to any
kind of link that is not yet deleted. The query class NotDeleted simply returns all objects
where the delete attribute is not set to TRUE. The latter is a typical example that avoids
the use of ‘not’ in the condition of an ECA rule to better cope with free variables. The
constraint of qDeleteElement_Links simply checks whether the parameter x is source or
destination of the link. Only links where this is the case belong to the answer set. As
becoming obvious when looking back at DeleteRule (Fig. 5.6), we need to define generic
query classes since queries must be parameterized (or anchored) by the actual object x
that is deleted (see ON... part) while acting in the DO... part upon all related objects y
that fulfill the condition (this is delete or mark them).
The most complex deletion support is provided in the context of dependency links
(see Fig. 5.8). Remember that in the Telos representation dependency links are treated
in parts. This is a dependency link in the meaning of i* consists of three components:
a link, a dependum, and another link. Thus, when referring to DependencyLink in this sec-
tion, we think of the part link as introduced above. Due to the complexity, the treatment
of dependency links is split into seven query classes from which we elaborate here only
three.
• qDeleteDependencyLink_FromDependum_NoLinks acts upon the deletion of a depen-
dency link by considering the case that the source of this link was a dependum. If
the dependum does not have any remaining other link, it can obviously be deleted
as well (see reference from within DeleteRule).
• qDeleteDependencyLink_FromDependum_IncDep acts upon the same situation but
captures the case that the dependum does not have any outgoing dependency any
more (see reference to generic query class DelSuppNoOutLinksOfType with parameter
DependencyLink) but still an incoming dependency. In this case, the dependum needs
to be marked. Accordingly, this generic query class is referred to from within the
MarkRule.
• Eventually, qDeleteDependencyLink_ToActor looks at the case where the destination
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of a just deleted dependency link is an ActorElement. Under these circumstances,
the actor can be deleted if there is no (direct or indirect) incoming dependency
from any other actor. This is checked by asking for the instantiation of the query
class DelSuppNotHasIncomingDependencyTransitive. This query class mainly refers
to DelSuppHasIncomingDependencyTransitive where it is specified how incoming de-
pendencies are suitably propagated among the i* modelling constructs:
– An ActorElement has an incoming dependency if it is directly referred to
within a DependencyLink or any of its children has an incoming dependency.
– For an IntentionalElement at SR level, again explicit incoming dependencies
are checked (via the same part of the condition as for the actor element). Fur-
thermore, if a subordinate element to a task has an incoming dependency so
has the task. Similarly for goals: if an alternative has an incoming depen-
dency, so has the goal.
Some Technical Remarks While all technical details are available in Appendix A.2.1,
we briefly want to comment here on a few issues.
No Cycles ECA rules in general and their implementation in ConceptBase in particular
bury always the danger of running into cycles. Since any of the query classes that
we defined derive from the query class NotDeleted, we avoid cycles since the DO...
part is not executed for objects that have already been deleted. Notice that objects
that are only marked are still processed since deletion needs to override marking.
But this obviously cannot cause cyclic problems as well since we do not act upon
events related to this attribute (e. g. Tell(A(x,marked,TRUE))).
Meet Graphical Characterization from above We want to argue here that the lo-
cal treatment of deletion interaction matches the support described in the figures
Fig. 5.2, Fig. 5.3, and Fig. 5.4. A bird’s eye view of the figures reveals that ob-
jects that are affected (either deleted or marked) are indeed always directly re-
lated to at least one object that is deleted. The additional constraint of not be-
ing transitively related to other actors is coped with by referring the query class
DelSuppHasIncomingDependencyTransitive (see above) that allows to propagate this
piece of information again to each object locally. The only exception to the above
rule is the case Fig. 5.3 b). While normally a dependum needs to be marked, if the
dependency link that originates in the dependee is deleted (see Fig. 5.3 a) and the
query class qDeleteDependencyLink_FromDependum_IncDep), we suggest to delete
it if at the depender site the connection point is a task alternative at a goal.
Fortunately, such more complex settings can be formalized in a query condition as
well (see qDeleteDependencyLink_FromDependum_ToAlternative in Appendix A.2.1).
Once the dependum is deleted according to this special case, the necessary deletions
of the related dependency link and the task alternative result again from the lo-
cal definitions and cascading re-triggering of the ECA rules for the newly marked
objects.
Restrict to Domain Model Objects For simplicity, we have omitted here the check
whether an object that is to be acted upon is originating in a domain model. As
with the test whether an object is already deleted, we can define a suitable query class
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GenericQueryClass qDeleteDependencyLink_FromDependum_NoLinks
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t , Dependum , NotDeleted , DelSuppNoLinks with
paramete r
x : DependencyLink
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x from t h i s ) $
end
GenericQueryClass qDeleteDependencyLink_FromDependum_IncDep
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t , Dependum , NotDeleted ,
DelSuppNoOutLinksOfType [ DependencyLink / type ] ,
DelSuppHasIncomingDependency with
paramete r
x : DependencyLink
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x from t h i s ) $
end
GenericQueryClass qDeleteDependencyLink_ToActor
isA ActorElement , NotDeleted ,
De lSuppNotHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve with
paramete r
x : DependencyLink
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x to t h i s ) $
end
QueryClass DelSuppHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve isA Element with
c o n s t r a i n t
inDepRule : $
( ( t h i s i n DelSuppHasIncomingDependency )
and ( t h i s i n NotDeleted ) ) or
( e x i s t s c h i l d / I n t e n t i o n a l E l eme n t
( t h i s i n ActorE lement ) and ( c h i l d pa r en t t h i s ) and
( c h i l d i n DelSuppHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve ) ) or
( e x i s t s decL/Decompos i t i onL ink de s t /Element
( decL from t h i s ) and ( decL to de s t ) and
( decL i n NotDeleted ) and
( d e s t i n DelSuppHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve ) ) or
( e x i s t s meL/MeansEndsLink s r c /Element
(meL to t h i s ) and (meL from s r c ) and
(meL i n NotDeleted ) and
( s r c i n DelSuppHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve ) ) $
end
QueryClass DelSuppNotHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve isA Element with
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ not ( t h i s i n DelSuppHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve ) $
end
Figure 5.8: Partial treatment of dependency links
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QueryClass De le t ed isA OMEObject with
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ ( t h i s d e l e t e TRUE) $
end
De l e t e dFo rUn t e l l i n AnswerFormat with
f o rQue ry
q : De l e t ed
p a t t e r n
p : "{ASKquery ( g e t_ob j e c t [ { t h i s }/ objname ] ,FRAME) }"
end
Figure 5.9: Actually delete earmarked objects
to check for the existence of the domain_module attribute that has been introduced
earlier. This way we do not need to explicitly activate or deactivate ECA rules to
avoid undesired effects on project-specific extensions introduced by the user.
Domain-Specific ECA Rules Domain-specific ECA rules can be specified in a similar
fashion as to the i* related ones that have been discussed here. They can then be
included into the first domain model module that contains all required references.
Actual Deletion Eventually, it is straightforward to actually delete all elements that
are marked for deletion. Figure 5.9 shows a query in combination with a suitable
answer format. The latter will also be used for the transformation, thus an extensive
introduction of this ConceptBase feature will follow in Chap. 5.2.2. Here it suffices
to know that we can adjust the output of a query by providing reformatting rules.
Furthermore, it is possible to nest query calls in such an answer format. The solution
shown in Fig. 5.9 makes use of that by asking for the complete frame of any object
(using the built-in query get_object) that is returned as an answer to the query class
Deleted. This is the answer returned by this query can directly be untold, thereby
actually carrying out the deletion. A marking can be discarded in a similar fashion.
Challenges for Adding Another Domain Model
Allowing for the addition of another domain model is at the technical level surprisingly
simple. Since we have already introduced the attribute domain_module that captures the
origin of a domain model based object, we can – if needed – easily find out from which
particular domain model an object originates. On the other hand, the deletion support,
for example, is not at all interested in these details. It only checks the attribute to be sure
to operate on a domain model object.
Since we suggest to build a hierarchy of nested domain model modules, one could
expect problems when combining domain models that have a common ancestor module.
Fortunately, this is rarely the case. First of all, as long as no deletions have yet occurred,
in a ConceptBase storage environment it does not have any effect to tell an object that
is already in the database. ConceptBase will detect that the object already exists and
thus will not create it a second time. Accordingly, in this case we do not have to take any
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measure. In particular, this immediately opens up the possibility to allow for choosing
multiple domain models during the “New...” operation as mentioned earlier.
If the user has already performed deletions, this is another domain model is added only
later on, the situation is more complicated. A first measure is to restrict the addition of
domain model objects to objects that have been defined in modules lower than the least
common ancestor with any previously introduced domain model. Problematic in this
context is that some of these objects might refer objects defined in the common ancestor
modules that have already been deleted. A defensive approach would be to add referenced
objects from the common ancestor modules until the tell operation succeeds. In the worst
case, for example a highly connected model, this will lead to a nearly full incorporation of
the common ancestor modules’ contents. While this means that the modeller might have
to redo some cleanup steps, one can also argue that the addition of another domain model
correctly challenges deletion decisions that have been taken earlier. Thus, the investigation
of chances for a more sophisticated approach in this regard is left for future work.
5.1.4 Case Studies
In the following, we exemplify the application of the domain model based approach in the
context of the case study on control system development. Afterwards, we briefly outline
the potential application to other fields as well as the SNet case study.
Control System Development
A Domain Model Hierarchy for Engine Control Problems The most basic knowl-
edge in control system development is that any control problem concerns a “control cycle”
compound of a “controlled system” and a “controller” that interact via “sensors” and
“actuators”. Accordingly, the top level domain model “Control Problem” (see Fig. 5.10)
introduces three basic roles in this regard. In particular, this is a prerequisite to the
automatic classification of whether a resource dependency (or an actor) represents
a “sensor” or “actuator” (see Appendix A.1.2). By including these basic actors into the
top level domain model for control problems, this treatment is well supported. For any
specialization of the “control problem” domain model or any tailoring to a project-specific
problem, the modeller then only needs to suitably relate the newly introduced modelling
objects to the above mentioned roles. Most likely, the top level additional actors will
be declared specializations of the above introduced roles via is-a links, refinements via
is-part-of links, or will simply play these roles. The extension of the i* framework
that introduces the above mentioned, derived classification into “sensor” or “actuator” can
even be made part of this domain model.7 In addition to these details, the model also in-
cludes already a generic “customer” representation with “costs per piece” and “reliability”
as two basic goals that are typically relevant in this context. A concrete enterprise could
add more specific issues here, if they are expected to be relevant for all of their control
problems.
Furthermore, depending on the broadness of topics addressed, a particular enterprise
could nest a domain model that is more narrowly focused. Figure 5.11 shows, for example,
a narrowing of control problems concerning “engine management”. We have highlighted
7Remember that Telos allows to add part frames, this is frames that, for example, only add an attribute
or a rule. Thus if the above domain model module is incorporated, the definition of the i* modelling objects
is simply extended by these attributes.
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Figure 5.10: Top level domain model for control problems
the objects that are already available in the “control problem” domain model. The nested
domain model introduces specializations of the generic “controller” and “controlled sys-
tem” roles, namely “electronic control unit (ECU)” and “engine”. The latter is further
refined into “combustion engine block” and “air path”. The “combustion engine block”
is even detailed out at the SR level. Many detailed characteristics like the type of en-
gine expressed via the “cylinder positioning” (“boxer” vs. “row” vs. “V”), the “number
of cylinders”, the details of the “injection”, the kind of “cooling”, as well as the type of
“fuel” are captured. Furthermore, according “actuators” for “ignition” and “injection”
as well as “sensors” for “engine speed” and a “knock sensor” are introduced. Eventually,
more goals (hard- as well as softgoals) are introduced for the “customer” related to
“engine comfort” and “dynamics” as well as “exhaust gas restrictions” and “fuel consump-
tion”. Furthermore, the “customer” is connected to the “controller” by introducing the
“accelerator”.
Figure 5.12 finally shows the domain model for “combustion engines” that has actually
been created in collaboration with the project partners within the ZAMOMO project in
particular the Institute for Automatic Control (IRT) at RWTH Aachen University. The
figure shows mostly only a SD level overview. More SR details in particular detailing out
the “electronic control unit” have been omitted here to improve readability but are part
of the complete model. The model further refines the representation from the “engine
management”. Depending on the importance of sub components or their relevance from a
control problem perspective, they can be represented explicitly as actors on their own
(see, for example, “common rail” and “camshaft” in the upper left corner, that are part-of
the “combustion engine block”). In particular if they have important sensors and actuators
of their own, separating them out into extra actors is required for a sufficiently detailed
representation and improves the practicability and readability of the model. For example,
the lower part of the figure is concerned with the details of the “air path”. This reflects
the expertise of the project partner IRT concerning “exhaust gas after treatment” and
“turbo charging” (a multi-value control problem, by the way). Next to the basic actors
“exhaust gas after treatment” and “turbo charging” a correspondingly comprehensive set
of related sensors and actuators is documented in the model.
As elaborated already before, while it would have been possible to build several sep-
arate sub domain models, especially for a “gasoline” versus a “diesel engine”, a single
good-enough model that combines all potential characteristics has evolved. This is due to
the insight that despite the conceptual differences between “gasoline” and “diesel engines”
regarding, for example, the need for “ignition”, very often innovations are shared at least
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Figure 5.11: Specialized domain model for engine management
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conceptually between these two technologies. Thus, the IRT particularly decided to not
separate these things. A different enterprise or organisation (potentially with a different
focus) could have decided differently.
As pointed out in [SDH+08], i* is also suited to capture knowledge about the qualifica-
tion of control algorithms for control problems and the incorporation of knowledge about
the “electronic control unit platform” (or “rapid control prototyping platform”) that is
available or limiting features thereof. Platform features constrain, for example, the set of
potential alternatives to be considered. This is important since severe restrictions are im-
posed on the “controller” by the available hardware and “electronic control unit platform”
mainly due to the fact that the automotive industry is very cost sensitive. This influences,
for example, the “performance” and “memory” available on the “electronic control unit”.
Such circumstances and constraints as well as the suitability of control solutions to specific
settings can be captured via appropriate goals and softgoals. Figure 5.12 does not
show such details mainly due to the focus on the SD level.
In a similar fashion domain models could be introduced for fields such as “driver
assistant systems”, “hybrid engines”, and the like. We do not show more examples here,
since they do not differ vitally from what has been discussed already.
Exemplary Walkthrough for a New Project During an evaluation, the project
partner VEMAC used the OpenOMEi5 tool to build basic requirements models for two
customer projects retrospectively. One of these models is shown in Fig. 5.13 (in German).
The project concerned a typical “combustion engine domain model”, accordingly, the cor-
responding domain model was chosen. Since the VEMAC does not share the specialization
on “exhaust gas after treatment” and “turbo charging” with the project partner IRT, larger
portions of these modelling details had to be omitted. Related to the “air path” only a
“throttle” component and sensors for “intake pressure”, “air temperature”, and “throttle
angle” remained of interest. At the “combustion engine block”, the remaining modelling
elements clearly characterize the engine: it is a “four-stroke” “gasoline” engine with only
“one cylinder”. The latter option was not even foreseen in the domain model but this
alternative was added as a project-specific extension to the decomposition of the “no.
of cylinders” task. Also a “testbed” actor was added indicating the major target of the
customer project. Eventually, the VEMAC product “VeRa” was used. This is modelled
by adding a plays link from the corresponding agent object to the “controller” role. As
elaborated before (see Chap. 5.1.2), such hardware restrictions narrow the solution space
in control system development much earlier than in other software engineering projects.
Potential Other Application Fields with Similar Characteristics
While the concrete domain model in the proposed approach is as a matter of course
domain specific, the basic ideas behind the approach are applicable to other fields with
similar characteristics as well.
Access Control and Burglary Warnings for Buildings One example for a field
with similar characteristics is the automation of buildings in particular in regard to access
control and burglary warning. It is customer- and project-oriented since each security
system is specifically developed for a certain building. Nonetheless, basic components are
reusable, but typically need to be adapted to the particular constraints and characteristics
of the concrete building and usage scenarios. Different kinds of burglary warning systems
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Figure 5.12: Domain model for combustion engine control
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Figure 5.13: VEMAC combustion engine evaluation example model (in German)
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together with the most suitable context when they are best applicable can be organised
into suitable domain models. The same holds true for access control solution approaches
as well as other building automation facilities. According i* models – due to their wide
applicability to capture also social and organisational aspects – allow even to capture
human related issues by taking into account the working staff such as the facility manager
etc. as well as the “user perspective”, this is non-administrative staff just using the building
and thus the access control systems. In this regard, it is also possible to refer to other
existing work in the context of i* related to the specific support concerning “security”. For
example, i* has successfully been used to model potential models of attackers [LELY10]
or to consider security concerns from a holistic perspective [MZ11].
Flexible Manufacturing Systems Similarly, the construction and set-up of auto-
mated manufacturing systems can be considered related as well. Flexible manufacturing
systems (FMS) consisting of an arrangement of machines interconnected by a transporta-
tion system allow customers to build products in small lot sizes and high numbers of vari-
ants at the same time [BPDA05]. Again, each installation at a customer site is unique.
The characteristics of sub domains such as milling and turning or sheet metal processing
as well as the transportation issues can exactly be captured by appropriate domain mod-
els. And eventually, model-based approaches to the configuration of FMS control software
have been proposed [BBC+06] but up to now do not tie in with requirements engineering
nor provide means to incorporate domain knowledge easily. Our domain model based
approach to requirements engineering can help to remedy this situation.
Domain Models for Separating Concerns in SNet
Eventually, even though the concept of domain models has emerged only within the context
of the second case study ZAMOMO, it is also transferable to the SNet case study started
earlier (see Chap. 3.1). In particular, it allows to divide the modelling up into separate
concerns. To explain the basic functioning of inter-organisational networks we referred
to the micro-meso phenomenon and Fig. 3.1 in particular. To reiterate, two levels are
intended to interact: one the one hand the individual network members (also denoted
as agents) and on the other hand the network level. To meet the requirements for easy
adaptation of network rules, individual goals, etc., it seems straightforward to provide
for separate collections of modelling components for these two fields, named “member”
and “network”. Additionally, we see a third concern to be involved namely the concrete
“business” the network and thus its members are active in. We will discuss this separation
in the following including an investigation where reusable modelling parts (as domain
models provide for) are most likely to occur.
Business Concern The business concern describes the industry-specific aspects of an
inter-organisational network: the concrete business capabilities of a network member and
her business relationships to other members. The latter constitute the foundational layer
for potential trust-based relationships and are needed to simulate the running of the net-
work. We reduce ourselves to the strategically relevant aspects of the processes. Thus, we
are not so much interested in capacity and other resource issues, although we also need to
model part of this information in order to consider a realistic workload in simulations.
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Network Concern The network concern captures the characteristics of the chosen form
of network, including behaviour immediately related to the existence of the network. This
is processes related to the network itself (e. g. concerning the admission of new members) or
network-wide agreed restrictions (rules) on how to perform particular activities (e. g. a cost
calculation) that affect individual member behaviour. The decision on alternatives might
also take the current state of trust, distrust, and confidence as modalities into account,
which thereby shape how delegations and communications take place. For example, with
sufficient confidence a competence manager might not check for available partners before
committing to the client. The incorporation of trust, distrust, and confidence has been
discussed in detail in [GJKL03, Gan08]. Furthermore, we can capture the purpose of the
network to ground the later simulations by specifying evaluation criteria: What is the idea
behind the network, what is the network supposed to achieve? Only once the goals are
clarified, an analysis can provide insight how well or whether at all these goals are met.
Exemplarily, we show two “rules of the game” from the virtual factory [SMG98]. As-
sume a “customer” has approached the virtual factory and has communicated her needs
to the “broker”. After performing a first “pre-calculation”, the “broker” hands over the
request to the “competence manager” for a detailed “cost calculation” (excerpt shown
in Fig. 5.14). The “competence manager” in charge (remember that any member can
take over this role in a virtual factory) has more technical knowledge and more detailed
knowledge about the individual network members’ competencies and social capabilities.
Thus, she analyses the task and creates detailed “checklists” for sub activities. They
are forwarded to the appropriate network members by addressing the corresponding “in-
/outsourcing managers” of the enterprises. The “checklists” are an important means to
ensure an efficient setup process, in particular the comparability of offers. They are very
much appreciated by the network members due to their characteristic that they allow
for benchmarking the own enterprise against the other members of the network. Still a
“selfish” network member might choose not to follow the “agreed procedure” but instead,
for example, to choose a less “reliable”, in regard to scheduling more risky alternative
that makes her offer more “favorable”. In either case, any interested enterprise returns
its “cost calculation” to the “competence manager”. By analysing and comparing these
calculations, the “competence manager” decides which “partners to select” to form “the
activated network”. Furthermore, she “appoints a task manager” responsible for the pro-
duction and serving as the (single) contact for the “customer”.
The second example (modelling excerpt shown in Fig. 5.15) concerns the “admission
procedure”. A “new member” that wants to “gain admittance” has to send an “application”
to the “network coach”. She forwards this “application” to the “executive committee” and
each “in-/outsourcing member”. She is also responsible for “running an assessment”. The
individual enterprises can either “accept” or “decline” the admittance request. For the
latter, the according “in-/outsourcing managers” can “raise objections” due to individual
(bad) “business experiences”, doubts in regard to “competencies”, or “due to competition”
issues. Eventually, the “executive committee” has to “decide” based on the “adherence to
the (current) admittance conditions” (agreed growth rate, number of recent admissions,
etc.), the result of the “assessment”, and potentially any “veto” issued by a current network
member. The above modelling explicates that existing members have the right to place
a veto on a potential competitor’s entrance to the network. Either the network member
has adopted the network goals (in regard to innovativeness etc.) and might allow for
the entrance of the competitor or the member emphasizes her individual goals thereby
hindering the competitor to enter the network.
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Figure 5.14: SR diagram of the cost calculation in a virtual factory (from [SMG98])
Figure 5.15: Combined SD/SR diagram of the admission procedure (from [SMG98])
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For any concrete inter-organisational network, both modelling excerpts can certainly
be extended and adapted to reflect its particularities or a change in the network setting
that requires the adaptation of network rules.
Member Concern The member concern provides the general, foundational capabilities
of a network member. For the SNet setting this encompasses mainly specific goals as well
as communication and planning facilities. Using a soft approach via softgoal contributions
and utilities correctly reflects that rules are not followed at any price. Depending on
the particular situation, an unusual option might be more appropriate and is thereby
enabled via the deliberative planning component as long as it is rational. In particular,
the most interesting situations arise from mismatches of individual and network goals. For
example, the outlined approach covers also the behaviour of a “free rider” (see [GJKL03])
that deliberatively harms the network (following her own selfish goals). Consequently,
this ultimately enables to use simulations to challenge a network rule or check the counter
measures of a network against free riders. We do not show more examples but mention
that we provide the formerly fixed communication protocol and planning procedure (see
Chap. 2.2.3) as first contributions to this modelling concern.
Applicability of the Domain Model Based Approach It is reasonable to separate
the domain-specific business aspects from the more generic network and member aspects
to decouple reusable organisational and agent features from a concrete inter-organisational
network. Treating the organisational aspect separately in particular alleviates the replace-
ment and adaptation of network processes and rules, a highly likely attempt to govern a
network. Similarly, the disentanglement of the member aspect allows for choosing a suit-
able degree of detail, for example, regarding the kind of planning that is needed in a
particular setting.
Thus the highest chances for reuse can be expected at the “member” and “network”
concerns. As elaborated earlier, the “member” concern is intended to provide generic
characterisations of communication and planning facilities of a network member represen-
tative. A domain model allows to provide a set of suitable starting points for individual
tailorings in these regards. Similarly, the characterization of a network, for example, as an
“entrepreneurship network” in contrast to a “virtual factory” has several implications on
the set of suitable or potentially relevant network rules. For example, different delegation
patterns or bidding procedures might be applicable. Accordingly, it is conceivable, that
several domain models are established that reflect these different circumstances. Again a
hierarchy of domain model modules can be used to share modelling parts (mostly network
rules) between different kinds of networks. Eventually, the “business” concern is the one
that is depending most clearly on the individual field the enterprises within the network
are active in. Still it can make sense to build up domain knowledge here, in particular if
a particular business sector is focused, for example the IT industry.
To sum up, the domain model based approach provides a suitable means to separate
concerns as occurring in the SNet case study. They can simply be considered a top level
distinction of domains where each concern can develop specific domain model hierarchies of
its own. As will be elaborated in Chap. 6.2, the results and experiences that are collected
with the help of SNet simulations (see Chap. 5.3), for example on the suitability of a
particular set of network rules in a specific context, can be fed back into the evolution
of the domain models thereby providing guidance for future inter-organisational network
analysis projects.
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5.1.5 Summary and Preparation for Extensions
Within this chapter we have proposed to (re-)use concrete domain knowledge already
captured in models when approaching a new problem at the requirements engineering
level. Various strategies support the modeller in finding eligible domain models that can
also be combined to form a suitable starting point. The reference to explicit models
avoids to reestablish experienced as well as basic knowledge in models over and over
again. Automated deletion support is available to remove parts that render irrelevant
for the concrete setting at hands. And certainly, the modeller can extend and refine the
model to match project-specific issues not yet addressed by the domain model. We have
outlined the usefulness of domain models in various application settings, in particular
control system development.
Two major improvements are achieved by the proposed domain model based approach
to requirements engineering. First of all, the set up of a requirements model is acceler-
ated. By referring not only to previous knowledge, but the modelling of this knowledge,
the developer avoids tedious modelling activities of known issues and can instead focus
project specifics. This is suitable in particular for small- and medium sized enterprises that
typically have tight time constraints as well as a narrowly focused expertise. Secondly, a
domain model allows to capture the accumulated experiences of the enterprise or organisa-
tion in a particular field. This is not only the experiences of one particular developer but
of all people who ever contributed to customer projects are collected and made available
within the organisation. Thereby the domain model provides easy access to the particular
methods, tools, experiences, and expertises that are current at their site. This resource is
invaluable not only for new employees but also when experienced developers have left the
enterprise. Thus, domain models also serve as a management tool for enterprise-specific
experiences and knowledge.
Furthermore, it is important to remark that the support provided via our domain
model based approach does not end here. Instead the domain models will become im-
portant again, when it comes to support inter-project dynamic requirements knowledge
management, as addressed separately in Chapter 6. For one, using one or several domain
models as a common starting point reduces the heterogeneity of modelling, in particular
across several individual engineers. This is a major precondition for supporting the identi-
fication of similar earlier projects at the level of requirements. Thereby, the domain model
based approach opens up the possibility to establish a similarity search at this level (see
Chap. 6.1). This in turn helps the modeller to more precisely find reusable components,
thus establish a more reliable and highly likely also more competitive cost calculation.
Eventually as touched already here, the maximum benefit derived from our domain
model based requirements engineering approach results only from a suitable tailoring to
the particular enterprise, even to the most recent situation of the enterprise. This is
the support provided from our approach depends heavily on the adequacy of the domain
model for the day-to-day work. Neither overly large nor overly small models are helpful.
Thus, in Chap. 6.2 we will address how we can support the suitable evolution of domain
models – this is extensions and reductions – by referring back to the individual customer-
and project-specific requirements models developed with their help. This results in a
feedback loop that automatically tailors the domain models to the most current needs of
an enterprise or organisation.
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5.2 Model Transformation
The core advantage of a model-based approach to requirements capture is to better con-
nect and integrate with the model-based development throughout the later phases. In
particular, for control system development mathematical modelling and simulation tools
such as Matlab/Simulink are pervasively employed during later development. Similarly,
the aim of the SNet case study is to run simulations. Thus a transformation of the mod-
elling to a suitable simulation formalism is an essential part of the approach. Accordingly,
we consider here the related work in the field of model transformation, discuss the poten-
tial support that Telos/ConceptBase can provide in this regard, and then detail out the
concrete transformations realized for the two case studies. This is we show a mapping
from i* to Matlab/Simulink to address control system development and extend the al-
ready earlier introduced mapping from i* to ConGolog (see Chap. 2.2.3) in regard to the
two extensions “agent instantiation” and “actor evolution” from this thesis.
5.2.1 Related Work
Model Transformation according to OMG’s Model Driven Architecture®
In regard to model transformation, the work of the OMG on the Model Driven Architec-
ture (MDA®, http://www.omg.org/mda) has gained highest visibility. The structuring
below mainly follows the representation in [Che06]. It strives for placing the model at the
center of investigation. Different abstractions during the development are intended to be
derived from models of previous stages via manual or automatic transformations. This
is intended to alleviate the development of products for various platforms, as well as to
improve the overall development quality. In case of introduced errors, previous models
can be entered, the model is corrected and the dependent models are regenerated. This is
supposed to also keep the documentation up to date, thereby alleviating or even abandon-
ing future reverse engineering efforts. While the implementation of related standards such
as “Query/View/Transformation (QVT)” is not yet fully mature, the basic considerations
as given in the MDA guide [OMG03] are valid for approaches to model transformation in
general.
Basically two kinds of transformation are distinguished [CH03].
Model-To-Text (M2T) transformations have already been part of many early CASE
tools. Their main task is to derive (program) code, documentations, configuration
files, web service descriptions etc. from models. Typically, this is the last step in a
series of model transformation steps eventually leading to the implementation.
Model-To-Model (M2M) transformations are applicable at many different abstraction
levels, and in particular can connect models that reside at different levels of abstrac-
tion. This encompasses the typical software development process from requirements,
to architecture, to detailed design, to implementation. But they can also help to inte-
grate models that reside at the same level of abstraction, only representing different
perspectives on the same matter using different modelling approaches.
Both kinds of transformations are needed here.
The MDA stresses that the main purpose of any model based approach is to separate
the basic functioning of a system from the implementation on a concrete platform. Accord-
ingly, OMG has introduced the different notions of platform independent model (PIM) and
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Figure 5.16: Model transformation in MDA [OMG03]
platform specific model (PSM). The “platform” in this regard can be anything, a particular
middleware, a programming language etc. Thus, this wording is not to be misinterpreted
too narrowly, as for example in control system development where the platform typically
denotes the system on which the software based controller will run eventually. Further-
more, as mentioned above the platform specific model does not necessarily reside on a
different level of abstraction. This is a model transformation can be vertical as well as
horizontal [MCG04]. Additionally, Mens et al. have introduced the orthogonal distinction
into endogenous and exogenous denoting whether we stay within the same meta model or
not.
The basic idea of “model transformation” according to the OMG is given in Fig. 5.16.
A “platform independent model” is transformed into a “platform specific model” by a
“transformation” that potentially takes “additional information” such as other models,
platform details, markings etc. into account. The MDA guide [OMG03] introduces also a
more refined classification of model transformations into the following subtypes:
Marking Markings originate in “platform” details and are used to – manually or auto-
matically – annotate a PIM. This yields an intermediate “marked PIM” that then
together with the “mapping” details ultimately results in the corresponding PSM.
Meta model transformation It is also possible to “specify transformations” irrespec-
tive of the concrete models only at the meta model level. This is in this case the
mapping describes relations between generic modelling elements of the modelling
languages of PIM and PSM. This transformation specification then simply carries
over to the level of concrete models.
Model transformation If the mapping needs to watch out for concrete elements intro-
duced in a particular model (instead of meta level concepts), the MDA uses the
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term “model transformation” (obviously ambiguously) to denote a transformation
that maps model-specific types with certain assumed features to concrete platform-
specific types that provide these features.
Pattern application Certainly, any kind of pattern at various levels can be utilized.
This is patterns at PIM level are related to patterns at PSM level. Accordingly,
modelling parts from a PIM where a particular pattern applies are then transformed
according to the corresponding PSM pattern.
Model Merging Eventually, most generally a transformation step can concern the merge
of one or several models.
The various kinds of transformations discussed above can certainly be combined to benefit
from their different characteristics and to meet more complex transformation problems.
The OMG acknowledges that transformations are not entirely new but part of the
practice of software developers already before the specification of MDA. They also confirm
that transformations often incur design decisions and thus at least partially have to be
performed manually. But MDA emphasizes that transformations need to be represented,
captured, and documented explicitly. The latter is important, for example, to reconsider
design decisions if a model-based developed software needs to be changed.
Three different kinds of “additional information” are distinguished and, if needed,
manually or automatically added during a transformation step: patterns support generic
transformation techniques, technical decisions (taken manually or by an analysis tool)
control the transformation process, and quality requirements can similarly be referred to
decide between different alternatives. Certainly, automated transformations are striven for
as mentioned but it is widely accepted that in many situations manual decisions cannot
fully be exempted.
Query/View/Transformation (QVT) The “Query/View/Transformation (QVT)”
[OMG09] specification is intended to introduce a standard to capture model-to-model
transformation. This shall support the representation, documentation, and possibly ex-
ecution of model transformations. QVT provides two declarative and one imperative
manners to specify transformations. The two declaratives, “Relation” and “Core”, are
related in that “Relation” is considered more user-friendly but can be mapped to the
more technically oriented “Core” approach. Model transformations are defined by re-
ferring MOF [OMG06] features and constraints specified in OCL, the object constraint
language [OMG10a].
Concrete Transformation Approaches
M2M In the context of Eclipse, the M2M project (http://www.eclipse.org/m2m) is
concerned with model transformations. It mainly builds on the ATL project [JLP08] that
has been around for a much longer time than the final QVT specification. Ongoing work
is concerned with implementations of the three approaches defined in QVT. Since we are
only interested in the basic conceptual features of such model transformation languages,
we stick with the ATL formalism.
The ATL project [JLP08] provides at the one hand a language to capture model trans-
formations and on the other hand also a virtual machine to execute these transformations.
ATL is able to relate two different meta models, “MMa” and “MMb”, as long as these
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have a common meta meta model that is also the meta meta model of ATL. In fact,
MOF [OMG06] is presumed for this purpose. A concrete transformation is then specified
as an instance to the ATL meta model and is able to work on instances of models that con-
form to “MMa” and “MMb” respectively. Just as QVT, ATL has a (preferred) declarative
and an imperative part. This is mainly declarative rules are to be defined, but if necessary
rules can also be called or action blocks invoked. For navigation within the source model,
OCL is used. A declarative rule encompasses a pattern to be matched in the source models
and a pattern to be created in target models (including the initialization of newly created
elements) for each matching during the application of the rule. Patterns are defined by
referring to a labelled set of types as well as a guard to filter matches. The textual syntax
uses a frame like syntax allowing to explicitly capture the key ingredients such as source
and target patterns. Typical object-oriented operators are available to traverse the source
model or specify more complicated target patterns. There are also more advanced features
such as rule inheritance that are intended to help structure transformations and reuse rules
and patterns.
XML and XSLT Not only due to the promotion of XMI [OMG07a] as the primary
model storage format to improve interoperability of modelling related tools, approaches to
pursue model transformation at the level of XML have been proposed. In particular XSLT,
the XSL Transformation language [W3C07], is a candidate in this regard since it aims at
the transformation of XML documents. But as indicated by [TC06] and many others, the
specification of complex transformations on the basis of XML is hard. “The reasons are
that, especially when dealing with model to model transformation, the coding approach
does not only depend on the structure of the source document, but the order of template
application is also dictated by target document structure. In addition to this, extensive
use of IDREFs (i. e. references to other elements) can force developers to complicated
composition of recursion, variables or keys to hop around the XML tree representation
looking for some element.” We can confirm these findings from our own experiences. Due
to the availability of an XML representation of i*, called “iStarML” [CFPS08], we have
tried to define the mapping to Matlab/Simulink via XSLT. As mentioned above traversing
the very flat structure of istarML required to build up a complex internal modelling of the
source model. But then any other model based transformation approach that by design
provides such more complex models has an edge over the XML based approach.
Tropos As already discussed in Chap. 2.2.2, the TROPOS methodology applies the basic
concepts of i* to the overall development of software. The tool support TAOM4E (http:
//sra.itc.it/tools/taom4e/) builds on Eclipse and makes in regard to transformation
use of Tefkat (http://tefkat.net). As ATL, Tefkat is a declarative model transformation
language based on EMF. Unfortunately, it does not seem to be researched actively any
more.
5.2.2 Supportive Telos Features
Since its genesis Telos and its implementation ConceptBase have been targeting multi
formalism settings. For example, Nissen et al. [NJJ+96] have discussed how to man-
age multiple requirements perspectives with meta models. Also Kethers has dedicatedly
addressed different stakeholders and in particular the conflicts between their individual
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views that arise from cooperations [Ket00]. But transformations have not been considered
special first class entities in Telos.
On the other hand, current developments within the model transformation field pos-
sibly eradicate this presumed shortcoming. As stated in [INR06], at least the team from
INRIA (main developer of ATL) has come to the conclusion that a more general approach
toward transformation should be chosen than just developing a particular domain spe-
cific language for this purpose. Instead they promote to refer back to meta modelling.
Since meta modelling is the core feature and main intention of Telos/ConceptBase, it is
certainly conceivable to formalize a meta model in Telos that captures model transforma-
tions. Furthermore the “trace” capabilities that are asked for from model transformations
(see above), in fact originate in work on requirements traceability [RJ01] that in turn
builds upon Telos and ConceptBase. Accordingly, in the following we review features of
Telos and ConceptBase in regard to their potential for serving model transformations.
Queries
The advanced query facilities including the view feature [SJ00] resemble not by chance
the two important ingredients of the QVT standard, “query” and “view”. They allow to
define different perspectives on models (as long as no additional information specific to
a certain perspective must be added), to work productively with conflicts by identifying
them but also admitting to cope with them only later, or to simply query the stored
model in any possible way. Besides the standard projection and filtering means to support
transformations as considered also in QVT, another application of queries is to check the
readiness of a model for transformation. This is in line with the relaxed way of coping with
conflicts. Certainly integrity constraints exist in ConceptBase but in many situations these
are much too strict. Any development artifact might consider ambiguities or alternatives
that need to be solved before the development can proceed, but are only to be considered
when the next development step is actually to be taken. Queries provide a suitable way to
check whether the model adheres to preconditions for advancing to the next development
phase. We will see examples for this later on in Chap. 5.2.3.
Deductive and Active Rules
If a different perspective has some additional features, it is no longer possible to main-
tain only a virtual, query-based view to represent this perspective. As exemplified by
Kethers [Ket00] (and many others), a common meta meta model helps to clarify the rela-
tions between multiple perspectives. In order to align concrete models that instantiate the
perspectives’ meta models, deductive and active rules are helpful features of Telos/Con-
ceptBase. As elaborated in Chap. 2.1.2, deductive rules allow to define derived attributes
and instantiations. For example, the inverse of an attribute can be defined easily (see
the pair of parent/ children attributes in the i* Telos representation, Appendix A.1.1).
Accordingly, deductive rules can be used to reflect dependent characteristics. But note
that you cannot edit derived attributes. This is changes to the derived characterization
will not play back. Thus, sometimes materializing views is more appropriate. Instead of
only building on derived information, the two modelling perspectives are then basically
independent. But with the help of a suitable set of active rules [WC96] any change to any
perspective can be made effective to all other perspectives involved.
In regard to transformations, deductive rules and thus derived attributes are in particu-
lar helpful to capture intermediate transformation related information that is not required
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AnswerFormat i n C l a s s with
a t t r i bu te
f o rQue ry : QueryClass ;
o r d e r : Order ;
o rderBy : S t r i n g ;
head : S t r i n g ;
p a t t e r n : S t r i n g ;
t a i l : S t r i n g
end
Figure 5.17: Predefined class AnswerFormat
to materialize (e. g. a marking). Simply telling/untelling the according rule(s) during the
transformation lets the additional information appear or vanish leaving no traces behind.
An example for this will follow below. Eventually, there is ongoing work to investigate the
suitability of active rules to address model transformations in general [Jeu10]. While the
work is not yet completed, it seems possible to define model transformations via active
rules even though tedious and rather complex since it is hard to get to know how the rules
interact.
User-Defined Answer Formats
In Chap. 2.1.2, we briefly mentioned the feature of user-defined answer formats of Con-
ceptBase as a means for complex transformations of Telos objects. Due to its obvious
relevance we elaborate this feature here.
Defining Answer Formats Answer formats are associated with queries. This is in-
stead of returning a Telos frame representation, queries with an associated answer format
experience a post-processing of the results via the specified answer format. Figure 5.17
shows the essential parts of the Telos definition of AnswerFormat. The attribute forQuery
establishes the association with one (or several) query(ies). The ordering of the answer
objects is determined by specifying the relevant field and either “ascending” or “descend-
ing”. The last three arguments concern the actual post-processing: head allows to specify
a common introductory part, tail the same for the conclusive part. This is these two parts
are evaluated only once. The core rewriting part is then pattern that is applied to each
answer object. For all three attributes, the given String is expected to contain substrings
of type expr that are replaced according standard substitution rules. Table 5.1 shows a
selection of relevant substitution expressions. The possibility to call queries from within
an answer format (see ASKquery) results in the expressive power of answer formats in
ConceptBase. In particular, thereby it is possible to recursively traverse an entire model.
Intended Applications Two applications of answer formats are documented in the
ConceptBase manual [JQJ10] and the ConceptBase online forum (http://conceptbase.
cc). The basic intention for the introduction of answer formats was to enable an output
that is more appropriate for end users such as an HTML page (see http://merkur.
informatik.rwth-aachen.de/pub/bscw.cgi/861833/simple_answerformats2.sml).
Nowadays, the possibility to export to XML might be of greater interest. The second
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Table 5.1: A selection of substitution expressions for answer formats
Expression Description
{ this}
The object name of the answer object
{ this .ATTRIBUTE_CAT}
The value(s) of the attribute ATTRIBUTE_CAT
{ this |ATTRIBUTE_CAT}
The label(s) of the attribute ATTRIBUTE_CAT
{Foreach((expr1,expr2,. . .),(x1,x2,. . .),expr)}
Allows to process multiple values, e. g. of attributes; in fact, several
expressions with multiple values can be processed in parallel; it is allowed
to nest calls to Foreach within the last expression expr.
{ASKquery(Q[subst1,subst2,. . .],FRAME)}
External procedure to call a query, potentially with an answer format
of its own (replace FRAME accordingly).
application takes advantage of the ASKquery expression. By referring to the built-in query
get_object this allows to get all details of an object without having to define a query class
where all attributes etc. are defined as retrieved_attributes . We made already use of
this when implementing the actual deletion in case of clean up support for domain model
tailorings (see Chap. 5.1.3, Fig. 5.9).
Application to Model Transformation From a general model transformation per-
spective, answer formats are thus originally intended mainly for model-to-text transfor-
mations. But the second application mentioned above has already shown that answer
formats can also be used to modify models. We have picked up on the latter idea by using
answer formats to reformat query results according to a different meta model. This is
we stick with a Telos frame representation, but the Telos classes and attributes that are
filled with data from the answer objects might be entirely different from what is provided
by the source meta model. We will discuss severe drawbacks of this approach below but
first start with a review of its positive features. The proposed approach is powerful in
particular due to the following features:
• Just as ATL, via its sophisticated query feature ConceptBase allows us to freely
navigate a source model. The means are even enhanced via the computed_attribute
feature of queries as well as ASKquery expressions where the latter allow for nested
queries. Thus, it is possible to condense and integrate any kind of information from
anywhere in a model within a query result. Thus, the basic means to identify suitable
patterns within the source model are at least equally powerful compared to ATL,
if not more expressive. Unfortunately, a more detailed analysis in this regard is
pending.
• ConceptBase does not require complete frames when introducing new objects. In-
stead more details such as additional instantiations, super classes, attributes, etc.
can be added incrementally. This is the answer format for one query can focus a
particular issue while another query concerns another issue even though both affect
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the same target objects. The only thing that the transformation developer must
ensure is that both queries use the same identifier for the target object.
• Furthermore, we want to highlight that the number and different kinds of Telos
objects (frames) that are created within an answer format is arbitrary. In particular,
in contrast to a normal query, the resulting Telos frames might not have a common
structure, super class etc. any more.
The combination of the three items from above yields a powerful, aspect-oriented approach
to model transformation. A query can concentrate any information from anywhere in the
model via computed_attributes in combination with a complex query constraint that itself
refers other query classes (and so on) or via nested query calls from within the answer
format itself (ASKquery). These details can then be evaluated and reformatted to affect
arbitrary many different objects in the target model by only adding the particular aspect
snippet to their frame representation. Thus, despite of the high complexity, it is easy to
locally define transformations in an aspect-oriented manner.
But certainly, there are also severe drawbacks to this approach. First of all, it is by
definition not fully declarative. While most of the ‘intelligence’ resides in the declarative
definition of queries, the answer formats in the end only create strings that become valid
Telos objects only after retelling them to ConceptBase. Thus, if not taken care of during
the transformation there is no explicit link between the source and the target model.
But certainly, the transformation modeller can add such links manually as part of the
transformation. Still automated support in this regard would be favorable. For another,
the mapping – if defined via answer formats – is necessarily unidirectional. The queries
need to be executed on the source model and are only valid for the meta model of the
source model, while the returned Telos objects are only valid with respect to the meta
model of the target model. This is the inverse transformation has to be specified manually
in just the same fashion. Declarative correspondences are not established.
Despite of the above mentioned drawbacks and in picking up on the tendency toward
meta model based model transformation, we see it a prolific experiment to define a model-
to-model transformation with the help of answer formats, namely the transformation from
i* to Matlab/Simulink. Future work might be able to solve some of the discussed issues
by adapting this feature of ConceptBase to this yet unforeseen application.
5.2.3 Matlab/Simulink
When developing control systems software, mathematically based modelling tools such
as Matlab/Simulink [Mat10] are used for design, simulation, and implementation as it
has been introduced in Chap. 2.4 and 3.2. Thus, a continuous model-based development
approach in this field does not need to map requirements to, for example, UML class
diagrams but to this mathematical representation.
Basic Approach
As shown in Fig. 5.18, we have divided the transformation from i* to Matlab/Simulink
into three steps (based on [Zha09]).
1. The first step requires manual intervention by a human developer to resolve all
ambiguities, this is goal alternatives, in the requirements model by taking design
decisions.
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requirements model 
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(PIM – RCP)
Step 3: Incorporate 
hardware 
details
specific libraries considered 
(PSM – RCP)
interactive, 
add RCP platform 
specific libraries
Figure 5.18: Overview of steps from i* to Matlab/Simulink
2. Secondly, the core mapping takes place by automatically generating a skeleton struc-
ture in Matlab/Simulink format for the remaining solution.
3. The third step is particular to the domain of control systems development. The
developer is supported by taking the intended hardware and platform details much
earlier into account as in normal software development, this is already when designing
and not only when implementing.
Step 1: Take Design Decisions The intention of an i* requirements model is to cap-
ture the problem characteristics and investigate various kinds of solutions. Consequently,
the model is necessarily ambiguous and encompasses more than one basic solution idea.
Thus before proceeding with the further development, the developer has to take design
decisions. This is unless an effective and widely accepted approach to cope with variability
has been established in Matlab/Simulink (as it is currently under development at various
places see, for example, [BPK09]), the developers have to decide for each goal which
alternative to select. To do so, the modelled softgoals and corresponding contribu-
tion links certainly help as does existing tool support such as label propagation or other
algorithms and analysis (see [HY08]). Still at its core it is a decision of the developer and
thus a manual transformation step in our understanding.
We expect the developers to document their decisions in the requirements model by
according markings. Assuming the choice (and hence marking) of one of the given alter-
natives to each goal, we can easily derive an intermediate model that contains only the
relevant alternatives by discarding all non-marked alternatives. This resulting intermedi-
ate model serves as the input to the next transformation step.
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Table 5.2: Mapping i* concepts to Matlab/Simulink concepts
i* Model Matlab/Simulink Model
stakeholders actor subsystem
dependencies task dependency subsystem at dependee, lines
goal dependency model information (text)
softgoal dependency model information (text)
resource dependency
– sensor or actuator subsystem and lines
– other lines only
rationale parent-child nesting of subsystems
elements task subsystem
goal
– no refinement model verification
– refined subsystem
softgoal model information (text)
resource constant
links decomposition,
means-ends, nesting of subsystems
is-part-of
contribution – (omit)
Step 2: Core Mapping Table 5.2 shows how the concepts of i* are mapped to the con-
cepts of Matlab/Simulink. Due to the simplicity of Simulink’s meta model (see Fig. 2.24)
mostly a block, in Matlab called a subsystem, is the target for model transformation. This
is especially true for all actor and task elements, whereas softgoals (dependencies
as well as SR elements) are mapped to textual hints (model information) to remind
the developer during further development of important non-functional aspects. Goals
have more varying transformation targets. As dependencies they are also mapped to a
model information element. As elements of an SR diagram they are mapped to a
subsystem if they are refined. This is if an incoming means-ends link exists. If they
are not refined, they are assumed to describe hard goals that need to be achieved and
therefore are mapped to model verification elements. Resource dependencies are
very important since they are used in our approach to represent sensors and actuators
(see Appendix A.1.2). In this special usage, they are also transformed in a special way
since then an additional subsystem is generated representing the sensor/actuator in Mat-
lab/Simulink. Otherwise only a line, i. e. signal connection, is created from the depen-
dency. Notice that due to their different semantics, the directions of an dependency and
of the resulting line are opposed. This is if the “controller” depends on a “sensor” for some
information, then we expect an incoming link to the “controller” in the Matlab/Simulink
representation. At SR level, resources are mapped to blocks representing constants,
since this is their most likely application. Decomposition, means-ends, and is-part-of
hierarchies are mapped to a suitable nesting of subsystems. And finally, contribution
links can be omitted during transformation since the design decisions have already been
taken and thus their documentation is already provided for by the requirements model.
As the result of the core mapping step, we receive a Matlab/Simulink skeleton model
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that reflects the structural features of the control problem as captured in the requirements
model. In particular, a suitable nesting of subsystems at various levels is established
as is the explicit representation of sensors and actuators. Line objects provide for signal
connections between the involved subsystem components. Note that by considering the
specifics of Matlab/Simulink the resulting model is platform-specific in this regard.
Step 3: Incorporate Hardware and Platform Details The mapping described
above generically maps all functional aspects of a concrete control problem at hands to
at most nested but otherwise empty subsystems. In particular, due to the missing
mathematical details the resulting Simulink model is not yet executable. But the major
attraction of using Matlab/Simulink is the vast set of pre-defined and pre-implemented
blocks that perform some particular computation, for example, a pre-defined “PID con-
troller” with proportional, integrative, and differencing components that only need to be
parameterized. Thus, the developer is expected to replace or at least detail out the empty
subsystems during the further development by more specific Matlab/Simulink compo-
nents. Accordingly, the generated model is only a first initial model providing mainly a
suitable structuring.
Since in control system development specifics of the underlying hardware and plat-
form need to be considered much earlier than in usual software development, pieces of
information in this regard are possibly already part of the requirements model. This is in
particular the case if we can establish a relationship between concrete domain models in
a field (see Chap. 5.1.4) and corresponding Matlab/Simulink libraries (e. g. via instantia-
tion information as depicted in Fig. 4.8) or the concrete reuse at individual components
level resulting from the investigation of similar historic projects (see Chap. 6.1). Such
additional knowledge should also be considered during the transformation.
As a first step in this regard, we currently assume an optional annotation of a Mat-
lab/Simulink library by meta tags that categorize each element into the basic categories
“sensor”, “actuator”, “controller”, and “controlled system”. In preparation to the third
refinement step, the modeller can specify which library(ies) to consider. By interpreting
the meta information, we can offer potential matches for the modelling elements resulting
from the core mapping. The developer can choose interactively from these proposed con-
crete Matlab/Simulink library components to replace a generic subsystem. Currently,
only the categories are matched, thus for each sensor in our requirements model the devel-
oper is offered all sensors from the libraries. In the future, we expect that correspondences
between the domain model (see Chap. 5.1.4) that is used to build up the requirements
model and the Matlab/Simulink libraries used for implementation in historic projects can
be exploited more extensively. Also similarity measures based on text or structural fea-
tures could be taken into account (see the discussion of related work in Chap. 6.1.1).
Nonetheless, already the preliminary means outlined here result in a much more tailored
and specific Matlab/Simulink model than the purely structural model skeleton that has
resulted from the core mapping of the previous transformation step.
Implementation Details
Queries to Check Readiness for Transformation We have outlined above that we
currently presume an unambiguous requirements model when the core mapping step is to
be invoked. More explicitly, we assume that at each goal exactly one alternative is marked
as chosen. Figure 5.19 shows a pair of Telos queries realizing the corresponding check. The
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QueryClass qCheckGoals isA GoalE lement with
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ (COUNT( qMa rk edA l t e r n a t i v e s [ t h i s ] )<>1)$
end
GenericQueryClass qMa rk edA l t e r n a t i v e s isA TaskElement , Marked
with
paramete r
goa l : Goa lE lement
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ e x i s t s ml/MeansEndsLink
(ml from t h i s ) and (ml to ~ goa l ) $
end
Figure 5.19: Query that checks for single alternative choice at goals
helping generic query class qMarkedAlternatives watches out for themarked alternatives (see
super class characterization Marked) of a goal specified as the parameter to this query.
The actual checking query class qCheckGoals then only has to watch out for goals where
the number of marked alternatives as returned by qMarkedAlternatives yields a value other
than “1”. This is similar to constructively work with conflicts (see [Ket00]) the query
returns the goal elements where the above characterization is violated. If no element is
returned, the requirements model is in this regard ready for the core transformation step.
In a similar fashion, other required properties of a requirements model to be transformed
can be checked.
Model-to-Model Transformation As mentioned above, the transformation from i*
to Matlab/Simulink given in Table 5.2 is realized with the help of an ordered series of
queries where the associated answer formats return data in accordance with the format
of the Matlab/Simulink meta model (see Appendix A.1.3). Table 5.3 names the utilised
queries and characterizes the Matlab/Simulink data that they return. Three sub steps
can be distinguished:
1. First of all, the basic frames are created by deriving subsystem or more specialized
Matlab/Simulink objects from various i* modelling constructs. Sensors and actu-
ators are treated specially in that they are reflected by subsystems of their own
even if they are only represented by a resource dependency in i*.
2. Afterwards, the main structural feature of Simulink models is addressed by adding
the nesting information. This is realized by setting the parent attribute. A derived
attribute super is referred that does not only take SR parent-child relationships into
account but also considers decomposition, means-ends, and is-part-of relation-
ships. The details of this attribute become important also in another context and are
thus elaborated in Chap. 6.1.6, in particular Fig. 6.6. For the setting at hands, this
characterization is extended by parent relationships originating in dependencies:
sensor and actuator subsystems are always parented by the “control cycle” while
subsystems resulting from other dependencies are considered subordinates to the
subsystem created for the destination modelling object at dependee side.
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Table 5.3: Series of queries to derive a Matlab/Simulink model from an i* model
Query Generated Data
Create basic blocks
Q1_Actor2Subsystem
Q1_Task2Subsystem
Q1_SensorActuatorDep2Subsystem
Q1_Resource2Constant
Q1_GoalDep2ModelInformation
Q1_Goal2Subsystem
Q1_Goal2ModelVerification
Q1_Softgoal2ModelInformation
Basic frames for
– subsystem,
– constant,
– model information, and
– model verification
elements.
Set parent to reflect Simulink nesting
Q2_SetParent
Q2_SetParentSensorActuator
Q2_SetParentDependum
Set parent attribute according to decom-
position, means-ends, is-part-of, SR
detail and dependencies if needed.
Create lines and according ports
Q3_SensorActuatorDep2PortsAndLines
Q3_ResourceDep2PortsAndLines
Q3_SensorActuatorRelatedDep2PortsAndLines
Q3_TaskDep2PortsAndLines
Create ports and lines for task and re-
source dependencies (normal and sen-
sor/actuator related) at various blocks
considering the created nesting.
3. Eventually, we need to create the according inports, outports, and lines at the
several, nested subsystems that have resulted from the previous steps.
To gain a deeper understanding of the details of transformations via user-defined an-
swer formats, we now discuss a selection of queries in more detail. All Matlab/Simulink
transformation details (i. e. queries and corresponding answer formats) can be found in
Appendix A.3.
Figure 5.20 shows exemplarily the details of transforming actor elements to Simulink
subsystems. The answer format AF_CreateSubsystem for the generation of subsystems
is reused for several other queries (see Appendix A.3.1). In addition to the basic frame and
name attribute it also introduces counters for inports and outports of a subsystem.
Simulink requires this information as well as an according numbering of ports in the
eventually resulting Matlab/Simulink model. The according helping ECA rules are given
in the Simulink meta model (see Appendix A.1.3).
The setting of the parent attribute is exemplified in Fig. 5.21 for a modelling object
that is neither a dependum nor representing a sensor or actuator. Note that for this case
the computed simParent attribute is identical to super. But since there are two more cases
for setting the parent (see forQuery characterization), ‘renaming’ the attribute allows to
reuse the same answer format AF_SetParent for any of these cases.
Eventually, we exemplify the creation of ports and lines for the case of a resource
dependency that represents a sensor or actuator (as classified automatically via the
mechanisms introduced in Appendix A.1.2). Figure 5.22 shows a schematic model (of the
sensor case) that helps to better understand where and when ports have to be created.
The corresponding Telos-represented Simulink model is shown in the lower part whereas
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QueryClass Q1_Actor2Subsystem
isA ActorE lement with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g
end
AnswerFormat AF_CreateSubsystem with
f o rQue ry
q1 : Q1_Actor2Subsystem ;
q2 : Q1_Task2Subsystem ;
q3 : Q1_SensorActuatorDep2Subsystem ;
q4 : Q1_Goal2Subsystem
pa t t e r n
p : "
Token { t h i s } i n Subsystem with
name n : { t h i s . name}
i npo r tCoun t e r i : 0
ou tpo r tCoun t e r o : 0
end
"
end
Figure 5.20: Transform actors to subsystems
QueryClass Q2_SetParent isA Element , NotDependum with
computed_at t r i bu te
s imParent : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ not ( t h i s i n Senso r ) and
not ( t h i s i n Actuato r ) and
( t h i s supe r s imParent ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_SetParent with
f o rQue ry
q1 : Q2_SetParent ;
q2 : Q2_SetParentSensorActuator ;
q3 : Q2_SetParentDependum
pa t t e r n
p : "
Token { t h i s } with
pa r en t p : { t h i s . s imParent }
end
"
end
Figure 5.21: Set parent information by referring the deductive super attribute
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Figure 5.22: Transformation of a sensor resource dependency to Matlab/Simulink
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the implementation via the main corresponding query and related answer formats is given
in Fig. 5.23, Fig. 5.24, and Fig. 5.25. The query Q3_SensorActuatorDep2PortsAndLines
(see Fig. 5.23) to identify resource dependencies that represent a sensor or actua-
tor is straightforward. But while the i* representation in this particular example only
involves a resource element and three dependency links, the mapping to Simulink
must consider the nesting of generated subsystems and in particular that lines can only
connect subsystems that are at the same level. Explicitly representing ports helps con-
quering related problems. The answer format AF_CreatePortsAndLines4SensorActuatorDep
(Fig. 5.24) first addresses the source side of a dependency. Remember that for a re-
source dependency due to the different semantics the direction of the resulting signal
line is just the inverse. Thus, at the sensor subsystem we need to create an outport
while at the dependency sources – in contrast to original i* we allow for more than
one source to alleviate modelling and thus have to use the Foreach expression – we need
to create inports. The inports at the possibly deeply nested subsystems are created
by calling from within the answer format the query qControlParents that simply returns
all (transitive) parent elements of an object according to the previously introduced sub-
system nesting. Certainly, this query has a special answer format as well that is given
in Fig. 5.25.8 It is special in that it has parameters of its own [JQJ10]. These are in
particular used to hand over ‘static’ information to uniquely label the created objects (see
dependum, name) as well as to cope with the creation of in- and outports (see portType)
by a single answer format only. Each intermediate inport that is created is connected
suitably to the nested inport to arrive at a cascading information transmission. Remem-
ber that it is not harmful in ConceptBase if you tell the same Telos objects twice. Thus, it
might happen, for example for In_c_s, that this frame is generated twice: once originating
from the task “v” in “u” and once from “z” in “x”. By taking care of deterministically
defining the labels of objects (the common answer format AF_NestedPorts takes care of
this), we do not run into problems and can be sure that also lines, for example, refer
the correct objects. Eventually, we need to connect the sensor/actuator subsystem to
the topmost port at the “controller” and “controlled system” subsystems (see query
qControlTop). After the source side of the dependency link is processed, the same basic
operations are executed for the destination side only that we do not have to cope with
several destinations and thus do not need the Foreach construct.
While these queries need to be posed to the i* model, the returned results must be
told to a different module. For one, the target module must be prepared by providing the
Matlab/Simulink meta model (see Appendix A.1.3). For another, we extensively reuse
identifiers from the i* model. In many cases, a modelling object at i* side has mainly
one corresponding object at Simulink side, in most cases a subsystem. Thus, we can
use the same identifier here. This is also a first measure to address traceability. On the
other hand, this prevents us from storing an i* requirements model and the corresponding
Matlab/Simulink model in the same ConceptBase module.
Interactive Addition of Hardware and Platform Details In the presentation so
far we have omitted any detail of the technical integration within the OpenOMEi5 tool.
Notably the Matlab/Simulink representation specified in Appendix A.1.3 in fact also in-
stantiates OME’s meta meta modelling framework. This results in the basic ability of
the OpenOMEi5 tool to view the generated model that adheres to the Matlab/Simulink
8For convenience and to enhance readability, we have used the format {predicate :then |else} here as a
shortening replacement for the actual term {IFTHENELSE(predicate ,then ,else)}.
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QueryClass Q3_SensorActuatorDep2PortsAndLines
isA ResourceElement , Dependum with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g
computed_at t r i bu te
s r c : Element ;
d e s t : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( ( t h i s i n Sensor ) or ( t h i s i n Actuato r ) ) and
e x i s t s dl1 , d l 2 /DependencyLink
( d l 1 from ~ s r c ) and ( d l 1 to t h i s ) and
( d l 2 from t h i s ) and ( d l 2 to ~ de s t ) $
end
Figure 5.23: Query resource dependencies that represent a sensor or actuator
meta model without any additional implementation efforts. Since the model does not in-
clude any graphical positioning information, we only refer to the tree view provided by the
foundational GEF Eclipse framework. This is sufficient to propose alternative modelling
objects from specified Matlab/Simulink libraries according to the criteria described be-
fore. The libraries are made available in OpenOMEi5 by using the below clarified Telos
to XML to Matlab/Simulink transformations in just the opposite direction. Figure 5.26
shows a series of screenshots that documents the features of OpenOMEi5 in regard to
interactive refinement. In particular, the user has to explicitly specify how to match the
ports of a Matlab/Simulink library element to the generated empty subsystem (or any
other pre-generated Matlab/Simulink block). Once this is clarified, the empty subsys-
tem is replaced. When the modeller decides that any necessary refinement is taken, the
model-to-text transformation can be initiated.
Model-to-Text Transformation The above described Telos-based Matlab/Simulink
model is in fact only an intermediate representation. Ultimately, the transformation out-
put must adhere to the specification of Simulink’s proprietary file and data format. But
the separation into two steps allows not only to support the interactive refinement as
described above. In particular it disentangles the conceptual mapping from the tedious
technical details that would have made the according answer formats much harder to
read and maintain. Fortunately, we do not have to cope with all nasty details of Mat-
lab/Simulink’s file format. IT Power Consult has kindly provided us with SimEx (see
http://www.itpower.de), a tool that is able to import/export between the proprietary
“.mdl” format and a corresponding XML representation. Thus, in the following we only
discuss means to generate output that adheres to the XML specification as provided by
IT Power consult.
The transformation is again realized with the help of user-defined answer formats,
now resembling much more the original intention. Table 5.4 summarizes the relevant
steps again by listing the according queries. The actual transformation query is preceded
by a series of queries that update the Matlab/Simulink model in place. This includes
the addition of an overall top level subsystem that integrates all subsystems that do
not have a parent in the model yet. Matlab/Simulink simply requires a single top level
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AnswerFormat AF_CreatePortsAndLines4SensorActuatorDep with
f o rQue ry
q : Q3_SensorActuatorDep2PortsAndLines
p a t t e r n
p : "
Token Out_{ t h i s } i n Outport with
pa r en t p : { t h i s }
end
{ Foreach ( ({ t h i s . s r c }) , ( o ) ,
Token In_{o}_{ t h i s } i n I n p o r t with
pa r en t p : {o}
name n : { t h i s . name}
end
{ASKquery ( qCon t r o lPa r en t s [ { o}/ sou r c e ] ,
AF_NestedPorts [ In /portType , { t h i s }/dependum ,
{ t h i s . name}/name ] ) }
Token LineOut_{ t h i s }_{ASKquery ( qContro lTop [ { o}/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }
i n L ine with
from f : Out_{ t h i s }
to t : In_{ASKquery ( qContro lTop [ { o}/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }_{ t h i s }
pa r en t p : Con t r o lC y c l eRo l e
end ) }
Token In_{ t h i s } i n I n p o r t with
pa r en t p : { t h i s }
end
Token Out_{ t h i s . d e s t }_{ t h i s } i n Outport with
pa r en t p : { t h i s . d e s t }
name n : { t h i s . name}
end
{ASKquery ( qCon t r o lPa r en t s [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] ,
AF_NestedPorts [ Out/portType , { t h i s }/dependum ,
{ t h i s . name}/name) }
Token L ine In_ { t h i s }_{ASKquery ( qContro lTop [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }
i n L ine with
from f : Out_{ASKquery ( qContro lTop [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }_{ t h i s }
to t : In_{ t h i s }
pa r en t p : Con t r o lC y c l eRo l e
end
"
end
Figure 5.24: Answer format for a resource dependency representing a sensor/actuator
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AnswerFormat AF_NestedPorts with
f o rQue ry
q1 : qAl lButTopParents ;
q2 : qCon t r o lPa r en t s ;
q3 : qSACont ro lParent s
p a t t e r n
p : "
Token { portType }_{ t h i s . s upe r }_{ Labe l ({ dependum}) }
i n { portType } po r t with
pa r en t p : { t h i s . s upe r }
name n : { Labe l ({name}) }
end
Token L ine { portType }_{ Labe l ({ dependum}) }_from_{portType }_{EQUAL({
portType } , I n ) : { t h i s . s upe r } | { t h i s }}
i n L ine with
pa r en t p : { t h i s . s upe r }
{EQUAL({ portType } , I n ) : from | to }
x_{ t h i s . s upe r } : { portType }_{ t h i s . s upe r }_{ Labe l ({ dependum}) }
{EQUAL({ portType } , I n ) : to | from}
y_{ t h i s } : { portType }_{ t h i s }_{ Labe l ({ dependum}) }
end
"
end
Figure 5.25: Helping answer format to create ports at nested blocks
Simulink Library SimEx
Figure 5.26: GUI to refine the generated Simulink model via library elements
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Table 5.4: Queries to receive an XML representation of the Telos Simulink model
Query Generated Data
In-place updates of the Matlab/Simulink model
Q4_TopSubsystems
Q4_LinesWOParent
Q4_PortWOName
Introduce TopSubsystem object and set this as
parent for not yet parented subsystems and
lines; generate port name if non existent.
M2T Transformation Providing XML Output
Q5_Simulink_M2T_Transformation
Helped by q**2XML, qLine, qPort
Recursively transfer entire model starting from
TopSubsystem.
subsystem. Similarly all lines that have not yet been assigned a parent are assigned
to this subsystem. And eventually, all ports that have not yet a name, are assigned a
default name constituted from a ‘prefix’ denoting the kind, Inport vs. Outport, and
the number. Appendix A.3.2 shows all details. The actual transformation to XML is
then triggered by executing the query Q5_Simulink_M2T_Transformation (see Fig. 5.27).
It traverses the entire model from the before introduced TopSubsystem onward. This is
achieved by recursively working through all children and lines of a modelling object by
invoking ASKquery from within the answer formats, this is AF_TopLevel2XML for the top
level subsystem (see Fig. 5.27). A child is transformed by choosing the suitable query and
answer format via the queries ChildType and AF_ChildType. Both identify the Simulink
meta model class that is instantiated by the child and return the corresponding tailored
query or answer format, respectively. Lines are processed accordingly. Full details are
given in Appendix A.3.3.
Tool Overview Figure 5.28 summarizes the overall process of transforming i* models
to Matlab/Simulink models. At the same time it clarifies the roles of the various tools that
are involved. The developer starts by modelling in OpenOMEi5. Also the design deci-
sions are taken here. The automatic model-to-model transformation is performed within
ConceptBase and results in a first Simulink model. This model can be investigated and
refined by the developer again via OpenOMEi5. In particular existing Matlab/Simulink
library elements can be chosen as replacements for generated subsystems. After the in-
teractive refinement, the model-to-text transformation is again performed by ConceptBase
leading to an XML output that is eventually converted by the SimEx tool to arrive at an
“.mdl” file ready to use in Matlab/Simulink.
Example: Parking Assistant
As an example, we pick up here on the design of a “parking assistant” as introduced in
Chap. 3.2.1. Figure 5.29 shows the (simplified) requirements modelling in this regard.
Besides the “parking assistant” the “car” as well as the “environment” are considered
important stakeholders. The “parking assistant” is part of the “controller” whereas the
other two stakeholders are part of the “controlled system”. In regard to actuators and
sensors, Fig. 5.29 shows that the “parking assistant” depends on the “environment” for
“distance” information and on the “car” for “velocity”. In turn, the “car” receives input
from the “parking assistant” in regard to “steering” and potentially also “acceleration” and
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View Q5_Simulink_M2T_Transformation isA Subsystem with
i n h e r i t e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g ;
c h i l d r e n : Block ;
l i n e : L i n e
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s = TopSubsystem ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_TopLevel2XML with
f o rQue ry
q : Q5_Simulink_M2T_Transformation
head
h : "
<S imu l i nk>
<Model>
<Name>&quot ; { cu r r en tmodu l e}&quot ;</Name>
"
pa t t e r n
p : "
<System>
<Name>&quot ; {UQ({ t h i s . name})}&quot ;</Name>
{Foreach ( ({ t h i s . c h i l d r e n }) , ( c ) ,
<Block>
{ASKquery ({ ASKquery ( Chi ldType [ { c }/ c ] , LABEL) } [{ c }/ ob j ] ,
{ASKquery ( AF_ChildType [ { c }/ c ] , LABEL) }) }
</Block>) }
{ Foreach ( ({ t h i s . l i n e }) , ( l ) ,
<L ine>
{ASKquery ( qL ine [ { l }/ l ] , AF_Line2XML) }
</ L ine>) }
</System>
"
t a i l
t : "
</Model>
</ S imu l i nk>
"
end
GenericQueryClass Chi ldType isA QueryClass with
paramete r c : Block
c o n s t r a i n t
r : $ ( ( c i n Subsystem ) and ( t h i s = qSubsystem2XML ) ) or
( ( c i n Port ) and ( t h i s = qPort2XML) ) or
( ( c i n SFunct ion ) and ( t h i s = qSFunction2XML ) ) or
( ( c i n Re f e r enc e ) and ( t h i s = qReference2XML ) ) or
( ( c i n Constant ) and ( t h i s = qConstant2XML ) ) $
end
Figure 5.27: Excerpt of the queries and answer formats needed to generate XML output
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ConceptBase
System module
i* module
query i* model, 
reformat results 
via answer format
Model-to-model
i* models
i* framework
.mdl file
by IT Power 
Consult
Simulink module
Simulink  models
Simulink framework
query-based 
XML export
Take design 
decisions
OpenOMEi5
SimEx
manually
Incorporate 
HW & Platform
OpenOMEi5
interactively
Matlab/ 
Simulink 
XML file
Model-to-text
Matlab/Simulink
Figure 5.28: Technical details for the transformation from i* to Matlab/Simulink
Figure 5.29: Combined SD and SR diagram for a parking assistant
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Table 5.5: Original i* resource dependency vs. Matlab/Simulink representation
i* Model Matlab/Simulink Model
Token E lem21Stee r i ng
i n ResourceElement ,
Ac tuato r with
name
n : " s t e e r i n g "
l i n k s
l 1 : L ink18 ;
l 2 : L ink22
end
Token Link18
i n DependencyLink with
from f : Elem6Car
to t : E l em21Stee r i ng
end
Token Link22
i n DependencyLink with
from f : E l em21Stee r i ng
to t : Elem12Park
end
Token E lem21Stee r i ng i n Subsystem with
name n : " s t e e r i n g "
pa r en t p : Con t r o lC y c l e
. . . {∗ e . g . po r t c oun t e r s ∗}
end
Token Out_Elem21Steer ing i n Outport
with
pa r en t p : E l em21Stee r i ng
end
Token
I n_Cont ro l l edSys t em_Elem21Stee r i ng
i n I n p o r t with
pa r en t p : Con t r o l l e dSy s t em
end
Token LineOut_Elem21Steer ing_ . . .
i n L ine with
from f : Out_Elem21Steer ing
to t :
I n_Cont ro l l edSys t em_Elem21Stee r i ng
end
. . . {∗ v a r i o u s d e t a i l s omi t ted ∗}
“brakes”. Figure 5.29 also shows SR details of mainly the “parking assistant”. For example,
the main task “park car” is decomposed into three tasks “finding a fitting parking
place”, “computing the parking route”, and eventually the actual “parking”. The latter
is modelled as a goal to consider two alternatives: a “fully automatic” approach that
also controls acceleration and brakes or a “semi automatic” approach that only affects the
“steering” while the driver has to accelerate. Overall, “parking assistants” are intended to
support the softgoal “well utilize available parking places” in that most people wrongly
decide that they do not fit into a parking place.
Let us assume that the developer has taken the decision to go for a “fully auto-
matic parking” procedure. This decision already completes the first step of the trans-
formation since “park” is the only goal in our modelling. Table 5.5 relates exemplarily
the Telos representations of the resource dependency “steering”. In i* (left side),
this is captured by a resource element Elem21Steering and according links, Link18
and Link22. In Matlab/Simulink (right side), we get a subsystem for this actuator,
Elem21Steering. Furthermore, this subsystem as well as the destination and source sub-
systems are equipped with according inports and outports from which two are shown
here, Out_Elem21Steering and In_ControlledSystem_Elem21Steering. Finally, several lines
need to be created. The details of the one connecting the above mentioned ports is shown,
LineOut_Elem21Steering_.... Note that not only the structure also the number of modelling
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Figure 5.30: “Control cycle” subsystem of resulting Matlab/Simulink model
objects that are needed to represent the information differ for the two models, suitably
reflecting the different ways the two meta models capture information. The interactive
refinement step can consider different technologies to realize “distance measures”, for ex-
ample infra-red vs. ultrasonic, as well as a particular rapid control prototyping systems
such as “VeRa” provided by our project partner VEMAC in ZAMOMO. Eventually, Fig-
ure 5.30 shows the content of the “control cycle” subsystem as a result of the mapping.
Next to the subsystems for “controlled system” and “controller”, you also see the sub-
systems that result from sensor and actuator relationships (e. g. “distance”, “steering”,
etc.) each with suitable ports. In contrast, the more detailed sub actors “parking as-
sistant”, “environment”, and “car” as well as any SR detail from Fig. 5.29 are not visible
since they are internal parts of the before mentioned subsystems.
5.2.4 ConGolog
The basic transformation from i* to ConGolog has already been introduced in Chap. 2.2.3
as part of the report on previous work on the SNet simulation environment. Notably
even though it is supported by ConceptBase, the actual transformation is realized in
Java. But it seems unproblematic (only tedious) to rewrite the transformation using
the now proposed approach via user-defined answer formats. Unfortunately, this has to
be left for future work. Instead we discuss below only the modifications to the previous
transformation that originate in extensions made within this thesis. Namely two issues are
relevant here, agent instantiation (Chap. 4.1) and actor evolution (Chap. 4.2). We do not
treat them separately since the need to dynamically assign roles to agents as required
by actor evolution supersedes the static assignments required for agent instantiation.
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% Former t r a n s f o rma t i o n r e s u l t
r e p o r tQu a l i t y ( v e n t u r e C a p i t a l i s t , v i c t o r , do ( a , s ) ) = Val ≡
( a = doEva l ua t i on ( facultyMember , f r ed , PID , _)
∧ Val = r e p o r tQu a l i t y ( v e n t u r e C a p i t a l i s t , v i c t o r , s ) + 1)
∨ ( a = doEva l ua t i on ( facultyMember , mike , PID , _)
∧ Val = r e p o r tQu a l i t y ( v e n t u r e C a p i t a l i s t , v i c t o r , s ) + 2.3)
∨ ( a 6= doEva l ua t i on ( facultyMember , f r ed , PID , _)
∧ a 6= doEva l ua t i on ( facultyMember , mike , PID , _)
∧ Val = r e p o r tQu a l i t y ( v e n t u r e C a p i t a l i s t , v i c t o r , s ) )
% New t r a n s f o rma t i o n r e s u l t
r e p o r tQu a l i t y ( v e n t u r e C a p i t a l i s t , SuperAgent , do ( a , s ) ) = Val ≡
( a = doEva l ua t i on ( facultyMember , Agent , PID , _)
∧ Val = r e p o r tQu a l i t y ( v e n t u r e C a p i t a l i s t , SuperAgent , s )
+ Repo r tQua l i t yCon t r ( facultyMember , doEva lua t i on , Agent , s ) )
∨ ( a 6= doEva l ua t i on ( facultyMember , Agent , PID , _)
∧ Val = r e p o r tQu a l i t y ( v e n t u r e C a p i t a l i s t , SuperAgent , s ) )
Figure 5.31: Contrasting old and new representation of contribution details
Adapting to Dynamic Agent Instantiation and Role-Based Modelling
Although there is a big conceptual difference between our previous practice of explicit
agent modelling and modelling roles that are (dynamically) instantiated, this does not
have a great impact on the basic transformation of i* modelling constructs and the result-
ing ConGolog programs. This is due to the fact that we have already used the identifier of
an agent as a parameter to all primitive actions, procedures, fluents, precondition, and
successor state axioms that result from its modelling (see Fig. 2.13). Thus, this mapping
can be adopted one-to-one for mapping the role-based modelling part. Only the agent
parameter now becomes a variable that needs to be dynamically restricted to the agents
that currently play this role.
The dynamic linkage between agents and roles is certainly captured via a suitable
relational fluent RoleCurrentlyPlayedBy(Role, Agent). It can be set to the initial instantia-
tion by using the standard initially (Fluent , Value) predicate. The only missing piece to
get this information respected during simulation is then to include a check of this fluent in
all concerned precondition (and where appropriate successor state) axioms. Since Agent is
only a parameter, the role-based modelling provides all necessary information to do so.9
Instantiation parameters such as contribution or duration (or any future addition) can
be treated in a similar fashion. Again, the role-based transformation creates ConGolog
code that simply does not refer a particular, concrete value any more but an according
(functional) fluent that is parameterized by Agent. Figure 5.31 contrasts the old way
(upper part) with the new representation (lower part) by referring to the instantiation
(see Tab. 4.1) of the entrepreneurship setting (see Fig. 4.6, only omitting the internal “do
evaluation” task of the “venture capitalist” for the sake of clarity). The need to represent
9This extension establishes at the same time the check for the suitability of a proactivity initiated by
a user, since the same test is used within the precondition axiom of the corresponding exogenous action.
Thus, for an entrepreneurship scenario instantiating the model shown in Fig. 4.6 the initiation of “earn
money” succeeds only for an agent that is currently playing the role “venture capitalist”.
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proc ( supe r ( d e l e g a t o r , SuperAgent , PID , T) ,
[ s upe r ( pre , d e l e g a t o r , SuperAgent , PID , _) ,
p i ( Agent ,
[ ? ( Ro l eCu r r en t l yP l a y edBy ( de l e ga t e e , Agent ) ) ,
d e l e g a t e ( sub ( d e l e ga t e e , Agent , PID , _) ) ] ) ,
s upe r ( post , d e l e g a t o r , SuperAgent , PID , _) ] )
Figure 5.32: Considering role-based modelling when mapping delegations
also the instantiation values as fluents (see ReportQualityContr in Fig. 5.31) arises from
actor evolution. An agent that is newly acquiring a role must be given according
values that are provided by the instantiation functions introduced earlier. Notably this
enables that an agent that plays a role a second time can have varying instantiation
characteristics realistically reflecting the experiences she has gained in between. Thus, the
values of these fluents are set during the acquisition of a new role by an agent. This
will be discussed in more detail below.
The above introduced representation of agent instantiation also affects the mapping
of delegations. Originally delegations had to be explicitly modelled as alternatives to
an artificial goal in order to choose between different agents that can perform the
delegation. Figure 5.32 schematically shows the new mapping of a delegation, this is
a decomposition or means-ends link that traverses actor boundaries. While for a
normal, role internal decomposition or means-ends link, the transformation only
returns a call to the corresponding procedure resulting from the sub element (see Fig. 2.13),
this call is now embedded in a pi construct where the Agent variable certainly is the value
to be picked. To avoid unnecessary communication with agents that do not play the
required role, the body of the pi construct consists of a sequence of an according test
(see Fig. 5.32) and the delegation procedure call. As before, the latter is marked specially
by delegate (...) to suitably trigger communication.10
Mapping Evolution Links, Acquire and Lose Conditions
The above introduced new relational fluent RoleCurrentlyPlayedBy(Role,Agent,s) is affected
by actor evolution via two new primitive actions acquire(Agent,Role) and lose (Agent,Role
). The corresponding, straightforward successor state axiom is shown in Fig. 5.33. More
interesting is how evolution links as well as acquire and lose conditions are mapped.
Basically, the source of an evolution link is interpreted as an additional precondition for
the according evolution. Only if an agent is currently playing the source role the detailed
acquire condition needs to be considered at all. Thus, as a first part of the transformation,
any acquire condition is extended by adding the term RoleCurrentlyPlayedBy(Src, Agent)
∧ ...” where Src denotes the name of the source role. The conditions themselves are
extended by the suppressed Agent parameter. Furthermore, any simplified reference no-
10In principal, the above test is dispensable since the poss axiom of the first primitive action resulting
from the delegated modelling object can serve the same purpose. But as mentioned above, the explicit test
significantly reduces the interaction overhead esp. in simulations with a large set of heterogeneous agents.
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Ro l eCu r r en t l yP l a y edBy ( Role , Agent , do ( a , s ) ) ≡
( a = a c qu i r e ( Agent , Ro le ) )
∨ ( ( a 6= a c q u i r e ( Agent , Ro le ) )
∧ ( a 6= l o s e ( Agent , Ro le ) )
∧ Ro l eCu r r en t l yP l a y edBy ( Role , Agent , s ) )
Figure 5.33: Successor state axiom for fluent RoleCurrentlyPlayedBy
Table 5.6: Mapping evolution links, acquire, and lose conditions
Condition Resulting ConGolog Code
normal evolution
(Src → Dest) i n t e r rup t ( Ro l eCu r r en t l yP l a y edBy ( Src , Agent )
∧ [acquire condition]) ,
a c q u i r e ( Agent , Dest ) )
mutually exclusive
evolution
(Src ⇒ Dest)
i n t e r rup t ( Ro l eCu r r en t l yP l a y edBy ( Src , Agent )
∧ [acquire condition]) ,
[ l o s e ( Agent , Src ) , a c q u i r e ( Agent , Dest ) ] )
lose condition
for role r i n t e r rup t ( Ro l eCu r r en t l yP l a y edBy ( r , Agent )
∧ [lose condition]) ,
l o s e ( Agent , r ) )
tation (including the “.” notation) must be mapped to the corresponding fluents storing
the relevant information. The mapping is tedious but straightforward, thus omitted here.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that each requested piece of historical informa-
tion is available in the current situation since we only have to introduce a fluent to record
and provide it.
In Chap. 4.2 we anticipated already that within the SNet case study currently we as-
sume the acquire and lose conditions to be both necessary and sufficient. This is whenever
they are fulfilled the according evolution takes place. This in turn yields that the most
straightforward mapping to ConGolog are triggers, this is the interrupt construct. Three
cases have to be distinguished as shown in Tab. 5.6. For normal evolution links (→) simply
the (extended) acquire condition is checked and if this holds true, the acquire primitive
action is executed. For mutually exclusive evolution links (⇒) the condition is checked
in the same manner but before the new role is acquired, the source role is dropped
by executing the lose primitive action. Accordingly, for a lose condition, the condition is
checked and if true the concerned role is dropped (again via the lose primitive action).
Eventually, all the individual triggers for all evolution links and lose conditions as
described above only need to be combined into a single procedure using the concurrency
construct conc. This procedure is then called from the simulation main loop, more pre-
cisely the “deliberative phase” as shown in Fig. 2.15. This yields that whenever a condition
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Repo r tQua l i t yCon t r ( facultyMember ,
doEva lua t i on , Agent , do ( a , s ) ) = c ≡
( ( a = a c qu i r e ( Agent , facu l tyMember ) )
∧ c = [instantiation function])
∨ ( ( a 6= a c q u i r e ( Agent , facu l tyMember ) )
∧ c = Repo r tQua l i t yCon t r ( facultyMember ,
doEva lua t i on , Agent , s ) )
Figure 5.34: Example for successor state axiom to compute instantiation details
becomes true for some arbitrary agent, the corresponding acquire and/or lose action will
be executed. Immediately afterwards the trigger is again ready for its next activation.11
As mentioned before we have thereby taken a very simple, decentralized approach to po-
tential interferences of various evolution conditions. We assume this to be valid since the
modelling of the evolution links (and their automatic consideration within the conditions)
enables a local investigation of interferences and thus should make it easy for the mod-
eller to specify non-conflicting conditions. More complex strategies that, for example, give
precedence to the loss of roles over the acquisition of roles are conceivable and can be
considered if future applications require them.
Prepare for the Instantiation of a Role at Runtime
Another effect of the acquire(Agent, Role) action (besides the important effect on the fluent
RoleCurrentlyPlayedBy) is the computation of the individual contribution and duration (or
any other additional instantiation detail) fluent values from the specified instantiation
functions. This is achieved via successor state axioms of the form exemplified in Fig. 5.34.
The fluent value is set by computing the specified instantiation function when the according
role is acquired. These successor state axioms can certainly be generated automatically
from the role-based modelling.
Beyond this for any delegation relationships the newly acquired role is involved in,
the initial values of the corresponding “trust” and “distrust” relationships need to be set as
well. Either the user has again specified suitable instantiation functions or simple generic
computations that refer to earlier “trust” relationships of a concrete pair of agents –
possibly irrespective of the very nature of the delegation – are performed. If no trust
relationship has existed before, a suitable default starting value possibly depending on the
“risk attitude” of the agent can be chosen.
Losing Active Roles
Actor evolution and thus especially losing a role can occur at any time within the simu-
lation as soon as the corresponding condition is fulfilled. Accordingly it might be possible
that the agent has already planned and scheduled some future activities regarding this
role or is even currently executing an activity of this role. Since losing a role imme-
diately disables any further activities (via the failing precondition axiom of the involved
primitive actions), it has to be decided for the specific domain whether this behaviour is
11In fact for the implementation, Roesli [Roe06] has chosen a more complex mapping that takes more
advantage of the specified evolution links in order to reduce the set of parallel tests that need to be
evaluated and thereby speeds up the simulations.
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appropriate. Other strategies can be implemented by specifying appropriate preconditions
and/or effects of/to the lose action or even expanding the body of the triggers defined
above. For example, for the SNet setting we prefer a strategy that allows an agent to
complete a currently executed activity, but to simply cancel future activities, potentially
informing the delegator as well as the chosen sub contractors. This can easily be realized
by including a check in the precondition axiom of the lose action that blocks this action
as long as the current activity (note that this is also available as a fluent, currentJob)
concerns the role to be lost. Similarly, we can associate the effect on the schedule, this
is the elimination of planned tasks, as well as the sending of messages to delegator and/or
sub contractor as effects with suitable successor state axioms for the lose action.
Outlook: Deliberation about Alternative Evolutionary Paths
A shortcoming of the approach to actor evolution as it has been presented so far is its
restriction to a purely deterministic and reactive consideration of evolutionary steps. Our
example in Fig. 4.11 concerning entrepreneurial stages has already shown a situation where
a role can be reached via two possible evolutionary paths. To reiterate, an entrepreneur
can arrive at its “consolidation stage” either via the normal evolutionary path along “1st
growth stage” and “2nd growth stage” or she can leave out the “2nd growth stage”. Which
of these two alternatives is taken by a particular agent in a given situation depends in
our current reactive implementation only on the specified acquire conditions. But the
fulfilment of these conditions refers implicitly to the agent’s performance throughout its
lifetime, since the conditions are composed of the characteristics listed in Table 4.2. This
in turn means that any or at least some choices an agent has made so far in her lifetime
influence the possibilities for evolution now and in the future. It is only that the agents
(or their deliberative components, respectively) are currently not aware of this.
To raise the agent’s awareness of evolutionary issues and to consequently give her more
explicit control about her own strategic evolution, it seems only natural to consider the
already existing decision-theoretic planning component (see Chap. 2.2.3). While the set
of actions (or alternatives, respectively) is not necessarily affected, the utility computa-
tion has to cover next to “trust”, “gain”, and business specific issues now also strategic
evolutionary considerations. From a modelling perspective these can be captured simply
by another series of softgoals (at the individual “member” concern, Chap. 5.1.4) and
according contributions from the various (“business” concern related) roles that char-
acterize the roles in regard to their advantages and disadvantages. This characterization
can then be used as the criteria according to which an agent decides which evolutionary
path to prefer. Figure 5.35 shows exemplarily the pros and cons of becoming a “business
angel” vs. simply staying an “entrepreneur”. While the work as a “business angel” is likely
to be more “enthralling & varied” as well as to yield a higher “salary” also the “working
time” can be expected to increase. Each agent has to individually weight these criteria
against each other. To arrive at an encompassing assessment of an agent’s current evolu-
tionary chances we should consider the set of roles that are currently played (and thus
can be lost) as well as the roles that could be played in the future. The latter set is given
by the roles that are directly or indirectly (depending on the utilised prediction horizon)
connected to the current roles via evolution links. Also the partial fulfillment (see,
for example, [ST07]) of the according acquire and lose conditions should be taken into
account. Apart from this no other adaptations, for example concerning the basic trans-
formation, are required. Also the newly introduced softgoals and contributions can
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Figure 5.35: Softgoals and contributions concerning the evolution to a business angel
be mapped as usual and then simply be considered with their resulting utilities within the
existing deliberative planning component.
5.2.5 Transformation Summary
This section has established (or adjusted, respectively) a core aspect in regard to support
for model-based development, namely model transformations. For one, an entirely new
connection between i* requirements models and mathematical Matlab/Simulink models
has been established. For another, the mapping from i* to ConGolog to enable simulations
of i* models has been changed to accommodate the extensions proposed in this thesis,
agent instantiation and actor evolution. Accordingly, for both case studies the develop-
ment or investigation, respectively, can now be carried out in a fully model-based manner
supported by – to a large degree automated – transformations.
Notably for model transformations, a new realization with the help of user-defined
answer formats, a ConceptBase feature, has been proposed. While there is yet only one
case study, the mapping from i* to Matlab/Simulink, the approach seems feasible and
worth to be researched more deeply in the future. In particular Telos-endogenous M2M
transformations were originally not intended. This results in several shortcomings. If
adopting the standard “query-view-transformation” nomenclature, the query and view
representation of ConceptBase is certainly very powerful and comparable with ATL, for
example. The source model can be queried in any form including the possibility to return
derived or computed attributes or any other detail. But while powerful expressions, such
as nested queries, can be used within the transformation part, the returned result still is
a String. Accordingly, the transformation is not aware that its ultimate result is again a
model. One consequence of this is that the transformation is necessarily unidirectional.
Furthermore, the matching of concepts is captured only at a syntactical level. The in-
troduction of macro-like answer format templates (not requiring a cumbersome sub query
call) could alleviate the situation as well as further simplify the overall transformation
answer formats. In particular, such templates would allow us to prescribe the constitution
of a particular target model element only once and use the according template anytime
when such a modelling object is to be generated (only suitably parameterized by the cur-
rent query result).12 Still, the appealing feature to incrementally grow a target model as
provided via the frame representation in ConceptBase should be retained since it allows
the developers to nicely structure and simplify the mapping by separating distinct aspects.
12Templates might be realizable via the expressive “function” feature, yet details have to be untangled
in future work.
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Altogether, from a template extension as proposed above, it seems only a small step to
arrive at a model-aware transformation that allows to make use of explicit correspondences
between (meta) models possibly defined at a (meta) meta level (including generic measures
to address traceability).
Apart from the transformation technology, future work should also concern a deeper
integration with the domain model based development approach (see Chap. 5.1). This may
result eventually even in the foreseen possibility to simulate requirements models early also
within control system development. In addition due to the consolidated nature of domain
requirements models, according design and implementation artifacts typically exist. Thus
the interactive refinement step can be automated to a larger degree by utilising the known
connections between domain requirements models and design or implementation details
such as dedicated Matlab/Simulink libraries. This further reduces the efforts of developers
and leads to a faster arrival at a practical solution.
5.3 Simulations and Their Analysis
As motivated in the introduction (see Chap. 1.2) simulations can be helpful in requirements
engineering for various purposes. A typical reason for applying agent-based simulations
– also here for the case of inter-organisational networks – is that a comprehensive un-
derstanding of the overall situation is not straightforward. Accordingly, the problem is
decomposed into smaller, less complex subunits, namely agents. But obviously, we expect
the interaction of many such agents to be non-trivial but helpful in regard to understand-
ing the overall problem. Not surprisingly, the simulations themselves are then hard to
analyse. Two major aspects of simulations intended to reflect real world behaviour need
to be considered:
• For one, we need to ensure that the designed simulations and settings correctly
reflect the real world, this is validating them. This includes preliminary checks of
models (and their modifications) to avoid lengthy simulations that only result in
technical errors, for example due to the fact that the central situation of interest is
never reached.
• For another especially in complex multi stakeholder settings, support is needed to
evaluate and interpret simulation runs and outcomes to advance the understanding
of the investigated problem in order to eventually tackle it or at least pave the way
to its governance.
In this chapter, we discuss issues related to the core simulation abilities of the SNet
modelling and simulation environment. While the modelling with i* and the according
transformation to ConGolog have been topics in previous sections (see Chap. 2.2.3 and
Chap. 5.2.4), the outcomes of simulations and their analysis are addressed here. In par-
ticular, we discuss the usefulness of various kinds of analysis, namely Formal Tropos,
Secure Tropos, time series analysis, association rule mining, clustering, and social network
analysis, to support the two issues mentioned above, validation and data interpretation.
5.3.1 Related Work
For the discussion of related work, we restrict ourselves to only two issues. For one, we
again briefly review the employment of simulations in the field of requirements engineering.
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For another, we more deeply discuss agent-based simulation approaches since our approach
also originates in this field.
Simulations for Requirements Engineering
Despite the before mentioned anticipated usefulness (see [Chr99]), simulation tools are
only sparsely used in the context of requirements engineering yet. Early work in this field
as documented by an according GI working group on “simulation tools for requirements
engineering” [SRB+00] has focused on simulating the system to be developed by deriving
suitable executable models (often GUI-focused) from requirements specifications (see, for
example, [LBH97]). This can be considered a part of a rapid prototyping approach. In
a similar fashion, more recent work on state-based [HM03] as well as Use Case based
simulations [Som06] mainly focus the developed software and in particular the interaction
with the user. Beyond that Seybold, Meier, and Glinz [SMG04] address the vagueness
and necessarily evolving character of requirements model by transferring concepts from
testing to allow for partial simulations as the models are detailed out incrementally.
Simulations have also been used to investigate various aspects of the requirements engi-
neering process itself. Already in 2000, Christie and Staley [CS00] discuss the usefulness of
simulation models for evaluating a software development process. More recently, Ferreira
et al. [FCSM09] and earlier Pfahl and Lebsanft [PL00] focus the volatility of requirements.
Port, Olkov, and Menzies [POM08] consider various strategies toward requirements pri-
oritizing. Höst, Regnell, and Tringström designed a general framework for simulating
requirements engineering processes [HRT08]. In principal, all these ideas build on earlier
work that concerns the investigation of the dynamics of software development [AHM91].
With the work at hands, we place ourselves somewhere in between of these two ex-
treme positions. Just as Formal and Secure Tropos (see Chap. 2.2.4 and Chap. 2.2.5,
respectively), we are indeed concerned with a particular software development (and not
the development process in general). But in contrast to earlier approaches we consider not
only the system to be developed but also the overall setting including the organisational,
social, and technical environment and possibly the dynamics of evolving, designing, and
adapting a new system. Our simulation based approach nicely complements the model-
checking based analysis of Formal Tropos as well as the static Datalog-based inter-actor
analysis of Secure Tropos as will be elaborated in more detail below.
Multi Agent-Based Simulation
Agent-based simulations have been identified as a suitable measure to address complex
multi-stakeholder settings (see, for example, [Uhr99, CM99, Klü01]. A large number of
tools and programming environments have emerged over the years. Several well-known
are summarized in Tab. 5.7 together with some characteristic features that help to figure
out the specifics of our own approach, SNet, also included in the table.
In regard to the considered structures many agent-based simulation tools presume
some kind of spatial distribution of agents and thus focus 2D or 3D visualizations in
which the agents live. Others can at least add an arbitrary network layer allowing not
only neighboured agents to interact. A few frameworks are completely general and thus
do not impose any particular structure on their agents.
From a modelling and configuration perspective, most environments still expect the
agents to be programmed in some suitable, potentially special purpose programming lan-
guage (or just plain Java). Thus, graphical modelling as well as model-based configurations
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Table 5.7: Some characteristics of agent-based simulation environments
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Considered Structures
- no restrictions • - - - - • • - -
- 2D/3D (grid) models ◦ • • • • • ◦ • -
- network relationships ◦ ◦ • • - • • - •
Modelling and configuration
- graphical modelling - - - - • • ◦ • •
- model-based configuration - ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ • • ◦ •
- hierarchical models • • - ◦ ◦ • • - ◦
- interactive • ◦ ◦ - - ◦ • • •
- batch mode ◦ • • • • • - • •
Data log and analysis
- external data log ◦ ◦ ◦ • ◦ • ? ◦ •
- sophisticated data analysis ◦ ◦ • ◦ ◦ • • ◦ •
Legend: • – available, ◦ – partially/programmable, - – not available, ? – unknown
ahttp://www.swarm.org
bhttp://ascape.sourceforge.net
chttp://ccl.northwestern.edu/netlogo
dhttp://cs.gmu.edu/~eclab/projects/mason
ehttp://www.simsesam.de
fhttp://repast.sourceforge.net
ghttp://www.simulexinc.com
hhttp://www.agentsheets.com
iSee Chap. 2.2.3
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are not yet widespread. But several systems allow to hierarchically combine models to
address the complexity of a concrete application domain. Furthermore, many agent-based
simulations expect a scenario to be built and then a simulation run to be initiated. While
it is possible to pause these simulations or proceed stepwise, many only observe the be-
haviour of agents. Only few provide means to directly interfere with the agents in the
simulation, with SEAS being the most extreme example in this regard since the agents
form here only the game board of a management game. On the other hand, many envi-
ronments provide means to run several simulations in batch mode, for example to probe
a whole range of parameter settings.
Eventually, data log and analysis capabilities are of relevance to us. There are only few
environments that record data in such a way that they can easily be provided to external
tools. In many cases, this feature has to be programmed individually. In regard to the
additional analysis that are provided the situation is about to change. While earlier the
focus was on agent-based animations or at most graphical plots of some variables, more
and more tools add sophisticated analysis, in particular via external tools such as Matlab
or Mathematica, data mining tools such as WEKA (http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/
weka/), or social network analysis frameworks such as JUNG or yFiles (discussed below).
For the integration with external tools, the means to create externally readable data logs
is of course a great simplification.
Thus, in sum agent-based simulations are currently turning from an observing toy or
gaming experience toward just another form of experimental environment that produces
data that can be fed to and investigated by existing complex analysis software.
5.3.2 Simulations with SNet
Remember that the simulations that we have enabled by mapping i* to ConGolog (see
Chap. 2.2.3 and 5.2.4) differ considerably from rapid prototyping technologies. In our SNet
simulations the user does not interact directly with the “system-to-be” but investigates the
scenario from a third person’s view. Thus, both — users and developers — can see how
things are supposed to run once the intended system is in place. This emphasises nicely the
environment of the intended system and thus picks up on the stress the original i*/Tropos
approach puts on modelling the environment. Such high-level simulations might provide
a suitable means to help predict how a new or altered system will change the environment
especially the processes therein, thereby revealing a misconfiguration (also in regard to
security) or opportunities for further improvements. The findings can be fed back into
the formal models, be analysed, for example, with Formal Tropos (see Chap. 2.2.4) and
Secure Tropos (see Chap. 2.2.5) means, and provide a new starting point for another set
of simulations.
Another nice feature of ConGolog that encourages this approach is the free choice of
granularity. As detailed out in Chap. 2.3, the simulations build on a basic action the-
ory that has to be specified by the modeller. While this might seem tedious at a first
glance (though automated support is provided), it is a major advantage. The modeller
is free to decide about what is “primitive” in her world. Consequently, she can always
choose the most appropriate level of granularity for the analysis and simulations. Thus,
the preciseness of the simulations follows strictly the refinements of the model. If a model
is improved and detailed out, renewed simulations might reveal different, new issues. In
sum, this provides an alternative approach to address the vagueness and evolution of re-
quirements compared to the one taken by Seybold, Meier, and Glinz [SMG04] (see above).
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Figure 5.36: Renewed overview of SNet concept and tool interaction
One prominent example where such a high-level simulation could be helpful concerns a
strong point of the TCD approach (see Chap. 2.1.5), namely the consideration of the dy-
namics of trust. The SNet modelling and simulation environment can be used to project
how the “system-to-be” can earn the trust of its users. This can lead, for example, to a
gradual realization of a system leaving the users enough time to gain confidence into it.
Revisiting the SNet Tool Architecture
Figure 5.36 is a refinement of Fig. 2.17 reflecting the contributions of this thesis. To
accommodate the extension in regard to actor evolution the modelling as well as the
transformation had to be enriched but this does not at all impact the overall architecture
and interaction of the involved tools. In contrast, switching from the modelling of indi-
vidual agents to a role-based modelling requires to introduce an explicit instantiation
step. As will be detailed later on, this certainly alleviates the modification of simulation
“configurations”. In particular, the degree of re-initiating model transformations is re-
duced. Eventually, as to be clarified in this chapter, the user is no longer left alone with
the outcome of ConGolog simulations. She is now assisted by analysis support in form of
tools that allow to investigate a particular scenario as well as relating a series of simulation
traces. Altogether the contributions made within this thesis are an important step toward
the practical applicability of the approach.
We will now have a closer look at the different kinds of data that are to be provided and
that are produced when running simulations. Three different kinds can be distinguished:
1. generic role based modelling,
2. simulation configurations consisting of
(a) the instantiation of generic roles,
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(b) the characterization of an initial setting, e. g. by specifying values for trust
relationships, and
(c) simulation run control data to run larger sets of simulations unattended by
pre-specifying proactivities of actors, and
3. run-time data to log the events and characteristics of a single simulation run resulting
in a suitable simulation trace amenable to further analysis.
The first kind simply encompasses the modelling with i* (see Chap. 2.2.1) by focusing
roles instead of agents. The according resulting data representation is given by the
corresponding Telos frames. Also the instantiation has already been considered and is
again captured via suitable agent related Telos frames (see Chap. 4.1). In particular,
they fill in the details prescribed by the instantiation information hierarchy. In order to
complete this modelling to arrive at the specification of an initial setting, only minor ex-
tensions are needed as will be discussed below. Thus we retain the way of representing it
by again assuming a suitable enrichment of the Telos details. Note that this simplifies the
usage of the overall environment. Since any situation of a different simulation run might
be taken as the initial situation of a new run, it is a nice feature, if we can store snapshots,
this is current situations within a simulation, simply to ConceptBase and retrieve the rep-
resentation for later runs. Next while we can derive proactivities from the generic role
based modelling (and its instantiation) – these are simply top level activities within roles
that do not answer a delegation – the concrete details of an individual activation at sim-
ulation run-time have to be captured as well. This is also coped with below. Eventually,
we must prepare for feeding the various analysis tools that we have identified to possibly
benefit our investigations. While the sum of information captured so far allows to repro-
duce a particular simulation setting, the details of a simulation trace with ups and downs
of characteristic features are not yet covered. Relying on only a small number of heavy
weight simulation snapshots stored in Telos is insufficient, in particular the representation
in Telos will highly likely become a bottleneck. Instead a suitable logging mechanism is
needed to store the run-time data along a simulation run. This is also in line with other
agent-based simulation environments, such as Repast Simphony, that similarly captures a
generic model, a simulation configuration, and run-time data analysis.
In the rest of this chapter, we continue the investigation of relevant simulation data
by specifying data to characterize initial settings as well as to control the proactivities
of agents. Afterwards we describe how the dynamic run-time data are logged. The
application is exemplified exclusively for our model- and logic-based simulations of inter-
organisational networks; applications in the field of control system development or require-
ments engineering in general have not yet been experimented with but will be commented
on in summary and outlook.
Simulation Configuration
Many agent-based simulation environments, e. g. RePast (http://repast.sourceforge.
net), provide sophisticated means to configure simulations by setting ranges of input
parameters for which several simulations can be run automatically. For model-based ap-
proaches (including our own), the gathering of the according data can be supported by
automatically generated input tables. For the SNet tool this has been exemplified already
in Chap. 4.1, in particular Fig. 4.4 by showing how to instantiate the generic role-based
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modelling. The information covered here is prespecified by a concrete, application de-
pendent “instantiation information hierarchy” as exemplified for the SNet case study in
Fig. 4.5. It is straightforward to reapply this approach to accommodate also the specifi-
cation of initial settings. For the SNet case study, the relevant data encompass:
• initial values for trust (distrust, confidence) relationships the agents have with each
other (or exhibit toward the entire network),
• individual experience values (e. g. on overall durations or softgoal contributions)
as long as they are relevant for planning (pre-scheduling of the current deliberative
planning component), and
• other characteristic, situation-dependent features such as the level of gain or available
resources.
The details of the representation in Telos are at most tedious but otherwise straightfor-
ward. An encompassing characterisation has been given in [Arz08]. The mapping to
ConGolog only results in predicates to set initial values for the according fluents, namely
initially (Fluent , Value).
Simulation Control Data While in many agent-based simulation environments, the
user only specifies a range of initial settings that need to be tried out, we give the investi-
gator more control. Any activity in our simulations can be traced to the proactivity of a
particular agent that is to be initiated by the user. As detailed out in Chap. 2.2.3, the
initiation encompasses not only a unique identifier PID, but also the time T when the
activity should be started, values for any parameter of the modelling element (such as the
subject to a course), and eventually a weighting of involved softgoals that is used by the
deliberative planning component to decide between different modelled alternatives. The
required data can most suitably be stored simply as a list of exogenous primitive actions.
This list is then automatically worked through by the SNet simulation environment. Note
that it is advantageous to store this information separately from the other information
discussed so far, since this allows to freely combine it with arbitrary different settings. In
particular for the evaluation of different measures to overcome a problematic situation, it
is helpful to only change the role-based modelling or the instantiation but otherwise do
not touch the basic triggering of a simulation, since this just reflects what has happened
potentially in the real world.
Collecting Dynamic Data
As a prerequisite for running more advanced analysis on agent-based simulations, the
according simulation data must be accessible. In particular the user has to specify what
data to collect. The foundation of our simulation approach in the situation calculus
makes this easy. As introduced in Chap. 2.3, relational and functional fluents represent
the current state of the world. Thus, the user only has to specify the fluents that are
to be logged. Then each time a primitive action is executed the corresponding successor
state axioms are checked. If a relevant fluent is affected, the execution engine creates
the according output. A flat, XML-based logging format is flexible enough to feed any
tool, in particular due to the applicability of standard query and transformation languages
such as XSLT [W3C07]. They allow for selecting, updating, and aggregating data [HK06]
even after a simulation has been run. Furthermore, we have taken care that the format is
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defined in a way that allows for continuous analysis in parallel to long running simulations.
This enables the detection of interesting intermediate situations for which branching could
be lucrative.
Figure 5.37 shows the basic structure. Within the encompassing tag <simulationData>
an individual <timepoint> is established if there is a change in a <fluentValue>. At this
point it comes down to the individual logged data. Exemplarily, we have mentioned <
trust>, <cooperation>, and <cooperationResult> here. These examples show that relevant
related information can arise at various time points. For example, the trust relationships
at the time of planning a cooperation might be of interest as well as which agent did not
offer its participation or was not selected. Later on, the success (or cancellation) of the
cooperation needs to be recorded as well as the (possibly execution-dependent) effect on
trust and gain (if applicable).
Figure 5.38 shows an excerpt of the recorded information regarding trust issues and
cooperation details in our simple entrepreneurship setting concerning the interaction of
“venture capitalists” and “faculty members” in regard to the delegated task “do eval-
uation” (see Chap. 4.1.4, in particular Fig. 4.6 and for the instantiation Tab. 4.1). As
to be exemplified later on with concrete examples, it can make sense to aggregate col-
lected data before applying analysis [HK06]. For example, the aggregation of trust values
across several/all agents could make sense, if only the overall level of trust in a network is
investigated. With the help of XSLT, this kind of preprocessing is easily possible.
5.3.3 Analysis Questions Exemplified for the SNet Case Study
The simulation models that result from the transformation from i* to ConGolog currently
focus investigations of strategic issues in (inter-)organisational settings. While it is con-
ceivable to employ the basic transformation also to allow for the validation of control
system requirements, this idea has not been pursued so far. Accordingly, we will solely
consider the SNet case study in the following. Furthermore, in contrast to previous chap-
ters, we will introduce the case study including relevant questions to be investigated with
the help of high-level analysis beforehand. This allows to better relate the different kinds
of analysis in regard to what kind of questions they are able to address.
Validation Questions
As simulations are nowadays becoming the third column of scientific investigation (besides
experiments and theory), the validity of the simulation model is gaining more and more
importance. In particular in the field of control system development [Lun03], this is
already widely accepted. To reiterate, control system engineers use a detailed model of
the controlled system to understand the control problem and only afterwards develop a
suitable controller. But before the model can be used, it has to be ensured that it correctly
reflects the real world. Thus, expensive testbed experiments are run to validate and
calibrate a model, in particular since simplifications of the precise mathematical models
are needed for computational feasibility.
Unfortunately, validating social simulations is less easy, since the corresponding ‘real
world’ cannot simply be ‘connected’ to a testbed. Table 5.8 gives a (non-exhaustive)
list of questions that we think are helpful in deciding about the validity of simulations of
inter-organisational networks. Unsurprisingly, the focus is on core aspects mentioned in the
basic introduction to the case study (see Chap. 3.1), in particular trust: whether the agents
behave according to the intention of specified parameters (e. g. risk-averse, trust-oriented,
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<xsd : e l emen t name=" s imu l a t i o nDa ta ">
<xsd:complexType>
<xsd : s e qu en c e>
<xsd : e l emen t name=" t imepo i n t " type=" xsd : t imePo in tType "
minOccurs="1" maxOccurs=" unbounded "/>
</ x sd : s e qu en c e>
</ xsd :complexType>
</ x sd : e l emen t>
<xsd:complexType name=" t imePointType ">
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" va l u e " type=" x s d : i n t e g e r "/>
<xsd : s e qu en c e>
<xsd : e l emen t name=" f l u e n tV a l u e " type=" x s d : f l u e n tVa l u eTyp e "
minOccurs="1" maxOccurs=" unbounded "/>
</ x sd : s e qu en c e>
</ xsd :complexType>
<xsd:complexType name=" f l u en tVa l u eType ">
<x s d : c h o i c e>
<xsd : e l emen t name=" t r u s t " type=" x s d : t r u s tTyp e " />
<xsd : e l emen t name=" coop e r a t i o n " type =" x sd : c oope r a t i o nType " />
<xsd : e l emen t name=" c o o p e r a t i o nR e s u l t " type =" x sd : coopResu l tType "/>
. . .
</ x s d : c h o i c e>
</ xsd :complexType>
<xsd:complexType name=" t ru s tType " />
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" from " va l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" to " v a l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" r o l e " v a l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" de l e g a t e d " v a l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" v a l " v a l u e=" x s d : f l o a t "/>
</ xsd :complexType>
<xsd:complexType name=" coope ra t i onType " />
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" agent " v a l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" r o l e " v a l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" a c t i v i t y " v a l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" p id " v a l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
<xsd : s e qu en c e><xsd : e l emen t name=" pa r t n e r " type=" x sd : p a r t n e rType "
minOccurs="1" maxOccurs=" unbounded "/>
</ x sd : s e qu en c e>
</ xsd :complexType>
<xsd:complexType name=" par tne rType ">
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" r o l e " v a l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" de l e g a t e d " v a l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" v a l " v a l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
</ xsd :complexType>
<xsd:complexType name=" coopResu l tType " />
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" from " va l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" to " v a l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" r o l e " v a l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" de l e g a t e d " v a l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" p id " v a l u e=" x s d : s t r i n g "/>
<x s d : a t t r i b u t e name=" v a l " v a l u e=" x s d : b o o l e a n "/>
</ xsd :complexType>
Figure 5.37: Partial XML schema of logged SNet simulation data
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<s imu l a t i o nDa ta> . . .
<t imepo i n t v a l u e="38 ">
<f l u e n tV a l u e>
<coop e r a t i o n agent=" c a r l " r o l e="VC" a c t i v i t y=" earn money"
p i d=" ID53 ">
<pa r t n e r r o l e=" e n t r e p r e n e u r " d e l e g a t e d=" sugge s t b u s i n e s s i d e a "
v a l=" em i l " />
<pa r t n e r r o l e=" f a c u l t y member" d e l e g a t e d="do e v a l u a t i o n "
v a l=" f r e d "/>
</ coop e r a t i o n>
</ f l u e n tV a l u e>
. . .
</ t imepo i n t>
<t imepo i n t v a l u e="42 ">
<f l u e n tV a l u e>
<coop e r a t i o nR e s u l t from=" c a r l " to=" f r e d "
r o l e=" f a c u l t y member" d e l e g a t e d="do e v a l u a t i o n "
p i d=" ID53 " v a l=TRUE>
</ f l u e n tV a l u e>
<f l u e n tV a l u e>
<t r u s t from=" c a r l " to=" f r e d "
r o l e=" f a c u l t y member" d e l e g a t e d="do e v a l u a t i o n "
v a l=" 0 .5 "/>
</ f l u e n tV a l u e>
. . .
</ t imepo i n t> . . .
</ s imu l a t i o nDa ta>
Figure 5.38: Excerpt of logged SNet simulation data
Table 5.8: Questions to validate simulations of inter-organisational networks
No. Validation Questions
V1 Do members act in line with their characterizing parameters?
V2 Does trust have an influence on the choice of partners?
V3 Does the evolution of trust between partners correlate with cooperations?
V4 How relevant are initial settings?
V5 Is a (refined) modelling technically sound/executable?
V6 Estimate overall simulation duration
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etc.) (V1), whether trust is respected (V2), whether trust and cooperation experiences
co-evolve (V3), and regarding the robustness against the specification of the initial setting.
This is how relevant are the initial settings or do (minor) adjustments have undesirably
large impacts (V4)? But also more technical issues can be considered such as whether the
modelling indeed can be executed at all (V5) or its estimated duration to plan for sets
of batch simulations (V6). Similar to control system development, no behaviour is taken
for granted only because the model was designed to exhibit it. Just as the mathematical
equations used to simulate a controlled system can turn out to be inadequate (e. g. too
imprecise), a chosen trust model or cooperation protocol can be insufficient or have flaws
that are not visible at a first glance.
Managerial Support Questions
Support for understanding and governance is in particular needed in regard to trust as
well as the interplay between individual level and network level mediated via network
rules. As elaborated before, the set of network rules that fits the current needs of a
network changes continuously [Str04]. The SNet simulation environment allows to try
out different alternatives for governance before applying them to a real world setting.
Relevant questions that could probably be answered via suitable analysis of simulation
runs are summarized in Tab. 5.9 and briefly explained in the following.
Regarding individual behaviour and concrete trust based interactions of agents (abbre-
viated by “I”), sets of actual cooperation partners can be analysed in regard to whether
they have similar characteristics (e. g. all are trust oriented) (I1), have a tendency to build
strong ties, this is Mafioso-like structures emerge that favor insider deals within a small
group over rational choices of partners (I2), or do not really fit together thereby indicating
a lack of alternatives that needs to be addressed by opening up the network toward new
members with redundant capabilities (I3). Also the attempt to detect free-riders that only
work for their own profit not interested in the long-term success of the network is included
in this part of the list (I4).
Regarding network rules and monitoring (“N” and “M”, respectively), it is of interest to
detect rules that are circumvented by a majority of members, indicating that the rule might
no longer be necessary or has even become hindering (N1). Furthermore, network life-
cycle investigations [PK05, Str04] suggest that the introduction of new rules to overcome
shortcomings of a current network situation has a dynamic dimension of its own. The
community of network members needs to commit to the new rules and adopt them. This
might not happen immediately, but gradually, potentially depending on the role (and
standing) of “early-adopters” (N2). Thus, whether a probably helpful set of network rules
will eventually be adopted by the network members and is really successful depends in
itself on the rather complex network setting/situation and thus cannot be predicted easily.
Eventually, the role of distrust and monitoring needs a closer investigation. If distrust is
really helpful, it must be possible to return from a high-level of distrust (resulting in
expensive monitoring activities) to a moderate, even trustful cooperation (M1).
Eventually, in regard to success (S) first of all, suitable criteria to measure success of
individual members as well as the network as a whole have to be identified, for example,
the number of (successful) cooperations, the overall level of trust (and distrust) in the
network etc. (S1). These criteria can then be consulted to investigate whether it is really
advantageous for a member to follow the rules that a network has given itself (S2). Simi-
larly, the benefit for different members can be compared in order to identify inequalities.
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Table 5.9: Support questions for inter-organisational networks
No. Support Questions
I1 Do trust-oriented partners find each other?
I2 Do Mafioso-like structures emerge in a network?
I3 Do partners cooperate despite missing trust (lack of alternatives)?
I4 Is it possible to detect free-riders?
N1 Is there a network rule that is ignored/circumvented by a majority of members?
N2 How is a new network rule adopted by the members?
M1 Any long-term positive effect of distrust-based monitoring?
S1 What are suitable measures for network (individual member, resp.) success?
S2 Do members that adhere to network rules benefit?
S3 How equally do the network members profit from the network?
S4 How does a modified set of network rules affect the overall network situation?
For example, if only a small ‘elite’ of members benefits from the network, this can cause
the network to fall apart (S3). Certainly, the success criteria are also essential to decide
about the suitability of changes to network rules or a need thereof, for example, to increase
the overall level of trust in the network (S4).
General Remarks on Proposed Analysis
The above mentioned questions ask for more sophisticated analysis since it is cumbersome
if not impossible to manually investigate the traces of ConGolog simulations that are
given by a long history of primitive actions that have been taken. Furthermore, we are
in need to specify patterns that can be searched in various simulation traces or individual
situations. Accordingly, a variety of analysis means are investigated in the following
to help finding at least partial answers to these exemplary queries. Depending on the
individual characteristics the considered analysis are amenable to either individual (initial,
intermediate, and/or final) simulation situations, traces, or sets thereof. For each analysis,
we introduce its basic features and if existing according tool support. We then discuss
in which regard the analysis is helpful for answering the previously discussed validation
and/or support questions (based on [SAJL10]).
5.3.4 Formal Tropos (FT)
A basic comparison between SNet and FT has already been given in Chap. 2.2.4. Thus, in
the following the potentials and limits of a combined use of SNet and Formal Tropos are
focused and discussed in regard to the two different application areas the formalisms orig-
inate in, software requirements engineering and decision support for inter-organisational
networks.
In an original FT setting, SNet’s simulations might be helpful simply due to the possi-
bility to cope with more instances. As it has been shown in [FLP+04], the model-checker
currently used puts severe restrictions on the number of instances per class for a given ex-
ample setting. While SNet due to its reliance on simulations is not able to answer questions
about fulfillment of assertions, possibilities can easily be generated and tested without any
restrictions on the number of instances as we have experienced so far. Furthermore, the
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Speech-Act perspective [WF86] of the TCD multi-perspective modelling methodology (see
Chap. 2.1.5) is intended to refine the plans that result from strategic rational considera-
tions in regard to strategic dependencies that are involved. Speech-Acts are also used to
analyse the interaction of business partners in regard to completeness [Sch96]. This fits
nicely with FT’s view on completing a specification.
In Chap. 2.2.4, the difference between FT and SNet regarding the aim of the analy-
sis was clarified. While FT tries to analyse the specification in regard to completeness
and inconsistency, SNet takes these things for granted. Consequently, the most obvious
combination is to support the capture and construction of SNet models and their in-
stantiation (V5). Next to time-independent consistency issues (e. g. unique names, goal
and task hierarchy analysis), FT allows to address time-dependent issues that have to
be respected in all simulations. For example, the specified preconditions can partly be
checked for whether at least one possible trace of execution exists (possibility). Further-
more, the maximum/minimum duration of complex tasks can be computed to estimate
the complexity and duration of batch simulations (V6). Eventually, SNet is dedicated to
an exploratory use. Accordingly, it is very likely that the user wants to make minor ad-
justments to an intermediate or final simulation situation. FT (and ST, see next section)
can help to ensure that the modified scenario is still valid and consistent (V5). A par-
ticular application scenarios of such kind of pre-analysis concerns the evaluation of sets
of network rules (see Chap. 5.1.4). While many simulations are needed to evaluate such
sets, a dynamic FT analysis of their technical interaction could avoid wasteful and costly
constructed simulations that fail simply due to design errors, especially since we support
to model such network rules dedicatedly (see “network” concern in Chap. 5.1.4).
Also the SNet approach has to struggle with complexity issues. While the current
implementation takes care of long simulation traces by using progression [Rei01], the
number of fluents considerably influences the complexity. Thus, it might be possible that
the modeller decides to omit the tracking of some particular properties, in order to make
the simulations faster (and thus more interactive). After running several of such complex
simulations, it might be possible to adapt FT to work on logs of such simulations in order
to check for some specific dynamic property that might have been violated in between.
Due to the model-checking characteristic, potentially the check can be performed for a
whole set of simulation traces at the same time by generalising their characteristics.
5.3.5 Secure Tropos (ST)
Similarly, the basic comparison of SNet and Secure Tropos has also already been given (see
Chap. 2.2.5). Thus again, in the following only the potentials and limits of a combined
use of SNet and Secure Tropos are discussed in regard to the two different application
areas the formalisms originate in, security issues in software requirements engineering and
decision support for inter-organisational networks.
In regard to decision support for inter-organisational networks, ST can be helpful for
analysing the outcome or any intermediate situation of simulations. The user has to
interpret the outcome by comparing trust values and by interpreting the events in the
simulation (such as re-delegations due to conflicts). High-level analysis means such as ST
can be of help here. For one, ST can be used to analyse and compare the initial, any
intermediate, or the final situation in regard to the trust setting (I1 − I4). For example,
has the created situation the intended effect, i. e. are planned delegation relationships a
result of the specified trust setting (V1)? What trust chains have evolved in the current
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Figure 5.39: Time series analysis: trust for six delegations
situation (I1, I2)? As with FT, due to SNet’s focus on an exploratory use ST can help to
ensure that the created or modified scenarios are still consistent (V5).
5.3.6 Time Series Analysis
Time series analysis [HK06] concerns a sequence of values or events with usually fixed
time intervals. Typical application examples are stock quotations or data from medical
treatments. Series can then be investigated, for example, in regard to the occurrence of
trends, cyclic, seasonal, or irregular movements or in regard to the similarity of the whole
sequence or parts thereof.
Time Searcher 2 (http://www.cs.umd.edu/hcil/timesearcher/) is a freely available
tool for interactive querying and exploration of time series data. It is able to cope with
long time series and can present multi-variate time series data via simultaneous plots. A
“search box” allows for finding similar patterns throughout the data. The input format
(TQD) is simply text-based containing various pieces of information such as variables to be
investigated, the list of time points and of course the concrete data. Attribute information
can be added separately to support filtering. From our log, the corresponding information
can be generated automatically as detailed out in [Arz08].
Due to the focus on dynamic issues time series analysis has the broadest span of ap-
plication in our setting. In order to decide whether agents adhere to their parameter
settings (V1), e. g. risk averse behaviour manifests itself by accepting mainly trusted collab-
oration partners, the relevant cooperation features (e. g. trust) need to be inspected over
the whole period of simulation. For one, the actual behaviour of similarly or differently
parameterized agents can be compared to each other. Figure 5.39 shows exemplarily
the evolution of six trust relationships13 between instances of the “venture capitalist” and
instances of the “faculty member” within the entrepreneurship setting over time. Three
“venture capitalists” providing “high”, “middle”, or “low gain” need to get their evalu-
13Remember that we consider trust a subjective probability thus ranging only between 0 and 1.
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Figure 5.40: Time series analysis: trust vs. # cooperations
ation reports done by either a “faculty member” that puts a “high weight on trust” or
a “low weight”, this is she is more (or less) gain oriented. After recording a successful
cooperation, the trust value grows by a certain delta until the maximal level has been
reached. Correspondingly, an observed cooperation failure causes the trust level to drop
(faster than the increase in case of success). As to be expected, we can see that the “faculty
member” with a “low weight on trust” prefers the “venture capitalist” that provides “high
gain” whereas the “venture capitalists” that provide “low” or “middle gain” strengthen
their cooperation with the more trust oriented “faculty member” over time.
For another, noticeable deviations between the time series for level of trust and number
of cooperations can be used as indicators for inconsistencies. Figure 5.40 shows two curves
for trust relationships in the upper part (both involving the “venture capitalist” that pro-
vides “middle gain” at the one side and then the two “faculty members” (“low weight
trust” vs. “high weight trust”) at the other) and the corresponding total number of (suc-
cessful or failed) cooperations in the lower part. Usually, it is to be expected that related
curves in the two graphs grow in accordance to each other as it is the case for the darker
curves in the figure (“venture capitalist (middle gain)” cooperating with “faculty member
(high weight for trust)”). A deviation can indicate a bug concerning the co-evolution (V3)
or can identify a lack of cooperation alternatives (I3). To elaborate the latter, even though
a rather low level of trust occurs repeatedly, the delegating agent continues to cooperate
with this untrusted partner since there is simply no other option. Figure 5.40 shows that
the “venture capitalist” has again (T=46) chosen the “faculty member” with a “low weight
of trust” despite of severe negative experiences (T=40). The relevant situation needs then
to be investigated further for the reasons. In this case the planning for the activity (at
T=40) has taken place at a very short notice and thus the other “faculty member” simply
was not available due to an already high work load. Furthermore due to her trust-oriented
behaviour, she did not consider to cancel any of her current activities. Thus, indeed the
VC did not have any other option.
The effect of different initial settings (V4), for example, in regard to trust, can certainly
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be investigated by comparing time series of simulation runs that only deviate in this regard.
In this context it could also make sense to abstract from all details by considering suitably
aggregated trust measures, e. g. combining the relationships at role level. This is instead
of analysing individual trust relationships between pairs of agents we compute one trust
value that combines all trust relationships between, for example, all instances of “venture
capitalist” and all instances of “faculty member”. Similarly, a data set that aggregates all
trust relationships within a model could be used to investigate the effect of a modified
set of network rules (S4), in particular if it targets the growth of trust relationships.
Discontinuities in the evolution of trust over time could be considered, if network rules
have been changed during a simulation run.
Time series are also helpful to identify criteria that indicate success (S1). After tak-
ing expert advice on which simulation run or network situation can indeed be classified
as ‘successful’, graphs of monitored characteristics can be consulted to identify a set of
features (and particular values) that correctly and reliably characterize success. Again
validation of these findings is of importance. Given such criteria are available, the success
of individual members can be compared. By grouping agents, for example, into ones
that respect rules and ones which do not, it is possible to check whether conforming to
rules is beneficial (S2). Similarly, it can be checked which agents benefit more from the
network than others (S3).
By relating gain evolution and cooperation cancellations, it might even be possible
to detect free-riders (I4). And by evaluating the evolution of trust after distrust-based
monitoring has taken place, the chances for returning to a normal trustful cooperation
relationship can be investigated (M1).
5.3.7 Association Rule Mining and Clustering
Association rule mining [HK06] tries to find frequent patterns in sets of data objects
(originally in databases). Classical application field is a market basket analysis as any
online dealer is performing nowadays to find out which products are most often sold
together. The analysis has two steps. In the first step, all frequent itemsets above a
prespecified threshold (minimal support) are computed. Then for each subset s of a
frequent itemset l a rule is created s ⇒ (l − s), but only if the confidence of the rule
is above another threshold. Various algorithms exist to compute the rules efficiently.
Similarly, clustering groups (multi-dimensional) data objects without presuming any
classification label by the “principle of maximizing the intraclass similarity and minimizing
the interclass similarity” [HK06]. This facilitates the organisation of observations. For
example, online shops use cluster analysis to identify target groups for marketing.
There is consequently some kind of overlap with association rule mining, even regarding
the tool. RapidMiner (http://www.rapidminer.com) is capable of executing a large set
of analysis from the field of data mining including association rule mining and clustering
as well as pre- and post-processing algorithms that all can be combined into processes to
automate the data processing. It expects two proprietarily formatted text files as input.
The AML file contains the description of the attributes of the data objects (name, range of
values, etc.) and the DAT file the actual values for the specified attributes. Accordingly,
both kinds of analysis, association rule mining as well as clustering, are applicable to
similar questions. To reduce resulting redundancy, for each question we only discuss the
application of one of these analysis.
To validate whether agents act according to their parameterization (V1), the set of
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Table 5.10: Association rules for cooperating “venture capitalists” and “faculty members”
Venture Capitalist Faculty Member Confidence
agent providing
low gain
agent with
low trust weight 0.32
low gain high trust weight 0.68
middle gain low trust weight 0.46
middle gain high trust weight 0.54
high gain low trust weight 0.52
high gain high trust weight 0.48
all cooperations can be investigated. RapidMiner then needs to be fed with the pairs of
cooperation partners. The data set can even be enlarged by considering the decomposition
structure within the foundational i* model and including all partners that ultimately
contribute to a proactivity of some agent. Due to the properties of association rules
the latter setting subsumes the former. The according data is easily retrievable from
our simulation data since for each proactivity a unique identifier (PID) is issued that is
propagated throughout all (sub) delegations. It is also possible to add further details in
regard to the result of the cooperation (success vs. failure) or a categorization of the trust
relationship (high, middle, low). For example, for a trust-oriented partner association
rules should indicate that in the majority of cooperations trusted partners are chosen.
Thereby, such an analysis is also able to show that trust is in fact respected during choice
of partners (V2).
In regard to the validation of the initial setting (V4), Tab. 5.10 shows some results
computed with RapidMiner again on the simple delegation relationship between “venture
capitalist” and “faculty member”. The configuration includes three agents playing the
“venture capitalist” role differentiated by providing “low”, “middle”, and “high gain”
to delegatees as well as two agents playing the “faculty member” role that vary in
regard to how important trust (and accordingly gain) is for them (“low” vs. “high trust
weight”). These analysis have revealed the dominating role of the initial trust relationship
settings, at least for a simplified setting where overlapping jobs have not been admitted.
Under these constraints the confidence value nearly identically reflects the initial values.
Thus, for more interesting insights more complex simulations need to be run. In addition
aggregated measures across several simulations might be needed to remedy the influence
of the initial setting.
Whether similar agents find each other (I1) or cooperate only locally (I2) can be de-
tected by clustering. Again cooperations are the foundations but additionally the relevant
characteristics, e. g. trust orientation, need to be added. The emerging clusters can then
be analysed in regard to their regional size, this is how narrowly related, i. e. similar, are
clustered items, as well as their pure quantitative size, this is how many items belong to
one cluster. The first measure reflects the diversity of agents that cooperate and the
second the flexibility in regard to cooperation partners and thus provide answers to the
questions I1 and I2, respectively. Similarly, outliers in regard to clustering can indicate a
lack of alternatives (I3). The detection of free-riders (I4) is less reliable. An idea would
be that such an agent only chooses cooperations that ensure the highest gain, while co-
operations with lower gains are cancelled more often. Clustering (or building association
rules) in regard to these characteristics could at least indicate candidates, even though a
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free-rider can ‘hide’ her behaviour more intelligently.
The compliance with network rules (N1) as well as the route of their adoption (N2)
can be addressed by looking for association rules that include a check on whether an
agent utilizes a rule or not. Being considered a frequent item step is then already the
first hurdle. If a network rule fails that hurdle, it might need to be abandoned or the
associated punishment has to be increased. In order to detect important stakeholders,
during analysis one could watch out for association rules that consider members early
involved in the adoption of a new rule that later on turns out to be successful.
Eventually, also success related issues can be addressed. For example, if some char-
acteristic criteria have been determined by experts, a corresponding clustering according
to these criteria can be carried out. If agents are clustered together that are not all
successful, this clearly indicates that the chosen characteristics are not yet sufficient (S1).
An association rule can also presume network rule compliant behaviour and then check
whether successful agents are on the majority (S2). Finally clustering according to (in-
dividual) success gives a quick overview of inequalities in the network (S3).
5.3.8 Social Network Analysis (SNA)
To address patterns more complex than sets (see association rules) and sequences, graph-
based approaches are applied increasingly [HK06]. Most importantly networks that result
from the investigation of various kinds of relationships between objects are of interest.
Usually, a numerical value is given as a weight to the link between two graph nodes re-
flecting the strength of the relationship. The most basic form of analysis provided by
such an approach is to visualize the network in order to reveal its induced internal struc-
ture. yFiles (http://www.yworks.com) and JUNG (http://jung.sourceforge.net) are
two well-known tools that allow for such kind of analysis. They also provide additional
algorithms, for example, to compute different types of centrality: degree centrality as a
local measure of the connectedness of a node, closeness centrality in contrast as a global
measure indicating the distance to any other node in the graph, and betweenness cen-
trality relating the shortest path a particular node is involved in to the overall shortest
path. The latter measure thereby is a strong indicator for the influence of that node.
Other relevant kinds of analysis investigate the cohesion in a graph, in particular cliques,
this is subsets of nodes where each node is connected to each other. With GraphML
(http://graphml.graphdrawing.org), an agreed data format is available that alleviates
integration.
Since the objects of our investigations are in itself networks, social network analysis
obviously is of interest. As kind of relationship trust, distrust, or simply the number of
cooperations can be considered. Such analysis have already been applied to statically
analyse i* models [KSD06]. Accordingly, we can certainly apply them to starting, in-
termediate, or final situations. A match between a network in regard to trust with a
network in regard to cooperation can provide an answer to whether similar agents find
each other (I1). Outliers to such a matching can indicate at a lack of alternative partners
as could a suitable centrality measure since the corresponding agent needs to be involved
in most of the related cooperations (I3). A high density of cooperations between a limited
set of members – also detectable via a suitable cohesion measure – hints at potentially
Mafioso-like structures (I2).
To investigate the adoption of new rules (N2), connections can be drawn that reflect
precedence when accepting a new rule. Betweenness centrality can then indicate important
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Figure 5.41: Network of cooperations for two different points in time
stakeholders that have influenced success (or failure) of rule adoption. Also whether the
cooperations in an inter-organisational network are equitably distributed across the whole
network can quite easily be derived from a visual representation as well as the computation
of cohesion such as cliques and thus become a part of the set of success criteria (S1).
Even more valuable seems the extension toward dynamic SNA [Car03] simply due to
the fact that we run simulations. How the actually exhibited cooperation network evolves
over time in particular in response to network rule changes (S4) is of great interest. While
unfortunately, a connection to existing tool support at the chair [CKSL07] has not yet been
established, for small examples such as the entrepreneurship example investigated here,
a manual capture of the evolution of the relationships is possible. Figure 5.41 shows the
network of cooperations between different “venture capitalists” (providing high, middle,
or low gain) and different “faculty members” (high weight for trust vs. low weight for
trust) for two different points in time within a single simulation run (T=50 and T=100).
The thickness of the connecting lines indicates the number of successful cooperations (also
given as exact numbers) whereas the numbers at the different agents denote the total
number of cooperations the agent is involved in. The comparison reveals that despite
advantages for the “faculty member” with “low trust weight” in regard to the initial trust
settings, the “venture capitalists” that provide only “middle” and “low gain” experienced
the unreliability of this partner and thus switched to the alternative partner (with “high
trust weight”). On the other hand, the “venture capitalist” providing “high gain” does not
experience any problems since the “faculty member” with “low weight trust” is preferring
her due to the high payment.
It is important to remark that when analysing network structures it is necessary to
take into account which structures are induced by the modelling in particular by the
role-based relationships defined in i*. For the example shown in Fig. 5.41, we do not
see but also cannot expect cooperations between “venture capitalists” or between “faculty
members” simply because the i* model (in Fig. 4.6) does not introduce such a relationship.
The situation becomes more complex in a more sophisticated setting where an agent is
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Table 5.11: Matching analysis to questions
Validation Individual NWR Success
V1 V2 V3 V4 V5 V6 I1 I2 I3 I4 N1 N2 M1 S1 S2 S3 S4
Formal/Secure Tropos x x x x x x x
Time series analysis x x x x x x x x x x
Assoc. rules/Clustering x x x x x x x x x x x x
Social network analysis x x x x x x
involved in several roles, for example, a successful “entrepreneur” that starts to work
also as a “business angel” for new entrepreneurs. An analysis focusing agents (instead of
particular roles) could then reveal how the “entrepreneur” utilizes existing relationships
for the new activities. This has to be investigated more deeply in future work.
5.3.9 Summary
Nowadays agent-based simulation tools (see Tab. 5.7) provide a rather large set of in-
terfaces toward advanced analysis means (e. g. WEKA, Matlab, JUNG). For logic-based
simulations that we are concerned with the situation is less comfortable. In particular the
usage of ConGolog is mainly in the field of agent programming rather than simulations,
thus debugging and program execution visualization [dGLL00] have been focused. For i*
models on the other hand, a lot of analysis means are available [FLP+04, HY08]. But
they mostly focus static issues or are founded in formalisms with severe restrictions in
regard to dynamic considerations such as the number of instances that can be considered
in model checking-based approaches [SLJ06b].
We have presented here basic ideas on how to apply more sophisticated analysis means
to ConGolog-based simulations. Not for all of the discussed analysis the required data
can already be generated automatically. Nonetheless, the major steps toward integration
have already been taken [Arz08]. As the summary in Tab. 5.11 reveals, we were able to
identify helpful analysis for each of the raised questions. But as it can also be seen (and
possibly also had to be expected) the mapping is not simply one to one. Accordingly,
the need arises to compare, cross-validate, and/or combine the results of several analysis
depending on whether they address different aspects of a question or not.
For future work, we thus do not only have to run larger and more complex experi-
ments. If some question has been identified to be of general interest when investigating
inter-organisational networks (or any other particular requirements engineering setting),
the relevant analysis should be bundled and automated as a tool functionality, including as
much integration information, e. g. from the common formalism base in i* and ConGolog,
as possible. Furthermore, we can distinguish two different settings where such analysis
make sense. At early analysis stages – this is where the interesting features of the sub-
ject of investigation are not yet fully understood (as it is the case for inter-organisational
networks) – mostly qualitative analysis are relevant. These then aim at growing an un-
derstanding of the working mechanisms and driving forces within a setting. For example,
does an expected sub network really come to existence? Or the more open question what
kind of sub networks could possibly emerge? If at a later point in time, the analysis and
accompanying tool is used to provide concrete, online support, for example, to the man-
agement of a real-world network, we can expect a shift toward more quantitative analysis
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that better serve as input to management decisions (in the spirit of [CM99]). Accordingly,
we then need to adapt the basic analysis that are provided as well as the treatment of
simulation settings and runs in order to compute such ‘hard’ metrics.
5.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter we have addressed three different dynamic issues in regard to the treatment
of a single project. The domain model based approach to requirements engineering has
introduced domain models to make the capturing faster. The modeller now only has to
choose a suitable (set of) domain model(s) as starting point, discards the parts that are
not relevant for the current project at hands, and afterwards adds the specifics. This in
particular supports small- and medium-sized enterprises during their often time pressured
and unpaid offer development phase.
Further on, we have taken advantage of the now model-based approach to requirements
capture by introducing a model-based transformation to Matlab/Simulink with the help
of Telos/ConceptBase. This completes for the first time the already to a large degree
model-based development of control system at the level of requirements engineering.
Additionally, we have updated the transformation to ConGolog simulations according
to the modelling extensions introduced in the previous chapter. The investigation of a
requirements situation with the help of agent-based simulations is additionally supported
by feeding advanced complex analysis tools such as time series analysis, social network
analysis, or other data mining algorithms.
Future work should consider in particular a better integration of the domain model
based approach with the transformation as well as simulations. Domain knowledge at levels
other than requirements should be suitably connected and utilised during transformation.
Eventually, the applicability of agent-based simulations of i* requirements models should
be broadened to accommodate not only the special setting of inter-organisational networks.
This eventually would also allow for early simulations of requirements models in the field
of control system development, a part of the overall method for this case study (see
Chap. 3.2.4) that has not yet been addressed. On the other hand, the similarity search as
part of the domain model based approach (presented in the next chapter, see Chap. 6.1),
might even prove to be helpful to relate simulation snapshots, situations, or settings. Thus,
synergistic chances have not fully been taken advantage of yet.
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Chapter 6
Dynamic Requirements
Knowledge Management
In this chapter we pick up on the “domain model based approach to requirements engineer-
ing” (Chap. 5.1) by adding two issues related to the inter-project management of dynamic
requirements knowledge. A similarity search (Chap. 6.1) is intended to support organisa-
tions when watching out for reusable components [SNJ+08, SNJR08]. Secondly, we are
concerned with how to evolve domain knowledge (Chap. 6.2) in order to keep up with the
innovations and experiences from day-to-day work in an enterprise [NSJ+09, NSJR09].
Eventually, for the chapter summary we take a step back and look at the entire do-
main model based approach as it has now emerged among the Chapters 5.1, 6.1, and
6.2 [SNJR10a, JNRS10].
6.1 Requirements-Based Search for Similar Projects
In Chap. 3.2.3, we have elaborated the specific needs of project-oriented SMEs during the
development. Due to the high time and costs pressure, they need support in particular
during the offer development phase to capture the project’s requirements and derive a
first system design as well as a reliable cost calculation. Chapter 3.3.2 has picked up on
the missing issues to support the capture and utilization of domain knowledge. While
the domain model based approach to requirements engineering (Chap. 5.1) addresses the
basic need for a fast requirements capture, it does not concern the project-driven work, in
particular the dynamic growth of experiences and knowledge over time and its utilization
for approaching a new project.
Project-driven SMEs need an easy and fast access to experiences. When a new customer
approaches the SME, it must be able to create an appropriate and reliable offer. This is
within the tight time and costs constraints mentioned above the engineer must decide
about reusability of solutions from earlier projects in order to arrive at a competitive cost
calculation. To reiterate, two dangers are to be avoided:
• reusable artifacts are not found due to lack of time and
• artifacts are erroneously classified as reusable.
Within this chapter, we propose a requirements model-based approach to improve the
identification of relevant earlier projects. By watching out for projects with similar re-
quirements we aim at more reliably hinting the engineer at projects that are relevant to
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investigate further. Accordingly, both dangers are addressed in one fell swoop. The possi-
bly huge set of historic projects is reduced to a smaller set including only relevant projects
and thus more time can be spent on these for an in-depth investigation of reusability.
Additionally, the approach helps to reduce the reliance on few (even single) individual
senior engineers’ knowledge about the enterprise’s project history. Instead even a new
engineer can carry out the task by focusing the small number of high-ranked projects that
are returned by the similarity search.
6.1.1 Related Work
Requirements Reuse
At the beginning we need to clarify that we are not concerned with requirements reuse
here. Instead a completed requirements model of the current project – typically origi-
nating in one or several domain models (see Chap. 5.1) – is the most important input to
our similarity search. In particular this model is the reference base for the comparison
with historic projects (to be elaborated later on). The aim of the search is to find rele-
vant related projects that can then be inspected manually to decide about the reuse of
solutions, this is mainly artifacts from later development steps, in particular implementa-
tion. Accordingly, neither the application of the analogy paradigm [MS92] nor the “ten
steps towards requirements reuse” [LMV97] or product line based approaches [DL06] are
directly relevant here.
Case-Based Reasoning
On the other hand, the above characterisation clearly indicates a relation to case-based
reasoning (CBR) [AP94]. The standard CBR cycle as shown in Fig. 6.1 is initiated by
specifying a problem as a new case. During the “retrieve” phase, similar previous cases
are searched that then can be investigated in detail for “reuse”. The outcome of this
investigation is a “suggested solution” that typically needs to be “revised” in order to arrive
at a “confirmed solution” that is applicable for the new case and afterwards “retained”, this
is stored to the case base. We are interested here only in the first phase “retrieve” while
we leave the details of reuse and adaptation to the developers. Besides simple syntactical
similarities also more advanced similarity measures that try to address semantical issues
are proposed for the identification of related cases. Still the similarity measure is prescribed
by the way how cases are represented. In contrast, the only restriction that we impose in
our work is that we expect i* models (that potentially originate in one or several domain
models), but that are otherwise in no way tailored to support a similarity search.
Similarity Measures
As mentioned by Wolter, Krebs, and Hotz [WKH08], “[m]easures that capture the simi-
larity of artefacts have been developed in many research communities”. In their particular
work they focused on the advanced (as well as rather particular) problem on how to iden-
tify the similarity of model-based requirements and text-based requirements. Aside from
this specific media-related problem, the most basic approaches are text-based. These ap-
proaches that are typically applied in the field of information retrieval [MRS08] lack the
consideration of structural information as provided by models.
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Figure 6.1: The case based reasoning (CBR) cycle (taken from [AP94])
Feature based similarity measures go one step further by characterizing an object
or item via a large set of features, most often combined into a correspondingly high-
dimensional feature vector [HK06]. These feature vectors (also typically used in the field
of data mining) can then be used to define pairwise similarity, for example by computing
an Euclidean or Manhattan distance. Afterwards clustering approaches partition the set
of feature vectors representing the objects or items into clusters by maximizing intraclass
similarity and minimizing interclass similarity.
First model-aware approaches were tailored to a particular meta model. For example,
Ohst, Welle, and Kelter [OWK03] elaborate on how to detect and particularly visualize
differences of versions of UML documents. They propose means to abstract from layout
modifications and also consider structural changes such as moving a method from one
class to another. More recently, model-aware approaches have been proposed that no
longer refer to a particular meta model, but can even compare models based on differ-
ent meta models. DSMDiff [LGJ07] is a differentiation tool for domain-specific models.
It builds on the formalization of a domain-specific models as “hierarchical graphs anno-
tated with a set of syntactical information”. The SiDiff system [TBWK07] addresses
large models that exist in many versions. A high-dimensional search tree is used to ef-
ficiently find similar model elements. For this purpose, individual elements are mapped
to a vector of numerical values that reflects several features either of the modelling el-
ement itself or of its neighborhood, this is nodes that are referenced. The search tree
is then exploited to reduce the number of pairwise comparisons. The EMF Compare
project (http://www.eclipse.org/modeling/emft/?project=compare) also targets ver-
sion management. Here the comparison process is explicitly split into two phases: match-
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ing and differencing. For matching, currently four metrics are used: the “type” similarity
analyses the meta model element, the “name” similarity looks for an attribute that has
chances to be the name and compares it, the “value” similarity analyses the collection
of attribute values, and eventually the “relation” similarity watches out for the relations
that the element has with others. Kolovos [Kol09] argues that these generic approaches
fall short “for exploiting the semantics and particularities of each individual modelling
language”. He thus introduces the Epsilon Comparison Language that allows to explicitly
“specify precise language-specific algorithms for establishing matches between elements”.
Yet he admits that the approach comes with additional burden that might not pay off in
too many cases.
A field related to model-aware similarity that has been researched rather extensively
is ontology matching, mainly driven by the high interest in the establishment of the so
called “Semantic Web” [BLHL01]. Ontologies are intended to help overcome the most se-
vere problem of the “Semantic Web”, namely heterogeneity of terms and understandings.
“[Giving] information a well-defined meaning”, for example by conceptualizing terms in
ontologies and identifying relations between different ontologies is seen by Berners-Lee
et al. a necessary prestep to “better [enable] computers and people to work in cooper-
ation”. Starting with a state of the art survey within the EU project “The Knowledge
Web” [EBB+04], the work on “ontology matching” has been documented in [ES07]. The
core idea is to “[find] correspondences between semantically related entities of different
ontologies”. It is explicitly mentioned that not only equivalence but also consequence,
subsumption, or disjointness relations between entities are considered. Furthermore, en-
tities are mainly classes, properties, or individuals, but can also be of a more complex
kind this is formulas, concept definitions, queries or term building expressions. The result
of ontology matching is called an alignment. It can have a varying degree of precision
and be used for various tasks such as ontology merging, answering queries, translating
data, or, eventually, browsing the Semantic Web. The techniques that are applied in on-
tology matching borrow from various fields such as statistics and data analysis, machine
learning, automated reasoning, or linguistics. Furthermore at the core, the most basic
technique is to “[assess] the similarity or dissimilarity of ontology entities” [ES07] and
thus is related to the similarity measures discussed above. The survey [EBB+04] has re-
vealed that so far mainly terminological, structural, or extensional properties of ontologies
have been considered. As an example for a more advanced semantics based similarity
measure, Araújo and Pinto [AP07] propose a similarity measure that builds on character-
istic concepts and computes the measure thereby indirectly from the number of models of
the concerned ontologies. Similarly, other graph-based approaches (e. g. [Gal06]) as well as
schema matching approaches (e. g. [QKL07]) provide general means to compare structured
information. All these approaches can be considered specializations of the rather new field
of model management [BHP00] that will be elaborated in Chap. 6.2.1 since it covers not
only “matching” and “differencing” but also modification (and thus evolution) and other
general model management operations.
In sum, the basic ideas discussed here are certainly relevant for our application. But
at the same time, ontologies, for example, have a rather fixed and reduced set of relations
between entities, tailored to specify and clarify the terminology in a domain. Also the
other approaches focus abstract concepts or features and thus a meta level. In contrast,
we are concerned with models from a richer requirements formalism and in particular the
relation of concrete models at instance level. Accordingly, it does not seem straightforward
to incorporate domain knowledge at the concrete modelling level into these matching
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approaches. Nonetheless the basic technologies should be applicable or at least supportive
as an enrichment of our approach (see elaboration later on).
Model Search
While many of the above mentioned approaches aim at support for version management –
for models with the same meta model – or model transformation – for models with different
meta models, other approaches explicitly concern model search. In [LdMFW08] Lucrédio,
Fortes, and Whittle present a model search engine that incorporates meta modelling infor-
mation. This allows to create more specific queries and is not committed to a particular
kind of modelling language. Also suitable indexes are created. A simple search provides
generic queries to watch out for user-defined keywords while an advanced search allows to
specify, for example, the class of the return value of a particular function. Unfortunately,
complex queries have been less used by the test persons during evaluation. Besides open
issues in regard to visualizing search results, they explicitly note to not consider similarity;
this is only exact matches are returned. Ramos, Barais, and Jézq´uel [RBJ07] also address
the search in model repositories. In their understanding this problem “can be rephrased
into the ability to perform efficient pattern matching at the model level”. Accordingly
they propose to express patterns as “model-snippets”. The queries that we propose in our
approach (see below) can also range from very simple to advanced as well as be interpreted
as specifications of model-snippets.
6.1.2 Foundational Considerations
Embed Consultation of Historic Projects into the Development Process
Figure 6.2 shows an extended version of the Map representation of the domain model based
approach as introduced in Fig. 5.1. The extension does not touch the steps described so
far, this is how to arrive at a “requirements model” for the “current project” by building
on “domain models”, but elaborates on how to continue afterwards. The overall intention
of the offer development is to arrive at a suitable “first system design” that in particular
allows for carrying out a reliable “cost calculation”.
Capturing the current requirements as considered so far is only the first step in this
regard. Given such a (preliminary) requirements model that suitably reflects the cus-
tomer’s needs, the enterprise must resort to its own experiences and knowledge. According
to [Bjø09], experiences from “related historic projects” are the core asset, in particular for
SMEs. The consultation of this knowledge helps to reliably estimate costs – vital to an
SME’s economic viability –, but also to earn money. The latter is possible especially if
“reusable components” can be identified.
In the following we propose a domain model based “similarity search” at the level
of requirements models as a suitable strategy to “identify related historic projects” (see
mid of Fig. 6.2). But certainly, this is not the only way to address this issue; many
other strategies might be applicable as well and could (should) be combined with the
subsequently described approach. For example, a similarity search could possibly also be
established for later development artifacts, e. g. Matlab/Simulink models in the case of
control system development. Furthermore, no similarity search can replace a “manual,
in-depth investigation” by an experienced engineer. At the SME that participated in
the ZAMOMO project originally the considerations on reusable components from earlier
projects were carried out manually by a senior engineer who knows the details of nearly
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all projects carried out at the enterprise. Obviously, this approach is problematic since it
does not scale up and depends on the availability of the engineer. The latter is an issue
not only if the senior engineer leaves the enterprise but also due to the fact that he is
becoming a bottleneck for the acquisition of new projects. While we have intended to
overcome these issues by establishing the proposed similarity search, we never assumed
to be able to replace the manual inspection entirely. Our similarity search only helps to
focus the most interesting and promising projects.
Eventually, we like to stress already here the importance of “feedback” from the ex-
periences of a concrete customer project, in fact a number of projects, toward a suitable
“update of the domain models” that support the capture and the identification of related
projects. This issue will be addressed in a chapter of its own (Chap. 6.2).
Importance of Domain Models
The domain model based approach to requirements engineering as introduced in Chap. 5.1
is a necessary prerequisite to any comparison support at requirements level. As mentioned
by [DvLF93, Jac95, Yu95, BPKR09] and many others, due to the fact that their capture
is the first step during software development, early requirements are most often, nearly
necessarily of the most vaguest kind. They get consolidated only after lengthy discussions
between customers and developers, potentially even only along the implementation or
even test phase, or worse after several iterations of these. Accordingly, without taking any
suitable measure, requirements models of similar (or even the same) problems will highly
likely differ considerably if carried out by different engineers or at different points in time
(by the same or different engineers).
The domain model based approach to requirements engineering (Chap. 5.1) provides
a solution to overcome this problem without impeding the typically very project- and
customer-oriented development process at the SMEs that we are concerned with. Concrete
domain and experience knowledge is provided for immediate reuse at the instance level
(not at the class level). This leads to a much higher homogeneity of requirements models
developed within an enterprise that utilizes the same set of domain models [SNJ+08].
Furthermore, the utilized domain model part can also be employed as kind of an anchor
to compute the similarity of project-specific extensions (see later on). All in all, domain
models heavily raise the chances for the correct identification of related historic projects.
6.1.3 A Query-Based Similarity Search at Requirements Level
The basic assumption behind our similarity search is that a related project can be iden-
tified by comparing requirements models. This is, we consider two projects similar if they
have matching requirements. In accordance with Jackson [Jac95] it is important to stress
here that we consider requirements models to be encompassing, in particular including a
characterization of the application domain. This is besides the requirements for the actual
software to be developed we also expect its technical, social, and organisational context to
be included. This prohibits us from too narrowly focusing projects with a nearly identical
problem question. Instead we are also able to find projects where the current problem
has been only a side constraint but nonetheless has been targeted. As proposed above, we
presume that the domain model based approach to requirements capture has been applied
to any historic and current project in the project repository in order to reduce modelling
heterogeneity as much as possible.
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Figure 6.3 focuses and elaborates the details of the proposed “similarity search” by
again refining the Map model. The core intention is to “create a project-specific similarity
measure”. By referring again back to the foundation of i* and the domain requirements
models in Telos and ConceptBase, according “queries” are considered. They can either be
based in “domain models” or project-specific, this is “ad-hoc”, issues. In both cases, the
formulation of a query can be understood as the characterization of a “model snippet”
while the execution is the actual model search similar to what is proposed by [RBJ07].
The results of these queries are then combined via a suitable “weighting” as it is common
in the field of decision theory (utility computation, see [vN02]). This eventually results
in a “ranking” of the historic projects. High-ranked projects can be expected to be more
related to the current project than low-ranked projects. We will discuss the introduced
sub steps in the following in more detail.
Domain Model Based Queries
It is only natural to reconsider the domain model(s) used during the establishment of the
new current requirements model also for the identification of related projects. Since the
domain model is used ‘as is’ in a concrete project-specific, requirements model (in contrast
to, for example, instantiating abstract classes), it is on the one hand safe to assume that
larger parts of the domain model actually reoccur in the concrete requirements model.
At the same time we can also be rather sure that content of the domain model occurs in
several historic projects – otherwise the modelling would not have been included into the
domain model (see Chap. 6.2). The domain model based queries thus serve to find the
most foundational set of related projects.
To support this, we expect the specification of domain models to include a suitable
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set of corresponding query classes that refer to typical features of the domain model, in
particular to those where deviations occur most often when deriving a tailored project-
specific model. For example, in the case of the “combustion engine domain model” from
Chap. 5.1.4 (in particular Fig. 5.12), the kind of “fuel” that is utilized in a project is an
important indicator for a similar project setting. We expect several of such queries to be
associated with a domain model.1
It is worth to mention that domain model based queries can – within narrow limitations
– also return project-specific extensions. This is the case if the modeller has only refined
the domain modelling, for example by adding a project-specific alternative to a domain
model goal. Adding a new kind of “fuel” is a real world example for this. Certainly,
the new kind of fuel is returned by a domain model based query that watches out for this
feature of a requirements model. The ad-hoc queries explained subsequently provide a
more flexible means to address project-specific extensions.
In general the degree of similarity in regard to one particular query is defined as follows.
Definition 6.1 (Similarity for a Single Query). Let q be a query, pc, p1, . . . , pn for n ∈ N
the current as well as all historic projects. Let Rq(p) denote the results of the query q for
the project p. The similarity Simpcq : {p1, . . . , pn} → [0, 1] of a current project pc and a
historic project pi for i ∈ N in regard to the query q is then defined as
Simpcq (pi) =
|Rq(pc) ∩Rq(pi)|
|Rq(pc)| .
This is the similarity is computed by evaluating the query q on the requirements models
for the new current project pc as well as all historic projects pi, i ∈ N.2 The results for the
new current problem Rq(pc) are then taken as the reference base. This is we check for each
historic project pi how many of the details returned for the current project also appear
in this historic project. Further returns for the historic project are simply ignored. The
percentaged degree of coverage of the reference base is taken as the similarity measure for
this query and this particular historic project.
Ad-hoc Queries
While domain model based queries refer to modelling parts that are likely to reoccur
due to their usage and inclusion in a domain model, the engineer must nonetheless be
given the chance to add ad-hoc specific queries, reflecting a particular interest in the new
project at hands. This can be considered a situational adaptation in the understanding of
situational method engineering (see Chap. 2.1.1 and the explicit discussion in Chap. 6.3).
Ad-hoc queries can be as simple as asking for one particular modelling object that has been
introduced as a project-specific extension. In general, such queries can refer to domain
model based parts that are not covered by predefined domain model based queries or to
fully project-specific issues as mentioned above. Apart from that they do not differ from
domain model-based queries neither does the corresponding similarity measure.
But certainly with the reference toward project-specific modelling the problem of mod-
elling variations arises. Since not covered by the domain model(s), different engineers or
1For the “combustion engine domain model” we will introduce in the case studies section below twelve
domain model based queries.
2For historic projects we can, of course, cache results as long as these projects are not touched upon
any more after being finalized. More details on this will be discussed in the implementation section.
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the same engineer at different points in time might have modelled the same aspect differ-
ently. Accordingly, any of the similarity measures discussed in the related work section
(see Chap. 6.1.1) might be of help here to identify best matches. We will introduce a new
similarity measure particularly taking the feature of domain models into account in the
next subsection (see Chap. 6.1.4). At this point here, we thus simply leave it to the user
to suitably formulate the query or integrate it with other supportive similarity measures
so that it correctly returns the intended projects.
Query Weighting
Besides the possibility to add project-specific queries, we provide another kind of situa-
tional adaptation. Highly likely the similarity of the requirements model in regard to some
aspects is more important than in regard to others. Accordingly as it is common practice
within decision theory (see, for example, [vN02, BRST00]) as well as case-based reasoning
(see [AP94]), we allow for the specification of a weighting. This weighting is considered
when computing the overall query-based similarity QueSimpc(pi):
Definition 6.2 (Overall Query-Based Similarity). Let {q1, . . . , qk} for k ∈ N be the set of
domain model-based and ad-hoc queries and w1, . . . , wk the according weights with wj ∈
[0, 1] and ∑kj=1wj = 1. The overall query-based similarity QueSimpc : {p1, . . . , pn} →
[0, 1] of the current project pc and a historic project pi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n is defined as
QueSimpc(pi) =
k∑
j=1
wj · Simpcqj (pi).
Here Simpcqj for 1 ≤ j ≤ k refers to the similarity value for a single query (either domain
model based or ad-hoc).
In accordance with [vN02] for normalization purposes we require that 0 ≤ Simpcqj , wj ≤
1 holds for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k and that all weights wj sum up to 1. Note that when using
weights to reflect the relative importance of one similarity compared to another, special
measures need to be taken to avoid unwanted effects due to different scopes of the different
similarities. As elaborated in [vN02], a trade-off procedure can help to rule out this effect.
If such measures are taken, we can safely assume that projects that are similar in regard
to the highly weighted queries will get a higher overall similarity value.
Ranking and Manual Investigation
The computation of the similarity measures for all historic projects in regard to the new
current project enables to rank the historic projects according to this measure. The
projects containing similarities within the highly weighted areas of the new project’s re-
quirements model should receive a higher ranking. The engineer then starts her quest for
reusable components within the high-ranked projects. The termination condition for the
investigation can be a threshold for the similarity measure or simply the available time.
6.1.4 A New Similarity Measure for Project-Specific Extensions
The previous section has introduced a query-based approach to compute the similarity
of requirements models. The reference toward domain models is intended to overcome
problems of modelling heterogeneity. But nonetheless the need has become apparent
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to consider project-specific extensions. While ad-hoc queries are a first measure, they
are constituted in fact mainly from generic naming similarity measures enhanced by ref-
erences to i* modelling constructs and relations to capture particular “model-snippets”
(see [RBJ07]). Accordingly, they again suffer from the problem of modelling heterogeneity.
Certainly, many of the more advanced (textual and model-aware) similarity measures
that have been discussed in the related work section – only tailored to the i* formalism
– are applicable in our setting. Even though we think nearly all of them to be beneficial,
we have not followed this line of research since it would have only meant to adapt these
measures to our particular setting. Instead we have developed an additional, new similarity
measure that particularly takes advantage of the domain model based approach that has
been developed within this thesis. The core idea is to trace a project-specific extension
back to its anchor objects in the domain models and to use solely these anchor objects to
compute a similarity measure for project-specific extensions.
Definition 6.3 (Project-Specific Extension). Let DMO = ∪ni=1DMi, n ∈ N denote the
union of all domain model objects of the individual domain models DMi and O(p) all
modelling objects within a project p. Then SO(p) denotes the specific objects of a project
p given by SO(p) = O(p) \DMO.
A project-specific extension E of p is then defined as a suitable subset E ⊆ SO(p) that
encompasses a closed set of related, specific modelling objects. With Ext(p) = {E1, . . . , Ek},
k ∈ N0 we denote the set of all project-specific extensions of p.
We will clarify what we consider “a suitable subset” at a later point in time, namely
in Chap. 6.2.5.
Anchor Objects and their i* Based Refinement Paths
The basic assumption of the newly proposed similarity measure is that due to the con-
solidated, foundational, and encompassing nature of domain models, project-specific ex-
tensions can be expected to connect to domain model objects in one or several ways. For
example, for a “control problem” there will be at least a connection to one of the abstract
roles “controller”, “controlled system”, or “control cycle”. Furthermore, since the do-
main models reflect the current experiences and the evolved and accumulated knowledge
of an organisation (see Chap. 6.2) as well as are used as the common starting point for
all individual customer projects, we can even expect that if two extensions in different
projects are intended to address the same aspect they will highly likely share some at least
suitably related anchor objects in the corresponding domain model(s).
Definition 6.4 (Anchor Objects). We define the anchor objects Anc(E) ⊆ DMO of an
extension E ∈ Ext(p) to be
Anc(E) =
⋃
o∈E
Anc(o)
where the anchor objects Anc(o) of an individual object o are characterised by
Anc(o) = { d ∈ DMO | o connected to−−−−−−−−−→ d ∧ path_set(o connected to−−−−−−−−−→ d) \ {d} ⊆ E }.
“connected to” refers here to any i* modelling means in particular any kind of link
(irrespective of its direction) as well as the parent-child relationship between actors and
their SR details. And path_set denotes the set of all modelling objects that are utilised
to establish the above mentioned connection. Intuitively speaking, the above definition
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characterizes anchor objects as the ‘first’ domain modelling objects that are related to a
project-specific extension.
Unfortunately, due to modelling heterogeneity the set of anchor objects for two similar
project-specific extensions cannot be expected to be identical. This is the developers
have several opportunities to connect to domain modelling parts in a sensible manner.
Accordingly, we need to relax the comparison of anchor objects of two project-specific
extensions in a suitable way. The similarity measure that we will introduce later on
provides two ways to do so.
• For one, we do not expect the same number of anchor objects for the two different
extensions but simply consider the available ones and their relations.
• Secondly, when comparing two anchor objects from two project-specific extensions,
we do not require identity but take i* refinement relationships into account that are
part of the corresponding domain model.
The second issue requires additional elaboration.
i* Refinements for Anchor Objects Assuming that the domain model is carefully
and suitably designed, we can expect that even if not the same anchor object is chosen
by different engineers, the chosen objects are at least suitably related. The most likely
case is that the different engineers have chosen different levels of refinement to connect to.
While one has, for example, connected to an actor element the other might have chosen
a more detailed modelling element at the SR level of the same actor.
To be more precise we define the following refinements for i* models (cf. [Fra10]).
Definition 6.5 (Refinements in i*). Let x and y be two modelling elements of an i*
model. x is considered a refinement r(x, y) of y iff
1. x is an intentional element, y a task, and there is a decomposition link from y
to x, or
2. x is a task, y is a goal, and there is a means-ends link from x to y, or
3. x is an intentional element, y is an actor, and x is a child (this is SR detail) of
y, or
4. x and y are actors and there is an is-part-of link from x to y.
Definition 6.6 (Refinement Path). For any object x, we can compute its refinement path
by transitively following the single refinement steps r1, r2, . . . rn as defined above until no
further step is possible. This is
r0(x, y1) ∧ r1(y1, y2) ∧ · · · ∧ rn−1(yn−1, yn) ∧ ¬∃z rn+1(yn, z),with n ∈ N0.
In addition we require to apply case 3 (parent-child relationship) only after none of the
cases 1 (decomposition) and 2 (means-ends) is applicable any more.
RefPath(x) is used to denote all modelling elements (not links) on the refinement
path originating (and including) x, this is
RefPath(x) = {x, y1, y2, . . . , yn}, n ∈ N0.
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Note that the restricted application of case 3 is necessary since alternatives to goals
and decomposition refinements are certainly also children of an actor even though
intermediate refinement levels exist. The restriction then yields the uniqueness of the
above defined refinement path as the following lemma shows.
Lemma 6.1 (Unique Refinement Path). For any object x, its refinement path RefPath(x)
is unique.
Proof. By induction on the length l = |RefPath(x)| of the refinement path.
l = 0 Does not exist since at least x ∈ RefPath(x).
l = 1 RefPath(x) = {x} is unique.
l→ l + 1 Assume {x, y1, . . . , yl} is known to be unique. If there is no yl+1 with r(yl, yl+1)
we are finished. If there is indeed a yl+1, we will see that only one of the four cases
defined in Def. 6.5 is applicable.
• Due to the agreed semantics of i* (see Chap. 2.2.1), no cycles or shortcuts are
allowed in decomposition or means-ends hierarchies nor may a task be the
destination of a decomposition as well as the source of a means-ends link at
the same time. Accordingly, the two cases (1 as well 2) are mutually exclusive
and each yields exactly one related object if applicable.
• While the parent-child relationship (case 3) is also applicable to the case that yl
is an intentional element, the definition Def. 6.6 explicitly states that this case is
to be applied only if none of the before mentioned cases is applicable any more.
To put it intuitively, we allow to take this refinement step only for top-level
SR modelling objects that are not part of a decomposition hierarchy or an
alternative to achieve a goal. This together with the fact that an intentional
element can only be attributed to one particular actor yields a unique result
for this case as well.
• Eventually, the last case (case 4) is applicable only to the case that yl is an
actor element. Accordingly it does not interfere with the other three rules.
Furthermore, as with decomposition and means-ends links, i* does not allow
for cycles or shortcuts for is-part-of links either. Accordingly, also this case
has a unique return value, if applicable.
In sum, we can guarantee that if at all only one of the four cases from Def. 6.5 is
applicable at the same time and additionally delivering a unique result. Accordingly,
yl+1 is unique and so is {x, y1, . . . , yl, yl+1} and thus eventually RefPath(x).
The Anchor-Object Based Similarity Measure
With the above defined set of tools we are able to define a similarity measure that suitably
considers relaxations of anchor objects of two project-specific extensions, E1 and E2, that
have been developed in two separate projects, P1 and P2.
We structure the computation into two steps:
1. find best pairs of anchor objects and
2. combine the individual similarity measures for each best pair of anchor objects to a
measure for the two entire extensions.
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Find Best Pairs of Anchor Objects As introduced above the anchor objects of the
two project-specific extensions, E1 and E2, are given by Anc(E1) and Anc(E2), respec-
tively. Let the members of these sets be denoted as follows:
Anc(E1) = {a11, a12, . . . , a1p}, p ≥ 1
Anc(E2) = {a21, a22, . . . , a2q}, q ≥ 1
This is each akl represents one anchor object of the extension Ek.
For two identically modelled project-specific extensions, this is for a perfect match,
Anc(E1) = Anc(E2) 6= ∅, the following characteristics holds
• p = q and
• it exists a permutation Π(i) so that a1i = a2Π(i), 1 ≤ i ≤ p.
Starting from this consideration, we propose to find best pairs of anchor objects between
the two sets in the non-perfect case. ‘Best’ in this regard is reflected by the relatedness
of the anchor objects taking the i* refinement relationships into account that have been
introduced before.
Definition 6.7 (Best Match). For each a1i ∈ Anc(E1), 1 ≤ i ≤ p, the best match from
Anc(E2) is derived by computing the function match
a1i
1,2 : Anc(E2)→ [0, 1]
match
a1i
1,2(a2j ) =

1
|RefPath(a1i )\RefPath(a2j )|+1
, RefPath(a2j ) ⊆ RefPath(a1i )
1
|RefPath(a2j )\RefPath(a1i )|+1
, RefPath(a1i ) ⊂ RefPath(a2j )
0 , else
and finding its maximum value (for 1 ≤ j ≤ q):
BestMatch1,2(a1i ) = max1≤j≤q
(
match
a1i
1,2(a2j )
)
.
BestMatch2,1(a2j ) can be defined analogously.
Intuitively, BestMatch1,2 computes for each anchor object of E1 a value between 0 and
1 indicating if a similar anchor object exists with E2. The value 0 indicates that no similar
anchor object exists with E2, while the value 1 indicates that E2 contains exactly the same
anchor object. A value between 0 and 1 indicates that there is an anchor object a2j in E2
that is either on the refinement path of a1i or where a1i is on the refinement path of a2j .
In fact the set operations defined above, RefPath(a1i ) \RefPath(a2j ) and RefPath(a2j ) \
RefPath(a1i ), together with the uniqueness of refinement paths (see Lemma 6.1) yield a
computation of the distance of the two anchor objects along the longer refinement path.
In our understanding, “best” then refers to anchor objects that are closely related, this is
they are connected by a short refinement path. Eventually, BestMatch2,1 does the same
for the anchor objects of E2 with respect to the anchor objects of E1. Note that these
functions differ in particular if p 6= q.
Lemma 6.2 (Perfect Match). For two project-specific extensions, E1 and E2, where
Anc(E1) = Anc(E2) holds, for any x ∈ Anc(E1) and any y ∈ Anc(E2) the function
BestMatch1,2 (BestMatch2,1, resp.) yields 1:
∀x ∈ Anc(E1)∀y ∈ Anc(E2) BestMatch1,2(x) = BestMatch2,1(y) = 1.
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Proof. From the characterisation of the perfect match we know that if Anc(E1) = Anc(E2)
indeed holds there is a permutation Π(i) so that a1i = a2Π(i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ p. With Lemma 6.1
this yields that RefPath(a1i ) = RefPath(a2Π(i)) for 1 ≤ i ≤ p. Accordingly, we get
match
a1i
1,2(a2Π(i)) =
1
|RefPath(a1i ) \RefPath(a2Π(i))|+ 1
= 1|∅|+ 1 = 1
Since anything different from ∅ yields a lower match value than 1, BestMatch1,2(a1i ) = 1
indeed holds. Since Anc(E1) = Anc(E2) the same obviously holds true for BestMatch2,1
as well.
Note that while for the perfect match no anchor object from Anc(E2) is used more than
once, the measure as defined above does not ensure this. In the most degenerated case,
for each a1i ∈ Anc(E1) the same a2j ∈ Anc(E2) can be selected for the “best match”. We
consider this acceptable since enforcing non-reuse of anchor objects would be unnecessarily
hard to compute. In particular, proposing such an uninformed – this is without looking
at the connection point within the project-specific extension (e. g. modelling type, naming
similarity etc.) – distribution of the anchor objects from Anc(E2) among the ones of
Anc(E1) could hardly be expected to strongly benefit the measure.
Combine to a Similarity Measure for the Entire Extensions The overall idea of
the anchor object-based similarity measure is to correlate the number of similar anchor
objects with the total number of anchor objects of the two extensions. This is easy from
the definition of BestMatch1,2 and BestMatch2,1 as introduced in the previous section.
Definition 6.8 (Anchor Object-Based Similarity Measure). Given two project-specific
extensions E1 and E2 with anchor objects Anc(E1) = {a11, a12, . . . a1p} and Anc(E2) =
{a21, a22, . . . a2q}.
The anchor object-based similarity measure AncSim(E1, E2) : Ext(p1) × Ext(p2) →
[0, 1] is defined as follows:
AncSim(E1, E2) =
∑p
i=1BestMatch1,2(a1i ) +
∑q
j=1BestMatch2,1(a2j )
|Anc(E1)|+ |Anc(E2)|
Lemma 6.3 (Properties of AncSim). AncSim(E1, E2) has the following properties:
1. AncSim(E1, E2) = 1 for Anc(E1) = Anc(E2),
2. AncSim(E1, E2) = 0 for Anc(E1) ∩Anc(E2) = ∅, and
3. AncSim is symmetric, this is AncSim(E1, E2) = AncSim(E2, E1).
Proof. To 1. From Lemma 6.2, we already know that
∀x ∈ Anc(E1)∀y ∈ Anc(E2) BestMatch1,2(x) = BestMatch2,1(y) = 1
holds. The computation of AncSim(E1, E2) then yields
AncSim(E1, E2) =
∑p
i=1BestMatch1,2(a1i ) +
∑q
j=1BestMatch2,1(a2j )
|Anc(E1)|+ |Anc(E2)|
=
∑p
i=1 1 +
∑q
j=1 1
p+ q =
p+ q
p+ q = 1
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To 2. From the definition of BestMatch1,2 it is clear that if Anc(E1) ∩Anc(E2) = ∅
∀x ∈ Anc(E1)∀y ∈ Anc(E2) BestMatch1,2(x) = BestMatch2,1(y) = 0.
The computation of AncSim(E1, E2) then yields
AncSim(E1, E2) =
∑p
i=1BestMatch1,2(a1i ) +
∑q
j=1BestMatch2,1(a2j )
|Anc(E1)|+ |Anc(E2)|
=
∑p
i=1 0 +
∑q
j=1 0
p+ q =
0
p+ q = 0
To 3. Obvious, since the different components are simply summed up and this can happen
in any ordering (commutative law).
We prefer the above given similarity measure over a more encompassing measure that
considers all possible pairs of anchor objects, since this would only add noise. By finding
best matches first, we focus relevant comparisons only and thus yield a much more focused
measure.
Wrap-Up
In this sub section, we have introduced a new, domain model based similarity measure.
By considering the anchoring of project-specific extensions in the domain modelling part,
we have found a means to trace the similarity back to this consolidated and common
modelling part and thereby to partially overcome the problem of modelling heterogeneity
also for project-specific extensions. The important ‘relaxation’ of not watching out for
identical but suitably related (refined) anchor objects in two project-specific extensions
has resulted from our concrete modelling experience within the ZAMOMO project. While
the domain models provide a common starting point, they still leave room for modelling
variants. But with the presented considerations, we can overcome the major problems in
this regard.
Note that the approach ignores any detail of a project-specific extension. Thus due
to its sole focus on domain modelling objects, it is highly likely that it will relate many
extensions that with regards to content cannot be considered related. As a result, our
approach can only be considered an extension or addition to other approaches such as the
many existing similarity measures (textual, feature-based, model-aware etc.) or ad-hoc
queries mentioned earlier. But as long as our presumption holds, this is for any project-
specific extension at least one connection to a domain model object is established,3 our
measure as presented here can take over the role of providing the most basic comparison
foundation. This is any additional similarity measure is then only applied for pairs of
extensions that have already received a sufficiently high anchor object-based similarity
measure.
The adequacy of this procedure can be justified by the measure’s reliance on consol-
idated modelling parts that are known to be covered identically throughout many if not
all historic projects. While the sole focus on anchor objects might lead to many false-
positives, we do not have to expect many false-negatives. A false-negative would mean
3We think that if this presumption does not hold, the domain model(s) are missing an important part
and thus should be evolved (see Chap. 6.2).
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that two extensions that are actually related receive a too low anchor object-based sim-
ilarity measure. This in turn will only happen, if too different connection points to the
domain modelling part have been chosen during modelling, this is the anchor objects of
the two extensions might not be related at all. While in principal possible, a suitably de-
signed and maintained domain model (see evolutionary considerations in Chap. 6.2) can
be expected to reduce such occurrences to a minimum.
6.1.5 Problems, Improvements, Open Issues
Integrating Query-Based Search and Anchor Object-Based Similarity
We have presented here a query-based similarity search as well as an anchor object-based
similarity measure. The latter is intended in particular to improve the addressing of
project-specific extensions. Unfortunately, the integration of the two approaches has not
been targeted here. This is mainly due to the fact that the anchor object-based similarity
measure has originally been developed to support the evolution of domain models with
respect to project-specific extensions (see Chap. 6.2.5). While we will elaborate its use
in the evolutionary context later on, the measure is certainly also relevant in the basic
similarity search setting we are concerned with here.
A first idea to suitably integrate the anchor object-based measure in the query-based
similarity search is to split up the generic “ad-hoc” part into dedicated queries for each
project-specific extension that can be identified in the current project that serves as the
reference base for the similarity search. Since also the anchor object-based similarity
measure makes use of Telos queries (see “Implementation” section below) for its realization,
the basic integration is easy. The only difference is that the results need to be treated
differently than for domain model or ad-hoc based queries. While for them we simply count
the occurrences of reference base objects in the results for historic projects, the anchor
object-based queries serve as the input to the computation of the anchor object-based
similarity measure as introduced above.
When following the above proposed approach, the number of queries will highly likely
grow significantly. Accordingly, it might become worth to define weights in a hierarchical
manner. For example, weights are first distributed among domain model based queries
and queries concerning project-specific extensions. Only at a second level, the different
queries on project-specific extensions (ad-hoc as well as anchor object-based) are weighted
against each other. A hierarchy of weights is a typical approach also applied in general
decision theory [vN02].
Certainly, a more thorough investigation of the integration topic can reveal that an-
other approach might be preferable. In particular, if we also consider the integration of the
many other, already existing measures in regard to textual, feature-based, structure-based,
and model-aware similarities, more general approaches to suitably combine similarity mea-
sures need to be investigated.
Extensions to the Similarity Search
Another idea to improve the overall similarity search is to precede the query-based similar-
ity search described here by a high level comparison of domain models that went into the
modelling of the various projects, current as well as historic. Utilizing the same domain
model(s) could be assumed a basic precondition for being related. This is the set of historic
projects could be pre-filtered in regard to whether the same domain model(s) have been
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used as in the current project. But on the other hand, the above introduced weighting of
queries is able to express this while being much more flexible and precise at the same time.
For example, queries in regard to one particular domain model can be classified as more
important than others. A weight of 0 even allows to ignore the aspects of a domain model.
In the most degenerated case, this opens up the possibility to ignore all domain models
in favor of project-specific issues only. Thus, the query-based approach presented above
is more general. Nonetheless, a filtering according to domain models could be helpful in
many cases and thus should be provided at least as an optional convenience functionality.
Furthermore, the similarity search can be extended to not only cover requirements
models but also different project and development artifacts such as cost calculations,
system designs, and even artifacts at implementation level. Certainly, measures must be
taken to reduce the efforts when posing according queries to not overwhelm the user.
Another possible extension can derive from the work on applying the analogy paradigm
to exploit reusable requirements specifications as proposed by Maiden and Sutcliffe [MS92].
By abstracting from the concrete problem at hands, we might be able to identify projects
that while not considering the same problem setting might concern a solution that is trans-
ferable to the new domain. Due to the meta modelling features of Telos and ConceptBase,
it is conceivable to store the derived abstractions as kind of (meta) patterns and integrate
it into the realization of the similarity computation. The details need to be figured out in
future work.
Support for Cost Calculation From the perspective of SMEs, a valuable extension
would concern the utilization of the approach to support the cost calculation at the SMEs.
At the moment, we only support the identification of related projects. The engineer is
then expected to decide about reuse. If a reusable component is identified, this is intended
to reduce the costs for the new project. If the project base includes also the management
and costs perspectives of historic projects, according information, for example in regard to
the cost calculation, can be derived. Even if a particular component of an earlier project
can in the end not directly be reused, the engineer might be able to investigate its cost
calculation and thus receives a more reliable estimate for the costs of the newly to be
developed component. Thus, this extension joins possibly well with the consideration of
the analogy paradigm [MS92] mentioned above. But in order to become valuable to an
SME, this requires a model-based integration of the additional pieces of information (cost
calculations, project plans, etc.). An at least partially automated transfer of the costs
information into the new cost calculation must be provided while maintaining a reference
to the source to ensure traceability.
Improving the Anchor Object-Based Similarity Measure The potential of the
anchor object-based similarity measure seems also to not be fully exploited yet. For one,
the list of refinements that has been considered so far might need to be enlarged, in
particular in regard to actor association links, this is is-a, ins, plays, occupies,
and covers links. It has to be investigated in more detail how we can still ensure the
uniqueness of the refinement path (Lemma 6.1) which seems a valuable property or in
which other way we can accommodate violations of this property in the definition of the
similarity measure. Also an alternative definition of similar anchor objects is conceivable
that does not enforce that one refinement path is included in the other. Maybe sharing
a common part would already be sufficient. This is in addition to the cases that are
considered so far, it is then also possible to relate anchor objects that share a common
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part but at some point branch into different refinement hierarchies. A “penalty” could
then be given to the part of the connecting path between the two anchor objects that is
traversed inversely to the refinement definition. Furthermore, in its current form, we do
neither account for how often an anchor object is referenced by a project-specific extension
nor on which refinement level it resides. For the latter, it seems valid to assume that the
deeper (and closer) two anchor objects from two project-specific extensions are nested
in the established refinement hierarchy, the more likely is their actual relatedness while
anchor objects at the highest level of refinement deliver only a weak hint on relatedness.
Accordingly, these ideas might be optional starting points for future improvements.
Other improvements are mainly related to the integration of the approach with some
of the existing textual, structural, and model-aware similarity measures as mentioned
already above. These are expected to strongly improve the correctness and preciseness
of the similarity search for project-specific extensions. In addition, once such structural
and/or model-aware features are considered, it could also make sense to more precisely
consider the origins within a project-specific extension that connect to the anchor objects
in the domain modelling part and include this information in the anchor object-based
similarity measure computation.
Eventually, we have to think about indexing (see [LdMFW08]) since pairwise compar-
isons of all project-specific extensions among the whole project base will become more and
more difficult with the growth of the project base (see also Chap. 6.2.6). Again, existing
approaches from literature need to be consulted in regard to how far they are applicable
in our setting as well.
Evolutionary Issues The similarity search as proposed above is also affected by evo-
lutionary issues which will be discussed in depth in the next chapter (Chap. 6.2). The
affection of the similarity search is mainly due to its reliance on domain models. As will be
elaborated later on, the latter are regularly subject to change. Accordingly, in Chap. 6.2.4
we investigate the effects of domain model changes on similarity search related issues.
6.1.6 Implementation Details
As becoming standard within this thesis, the main supportive activities are implemented
via suitable Telos (query) classes utilizing the Telos implementation ConceptBase. This
is not different with similarity search related issues. Accordingly, we will introduce basic
queries that realize major parts of the similarity search as well as queries related to the
computation of the anchor object-based similarity measure here. Examples for concrete
domain models and problems are given later on in the case study section. Eventually, we
show how the support is to be integrated in our Eclipse based OpenOMEi5 tool.
Generic Base Comparison Queries
As an alleviation for users (as well as to tackle the robustness of queries as will be ad-
dressed in Chap. 6.2.4), we suggest the use of generic query classes for the definition of
domain model based or ad-hoc queries. Remember that generic query classes are query
classes that can be instantiated or refined by setting parameters. This allows also less
experienced users to take advantage of ConceptBase’s powerful query feature. Figure 6.4
shows three such generic queries. The first two are concerned with decomposition hi-
erarchies. While DecomposedElements watches out for refinements of a task (specified
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GenericQueryClass DecomposedElements isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t with
paramete r
t a s k : TaskElement
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ e x i s t s l / Decompos i t i onL ink
( l to t h i s ) and ( l from ~ ta s k ) $
end
GenericQueryClass DecomposedRecurs iveE lements
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t with
paramete r
t a s k : TaskElement
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ e x i s t s l / Decompos i t i onL ink t /TaskElement
( l to t h i s ) and ( l from t ) and
( ( t = ~ ta sk ) or
( t i n DecomposedRecurs iveE lements [~ t a s k ] ) ) $
end
GenericQueryClass Ch i l d r enO f isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t with
paramete r
pa r en t : ActorE lement
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s pa r en t ~ pa r en t ) $
end
Figure 6.4: Generic query classes to traverse decomposition and parent-child relations
as the parameter) only at the first decomposition level, DecomposedRecursiveElements
processes the hierarchy to any depth by recursively referring to itself. ChildrenOf is a
very simple query that returns all children of a particular actor (again specified as the
parameter) by evaluating the corresponding attribute. The existence quantifier for the
decomposition link in the two decomposition related queries clearly indicates that
project-specific (or evolutionary) additions to or deletions from a domain model are cor-
rectly considered by these generic queries. Similar query classes can be specified for the
occurrence of actors, dependencies, chains of dependencies as well as means-ends,
softgoal, and is-part-of hierarchies, even combinations thereof. We omit them here,
since they do not add substantial insights.
Note that all these generic queries are only related to i* modelling semantics but not
particular domain models. Accordingly, they should be associated, this is stored, with the
general i* framework representation in Telos. This also ensures that they are available for
any user interested in specifying particular domain model based or ad-hoc queries. The
domain model based queries (see case studies section below) instead should of course be
associated with the particular domain model module they concern.
Eventually, we would like to note two technical issues. For one, we need some kind
of marker for historic projects. While the current project can be pointed at explicitly,
the system should somehow be able to identify the set of historic projects with which
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to compare a current project. As with the indication of the “customer” for a “shared
history” based strategy to choose an initial domain model (see Chap. 5.1.3), the tagging
is straightforward, for example, by adding a suitable Boolean attribute to the project’s
module.
The other issue concerns performance, in particular the unnecessary reevaluation of
(domain model based) queries on historic projects. We mentioned already the fact that in
many cases the results to these queries can be cached for historic projects since they simple
do not change after finalization (for exceptions, see Chap. 6.2.4). While ConceptBase
provides basic caching facilities for queries, in a productive environment we would need to
elaborate on these in order to make sure that only in the (rare) case of adaptations to a
historic project (see Chap. 6.2.4) the corresponding queries are re-evaluated. The simplest
solution would be to “materialize” the query results as part of a project model and update
this materialization on demand. In [JQJ10], the materialization of views is discussed as
an application of active rules (ECA).
Details Related to the Anchor Object-Based Similarity Measure
In regard to the anchor object-based similarity measure, the first implementation detail
that needs to be tackled is the identification of anchor objects. In Chap. 6.2.5 we will
discuss in more depth how to identify project-specific extensions as initially defined in
Def. 6.3. In particular, we will get to know a Telos class Extension that represents an
extension and is referenced from the constituting objects via their partition attribute.
Figure 6.5 shows the generic query class that takes an Extension object as a parameter
and finds the DomainModelObjects that are referred (via a link or parent-child relation-
ship) from within this Extension, this is the extension’s AnchorObjects. Remember that
DomainModelObjects are easily detectable by checking the existence of the domain_module
attribute (as introduced in Chap. 5.1.3).
The second issue concerns the computation of refinement paths. Fortunately, we can
pick up here on queries that have been developed for the transformation of i* models to
Matlab/Simulink models (see Chap. 5.2.3). The basic idea is to introduce an additional
deductive attribute super that captures the intended refinement relationships, this is it
considers decomposition and means-ends hierarchies, parent-child relationships, and
is-part-of links. Figure 6.6 shows the attribute as well as the corresponding rules that
reflect the refinements according to Def. 6.6. By referring to the deductive attribute, it
is straightforward to formulate a query that computes the transitive closure of the super
attribute and thereby the refinement path of a modelling object provided as the parameter
start . The corresponding generic query class, RefinementPath, is also shown in Fig. 6.6. It
returns the object itself, its direct super attribute, or refers recursively to its own definition.
Once a suitable data structure is set up that provides for each project-specific exten-
sion access to its anchor objects together with their refinement paths (see Chap. 6.2.6),
the realization of the BestMatch and eventually AncSim computation is straightforward
and thus omitted here. Note that similar to the case for domain model based queries we
can cache these data for the project-specific extensions occurring in finalized projects. Ac-
cordingly, only for the new current project the identification of project-specific extensions,
their anchor objects, and refinement paths has to be carried out. Still the identification
is computationally expensive. So far no additional measures have been taken to compute
the similarity values in a particularly efficient way.
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I S t a rOb j e c t with
a t t r i bu te
p a r t i t i o n : Ex t en s i on
end
GenericQueryClass AnchorObject s
isA Element , DomainModelObject with
paramete r
e x t : Ex t en s i on
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $
( e x i s t s l / L ink
( l p a r t i t i o n ex t ) and ( ( l from t h i s ) or ( l to t h i s ) ) ) or
( e x i s t s i / I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t
( i p a r t i t i o n ex t ) and ( i pa r en t t h i s ) ) $
end
QueryClass DomainModelObject isA I S t a rOb j e c t with
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ e x i s t s m/Module ( t h i s domain_module m) $
end
Figure 6.5: Generic query class to identify anchor objects of an extension
Comparison Implementation and Result Presentation in Java
While the most foundational tasks of our similarity search are carried out at Telos level,
this is within a ConceptBase database (see above), the computation of the overall query-
based similarity is realized in Java. The reason is simply that we want to provide more
details than just the naked similarity values when representing the results to the user
(see below). We can again envision an Eclipse wizard to guide the user in applying the
similarity search.
1. Starting from a current requirements model, the user is presented the domain model
based queries as defined in the modules of the domain models that have been used
to build up this model.
2. If the user decides after a careful investigation of these domain model based queries
that additional ad-hoc queries are needed, she can be given the list of generic query
classes (see above) in order to instantiate them by setting the parameters to domain-
specific values. Alternatively, an experienced user can specify a query completely on
her own.
3. The user then specifies a first weighting even though this is not a necessary prereq-
uisite for running the ConceptBase queries. In particular we allow for changing the
weights also afterwards (see below).
4. The similarity computation applies the configured queries one after the other to the
current project as well as each historic projects. As mentioned before, the results for
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Element with
a t t r i bu te
supe r : Element
r u l e
decompos i t i onRu l e :
$ f o r a l l f , t / I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t
( e x i s t s d l / Decompos i t i onL ink ( d l from f ) and ( d l to t ) )
==> ( t supe r f ) $ ;
meansEndsru le :
$ f o r a l l f /TaskElement t /GoalE lement
( e x i s t s ml/MeansEndsLink (ml from f ) and (ml to t ) )
==> ( f supe r t ) $ ;
p a r e n tCh i l dRu l e :
$ f o r a l l c/ I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t p/ActorE lement
( ( not e x i s t s ml/MeansEndsLink (ml from c ) ) and
( not e x i s t s d l / Decompos i t i onL ink ( d l to c ) ) and
( c pa r en t p ) )
==> ( c supe r p ) $ ;
i sPa r tO fRu l e :
$ f o r a l l f , t / ActorE lement
( e x i s t s p l / I sPa r tO fL i n k ( p l from f ) and ( p l to t ) )
==> ( f supe r t ) $
end
GenericQueryClass Ref inementPath isA Element with
paramete r
s t a r t : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ (~ s t a r t = t h i s ) or (~ s t a r t supe r t h i s ) or
( e x i s t s e/Element
( e i n Ref inementPath [~ s t a r t / s t a r t ] )
and ( e supe r t h i s ) ) $
end
Figure 6.6: Supportive queries and deductive attribute to compute refinement paths
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Overall 
ranking
Earlier projects 
stored in the database
Query 
weights, 
sum up 
to 1
Pre-defined queries 
referring to the domain model
Ad-hoc, user- 
defined queries
Objects from current project 
that occur also in the earlier project
IN ACCORDANCE: diesel 
MISSING: gas
Figure 6.7: Presentation of the outcome of a similarity search
the current project are taken as the reference base. This is for each of the objects in
this result set and each historic project it is checked whether the object also occurs
in the historic project (“in accordance”) or not (“missing”). After the queries have
been processed and the similarity values have been computed, the user is presented
the results as shown in Fig. 6.7. Note that the reader is explicitly given the names
of the objects from the current requirements model that occur or do not occur for
the listed historic projects as a tool tip information.
5. Since changing the weights does not entail to recompute any query, it is straight-
forward to allow for the modification of weights. This enables the user to play
around with the results and thus investigate the projects more deeply. Certainly,
the implementation provides support by checking whether the sum of weights indeed
equals to 1 as mentioned before. Each change of the weights results in an immediate
adaptation of the ranking of projects.
6. If the user has committed herself to a particular weighting, eventually the wizard
should open up the possibility to specify which (top-ranked) projects to open for a
manual investigation.
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6.1.7 Case Studies
Control System Development
We exemplify the application of our similarity search in the field of control system devel-
opment for the “combustion engine control problem” setting introduced in Chap. 5.1.4, in
particular Fig. 5.12.
Domain Model-Based Queries Figure 6.8 shows all domain model based queries de-
fined for “combustion engine control problems”. They can be grouped into four subgroups:
Generic Issue The class qRoles refers to the fact that the “combustion engine” domain
model is mainly based on role-based modelling.
Sensors and Actuators The importance of sensors and actuators for a control problem
is acknowledged by a corresponding query that refers to the automatically derived
classifications as introduced in Appendix A.1.2 to return the concerned modelling
objects.
Engine Features The most specific queries toward combustion engines query for details
of the engine, this is “cylinder positioning”, “stroke”, “no. of cylinders”, approach
toward “carburation”, type of “cooling” as well as “fuel”. All of these queries refer
to the generic DecomposedElements query class. Only the root of the concerned
decomposition hierarchy has to be adapted to tailor it to the concerned engine
feature.
Customer, Control Cycle, Controller Requirements Similarly, the queries about
“customer”, “control cycle”, and “controller” requirements all build on the generic
query class ChildrenOf. Parameter to this query is the particular role that is con-
cerned. Furthermore, for the “controller requirements” we preferred to ask for tasks
and goals separately.
From the characterizations of the queries above it can be derived that the queries can
suitably be spread across the domain model hierarchy as introduced in Chap. 5.1.4. Since
the query subordinated to generic issue does not refer to a particular detail of any do-
main model, it can simply be stored into the common root of all domain models, the
DomainModel module. The issues sensors and actuators and customer, control cycle, and
controller requirements best fit into the “control problem” domain model. Only the engine
features are really particular to a “combustion engine control problem”.
Ad-hoc Queries Figure 6.9 shows two variants of an ad-hoc query watching out for
“common rail” components. Since it depends on the relevance of the common rail within
a concrete project whether this engine component is represented as an actor of its own
(or even not at all), the two variants – asking for the pure occurrence of “common rail” vs.
its occurrence as an actor element – enable a more or less focused search. These concrete
examples nicely clarify the problems with ad-hoc queries. For example, for ad-hoc queries
we generally cannot follow the (later given, see Chap. 6.2.4) recommendation to “avoid
references to names”. Since the object identifiers of newly introduced modelling parts are
typically generated automatically by the modelling environment, the accordance of these
for two separately developed projects would be purely coincidental. As a result, we have
strong needs for support via text-based similarity heuristics. Already minor changes such
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{∗ Gene r i c query on r o l e s ∗}
QueryClass qRo le s isA RoleE lement
end
{∗ Sen so r s and a c t u a t o r s ∗}
QueryClass qSen so r sAc tua t o r s isA Element with
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s i n Sensor ) or ( t h i s i n Actuato r ) $
end
{∗ Engine f e a t u r e s ∗}
QueryClass qEng i n eCy l i n d e r isA TaskElement ,
DecomposedElements [ C y l i n d e r P o s i t i o n i n g / t a s k ]
end
QueryClass qEng ineSt roke isA TaskElement ,
DecomposedElements [ S t roke / t a s k ]
end
QueryClass qEng ineNoOfCy l i nde r s isA TaskElement ,
DecomposedElements [ NoOfCy l i nde r s / t a s k ]
end
QueryClass qEng in eCa rbu ra t i on isA TaskElement ,
DecomposedElements [ Ca rbu r a t i on / t a s k ]
end
QueryClass qEng ineCoo l i ng isA TaskElement ,
DecomposedElements [ Coo l i ng / t a s k ]
end
QueryClass qEng ineFue l isA TaskElement ,
DecomposedElements [ Fue l / t a s k ]
end
{∗ Customer , c o n t r o l c y c l e , and c o n t r o l l e r r e qu i r emen t s ∗}
QueryClass qCustomerRequi rements isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t ,
Ch i l d r enO f [ Customer / pa r en t ]
end
QueryClass qCon t r o lCyc l eRequ i r emen t s isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t ,
Ch i l d r enO f [ Con t r o lC y c l e / pa r en t ]
end
QueryClass qCon t r o l l e r G o a l s isA GoalElement ,
Ch i l d r enO f [ C o n t r o l l e r / pa r en t ]
end
QueryClass qCon t r o l l e rT a s k s isA TaskElement ,
Ch i l d r enO f [ C o n t r o l l e r / pa r en t ]
end
Figure 6.8: Domain model based queries for the combustion engine domain model
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{∗ Va r i an t 1 : e x i s t e n c e o f "common r a i l " components ∗}
QueryClass qCommonRail isA Element with
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s name "common r a i l " ) $
end
{∗ Va r i an t 2 : "common r a i l " component mode l l ed as an a c t o r ∗}
QueryClass qCommonRailActor isA ActorElement , qCommonRail
end
Figure 6.9: Two variants of an ad-hoc query concerning “common rail” components
Figure 6.10: Extensions and a refinement path in a concrete project
as capitalizing words would otherwise prevent ConceptBase from finding related objects
in different projects.
Anchor Object-Based Similarity Figure 6.10 shows an excerpt of a requirements
model for an individual customer project. Two project-specific extensions have been iden-
tified that are highlighted: one concerns the introduction of a “cylinder pressure” sensor,
the other of a “biturbo”. Table 6.1 lists the anchor objects for each of these two exten-
sions. Furthermore, Fig. 6.10 also includes an example of a refinement path. Originating
in “pump injection” (5) decomposition links are followed along “direct injection” (4)
and “injection” (3). Then via the parent-child relationship the “controlled system” (2) is
reached and from here onward via an is-part-of link the “control cycle” (1).
Now consider the case that while the project P1 captured in Fig. 6.10 has been worked
upon by an “engineer A” there has been a separate project P2 dealt with by a different
“engineer B”. In this project a similar extension E2.1 to E1.1, this is concerning the new
“cylinder pressure” sensor, was introduced. Figure 6.11 contrasts the differences in mod-
elling. While “engineer A” has simply connected the new sensor resource dependency
to the roles “controlled system” and “controller”, “engineer B” has chosen more refined
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Table 6.1: Anchor objects of the two project-specific extensions from Fig. 6.10
Extension Anchor Objects
Extension 1.1: a11: controlled system (for “sensor: cylinder pressure”)
cylinder pressure a12: controller (for “sensor: cylinder pressure”
and “measure cylinder pressure”)
Extension 1.2: a21: turbine (for “biturbo”)
biturbo a22: turbo charging (for “biturbo”)
(a)
(b)
Figure 6.11: Two project-specific extensions with differences in modelling
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Table 6.2: The anchor objects and their refinement paths
Engineer Anchor Objects Refinement Paths
A a1: controller {controller, control cycle}
a2: controlled system {controlled system, control cycle}
B b1: controller {controller, control cycle}
b2: injection {injection, controlled system, control cycle}
targets, namely the task “measure cylinder pressure” within the “controller” and the
task “injection” within the “controlled system”.
Table 6.2 shows the results regarding the identified anchor objects. For simplicity the
extensions are named after the responsible engineer, this is either “A” or “B”, accordingly
the individual anchor objects. Obviously, the best match for a1 is b1 (and vice versa) since
the refinement paths are identical.
BestMatchA,B(a1) = BestMatchB,A(b1) = 1
For a2, b2 is the best match (again also vice versa) even though the refinement paths are
not identical since the one for b2 is longer.
BestMatchA,B(a2) =
1
|{inject., contr. syst., contr. cycl.} \ {contr. syst., contr. cycl.}|+ 1
= 1|{injection}|+ 1 =
1
2
The computation of the anchor object-based similarity measure AncSim(A,B) then
eventually yields the following result:
AncSim(A,B) =
∑2
i=1BestMatchA,B(ai) +
∑2
j=1BestMatchB,A(bj)
|{a1, a2}|+ |{b1, b2}|
=
1 + 12 + 1 +
1
2
2 + 2 =
3
4
Note that the system is aware whether two anchor objects are identical because they
result from the domain model and thus have identical (internal) names in all projects.
In contrast, the two objects just sharing the same name “cylinder pressure” in different
projects cannot be related that easily.
Inter-Organisational Networks
Also for the case study concerning inter-organisational networks examples for ad-hoc and
domain model based queries are conceivable. Figure 6.12 shows examples for domain model
based queries for the “network” and “member” concerns since modelling components from
these two concerns are as elaborated before (see Chap. 5.1.4) most likely to be reusable.
The first “network” related query concerns the check for the existence of a particular
network rule regarding “network admittance”. It expects the role of a “new member” to
be part of the domain modelling and watches out for dependency relationships including
the ones that are connecting to ChildrenOf the “new member” role. The second “network”
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{∗ "Network " conce rn : a p a r t i c u l a r network r u l e ∗}
QueryClass qNetworkAdmittance isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t with
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ e x i s t s dep/DependencyLink f , t /Element
( ( dep from f ) and ( dep to t h i s ) and
( ( f = NewMember) or ( f i n Ch i l d r enO f [ NewMember/ pa r en t ] ) ) ) or
( ( dep from t h i s ) and ( dep to t ) and
( ( t = NewMember) or ( t i n Ch i l d r enO f [ NewMember/ pa r en t ] ) ) ) $
end
{∗ "Network " conce rn : o c cu r r e n c e o f d i s t r u s t ∗}
QueryClass qD i s t r u s t isA Element with
c o n s t r a i n t c : $ ( t h i s = D i s t r u s t ) $
end
{∗ "Member" conce rn : p l a nn i n g p rocedu r e ( s ) ∗}
QueryClass qP lann ingProcedu re isA TaskElement ,
DecomposedElements [ P l ann ing / t a s k ] ,
Ch i l d r enO f [ Gene r i cAgent / pa r en t ]
end
Figure 6.12: Domain model based queries for the network and member concerns of inter-
organisational networks
query simply watches out for the actual occurrence of the Distrust modelling object. The
“member” concern related query looks at the different “planning approaches” that are
available in historic projects by again referring to assumed parts of the domain model,
GenericAgent for covering the basic facilities of agents and Planning for the extension point
in regard to planning procedures (similar to the engine features for the “combustion engine
domain model”).
Figure 6.13 in contrast shows an ad-hoc query that refers to a particular industry,
namely “plastics processing industry” by searching earlier models for characteristic terms.
Again the need becomes apparent to cope with spelling variations and thus textual simi-
larity.
QueryClass qP l a s t i c s P r o c e s s i n g I n d u s t r y isA Element with
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s name " p l a s t i c s " ) or
( t h i s name " e x t r u d e r " ) or
( t h i s name " p e l l e t s " ) or
( t h i s name " f l ow hea t e r " ) or
. . . $
end
Figure 6.13: Ad-hoc query to search projects in the “plastics processing industry”
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6.1.8 Summary
In this section we have introduced a similarity search on requirements models intended to
support engineers at small- and medium-sized enterprises to more reliably identify related
historic projects. We referred back to the domain model based requirements engineering
approach as introduced in Chap. 5.1. By allowing for ad-hoc queries, project-specific
weights, and by taking the current project as the reference base for the comparison, we
have established means for project-specific adaptations. Together with the feedback loop
to adapt domain models out of project-specific experiences (see Chap. 6.2), this results in
situational features of our approach, as will be discussed in more detail in Chap. 6.3.
We have also outlined the features of an anchor object-based similarity measure that is
intended to help identifying similar project-specific extensions more reliably, in particular
to overcome modelling heterogeneity. Again, we have established a connection to our
domain model based approach by using the anchoring of project-specific extensions for
the computation of our similarity measure. Despite of obvious drawbacks in regard to the
many characteristics of project-specific extensions that this approach ignores, it has been
shown that it indeed can be helpful in finding related extensions. A suitable integration
with existing textual and model-aware similarity measures as well as the query-based
approach discussed before needs to be tackled in future work.
While large-scale real world case studies have not yet been carried out, the overall
feedback from our project partners from the ZAMOMO project have been very encour-
aging. In particular the SME was rather interested in the possibility to investigate their
project history and envisions an encompassing project documentation, not solely storing
the requirements models, but any modelling as well as project documentation artifact.
This would also allow us to broaden the scope of the similarity search by incorporating
the analogy paradigm as investigated by Maiden and Sutcliffe [MS92]. As outlined above
this could in particular further improve the reliability of the cost calculation as the major
outcome of the first requirements modelling phase considered here.
6.2 Domain Model Evolution
The domain model based approach to requirements capture (Chap. 5.1) is only valu-
able if the domain models correctly reflect the most recent experiences and most current
knowledge of the enterprise that applies this approach. But experiences and knowledge
necessarily evolve over time:
• new research results or technologies must be considered,
• a shift of interests at the enterprise must be reflected, and eventually
• the recent experiences within concrete projects must continuously be used to update
the domain models.
On the other hand, the domain models are not allowed to grow unrestrictedly, since a
too large domain model requires too many clean up operations (to tailor it to a concrete
project). This jeopardizes the benefits in regard to a fast requirements capture.
Accordingly, this chapter is devoted to suitably manage domain model evolution. In
particular we investigate the effect of domain model changes on what constitutes a project-
specific extension, on the similarity search as presented in the previous chapter (Chap. 6.1),
and outline support to automatically derive suggestions for domain model adaptations
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Figure 6.14: The SECI cycle of knowledge creation (adapted from [NT95])
(reductions and extensions) out of concrete project-specific experiences of an applying
institution.
6.2.1 Related Work
At its core, domain models are a means to capture knowledge. Accordingly, knowledge
management needs to be considered related to domain model evolution. Furthermore,
since our domain models are formalised as i* models, model management related ap-
proaches need to be consulted. This includes fields such as ontology matching and similar-
ity measures that have already been touched upon in the previous chapter in regard to the
similarity search but also distributed data integration (to address the effects of evolution
on already finalized projects). Eventually, the management of domain models should be
included in a method. Accordingly, evolutionary aspects within the context of situational
method engineering are investigated here as well.
Knowledge Management
Figure 6.14 shows the well-known SECI cycle of knowledge creation [NT95]. It emphasizes
the roles of explicit and tacit knowledge and knows four different conversion processes:
Socialisation, Externalisation, Combination, and Internalisation. “Socialisation” creates
knowledge by sharing experiences. This knowledge is articulated as conceptual knowledge
through “externalisation”. “Combining” knowledge is seen as a way to systematise ideas
and can ultimately also lead to new knowledge. Eventually, in order to actually affect the
work of a particular person, the knowledge then has again to be adopted and integrated,
this is “internalised”, into the activities of an individual.
According to these considerations, our domain model based approach can be considered
to concern knowledge management in two regards.
• Firstly, the project repository is supposed to document previous individual experi-
ences. They are made accessible by our similarity search, in particular to identify
chances for reuse.
This is the repository is at first a precondition for sharing project experiences and
thus helps to “socialise” knowledge. Due to its reliance on requirements models it
also prepares for “externalisation”.
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• Secondly, the domain models themselves reflect consolidated knowledge that is man-
aged by evolving the models according to the experiences and needs of the applying
institution.
This is adaptations to domain models are exactly the outcome of the dialogues and
discussions (“externalisation”) of individual project experiences in regard to what
should be added (or removed) from the domain models. By “combining” the best
ideas from different projects, a new shared approach might arise. Furthermore via
the domain models the collected knowledge is easily available for use within the next
project (“internalisation”).
From an organisational perspective, a major difference toward knowledge management
as it is typically applied in larger enterprises is that SMEs rarely can afford spend the nec-
essary “extra time” [CC08] let alone “some full-time knowledge staffers” [DP98]. Instead
“SMEs need to look into their work procedures and incorporate the knowledge capture
process into it” [LEB+05].
Model Management
In [BHP00] Bernstein, Halevy, and Pottinger coined the term model management to cap-
ture the ability of a system to cope with model changes and according data transfor-
mations. They emphasize the need to treat “model” and “model mapping” as first-class
objects and propose particular operations that are intended to simplify their use such
as “copy”, “select”, “delete”, “apply-function”, “enumerate”, “compose”, “match”, and
“merge”. While the foundations of the proposed theory are not yet fully settled, first
(partial) implementations are already available (see [KQCJ07, KQL+09]). In the field of
databases, these issues have been addressed, for example by Staudt Lerner [Sta00b]. She
proposes to compare schemata to address complex changes to a schema and produce a
transformer to update the data accordingly.
Also in the context of model-driven development (see [OMG03]), the reflection of meta
model adaptations on the concrete models have been considered. Wachsmuth [Wac07] and
Gruschko et al. [GKP07] provide classifications for meta model modifications. Similarly
to Staudt Lerner, the intention is to be able to provide rules to automatically synchro-
nize instances to the changed meta models. Also Herrmannsdoerfer (with varying col-
leagues) investigated the possibility of automation for a coupled evolution of meta models
and models. Starting with the investigation of the evolution history of industrial meta
models [HBJ08], they classified the occurring changes and investigated the potential for
automation. In particular they identified a set of reusable evolution operations, this is mi-
gration operations that are not specific to a particular domain specific language. Within
later work they elaborated the need to combine meta model-specific and -independent
changes by developing according tool support [HBJ09] but also identified limitations of
automation [HR09]. In particular, if a meta model is refined, existing models cannot
be migrated automatically since the necessary information is simply not available in the
existing models. Some heuristics are proposed to avoid meta model erosion.
A commonality of all these approaches toward evolution is that the triggering adap-
tations or changes happen at a meta level and somehow must be transferred to an in-
stantiation of this meta level. In contrast, adaptations to our domain models cannot be
considered to reside at a different level of abstraction. Since the domain models are used
‘as is’ in the concrete project-specific models, we have to consider the effect of a subset
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relationship to the (base) domain models. The effect of this difference will be discussed
later in more detail. Nonetheless, we also start our investigation by a classification of
potential adaptations to a (concrete) domain model (see Chap. 6.2.2 below).
Ontology Matching The related work in the field of ontology matching [ES07] has al-
ready been covered in the previous chapter when considering other approaches to identify
similarities. Besides the basic matching procedures that support the identification of re-
lated features in different ontologies also the merger of ontologies is of interest. While the
concrete technologies are again tailored to ontology concepts and thus less applicable in our
setting, ontology merging nicely stresses a feature that is characteristic to any ontology:
an ontology is intended to represent a “shared conceptualisation of a domain of inter-
est” [GHA07]. Similarly, a domain model update involves a discussion of what should be
covered by the domain model as well as the mitigation of modelling variants from different
customer projects. Eventually, recently ontology evolution (also ontology dynamics) has re-
ceived more and more attention (see, for example, http://www.ontologydynamics.org).
As with our findings, the need has been identified to modify an ontology “to form a more
accurate or adequate conceptualization of the domain” [FdA+09]. Again the technologies
are very specific, but the basic ideas seem to fit well so that we need to monitor future
research in this field for its application to our setting as well.
Similarity Measures The broad field of similarity measures has also already been
considered in the previous chapter (Chap. 6.1.1) in the context of the similarity search. All
approaches that help to identify related modelling parts in different projects – in particular
project-specific extensions – provide a useful input to the identification of project-driven
adaptations of a domain model.
Reuse Requirements Experiences Niu and Easterbrook [NE08] explicitly considered
the consultation of requirements of historic projects to extract product line functional
requirements. In their argumentation, “the up-front cost and the level of manual effort
associated with [heavy-weight] domain analysis present a prohibitive adoption barrier for
many organisations”, in particular SMEs. Following a proposal from Krueger [Kru01]
toward mining software repositories for core assets, they focus on “[the identification of]
functional requirements assets by analyzing natural language (NL) documents”. They
focus NL documents since they assume they correctly reflect RE practice in SMEs.
As argued in Chap. 3.2.3, the emergence of product lines is less likely in our setting
of very customer-oriented, flexible, and innovative SMEs. Nonetheless, the basic idea
of deriving reusable assets from previous projects’ experiences is similar. As such our
approach as presented in this thesis can be considered an intermediate approach since it
is supportive also if only a series of related projects is carried out. If an SME later on
indeed wants to switch to a product line based approach (see [KMSW00]), our approach
has the advantage to capture the requirements already in a model-based manner. Thus,
there is no need to work on NL documents. In this context it is also worth to mention
that approaches that tackle variability in goal modelling are already present [YLL+08].
Data Integration As we will see later on, the evolution of domain models will bring up
issues in regard to how to cope with already finalized projects that have been built with
the help of earlier versions of a domain model. In particular the similarity search may
suffer from problems in this regard.
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Data warehouses [JLVV03] can be considered related to this problem since they also
have to tackle heterogeneity. Within data warehouses we are in need of integrating scat-
tered and possibly differently structured sources of information [Qui09]. Wrappers help
to integrate the data and smoothen out their differences. We will see later on that at the
core we follow an idea that can be considered similar. But instead of working on whole
sets of information (this is databases) the scale is much smaller. We need to adapt a few
single datasets so that they confirm with the more general (domain model based) picture
that is utilized for the queries of a similarity search.
Also the research on queries in evolving mobile and ad-hoc networks (e. g. [PJR07])
can be considered related. In this setting the results of queries might vary due to changes
in regard to reachability during query evaluation. While the degree of consistency that
Payton et al. consider allows statements about the validity and significance of query results,
their work does not affect the actual query result. But the latter is needed in our setting
to reliably identify the correct set of similar projects.
Evolution in Situational Method Engineering
Eventually, already the seminal PhD thesis on situational method engineering by Harm-
sen [Har97] included a feedback loop from the application of a situational method (denoted
by Harmsen as “project performance”) to “methods administration” activities. Figure 6.15
shows Harmsen’s representation of his situational method engineering approach. In terms
of the generic model presented by Ralyté et al. [RDR03] (see Chap. 2.1.1), this nowa-
days is considered the “assembly-based strategy”. But in contrast to their representation
(see Fig. 2.1), he explicitly included a representation of the “project performance” and
in particular of the “method base”. Updates to the “method base”, this is insertions of
new fragments, updates to existing ones, as well as the removal of outdated method com-
ponents, are thus to be triggered by “experience accumulation” resulting from individual
applications. Furthermore, the “method base” was intended to capture not only the ba-
sic method fragments and components but also “properties” to support the “meaningful
selection, comparison, and assembly of method fragments”. Again, these details are not
captured by the Map based representation given by Ralyté et al. (see [RDR03]). We will
pick up on these basic ideas and elaborate in more detail how concrete experiences from
recent projects eventually result in adaptations of the domain models that serve as the
major source of (situational) knowledge in our approach.
While Harmsen’s approach can only be considered one variant, this is the “assembly-
based strategy” to situational method engineering, also the other strategies introduced
by Ralyté et al. refer to a kind of repository. As exemplified in the textual descriptions,
the “extension-based strategies” presumes the existence of “patterns” to “[identify] typ-
ical extension situations and provide advises to perform the required extension”. In the
case of the “paradigm-based strategy”, the repository consists of “meta models” that are
abstracted, instantiated, utilized, or adapted. But unfortunately, Ralyté et al. do not
discuss how the application of a situational method engineering in detail leads to the ex-
tension of the corresponding repositories and thus the evolution of the situational method
engineering setting as a whole.
Partially this has recently been addressed by Chiniforooshan and Yu [CY10]. They
have proposed to include additional information in the method base repository that helps
to make the right decisions when constituting a new method. They use a goal-oriented
representation for agile method fragments that in particular captures the results of various
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Figure 6.15: The process of situational method engineering (taken from [Har97])
empirical studies on the suitability and success of the application of these methods.
6.2.2 Sources and a Classification for Domain Model Changes
After reconsidering sources for domain knowledge and thus domain model changes, we
introduce a simple classification that helps to structure the discussions in this chapter.
Sources for Domain Model Changes
In Chap. 5.1.1 we have discussed sources for domain knowledge such as expert knowledge
from textbooks, standards, as well as current research work [Ebe09]. In regard to ontology
dynamics, Flouris et al. [FdA+09] mention “several reasons why an ontology should change:
changes could be initiated because of a change in the world being modelled; the users’
needs may change, requiring a different conceptualization; knowledge previously unknown,
classified or otherwise unavailable may become known; or a design flaw may have been
noticed in the original conceptualization.” All these sources can be considered relevant as
sources for domain model changes as well. For example, if current research has revealed
the high potential of a new kind of material, approach, technology, the enterprise can
decide to incorporate this knowledge early into the model to be prepared for upcoming
projects that require this knowledge. Similarly, the domain models need to be adapted if
a norm or standard has changed and the engineers are committed to the conformance to
this norm (or standard). This can lead, for example, to the early omission of modelling
parts that concern outdated technologies that do not meet the implications of important
norms any more.
In [NSJR09] we have classified the above mentioned sources for domain model changes
as being external in order to distinguish them from internal ones. Whereas the former are
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used to denote direct changes to a domain model out of a separate source, internal changes
originate in the day-to-day work of an enterprise, this is in their individual projects and
experiences. If a similar project-specific extension is occurring recurrently in the latest
projects, a corresponding consolidated modelling excerpt should possibly be included in
a suitable domain model. Even a whole new domain model could emerge if a completely
new field of expertise is approached. Similarly, also the clean up operations during the
tailoring of domain models to a concrete customer project need to be monitored. If
identical modelling parts are deleted over and over again in various recent projects, these
parts might need to be abandoned from the domain model right away. Obviously, this
is also a means to speed up the capturing. Thus, altogether we consider internal sources
as the most important ones since they provide a feedback loop to quickly tailor domain
models to the needs of a particular enterprise. Accordingly, we will mainly focus them in
the following.
Classifying Domain Model Changes
Quite a number of researchers have worked on the implications of meta model changes
on concrete data as elaborated in the related work section. In their considerations, they
typically introduce a classification of changes. For example, Staudt Lerner[Sta00b] dis-
tinguishes “simple type changes” and “compound type changes” constituted from “type
deletions”, “creations”, or “modifications”. Wachsmuth [Wac07] analyses model trans-
formations in regard to their “preservation properties”, mainly “semantics-preservation”
and “instance-preservation”. Gruschko, Kolovos, and Paige [GKP07] classify “M2 model
changes” into “not breaking changes” (at the instance level), “breaking and resolvable
changes” (resolvable via automated means), and “breaking and unresolvable changes”
(this is not automatically resolvable).
There are two major differences to our work.
• Firstly, a commonality of all these approaches is that the evolution occurs at a more
abstract level while the co-evolution (or synchronisation) takes place at a level that
instantiates the adapted (meta) level. This is different in our setting. As emphasized
already before, domain models do not reside at a different level of abstraction. This
is they are used ‘as is’ in concrete project-specific models. Fortunately, this situation
makes the consideration of evolution in our context only easier as we will see later
on.
• Secondly, there is an additional consequence to the first finding. While in their
settings the goal to be achieved is given by the need to co-evolve meta model and
according model instances, in our case the situation is less clear. Generally speaking,
we have to expect problems to arise if some development task spans several projects
where the according requirements models possibly originate in different versions of
a domain model. Currently, the only such tasks are the similarity search and the
identification of project-driven adaptations to a domain model.
Accordingly, we will classify domain model changes in the following in regard to their
effects on what constitutes a project-specific extension as well as on the similarity search.
While each of these applications has its particularities, at the most basic level we follow
the classification given by Staudt Lerner by considering “modifications”, “additions”, and
“deletions” separately (see Tab. 6.3).
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Table 6.3: A classification of domain model changes
Change Details
Modification Changing the value of the name attribute or altering sources (desti-
nations) of links (or the parent-child relationship) as long as the new
references have been part of the domain model already before.
Addition Any modelling object where at least one referred object (for links or
parent-child relationships) has not been part of the domain model yet.
Deletion Removing a modelling object (element, link, parent-child relationship)
from a domain model.
6.2.3 Effects on the Constitution of Project-Specific Extensions
Remember that a project-specific extension is defined in Def. 6.3 as “a suitable subset”
of the “specific objects” of a project, this is the objects that exactly do not originate
in domain models. Accordingly, changing a domain model can certainly impact what is
considered a project-specific extension.
Modifications Neither changing the name attribute nor redirecting any link within a
domain model leads to a reconsideration of what constitutes a project-specific extension.
This is simply due to the fact, that the set of domain objects is not changed and thus the
set of specific objects of any historic project is neither.
Additions In regard to domain model additions, we distinguish two cases. A completely
new extension (e. g. due to an external extension), this is not occurring in any form as a
project-specific extension in any historic project, does also not affect the project-specific
extensions of historic projects simply by definition: the according elements do not occur
in any of these projects.
This is different with a domain model addition that has already occurred at least
partially in a historic project as a project-specific extension. While we discuss later on
how to cope with modelling variations in different projects (see Chap. 6.2.4 and 6.2.5), we
presume here that we can correctly and safely identify recurrences of such objects. A first
chance is then that the project-specific extension in its entirety is now part of the domain
model and thus not at all considered a project-specific extension any more. Secondly, it
might be the case that only a part of the project-specific extension has been introduced
to the domain model. In this case what constitutes a project-specific extension must be
decided anew. It might be the case that the project-specific extension simply shrinks
by the objects that have become domain model objects. But it is also possible that a
single project-specific extension is now better split into several smaller project-specific
extensions that are related to each other via the newly considered domain model objects.
See Chap. 6.2.5 for a more extensive discussion on how self-contained project-specific
extensions should be chosen.
Deletions The deletion of domain model objects can also lead to an update of what
part of a project modelling is considered a project-specific extension. First of all, for all
historic projects that utilized the deleted domain modelling parts these now are considered
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project-specific extensions. This is if no further project-specific extensions (according to
the earlier version of the domain model) are present in a historic project, simply a new
project-specific extension encompassing the tailored former domain modelling part arises.
If project-specific extensions that connect to the now deleted domain modelling part have
been there before, the removal might cause a growth of the corresponding extensions.
They are enlarged by the former domain model objects. Note that this enlargement can
also lead to a combination of formerly separately treated project-specific extensions if they
are connected via the concerned old domain modelling part (see again Chap. 6.2.5 for what
a project-specific extension should consist of).
Measures to Be Taken As resulting from the above discussion, only additions (of at
least partially recurring objects) and deletions trigger the reconsideration of project-specific
extensions. For additions Chap. 6.2.4 will elaborate the need to update historic projects
by reflecting a domain model change within concerned, already finalized projects. If such
projects exist, the update is the result of a project-driven extension. Accordingly, we can
presume that any management activity in regard to extensions can be embedded in the
activities to derive a consolidated modelling version that forms a domain model change
as to be discussed in Chap. 6.2.5. In regard to deletions, at the technical level we have to
remove the tagging of the concerned modelling objects within the historic projects that
indicates that these objects originate in a domain model. Once this has happened, we
can simply re-trigger the evaluation of what is concerned a project-specific extension and
manage the possibly newly created extensions as to be discussed in Chap. 6.2.5.
6.2.4 Effects on the Similarity Search
Modifications of a domain model can affect the similarity search as introduced in the
preceding chapter (Chap. 6.1) in three regards.
1. The predefined domain model based queries might be directly affected by a modi-
fication. For example, a directly referred component has been deleted or an other-
wise explicitly referred structure, e. g. a decomposition hierarchy or dependency
chain, has been altered.
2. The requirement models of projects based upon the new domain model version differ
considerably from the ones for historic projects. This is due to modelling variations
the similarity search can no longer correctly identify them as being related.
3. The refinement paths or even anchor objects of project-specific extensions have
changed and thus the anchor object-based similarity measure needs to be recom-
puted.
We will investigate the effect of domain model changes on each of these cases. It will turn
out that each of the them has different characteristics and thus different changes will cause
different problems. Nonetheless we will propose suitable counter measures for all three
cases with the ultimate goal to reestablish the accuracy of the similarity search.
Direct Effects on Queries
The consideration of the effects of domain model evolution on queries that refer domain
model components – mainly, domain model-based queries – will result in a set of recom-
mendations for the robust formulation of such queries (summarized in Tab. 6.4).
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Modifications Remember that the core intention of the domain model based approach
is the support for SMEs that are active in highly innovative fields. Due to the novelty
of problems addressed, the actual ‘naming’ of modelling objects might evolve over time.
Consider as an example the broadness of topics that partially were coined much earlier but
that are nowadays considered part of the so called “Web 2.0” [O’R05]. Accordingly, instead
of referring to the textual representation of names of modelling objects, we recommend to
utilize the unique identifier for the modelling object (that still can have a speaking name).
This remains the same along changes to the name. This is any update to the actual name
due to a renewed agreement within the field or even only for a particular customer does
not harm the similarity search.
Structural modifications such as changing decomposition or is-part-of hierarchies
need to be addressed via suitable, generic queries as will be discussed in detail for “addi-
tion” and “deletion” changes below.
Additions While certainly a non-empty i* model can be extended by any i* modelling
feature, there are several constructs that seem to have a higher ‘connecting factor’. First
of all, the addition of more actors must be prepared for. This is queries should not only
concern particular, explicitly named actors but be more open in this regard. In par-
ticular the is-part-of hierarchy among actors should be traversed in such a way that
extensions by adding a new sibling as well as refinements by adding children do not need a
special treatment. Similarly, the set of dependencies between actors should easily be
extensible (or reducible). Even the generic treatment of extending (or shortening) chains
of dependencies is conceivable. At the strategic rationale level, the means-ends and
decomposition hierarchies as well as the accompanying softgoal hierarchies and con-
tributions need to be considered in a similar fashion as the is-part-of relationships at
strategic dependency level. In particular, the addition of another alternative to a goal
is a likely extension as is the refinement of a decomposition structure. To summarize,
while there might be a dedicated, domain model specific root from which onward a mod-
elling structure is processed, the processing itself should be able to cope with new siblings
as well as new children to the structure without requiring manual interference.
On the other hand, if a completely new and disconnected modelling part – possibly
with a complicated internal structure (is-part-of, decomposition, etc.) that needs to
be queried in detail – is added, there is no alternative to adding related, tailored queries
explicitly. At least generic queries (as introduced in Chap. 6.1.6) suitably parameterized
by domain model objects should be utilized.
Deletions In analogy to additions, the deletion of modelling objects (e. g. actors, com-
ponents of is-part-of, means-ends, or decomposition hierarchies, etc.) needs to be
accounted for by posing queries in a suitably generic manner (see Chap. 6.1.6). Again,
general considerations have their limitations. If an existing query explicitly refers a do-
main model object that is no longer present, the query has manually to be adapted or
eliminated as well.
Recommendations for Robust Queries As stressed above, generic queries should
be used wherever possible. Nonetheless it has to be acknowledged that the impact of
domain model changes is highly particular to the concrete query. If many domain specific
features, structures, and modelling objects are directly referred, for example chains of
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Table 6.4: Recommendations for robust queries
Recommendation Details
Refer identifiers Refer domain modelling objects by their unique Telos identifier
instead of the name attribute.
Process hierarchies
irrespective of
– branching factor or
– depth
For modelling hierarchies (is-part-of, decomposition, de-
pendency chains, etc.) refer to generic queries that are able
to process an arbitrary number of branches or refinement levels
(e. g. in a recursive manner, see Chap. 6.1.6) to accommodate
additions, deletions, or refinements of any kind.
Use generic queries Whenever possible one of the generic queries (see Chap. 6.1.6)
should be utilised. Domain model specifics should occur as
instantiations of parameters to these queries.
dependencies between several concrete actors, a particular assumption on decompo-
sition, softgoal, or means-ends hierarchies etc., the query update certainly requires
a manual investigation. Accordingly, Table 6.4 summarizes the above mentioned rec-
ommendations and adds a last one, namely to mainly use generic queries that refer to
domain model specifics only as instantiations to parameters. This simplifies the update of
queries in case of domain model changes. Examples for such queries that adhere to these
recommendations have already been given in Chap. 6.1.7.
Overcoming Modelling Variations due to Domain Model Changes
We tackle here the problems that arise when comparing the modelling of two projects that
originate in different versions of a domain model. If a domain model change is (partially)
present as a project-specific extension in historic projects, the similarity search might not
be able to correctly detect the similarity of projects due to modelling variations. This is
true even if (or maybe due to the fact that) the domain model based queries have been
updated according to the domain model change. As with the effect on queries we analyse
again the specifics of modifications, additions, and deletions and propose suitable means
to overcome the problems in this regard.
Modifications/Additions If an addition is completely new (e. g. early adoption of a
new technology, a changed standard/norm), this is in particular it is not in any (modified)
form occurring as a project-specific extension in any historic project, no special measure
has to be taken. The rationale for this is simple: if a new project does not utilize the new
extension at all, the results to the query based-similarity search are not affected in any
way. And if the the new extension is actually used and there is a (domain model-based
or ad-hoc) query that concerns this modelling part, there will simply be no results for
historic projects that build on the former version of the domain model. But this happens
with any aspect of a current problem that does not occur in a historic project.
The situation is different, if an addition is in one way or another already part of an
historic project or if we are concerned with a modification of a domain model as charac-
terized in Tab. 6.3. The first situation arises in particular if a domain model change is
triggered by own experiences of the enterprise (see Chap. 6.2.5). In this case, we know by
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certain that the extension was present in several historic projects. But also for domain
model modifications their earlier occurrence is highly likely. In order to reestablish the
accuracy of the similarity search, we need to make sure that the (consolidated) modelling
version that has become part of the domain model is at least compatible with the project-
specific extensions in historic projects (in particular the ones that have originally formed
the foundation of this domain model change). We will detail out our approach in this
regard below but discuss the case of deletions first.
Deletions Deletions from a domain model are again not a problem due to several rea-
sons. First of all, domain models are designed to serve as starting points and as such are
typically more encompassing than needed for a current project. Accordingly, the domain
model based development process as captured in Fig. 5.1 explicitly mentions a “clean up”
strategy. The engineer starts the tailoring by removing (domain) modelling parts that do
not apply for the current problem at hands. This is the similarity search has been designed
right from the beginning to cope with the non-occurrence of modelling parts. Secondly,
if objects are deleted from the domain model, this does not touch the fact that they are
part of finalized projects. As discussed in the previous section, the only effect is that from
the perspective of the new version of the domain model, they have become project-specific
extensions (of minor relevance, see below). As such they are still accessible via suitable
ad-hoc queries if needed. Eventually, there is a reason to the fact that the according parts
of the domain model have been deleted, namely they are not relevant for the enterprise
any more. Thus, it is less likely that future projects will make extensive references to these
modelling parts. Accordingly, in this case no special measures need to be taken.
Approaches to Address Additions/Modifications Accordingly, the only problem-
atic case are additions (or modifications) that partially have already occurred in historic
projects. Two basic approaches have been considered in this regard. For one we could try
to modify the queries in such a way that they accommodate the differences in modelling
between the new domain model version as well as the various modelling approaches taken
in historic projects (including earlier versions of the domain model). Unfortunately, it
seems unlikely that we will always be able to adapt the queries of the similarity search in
such a way that they acknowledge the recent changes in the domain model while remain-
ing backward compatible with all earlier modelling variants. If possible at all, at least
the comprehensibility and thus future maintainability of the queries would suffer severely
from such an attempt.
The alternative approach – that we have taken – is instead of centralizing the adap-
tations at the query-based similarity search to push them back to the individual origins
that actually cause the problems during the similarity search. This is if a domain model
change cannot be accommodated suitably by changing the according query, we suggest
to update already finalized historic projects. In particular, if a domain model change has
emerged from a set of projects with a high degree of modelling variability among them,
only this approach seems viable. Noticeably at this point we benefit from the fact that we
are not concerned with the co-evolution of meta model and model instances, but need to
co-evolve models (domain model and historic requirements models) that reside at the same
level of abstraction. In fact, the changes to a domain model simply have to be reapplied
to the related individual project-specific extensions of historic projects. Attention must
only be paid to the differences in modelling. This is the change operations might need to
be adapted to the actual historic project modelling in order to arrive at the consolidated
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modelling version that is now part of the domain model. Unfortunately, we do not yet
provide further support in this regard.
Two objections can immediately be raised against the proposed approach. For one,
adapting a finalized project means harming the integrity of project documentation. Fortu-
nately, the formal representation in Telos is aware of the passage of time. Thus, we can
easily identify whether an adaptation to a model has been carried out after the finalization
of the corresponding project. Furthermore, it is possible to roll back the database, e. g. to
the time of its finalization and thus investigate a project’s documentation without consid-
ering later adaptations. Allowing for adaptations of finalized projects is then just a means
to update or adjust knowledge to maximally benefit the future. By considering the time
feature, the later modifications to the model can be seen as kind of wrappers (from data
warehouses, see [Qui09]) to smoothly integrate the data of this particular project with the
domain model and thereby all similar data in other historic (and current) projects.
The second objection concerns the severe time and costs constraints of SMEs. Chang-
ing the modelling of historic projects seem to not fit in here. Again, we want to argue
against this objection. As discussed before, the project experiences are the core assets of
an enterprise [Bjø09]. Accordingly, it is worth to manage this knowledge actively, even
though adaptations to already finalized projects should be kept to a minimum. But hav-
ing taken the decision for a domain model adaptation is already a clear indicator that the
considered topic is expected to be of importance for future activities (see Chap. 6.2.5).
Furthermore, when proposing a domain model adaptation out of a set of related project-
specific extensions, the necessary consolidation gives a clear guidance on how to adapt the
historic projects that served as the sources to the extension.
With all these cutbacks (e. g. on additions or relevant projects) and support (e. g. via
consolidation traces) we see it a moderate but very valuable effort to update older projects
to reestablish the accuracy of the similarity search. But certainly each enterprise has to
perform its own trade-off analysis (and potentially individually for each domain model
modification) in order to decide whether to actually perform such an update or not.
Effects on the Anchor Object-Based Similarity Measure
We also need to consider the effect of domain model changes on the computation of the
anchor object-based similarity measure.
Modifications Modifying domain model object “names” does not affect the anchor
object-based similarity measure, since anchor objects are only determined by structural
issues, in particular the links and parent-child relationships. Accordingly, a modification
in this regard might affect the refinement path of anchor objects as will be elaborated
below for the case of additions.
Additions As for the problem to overcome modelling variations, we distinguish two cases
here. A completely new extension, this is not occurring in any form as a project-specific
extension in any historic project, triggers at most the recomputation of the refinement
paths for anchor objects of older projects. A recomputation is necessary if the addition
changes the (unique) refinement hierarchy according to Def. 6.6, this is it introduces
a new intermediate decomposition, means-ends, or is-part-of link or a parent-child
relationship. The anchor objects of project-specific extensions within older projects remain
unaffected since only not previously occurring objects have been added.
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If a domain model addition has already occurred in a historic project as a project-
specific extension, the above considerations apply as well. But beyond that we have seen in
Chap. 6.2.3 that the constitution of project-specific extensions might change. Apart from
the simple case, that an extension is no longer a project-specific extension in which case
we are also not concerned with anchor objects any more, an extension might has shrunken
or is split up. Certainly, for these shrunken/refined extensions, new anchor objects (and
thus refinement paths) need to be computed. Note that in regard to modelling variations
(see previous paragraphs) we have identified for modifications and additions the need to
update finalized projects to suitably match the possibly consolidated modelling that has
been integrated in a domain model. The recomputation of anchor objects and refinement
paths are intended to work on these updated requirements models for historic projects.
Deletions The deletion of domain model objects can also lead to updated refinement
paths and new anchor objects. First of all, as mentioned before, for historic projects
that utilized the deleted domain modelling parts these now are considered project-specific
extensions. Accordingly, for such an entirely new extension that possibly also integrates
several extensions formerly treated separately, again new anchor objects (and refinement
paths) need to be computed. Eventually, if the refinement hierarchy within the domain
modelling is affected by a deletion, the effect on the refinement paths of all concerned
anchor objects needs to be reinvestigated as it is also the case for additions or modifications.
Comparability of Measures Before and After a Change As becoming obvious
from the discussion above, the computation of the anchor object-based similarity between
two project-specific extensions before and after a domain model change can yield different
results. First of all, what is considered a project-specific extension might has changed.
That is possibly we even cannot directly compare the differences. In the most extreme sit-
uations, the project-specific extensions might have ceased to exist (becoming new domain
modelling parts) or newly have come to existence (former domain modelling parts). In
a more moderate case, two newly characterized project-specific extensions might share a
common (or suitably related) anchor object now for the first time (and thus yield a simi-
larity value ≥ 0 for the first time). Similarly it is possible that after the deletion of domain
modelling objects two project-specific extensions (each enlarged by the anchor objects and
possibly other formerly domain model objects) do not have a common anchor object in
the new version of the domain model any more and thus will (wrongly) be classified as
not similar.
Even if two project-specific extensions are not affected in regard to what modelling
objects they encompass – note that this implies that their anchor objects do not have
changed –, the concrete similarity value can be different. This is the case if the refinement
paths of concerned anchor objects have changed. More precisely, a change only implies
a different similarity value if the distance between two anchor objects from two different
project-specific extensions (on a shared refinement path) has changed.
We do not consider any of the above mentioned issues a severe problem. First of all,
all historic projects are affected by domain model changes in the same way. This is in
particular for changes to the refinement paths, the according changes to the similarity
values still yield the same relative relationships as before the domain model change. If
what constitutes a project-specific extension is impacted, in most cases the same argument
holds true for the new anchor objects. This is we can still expect the anchor objects of
two project-specific extensions to be related if they have been related before. If this is
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not the case, this is the deletion of domain model objects has lead to the non-detection of
similarity for two formerly as similar identified extensions, note that the fact that objects
related to these extensions have been deleted from the domain model indicates that the
enterprise is less interested in these issues. The non-detection of similarity is thus highly
likely also not needed to be considered harmful.
But nonetheless, updating similarity values after a domain model change is cumber-
some. Accordingly, some more research efforts should be spent to either if possible remedy
the need for the recomputation or at least reduce the recomputation to the smallest num-
ber possible (see also the discussion of implementation details in Chap. 6.2.6).
Summarizing the Effects on the Similarity Search
Table 6.5 summarizes the actions to be taken to reestablish the accuracy of the similarity
search in response to the classified domain model changes:
• Modifications are met mainly by general measures such as using identifiers (Q.1) and
generic queries that automatically traverse entire modelling hierarchies (Q.2). Only
for a structural modification the (potentially cached) computation of refinement
paths of anchor objects (A.1) might need to be re-triggered explicitly.
• Also additions are approached by updates to refinement paths (A.1) as well as generic
queries (Q.2). Additionally, the user might need to manually update the queries by
introducing new particular queries for added modelling parts (Q.3). If the addition
encompasses a modelling detail that in one way or another has occurred already in
a historic project, more complex and costly measures need to be taken. For one, an
update of historic projects might need to be triggered to smoothen out modelling
variations (V.1). For another, the constitution of project-specific extensions is pos-
sibly challenged for historic projects and accordingly new anchor objects might need
to be identified (A.2).
• Deletions are met by updating refinement paths (if necessary) (A.1) as well as up-
dating anchor objects (A.2). In regard to queries, again the use of generic queries
(Q.2) prepares for such a change. But as with additions, the set of queries might
also need to be updated manually (Q.3).
6.2.5 Support for the Project-Driven Evolution of Domain Models
Adaptations of domain models that arise out of the modelling for customer projects reflect
the concrete experiences of the enterprise and are thus the best means to rapidly tailor
domain model(s) to a particular enterprise.
Overview
Considering the Map picture of the domain model based development approach as last
refined in Fig. 6.2, a project-driven adaptation of a domain model is triggered in the
“reflection” activity during “project finalization”. In fact, the according activities in a
number of projects are concerned, since only if several projects have recently brought up
the same (or suitably similar) issue(s), the developers need to think about an according
domain model change.
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Figure 6.16: Map model of project-driven domain model reductions and extensions
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Table 6.5: Responses to domain model changes in regard to the similarity search
Change Actions to Take
Modification
– name attribute Q.1 [Use identifiers in queries]
– structural A.1 Update refinement paths of anchor objects
Q.2 [Use generic queries that traverse entire hierarchies]
Addition A.1 Update refinement paths of anchor objects
Q.2 [Use generic queries that traverse entire hierarchies]
Q.3 Update queries (add for new, disconnected modelling parts)
– already V.1 Homogenize modelling by updating related historic projects
occurring A.2 Update anchor objects
Deletion A.1 Update refinement paths of anchor objects
A.2 Update anchor objects
Q.2 [Use generic queries that traverse entire hierarchies]
Q.3 Update queries (remove for eliminated modelling parts)
Figure 6.16 presents an overview of the partially automated support that we provide
in order to support project-driven reductions or extensions of domain model(s) again as
a Map model. On the left side we show a reduced version of the domain model based
development approach as presented in Fig. 6.2. This operates on a single project. In
contrast to the earlier picture (but similar to Harmsen, see Fig. 6.15), we explicitly added
the two databases that are involved. The “domain model base” provides access to the
domain models and is thus essential for the “choice of a domain model”. On the other
hand, the details of a concrete project, in particular the requirements model, need to be
stored in a “project base”. This source is then used, for example, by our “similarity search”
to “identify related historic projects”.
The right side of the figure concerns the processes related to the project-driven adapta-
tion of domain models. These processes are not assigned to a single project but necessarily
require input from a number of historic projects, at least the more recent ones. For both
“extensions” as well as “reductions” (or “deletions”), the “project base” is the major in-
formation source. While we will give the details of the detection procedures below, we
emphasize here that “reductions” or “extensions” are only considered “candidates” for do-
main model adaptations if they have occurred in a suitably high number of projects. An
according threshold can be considered specific to the enterprise possibly reflecting their
corporate culture or typical project size.
While the process steps until the identification of candidates can largely be automated
(see implementation section later on), the modeller is then only informed that a “reduc-
tion” or “extension candidate” has reached the threshold. Before any of these candidates
are actually adopted as a domain model change, a “manual investigation” has to take
place. For “extensions” this is accompanied by “consolidation” activities (see also below).
Furthermore, in this case measures must be taken to ensure the accuracy of the similarity
search by updating the historic projects that have provided input to the extension candi-
date as discussed before (see V.1 in Tab. 6.5). When the developers eventually “explicitly
decide” to adopt a “domain model update”, the according modifications of the domain
models are carried out and stored to the “domain model base” for immediate use within
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the next individual customer project.
As becoming obvious from the picture, for both kinds of processes – this is the normal
process related to a single project as well as the two concerning domain model adaptations
that consider several projects – both databases are involved, even though operating in just
opposite modes. For the single project, the “domain model base” (but also the “project
base”) is used as a source of information, while the “project base” is used for storage.
The adaptation concerned processes on the other hand use the “project base” as its major
source and target updates of the “domain model base”. Accordingly, these databases
help to decouple the two processes. In particular note that not every project finalization
triggers the execution of the entire adaptation process. As elaborated before, only if a
certain threshold for an adaptation candidate is exceeded, the according process will be
continued.
Project-Driven Domain Model Reductions
Reductions can be identified quite easily due to the fact that they concern domain mod-
elling objects that by definition are identical among all requirements models for current or
historic projects. We propose to carry out the following steps to identify domain modelling
parts that are recurrently eliminated within several recent projects and thus possibly can
be omitted from a domain model.
1. Identify deleted domain modelling objects for a single project and aggregate them
suitably (e. g. combine elements and links that refer them).
2. Check whether the number of deletions for such a group exceeds the defined threshold
within the part of the history to be considered.
3. Prompt the user (in the context of the reflection of the most recent project) with the
suggestion for a domain model reduction and wait for the resulting decision after a
manual investigation.
4. Support the domain model update (and possibly the update of concerned queries).
Identify Deletions in a Single Project Remember that for creating the requirements
of a new customer project within the domain model based development approach, the
modeller is intended to choose one or several domain models as a starting point, remove
modelling parts that are not relevant in the current setting, and add specific modelling
details. To identify the domain model objects that have been deleted by the modeller for
a concrete project p, a simple difference operation on the sets of objects of the concerned
domain model(s) DMi (treat each domain model individually) and the objects O(p) of the
single project p suffices:4
DeletionsDMi(p) = DMi \O(p)
Since domain model objects have a unique identifier, they can be traced among all historic
customer projects. This is the sets DeletionDMi(p1) and DeletionDMi(p2) for two different
projects p1 and p2 are directly comparable.
4We have omitted the corresponding link from the “domain model base” to “identify project-specific
deletions” in Fig. 6.16 for the sake of clarity.
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While it would thereby be possible to identify “reductions” on a single object base, we
recommend to consider suitable aggregates. In particular the deletion of an element often
implies the deletion of links that reference this element. Accordingly, their combination
could be considered a suitable aggregate. It is even conceivable that objects (in particular
links) might occur in several of such aggregates. We leave the decisions on these details
to the individual enterprise.
Check Recurrent Deletions For each such suitable aggregate we need to record how
often these deletions have occurred within different customer projects in the considered
history. Due to the unique identifier this is easily possible. The representation of an
aggregate is then annotated by this number of occurrences.
Prompt User and Await Decision If the number of occurrences for one “reduction”
exceeds a specified threshold, the user is prompted for action. She manually inspects the
suggestion as well as the project base. Maybe the latter has been flooded by a large set of
related projects and accordingly the investigation phase should be prolonged by setting a
new, individual threshold for this particular deletion to trigger another prompt at a later
point in time.
Perform Update If the modeller agrees with the suggestion, in most cases the “re-
duction” simply can be applied to the domain model that is then stored as an adapted
version to the “domain model base”. As discussed in the previous section, we might need
to review the domain model based queries in order to adapt (or eliminate) the ones that
explicitly refer to deleted modelling parts. Also the characterization of project-specific
extensions for historic projects must be reconsidered. Both issues can be supported by
ConceptBase either via its basic integration checks or via simple queries (for details see
the implementation section below).
Project-Driven Domain Model Extensions
In contrast to “reductions”, the determination of recurring project-specific “extensions”
in different projects is, as elaborated in the previous chapter (Chap. 6.1), much harder
to establish due to modelling variations that are to be expected. Still the basic steps
to support domain model extensions are similar to the ones for reductions. But for one
the identification of the similarity of extensions across a set of different projects needs
elaboration. For another, the reaction toward user feedback needs to be extended since
the adoption of an extension must be preceded by the creation of a consolidated modelling
version.
1. Identify suitably separated, project-specific extensions within the requirements mod-
els of finalised projects.
2. Compute the similarity of project-specific extensions and build according groups of
related project specific extensions.
3. Prompt the user (in the context of the reflection of the most recent project) with a
suggestion for a domain model extension and wait for the resulting decision after a
manual investigation.
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4. Act on user feedback:
(a) If the user commits to the proposed update, support the domain model update,
the necessary update of the modelling of finalized projects, and possibly the
update of concerned queries as far as possible, for example via the findings of
the various similarity measures that have been utilized.
(b) Document any feedback. In particular if the user disagrees but also if she has
only corrections to any of the earlier steps (e. g. for the similarity or grouping of
extensions), these need to be recorded to avoid bothering the developers with
irrelevant proposals over and over again during future processing.
Identify Project-Specific Extensions The identification of project-specific extensions
has two steps. At first we need to separate domain modelling parts and project-specific
parts. This is already established by Def. 6.3 via a simple difference operation on the sets
of all project objects O(p) and the union of domain modelling objects DMO yielding the
specific objects SO(p):
SO(p) = O(p) \DMO
In Def. 6.3 we then spoke rather vaguely about a “suitable subset E ⊆ SO(p)” to form
a project-specific extension. We refine this notion here by proposing a particular way on
how to suitably partition SO(p) as the second step.
Note that we do not assume that there is only one single project-specific extension
for each project but typically several that are rather independent from each other (and
as such more likely to reappear in other projects). Accordingly, we expect a suitable
partitioning of SO(p) to exist. A simple proposal to arrive at such a partitioning is to
consider reachability within SO(p). This is we group the objects by their ‘connectedness’
in regard to i* modelling constructs. As a result, for each finalised project we get zero, one
or more ‘connected groups’ that then form its project-specific extensions. The proposed
extensions must be reviewed by a knowledgeable engineer. Since we have solely focused on
the ‘connectedness’ it is possible that we missed that two separated connected groups in
fact belong to one single extension. Less likely a connected group includes two extensions
that should be treated separately. Here the problem is how to draw the borderline since
splitting the extension up will cause at least one link to break, i. e. in neither project specific
extension the link will be included. Although we have integrated a manual decision process
at a later stage in the process (see Step 4), it is worth to ask for user feedback concerning
the partitioning already here to improve the results of the similarity computation during
the next step.
Compute Pairwise Similarities and Cluster Extensions After identifying the in-
dependent project-specific extensions of a single project, we need to relate and cluster all
extensions from all historic projects to be considered. As elaborated in Chap. 6.1, many
similarity measures exist that range from pure textual, to feature- and model-aware mea-
sures to the anchor object-based measure that we have defined ourselves (see Chap. 6.1.4).
As it is the case for the identification of similar projects, all these measures also apply to
the smaller scale of project-specific extensions. Unfortunately, a suitably combined mea-
sure has not yet been created. For the following, we thus simply assume that a suitable
pairwise comparison for all considered project-specific extensions has been carried out and
has resulted in a similarity value for each pair of project-specific extensions.
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In order to cluster extensions, we follow the basic idea to spectral clustering as elab-
orated by von Luxburg [vL06]. She introduces a similarity graph G = (V,E) where the
vertices vi represent the data points and the edge between two vertices is weighted by their
similarity. Transferred to our setting, each vertex represents a project-specific extension
from the set of all project-specific extensions in the project database; and the weight at
a link between two such extensions is just the similarity that we assume to exist. As von
Luxburg states, “[t]he problem of clustering can now be reformulated using the similarity
graph: we want to find a partition of the graph such that the edges between different
groups have a very low weight (which means that points in different clusters are dissimilar
from each other) and the edges within a group have a high weight (which means that
points within the same cluster are similar to each other).”
While many advanced techniques exist (see [vL06]), we have applied only a very simple
approach. From the fully connected graph introduced above, we remove all edges where
the associated weight – the similarity – lies below a specified threshold. In the remaining
graph, by using breadth first search we can compute the maximal connected subgraphs.
We interpret the set of extensions of such a subgraph as a cluster that describes quite
similar real world concepts. Note that we do not require that a cluster forms a complete
subgraph, this is that each extension holds a similarity measure above the threshold to all
other extensions of that cluster. We just require that each extension contains a similarity
measure above the threshold to at least one other extension in the cluster. The user
can influence the size of the clusters by choosing the threshold. A high threshold leads
to many small clusters while a low threshold results in less but larger clusters. If an
SME imposes strict modelling guidelines on its developers, this possibly results into more
homogeneous modelling. Accordingly they would choose a higher threshold resulting in
more focused suggestions for extension. Others might choose a lower threshold to not
accidentally separate related extensions.
Prompt User As mentioned above, as candidates for a domain model extension we
consider only extensions that have occurred in several projects. The according threshold
is again a variable to the applying enterprise. If, for example, an SME mainly has many
rather small projects, the number should be higher than for an SME that runs only few, but
instead large projects. The size of a cluster indicates the number of times the corresponding
real world concepts have occurred. This is if such a cluster exceeds the threshold specified
by the user, we can prompt the user with a suggestion for a new domain model extension.
Act on User Feedback After being prompted for feedback, a knowledgeable engineer
has to manually inspect the proposed extensions. First of all, she has to check whether
the grouped extensions really fit together. This is she can manually combine several clus-
ters as well as splitting a cluster up into several ones to reflect a correct grouping with
regards to content. If the modeller actually adopts a proposed extension, a consolidated
modelling version needs to be fabricated out of the different modelling variants from dif-
ferent projects. The similarity measures from Step 2 provide valuable input to this. But
it depends on the concrete problem and the enterprise’s decisions how encompassing the
resulting consolidated modelling will be. Two extremes are conceivable. Either the mod-
elling covers all particularities of all versions and connects them via an adapted common
core. Or the domain modelling adaptation encompasses only the common core while han-
dling particularities still as (reduced) project-specific extensions. Obviously, anything in
between is conceivable as well. Unfortunately, we will not be able to present encompassing
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support in regard to model consolidation within this thesis. The interested reader is re-
ferred to model management activities (see [BHP00, KQCJ07, KQL+09]) for a potentially
suitable starting point. In addition to the consolidated modelling, the modelling of the
finalized historic projects that have provided input to the domain model extension must
be updated accordingly as elaborated in Chap. 6.2.4. They have to be compatible with
the domain model version in order to reestablish the accuracy of the similarity search.
Eventually, domain model-based queries might need to be updated or added.
Even if a proposal is not adopted, the developer might add manual corrections or
decisions that need to be stored for future processing to avoid making the same (wrong)
suggestions for extensions over and over again. We start with the recording already in
the first step. For each project-specific extension that we identify in Step 1 we create
a representative in the project documentation that links to all objects concerned with
this extension. It is then easy to consider all project-specific extensions throughout the
whole “project base” as well as relate them. The latter is achieved via suitable links that
connect related project-specific extension representatives. In fact, this is a representation
of the similarity graph as proposed by von Luxburg [vL06]. Eventually, the result of
the clustering needs to be documented as well. While the similarity relationships and
the clustering are mainly filled by the above mentioned algorithms, they can certainly be
edited explicitly by developers. Thereby the resulting structure documents the developer’s
decisions as claimed by Step 4. If a cluster of project-specific extensions is finally integrated
into the domain model, we record this decision by removing the related representatives
from the extension management structure.
Incremental Computation
As in [NSJR09] we have described our approach here as if it runs from the first to the
last step in a single process, in particular as if it is applied to the whole historic project
base. But it would be too time consuming to compare all project-specific extensions in a
single step and furthermore redundant. In most cases, the computation for older finalised
projects does not change. Thus, all described steps are intended to be performed in an
incremental way. Directly after a project is declared as finalised, we start to identify the
specific reductions and extensions and compute for the latter the similarity to all the other
already identified extensions. We store these results within the above described graph-
based extension management data structure. Only if as a result the size of one of the
clusters for extensions or reductions exceeds the specified threshold, the user is prompted
(Step 3). In this manner we keep the documentation of extensions (as well as reductions)
incrementally up to date.
6.2.6 Implementation Details
We briefly discuss the most relevant implementation aspects of the effects of evolution
on the constitution of project-specific extensions, the similarity search as well as project-
driven reductions and extensions, partially building on the implementation mentioned in
previous chapters.
Effects on the Constitution of Project-Specific Extensions
Two implementation issues in regard to the reconsideration of project-specific extensions
are addressed here.
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Identify Projects to Be Reinvestigated For one, we can reuse the anchor object-
based similarity computation (see Chap. 6.1.4) to relate a new domain model version to
any earlier one. The anchor objects of the identified difference (this is the domain model
change) can directly be compared to the anchor objects of project-specific extensions for
all historic projects. A project where one of these anchor objects occurs is potentially
impacted by the domain model change. That is we can limit the reinvestigation of project-
specific extensions to only these projects.
Remove domain_module Attribute For another, once a domain model reduction is
adopted, we need to update historic projects that utilized these objects since we have
to remove the domain_module attributes for them. Only then the according objects will
correctly be detected to have become project-specific extensions in regard to the new
version of the domain model. This correction can be carried out fully automatically.
The concerned modules can easily be identified for each individual domain model object
deletion by considering all project modules except for the ones that are explicitly listed
via the not_occurs_in attribute (introduced below to support project-driven reductions).
As with the deletion support to tailor a domain model to a project-specific setting (see
Chap. 5.1.3, in particular Fig. 5.9), a simple query together with a suitable answer format
is sufficient to realize the actual deletion of the attribute. We skip the details here since
they do not provide any new insights.
Effects on the Similarity Search
Generic Queries Already in the last section on implementation details (Chap. 6.1.6),
we introduced generic queries that certainly all fulfill the recommendations that we have
issued in Tab. 6.4. This is they refer identifiers instead of the name attribute to work
irrespective to modifications of the latter. Furthermore, we have shown two queries related
to decomposition hierarchies that are able to traverse hierarchies of any breadth and
depth. Similar queries for other hierarchies can be constructed analogously.
Update Historic Projects As mentioned before, we do not provide support on how to
modify historic projects given a trace of the consolidated modelling extension that has been
derived from several projects to enrich the domain model. Even though some automated
support is conceivable (as future work), several manual steps prevail.
Instead we briefly outline the basic feature of Telos/ConceptBase that allows for mod-
ifications of finalized projects without harming the integrity of their documentation (first
objection from the earlier discussion). With each knowledge fact, Telos/ConceptBase
stores the time when it is valid. Since ConceptBase allows to operate also on parts of
frames, for example particular attributes or instantiation information, all these different
facts can have different histories of modifications (add, delete, modify). While per default
queries are evaluated according to the current time (“now”), any point in time can be cho-
sen. Thus, the only thing that needs to be taken care of to avoid problems with project
integrity is to store the time when the project has been finalized. This can again be added
as an explicit attribute to the encompassing project-specific module (as we have already
proposed for the “customer” information in Chap. 5.1.3). At the ConceptBase forum, an
active rule has been defined to update a “last modified” tag (http://merkur.informatik.
rwth-aachen.de/pub/bscw.cgi/d2936786/ECA-lastmodified.sml.txt). This is easily
adaptable to the problem setting here. Once the finalization date is recorded, the project
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can be updated in any way, accommodating the evolution of the center of interests of an
enterprise as it emerges throughout the years. A simple comparison of “finalization date”
and “last modified” allows to identify the projects that have been modified after their
finalization.
Project-Driven Reductions
Concerning project-driven reductions, we consider three implementation issues here.
Record Number of Deletions For one, we need to record the number of deletions
of domain model components. For convenience, we use the domain model itself for this
purpose. Furthermore, we suggest to store not just a number but a list of references
to all projects where the domain model object has been deleted.5 Since we can apply
any kind of filtering on these references, the developer is thereby free in defining what
is considered the relevant history for deriving suggestions for domain model reductions.
Most likely approaches are to filter along “finalization date”, “last modified” date, or
even “customer”. In [NSJR09] we have proposed to introduce a sequence number for each
project and then consider projects only from an enterprise-specific “retrospective window
size”. This is certainly possible with the implementation outlined here.
Figure 6.17 first defines a helping class DeletionInformation that introduces the new
attribute not_occurs_in. This class is to be stored in the top level DomainModel module.
The associated rule then takes care that any domain model object is also instantiating
the new class. Accordingly, the new attribute becomes available and allows to store the
references to the projects where the object has been deleted. The latter piece of information
can be created fully automatically in response to the actual “clean up” activities of an
engineer via the ECA rule StoreDeletion (also given in Fig. 6.17). It watches out for Untell
operations of a domain model object (more precisely the Untell of their domain_module
attribute, see Chap. 5.1.3) and adds in turn an instance of the not_occurs_in attribute
in the domain model module. Presuming the specification of a “considered history” as
a suitable query class, qDeletionsInConsideredProjects then returns all modules where a
particular object (specified as a parameter) does not occur and where all modules are
included in the history specification (the other parameter history denoting the above
mentioned query class). Counting the number of results to this query then yields the
occurrences of deletions within the considered project history (see Fig. 6.18 for how to
count in Telos).
Active Rule for Triggering the User Prompt Building on the implementation de-
tails explained in the previous paragraph, the triggering of a user prompt in response to
exceeding a threshold can again easily be realized via an active rule (see Fig. 6.18). The
ECA rule DeletionTriggerUserPrompt is in fact triggered in chain to the previously defined
ECA rule StoreDeletion since it watches out for events that document deletions from do-
main models by listening to the addition of instances to the not_occurs_in attribute. It
then calls the above introduced generic query class qDeletionsInConsideredProjects with a
suitable individual history definition h and the concerned object o. The COUNT built-in
function of ConceptBase returns the number of instances to this query class and thus just
the number of deletions within the considered history. The backtick operator ensures that
5By issuing a suitable sub module we reduce the data overhead. The according module can then be
considered only if reduction related tasks need to be performed.
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De l e t i o n I n f o rma t i o n i n C l a s s with
a t t r i bu te
not_occur s_ in : Module
r u l e
r : $ f o r a l l i / I S t a rOb j e c t
TRUE ==> ( i i n De l e t i o n I n f o rma t i o n ) $
end
ECArule S t o r eDe l e t i o n with
e c a r u l e
e r : $ o/ I S t a rOb j e c t pm,dm/Module
ON Unte l l (A(o , domain_module ,dm) )
IF (pm con t a i n s o ) and ( o domain_module dm)
DO CALL( setModule (dm) ) , {∗ s i m p l i f i e d ∗}
Tel l (A(o , not_occurs_in ,pm) ) ,
CALL( setModule (pm) ) $ {∗ s i m p l i f i e d ∗}
end
GenericQueryClass qDe l e t i o n s I nC o n s i d e r e dP r o j e c t s
isA Module with
paramete r
h i s t o r y : P r o p o s i t i o n ;
o b j e c t : D e l e t i o n I n f o rma t i o n
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s i n h i s t o r y ) and ( o b j e c t not_occur s_ in t h i s ) $
end
Figure 6.17: Telos code related to the recording of the number of deletions
De l e t i onTr i gge rUse rP rompt i n ECArule with
e c a r u l e
e r :
$ o/ De l e t i o n I n f o rma t i o n m/Module
ON Tel l (A(o , not_occurs_in ,m) )
IF ‘ (COUNT( qDe l e t i o n s I nC o n s i d e r e dP r o j e c t s [ h/ h i s t o r y ,
o/ o b j e c t ] ) >= 10)
DO CALL( promptDe le t ionOf ( o ) ) $
end
Figure 6.18: ECA rule for triggering user prompt on deletions
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QueryClass P r o j e c t S p e c i f i c E x t e n s i o n isA I S t a rOb j e c t with
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ not ( t h i s i n DomainModelObject ) $
end
Figure 6.19: Identify all specific objects in a requirements model
also the most recent addition is taken into account. If the computed value exceeds the
enterprise-specific threshold (here exemplarily set to 10), some Prolog code is called to
prompt the user.
Project-Driven Extensions
In regard to extensions, we consider here the identification and partitioning of project-
specific extensions as well as the basic extension management structure that enables to
run and record automated analyses as well as manual corrections of engineers.
Identify Specific Objects of a Project In the context of the computation of anchor
objects we have introduced a query DomainModelObject (see Fig. 6.5) that identifies objects
in a project requirements model that originate in domain models by simply checking for
the existence of the domain_module attribute. Accordingly, the specific objects of a project
can easily be identified by negating this query as shown in Fig. 6.19.
Partition Specific Objects into Extensions according to Connectedness In or-
der to partition the set of all project-specific objects into independent, self-contained
project specific extensions, we consider as mentioned before connectedness in regard to
any i* modelling construct, this is any kind of links or the parent-child relationships. Fig-
ure 6.20 shows a basic Telos based implementation. We could of course also delegate the
task to some external tool and only incorporate the results of the analysis.
The query DirectlyConnected returns all objects that are related to the source object
provided as a parameter by simply checking for all possibilities, this is parent-child, child-
parent, link-from/to, or from/to-link. The latter refers to the deductive attribute links as
introduced for the Element class in the formalization of i* in Telos (see Appendix A.1.1).
Together with the helping query class NotPartitioned, we can then easily define the query
class PartitionProjectSpecificExtensions that gets a (non-partitioned) object as initializa-
tion and returns all related, not yet partitioned project-specific objects (among others by
referring recursively to itself). Via a suitable answer format these results can easily be used
to mark them as partitioned by setting the attribute partition (as introduced in Fig. 6.5).
The implementation details are (again) conceptually identical to the “actual deletion” (see
Fig. 5.9 in Chap. 5.1.3). Afterwards, the query PartitionProjectSpecificExtensions can be
called iteratively again with a different initialization until all project-specific objects are
partitioned.
Data Structure for Managing Extensions and their Relations After partitioning
all project-specific extensions of all projects as described above, we must have the possibil-
ity to access and manage the extensions. In particular, we need to relate extensions from
different projects. For this purpose, we export the individual, independent extensions of
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GenericQueryClass Di r e c t l yConne c t e d isA I S t a rOb j e c t with
paramete r s ou r c e : I S t a rOb j e c t
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s i n Di r e c t l yConn e c t e dL i n k [~ s ou r c e / s ou r c e ] )
or ( t h i s i n Di r e c t l yConnec t edE l em [~ sou r c e / sou r c e ] )
or ( t h i s i n Di r e c t l yConne c t ed I n tE l em [~ sou r c e / s ou r c e ] )
or ( t h i s i n Di r ec t l yConnec t edActE l em [~ sou r c e / s ou r c e ] ) $
end
GenericQueryClass Di r e c t l yConn e c t e dL i n k isA L ink with
paramete r s ou r c e : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s from ~ sou r c e ) or ( t h i s to ~ sou r c e ) $
end
GenericQueryClass Di r e c t l yConnec t edE l em isA Element with
paramete r s ou r c e : L ink
c o n s t r a i n t c : $ ( t h i s l i n k s ~ sou r c e ) $
end
GenericQueryClass Di r e c t l yConne c t ed I n tE l em
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t with
paramete r s ou r c e : ActorE lement
c o n s t r a i n t c : $ ( t h i s pa r en t ~ sou r c e ) $
end
GenericQueryClass Di r ec t l yConnec t edActE l em isA ActorE lement with
paramete r s ou r c e : I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t
c o n s t r a i n t c : $ ( t h i s c h i l d r e n ~ sou r c e ) $
end
QueryClass No tPa r t i t i o n e d isA I S t a rOb j e c t with
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ not e x i s t s e/ Ex t en s i on ( t h i s p a r t i t i o n e ) $
end
GenericQueryClass P a r t i t i o n P r o j e c t S p e c i f i c E x t e n s i o n s
isA I S t a rOb j e c t , P r o j e c t S p e c i f i c E x t e n s i o n , No tPa r t i t i o n e d with
paramete r
i n i t : No tPa r t i t i o n e d
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s = ~ i n i t ) or
( e x i s t s o/ P a r t i t i o n P r o j e c t S p e c i f i c E x t e n s i o n s [~ i n i t / i n i t ]
( t h i s i n Di r e c t l yConne c t e d [ o/ sou r c e ] ) ) $
end
Figure 6.20: Iteratively partition all project-specific objects
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Module ManageExtens ions
end
Ex t en s i on i n C l a s s with
a t t r i bu te
o b j e c t s : I S t a rOb j e c t
r u l e
e x tRu l e : $ f o r a l l o/ I S t a rOb j e c t
( o p a r t i t i o n t h i s ) ==> ( t h i s o b j e c t s o ) $
end
S i m i l a r i t y R e l a t i o n with
a t t r i bu te
extA : Ex t en s i on ;
extB : Ex t en s i on ;
s i m i l a r i t y : Rea l
end
Ex t e n s i o nC l u s t e r with
a t t r i bu te
e x t e n s i o n s : Ex t en s i on
end
Figure 6.21: Telos classes related to the management of project-specific extensions
each project to a separate and global module ManageExtensions. This is easy since we
have already introduced a new attribute partition (see Fig. 6.5) that assigns a common
identifier to all project-specific objects that constitute a partitioned extension. Up to now,
we have left the details of this identifier open. Figure 6.21 shows the definition of the new
Telos class Extension. Each project-specific extension within a project is represented by
an object of this class. Accordingly, only these objects then need to be exported to the
above mentioned global module ManageExtensions.
Figure 6.21 introduces additionally two more Telos classes to manage extensions. The
class SimilarityRelation represents a link between two extensions that is annotated by
the computed similarity between the two. This is for any new project, the similarities of
its project-specific extensions toward the already captured (and represented) extensions
have to be computed and according objects instantiating SimilarityRelation are created.
ExtensionCluster s are the outcome of the cross-project clusterings of similar extensions
throughout the entire project base. While many efficient algorithms exist to compute such
a clustering (see [vL06]), we have implemented only a very simple approach as outlined
above. By only considering relationships with a suitably high similarity value, we can again
watch out for connected groups just as we have elaborated above for the partitioning of
specific objects into extensions within a single project. For each connected group, we then
create a new ExtensionCluster object (analogously to the Extension object) referring the
constituting extensions .
Any modification or correction by the developers to the outcome of automated algo-
rithms can be recorded by explicitly adapting the SimilarityRelation s or assignments to
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ExtensionCluster s. With the latter we can again associate ECA rules (as with the recording
of deletions from domain models, see above) that check whether the size of an extension
cluster exceeds a threshold. If this is the case, the user is prompted with a suggested
domain model extension. Eventually, if a group of project-specific extensions is finally in-
tegrated into a domain model, we record this decision by removing the clusters, similarity
relationships, and basic extensions from the ManageExtensions module.
6.2.7 Case Studies
As outlined in the introduction to Chap. 5.1, the domain model based approach has
its origins in the case study on control system development. While applicable to inter-
organisational networks as well, also the major advantages in regard to evolution become
more apparent in a control system setting. Accordingly, we focus in the following this
application field, but will in the end also briefly comment on the potential for the case
study on inter-organisational networks.
Introduce Example Settings
We consider three example settings for changes to the “combustion engine domain model”
from Chap. 5.1.4 (in particular Fig. 5.12).
Cylinder Pressure vs. Knock Sensor A very typical modification in the field of
control system development is the addition of a new kind of sensor or actuator. For
example, the “cylinder pressure” sensor is a new component within combustion engines.
In modern engines it replaces the “knock sensor”. Since both sensors will be in use for
some time, we add “cylinder pressure sensor” and keep “knock sensor” as well. Figure 6.22
shows the resulting changed domain model (new objects are marked with “*”). Besides
the new resource dependency “sensor: cylinder pressure” also a new corresponding
task element “measure cylinder pressure” at the “controller” side was introduced. After
some time it is recognized that the sensor dependency could be made more concrete
by not just connect the high-level roles “controller” and “controlled system” but more
dedicatedly the tasks “measure cylinder pressure” and “injection” within the concerned
roles. The refined model is shown in Fig. 6.23 (with changes again marked with “*”).
Eventually, the last modification of the domain model in this regard is the removal of the
“knock sensor”, possibly due to hardly any use within the last projects. The resulting
domain model version is shown in Fig. 6.24.
Hybrid Engines More and more cars are nowadays hybrids, this is they combine an
electrical engine with (mostly) a combustion engine. Various different variants in regard
to the types of power trains (parallel, series, or their combination series-parallel) as well as
in regard to the degree of hybridization (full hybrid, mild hybrid, or power assist hybrids)
exist. To enable the consideration of “hybrid engines”, we need to adapt the “combustion
engine” domain model (that then possibly also needs to be renamed) at least in two
regards.
At the “controlled system” side we now see two top level components, “combustion”
and “electrical engine”. This is instead of equating “controlled system” with “combustion
engine”, “controlled system” now is considered a hybrid engine with the two sub com-
ponents “combustion engine” and “electrical engine”. Certainly, the latter needs to be
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Figure 6.22: Add “cylinder pressure sensor”
Figure 6.23: Refine connection points for dependency “cylinder pressure sensor”
Figure 6.24: Delete dispensable “knock sensor”
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Figure 6.25: Modified refinement hierarchy to accommodate “hybrid engines”
detailed out – we skip these details here since they only concern domain knowledge but
not provide new insights in regard to modelling and evolution.
Similar to the change in the refinement of the “controlled system”, the “controller”
side has to accommodate the twin engine situation. Next to the mostly standard “ECU”
controller for the combustion engine, we are in need of a “hybrid controller” as well as a
“battery” or “gearbox controller” (again depending on the kind of hybrid). The “hybrid
controller” serves at a superordinate management level and can, for example, include fa-
cilities to decide when to activate which engine or possibly even to combine their power.
Figure 6.25 shows a model excerpt concerned with the adapted refinement structure of
“controller” and “controlled system” and new components at the highest level (but not list-
ing any other modelling detail such as sensors, actuators, or at SR level). New components
are again marked with “*”.
Environmental Issues Eventually, we consider the effects of the change of an EU
regulation that concerns small engines such as the ones being used in motor saws. In order
to meet the now set constraints in regard to “pollution”, the need arises to consider more
“environmental constraints” when approaching control problems in this field (and actually
forces to introduces electronic control units for these kinds of engines as well). Accordingly,
softgoals, “reduce pollution”, “reduce NOx” and “reduce CO2”, and corresponding
contributions are added as shown in Fig. 6.26.
Reconsider Project-Specific Extensions
Reductions After the final domain model adaptation in regard to the “cylinder pressure
sensor”, this is the deletion of the “knock sensor” (see Fig. 6.24), all occurrences of the
latter in historic projects will become project-specific extensions.
Extensions In regard to extensions, consider a historic project related to a “hybrid en-
gine” (see Fig. 6.25). While before the domain model change there was at “controller” side
a single, rather large extension, it is likely that now there will be several smaller project-
specific extensions that relate to one of the sub actors “hybrid controller”, “gearbox
controller”, or “battery controller”.
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Figure 6.26: Extensions in regard to environmental issues
Similarity Search concerned Examples
Generic Queries and Query Adaptations Consider the example in regard to “hybrid
engines”. If applying (as proposed) generic queries that traverse is-part-of hierarchies,
the modeller does not need to touch these queries in order to cope with the refined mod-
elling hierarchy. For example, instead of processing just one “controller” component four
sub actors to this actor are now consulted.
Concerning query adaptations, we have to consider that two of the domain model based
queries as introduced in Fig. 6.8, namely qControllerGoals and qControllerTasks , explicitly
referred to the “controller” as the object containing the goals and tasks in this regard.
The modeller now has to decide how to adapt these queries. Either she can introduce
such queries for each of the four new subcomponents to “controller” by simply replacing
Controller in the super class definition ChildrenOf[ Controller ] by ElectronicControlUnit ,
GearboxController, BatteryController , or HybridController .
But it is also possible to combine some of the provided generic queries to cope with the
refinement in a more general manner. Figure 6.27 shows the adapted queries to identify
“controller tasks” and “goals”. They make use of a query class IsPartOfRecursiveActors
that is defined analogously to DecomposedRecursiveElements (see Fig. 6.4) only for the
is-part-of relationship between actors instead of the decomposition links between in-
tentional elements. This is this query returns recursively all sub actors to the root object,
in this example certainly set to Controller . In our case this yields, “controller”, “electronic
control unit”, “gearbox controller”, “battery controller”, and “hybrid controller”, but the
results would have continued with any refinement of the four sub actors as well. For
each of the identified actors within the “controller” refinement hierarchy, the ChildrenOf
generic query class is called (while previously only for the Controller object).
Note that the adapted queries yield for the old version of the domain model the same
results as the old queries have done. Accordingly, the adapted queries should possibly be
adopted anyway. As a side remark, the processing of the different engine features (see
Fig. 6.8) could be combined similarly, but of course the resolution is then also reduced,
since then only one query combines all aspects that have up to now been treated separately.
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QueryClass qCon t r o l l e r G o a l s isA GoalE lement with
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ e x i s t s con t rAc to r / I s P a r tO fR e c u r s i v eA c t o r s [ C o n t r o l l e r ]
( t h i s i n Ch i l d r enO f [ c on t rAc to r ] ) $
end
QueryClass qCon t r o l l e rT a s k s isA TaskElement with
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ e x i s t s con t rAc to r / I s P a r tO fR e c u r s i v eA c t o r s [ C o n t r o l l e r ]
( t h i s i n Ch i l d r enO f [ c on t rAc to r ] ) $
end
Figure 6.27: Adapted domain queries in regard to “controller” (tasks and goals)
Update the Anchor Object-Based Similarity Measure Also for examples to the
update of the anchor object-based similarity computation consider the changes in regard
to “hybrid engines”. The additional refinement level implies that the refinement paths for
all anchor objects that are subordinated to the “controller” or the “controlled system”
roles have to be updated. In addition to “controller” and the “controlled system” they
now also include the intermediate “electronic control unit” and the “combustion engine”
roles. Furthermore, for any historic (pilot) project that already considered hybrid (or
electrical) engines, the anchor objects must be revisited.
Project-Driven Reductions
In regard to reductions from a domain model, note that as mentioned before the deletion
of the formerly standard “knock sensor” causes all such occurrences in historic projects to
become project-specific extensions. In this context, we can see that it is advantageous to
consider project-driven changes only for the more recent historic projects. While the num-
ber of projects concerning “knock sensors” might be rather high, an according extension
proposal should indeed not be issued by the system. Setting the “retrospective window
size” (see [NSJR09]) appropriately helps in this regard.
Project-Driven Extensions
Manually Update the Grouping of Extensions Reconsider the addition of the
“cylinder pressure” (Fig. 6.22) and assume it to be a project-specific extension first. When
applying the proposed partitioning, the automated procedure would not have detected that
the addition of the resource dependency “sensor: cylinder pressure” is related to the
addition of the task “measure cylinder pressure” since no (i*-based) modelling connec-
tion exists between the two. Thus, in this case a knowledgeable engineer would have been
required to suitably combine these partitions into one (as shown in Fig. 6.10). Note that
this would not have been a problem, if the project-specific extension has been modelled as
shown in Fig. 6.23, this is where the dependency link is directly connected to “measure
cylinder pressure”. Alternatively, a text-based similarity search might also have helped to
avoid this situation (due to the common words “cylinder pressure”).
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Pairwise Similarity Graph and Effects of Thresholds In regard to the pairwise
similarity graph, we only want to hint at some particularities within the field of control
system development that clearly indicate the need to consider more than just the an-
chor object-based similarity measure. Problematic are here the sensors and actuators in
particular if the modeller only connects them generally to “controller” and “controlled
system”. Then, in regard to the anchor object-based similarity measure all sensors and
actuators will be similar (even with a value of 1). Obviously, naming as well as additional
internal structuring measures need to be integrated in a combined similarity measure. Fur-
thermore, the thresholds (or as a different means the weight for the anchor object-based
similarity measure) must be chosen carefully to avoid a domination of this particular mea-
sure and thus the erroneous clustering of – as regards contents – different extensions into
one cluster.
Update Finalized Projects Eventually, we want to outline the usefulness of having the
possibility to update already finalized projects by referring to the “environmental issues”
example. It might make sense to the developers to update a number of finalized historic
projects in this regard even if these issues have not been considered in the historic projects,
this is even if there were no project-specific extensions in regard to “pollution”. Maybe
at that point in time, this topic was simply not yet of interest (as it is the case for small
engines, since the EU regulation came out only later). But for the identification of related
similar projects, it is of interest how the formerly developed solutions perform in regard to
these new considerations. Thus, the engineers could decide to review older projects in this
regard and add their findings (or maybe only estimates). But these basic investigations do
not need to be restarted over and over again for each new project. Instead via updates to
finalized projects, the engineers are given the possibility to document the results of their
revisit in regard to the fulfillment of environmental considerations to the project knowledge
base. Thereby this knowledge becomes accessible via the similarity search which in turn
produces more relevant results.
Inter-Organisational Networks
For the case study on inter-organisational networks basically all of the above mentioned
examples apply as well. But due to the more experimental and exploratory work, especially
the need to search for similar earlier projects is less important while analysis and simulation
(see Chap. 5.3) and the according extension and update of domain models are more relevant
for future investigations. Nonetheless, it might be of interest to have at least a documented
way to apply changes also to former projects. This is in particular needed if simulations
are re-run within slightly modified settings. But as with the anchor object-based similarity
measure, attention must be paid to correctly compare simulation traces across a (domain)
model change.
6.2.8 Summary
The usefulness of the domain model based approach depends heavily on the domain mod-
els’ adequacy for the day-to-day work of the engineers [NSJ+09]. Due to the high degree
of innovation, the great flexibility, and the very customer-oriented work of the considered
project-oriented SMEs, domain models continuously need to be updated in order to cor-
rectly reflect the state of the art as well as the relevant, collected knowledge of a particular
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Table 6.6: Relate SitME and domain model based RE
Issue Situational ME Domain Model Based RE
Usage adapt for a current project prospectively adapt to future projects
Tailoring adapt
– formalisms and
– processes
formalisms, process fixed, but adapt
– starting models
– similarity search parameters
Repository meta modelling level
– methods, patterns, or meta
models
concrete modelling level, two kinds
– domain model base
– project base
Repository
application
choose from method fragments,
patterns, meta models
domain model base
– choose starting model(s)
project base
– similarity search
Feedback – add new method fragments – add/update domain model(s)
– built-in evaluation
enterprise. Neither overly large nor too small domain models are helpful. In the first case,
the need to delete large portions of the modelling jeopardizes the advantages in regard
to a fast requirements capture. Similarly, a too small model slows down the process by
requiring to model similar details over and over again. The latter also adds (avoidably)
to the inhomogeneity of the modelling.
Thus, a major concern is the viability of the approach in the face of continuous innova-
tion and thus evolution of domain knowledge. While Maiden and Sutcliffe argue that the
capture of explicit and concrete domain knowledge is hardly maintainable [SM93], we have
proposed means here to actually do so. The accuracy of the similarity search is addressed
by, for example, allowing to update finalized projects, but also by providing a set of generic
queries that can accommodate many typical changes. And we explicitly proposed partially
automated support for the most important source of domain model changes, namely adap-
tations driven by the enterprise’s own projects and experiences. Thus, while an evaluation
at a larger scale is still due, it seems that we have found a promisingly practicable way to
cope with the evolution of domain knowledge.
Future work mainly concerns the improvement of the support for project-driven adap-
tations. For example, at the user level, support for the fast visual check of extension clus-
ters and resulting support to the model consolidation could be provided by graphically pre-
senting the different modelling variations while indicating common parts (see [TBWK07]).
Furthermore, tracing model consolidation operations would enable us to automate the up-
date of finalized projects that provided input to the modelling consolidation.
6.3 Chapter Summary and Relation to SitME
While summarizing, we investigate the relationship of the domain model based approach
with all the extensions that have been made along this thesis (this is combining Chap. 5.1,
6.1, and 6.2) toward situational method engineering in general (summarized in Tab. 6.6).
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6.3.1 The Domain Model Based Approach – A Situational Method?
At a first glance we propose a fixed method: we have committed ourselves to particular
formalisms and processes. But apart from the fact that the basic idea of domain models
is not bound to the i* formalism – even though we tried to exploit as much of its partic-
ularities as possible –, there are in fact several steps that allow to tailor the approach to
a concrete problem at hands.
• First of all, similar to the method base for an “assembly-based strategy”, the pat-
tern library of an “extension-based strategy”, or the meta model repository of a
“paradigm-based strategy”, we also provide a repository, namely of domain mod-
els, from which the modeller needs to make a suitable choice during the process.
The core difference is the level of abstraction. While situational method engineering
is concerned with formalisms, method fragments, and meta models, our repository
stores concrete requirement models that can be used ‘as is’. Not even instantiation
is required. Despite all challenges that are involved here [SM93, LMV97], this seems
to be the only reasonable approach for the small- and medium-sized enterprises that
we are concerned with and that can hardly spend any time on non-customer-oriented
engineering tasks. This is, the support that our method provides is very concrete.
And certainly the choice of a domain model depends on key characteristics of the
concrete individual project at hands.
• Secondly, the similarity search is not only based on the concrete current requirements
model that emerged from the earlier steps of our approach as a comparison reference.
Also the similarity measure itself is adjusted to the concrete problem. In the simplest
case, the modeller only specifies the “weighting” of “domain model based queries”
to indicate the most important requirements’ components. But she also has the
possibility to add specific queries (“ad-hoc queries”). These can focus more detailed
parts of the domain model, but also try to match project-specific extensions, this
is issues that only occurred in a rather few number of individual customer projects
(including the new one to be approached). Altogether, for any two applications of
our domain model based approach the similarity computation is likely to be different.
• Eventually, the adaptation of domain models via the feedback loop (see Chap. 6.2.5)
allows to adapt the process prospectively for future projects based on the current
history of the most recent projects. Thus, if we do not consider an individual project
as the situational context but the set of most recent activities at an enterprise, the
feedback loop, in particular if fed by project-specific experiences as presented here,
provides a partially automated adaptation of the method to projects to come. For
example, the enterprise might have run a pilot study with a customer with a new,
innovative kind of technology. Due to its experiences it is quite reasonable that other
customers with an interest in this technology will approach the enterprise. Thus,
rapidly within only a few projects, the enterprise has established a new field of
expertise. Incorporating a consolidated version of these experiences into the domain
model, immediately improves the process if another customer with similar interests
arrives. In particular, well chosen domain model adaptations can significantly reduce
the number of clean up operations or project-specific extensions and thus again
accelerate the capturing during the expensive and pressed for time offer development
phase. Also the usage of the similarity search can benefit if less ad-hoc queries need
to be specified.
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Accordingly, we claim that our method even though fixed in many regards still provides
situational features that accommodate in particular the needs of small and medium sized
enterprises that work in a project-oriented manner on innovative problems.
6.3.2 Characterizing the Features of the Feedback Loop
As discussed in the related work section, Chap. 6.2.1, already the seminal PhD thesis on
situational method engineering by Harmsen [Har97] included a feedback loop from the
application of a situational method (denoted by Harmsen as “project performance”) to
“methods administration” activities (see Fig. 6.15). Unfortunately, others give only little
attention to the update of the method base, mostly simply presuming the addition of any
new method fragment.
Within our much more narrowly focused approach, we were able to establish a largely
automated support to feed back project experiences into the development method as elab-
orated in the previous subsection. Two important characteristics can be identified where
we differ from SitME approaches toward repository updates we have seen so far:
• Firstly, the update process has a built-in evaluation of the proposed repository mod-
ification. This is achieved by not referring to only one project. Instead the proposed
adaptation must emerge from a certain number of projects. Ultimately, this ensures
the relevance of the proposed change for the situation of the particular enterprise.
• Secondly, the adaptation of the “domain model base” does not prepare for the pos-
sibility to change the method for its application in the next project context – as
the extension of the method base by a new fragment does in original SitME –, but
this adaptation actually changes the method prospectively to accommodate features
of future projects (that we do not know yet by certain!). The latter behaviour cer-
tainly is credited to the particular setting we are concerned with: SMEs that need
to answer a request for offers within a very short time and hardly any money to
spend. Setting-up or adjusting a method within this period is just impossible. Even
the contrary, performing the adaptation beforehand is intended to further reduce
the efforts of the engineers during this phase and thus let them actually win time.
Thus, compared to the original consideration of a situational method engineering ap-
proach (see, for example, [Har97]), in our case the “project base” serves as an unstructured
and unrevised “method base” to support the adaptation of a situational method. The
“domain model base” in contrast needs already to be considered a part of our method, in-
troducing a very narrowly focused form of situational adaptation (see previous discussion)
best reflected by referring to the “utilization strategy” of the “paradigm-based method
construction strategy” (see Fig. 2.1). Continuing the consideration of these issues from
the situational method engineering perspective, the prospective “update” of the “domain
model base” can in this regard be considered another application of the “utilization strat-
egy” of the “paradigm-based strategy”. An existing model is adapted to better reflect the
needs of the (future) situation of the SME.
It again has to be stressed that our investigation has taken place in the context of
a very specific and heavily narrowed focus on highly innovative, project-oriented SMEs.
Nonetheless it seems conceivable to consider a broader applicability. Built-in evaluations
of method fragments seem to be a valuable approach to improve the utility and viability
of knowledge repositories intended to support method engineering. Recent related work in
this regard (e. g. [CY10]) also indicates on the up-to-datedness of this topic. And also the
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prospective adaptation of a method – even though at the core contradicting the basic idea
of situational method engineering – can provide an assisting means to better accommodate
the needs of industry that are typically under severe time pressure during the initialization
of a project. The danger that the prospective adaptation is falling short for the next
customer project can be met by standard situational method engineering approaches: Also
Harmsen has envisioned the continuous adaptation of a situational method even during
its application. In our setting, we would simply introduce a corresponding project-specific
extension. Future work thus could concern investigating the relation to situational method
engineering in more depth.
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Conclusions
Due to the high degree of vagueness and impreciseness, requirements engineering benefits
from advanced analysis support [Jac95, BPKR09, CA09]. Agent- and goal-oriented ap-
proaches such as the i* formalism that we have been using here have been acknowledged
to enable various kinds of analysis [DvLF93, Yu95, vL04]. Within this thesis we have
put the focus on dynamic issues in requirements engineering. This is in line with one of
the four key principles that have been brought up by renown scientists within the design
science initiative [JLL+09]. Next to the need to “intertwine requirements and context”, to
“manage” software development “through architectures”, and to “recognize complexity”,
they in particular stress “the necessity to view design and design processes as evolving
elements in an ecology”.
7.1 Summary
Inspired by two very different case studies – support for the governance of inter-organisa-
tional networks of enterprises and control requirements engineering by innovative, flexible,
and customer-oriented SMEs – we have considered dynamic issues in three regards.
Language Extensions For one we have proposed two extensions of the i* formalism.
Firstly, the concept of agent instantiation, in particular the playing of a role has been
reconsidered and refined. By adding explicit instantiation information it is now possible
to tailor the modelling of a role to a particular agent. In particular when i* models
are investigated from a more dynamic perspective – as it is the case within our SNet case
study –, the clarified relationship between roles and agents helps to manage complex
scenarios. Secondly, the extension via evolution links with acquire condition and the
addition of lose conditions to roles allows to capture the evolution of stakeholders along
several roles. This allows for the first time to not only model snapshots in i* but a series
of related situations where the real world evolution of agents can be reflected by adequate
modelling means. In particular evolutionary stages, for example of entrepreneurs, can be
captured this way. Of course, this extension comes to full power only if accompanied by a
suitable dynamic perspective that enables the analysis of the evolutionary characteristics.
Dynamics concerning the Treatment of a Project The second set of contributions
is concerned with the enhanced treatment of a single project. By building on requirements
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models we have targeted requirements capture, processing, in particular the integration
with later development stages and artifacts, and simulation-based analysis.
To speed up the capture of requirements we have introduced the concept of concrete
domain models to be utilized as a starting point for customer-specific projects. In con-
trast to existing reuse approaches that focus the instantiation of abstract or generalized
knowledge, our domain models are intended to become part of a project model ‘as-is’,
while certainly clean-up and extension operations are supported. This picks up on the
particular needs of innovative, flexible, and customer-oriented SMEs.
Establishing model transformations from i* requirements models has been essential
to address the complex multi-perspective and to a large degree model-based development
settings. While the transformation from i* to ConGolog has existed already beforehand
and thus only had to be adapted to the language extensions of i* made within this the-
sis, a model-based capture of requirements and mathematical Matlab/Simulink models
have been coupled for the first time. In particular, this eventually completes the oth-
erwise already mature model-based development approach in the field of control system
development.
Furthermore, we have advanced the possibility to simulate i* requirements models
via the logic- and agent-based formalism ConGolog (adapted to the few language exten-
sions, see above). In particular, we have established sophisticated means for simulation
analysis. By clarifying configuration possibilities and by introducing logging capabilities
it becomes easy to connect to existing tools that perform data mining, time series, and
(dynamic) social network analysis on these data. Also the integration with more statically
oriented and/or formal analysis such as specification debugging with Formal Tropos and
investigating security issues with Secure Tropos has been prepared. This improves the
practicability of logic- and agent-based simulations as an advanced and dynamics focused
form of requirements analysis.
Inter-Project Requirements Management Eventually, the earlier mentioned do-
main model based approach is extended in two regards to support inter-project dynamic
requirements knowledge management.
A requirements-based similarity search allows to search for related historic projects.
This raises chances for the early identification of reusable solutions from these historic
projects and thus in particular answers the needs of small- and medium-sized enterprises
in this regard. For a reliable cost calculation they must find potentially reusable solutions
and need enough time to investigate them in greater depth. The reference to domain
models – also for project-specific extensions via the new, anchor-object based similarity
measure – is essential to the functioning of this approach since it establishes the necessary
foundational modelling homogeneity.
Still the domain model based approach is only practical if we can ensure that we can
cope with the necessary evolution of domain knowledge. Neither the domain models are
allowed to get too large – the benefits in regard to a fast capturing procedure are lost
– nor too small – again, the capturing takes longer and introduces too much modelling
heterogeneity. By providing partially automated support to derive proposals for domain
model reductions and extensions that originate in the concrete, recent project experiences
of the particular enterprise, the domain models are kept up to date and are rapidly adjusted
to the current focus of an enterprise.
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7.2 Conclusions and Outlook
We review the contributions in the following in regard to various aspects that have been
brought up in the thesis either as part of the case study characterizations or from related
work and discuss future activities that could bring forward the concerned issues.
Support Innovative, Flexible, and Customer-Oriented Settings Within the case
study on control systems development we have identified the particular need to support
small- and medium-sized enterprises that perform highly customer-oriented work in very
innovative fields. Similarly, the SNet case study concerns inter-organisational networks
that can also be characterized by their innovative, flexible, but still customer-oriented
features. Agent instantiation and actor evolution address the flexibility of stakeholders
needed in such settings. The foundation in models, in particular the domain model based
approach and model transformations, supports any of the three characteristics by increas-
ing the dynamics and flexibility when addressing a specific customer project. Eventually,
agent-based simulations have already before [GJKL03, GJLS05] been identified as a suit-
able measure to analyse and support enterprises that need to exhibit these features. Still
more real world case studies have to be performed to elaborate on these findings. Highly
likely they will also lead to new findings that emerge only once preliminary support for
these particular settings as developed within this thesis is available.
Model Management The contributions of the thesis can also be related to the more
fundamental ideas of model management [BHP00]. While we have not added to the foun-
dational support in treating models, the foundation in models is essential to any of our
contributions. The modelling of domain knowledge is the core means within the domain
model based approach to achieve a speed up of the capturing. This helps to address the
finding that the product life-cycle of nowadays software products is drastically shortened
while more and more individual products are developed [JL10]. The explicit capture and
consideration of domain knowledge already at the level of requirements might be a possible
means to accommodate this development. Undisputed, model-based approaches to soft-
ware development are advantageous, in particular due to related model transformations.
Thus, lifting these ideas to the level of requirements and correspondingly coupling them
with later development stages is straightforward to pursue. Yet, there remain several open
issues. The search for similar projects via models is not yet fully mature. While this thesis
has offered some contributions, these need to be integrated with other approaches, in par-
ticular long standing research on similarity measures in various fields. Also issues related
to the evolution of models (or ontologies) are just only being started to be reconsidered
for models. Many issues have earlier already been discussed in more text-oriented settings
(e. g. the requirements apprentice project [RW91] or the ARIES system [JH91]) and with
a strong belief in the acceptance of expert systems. Thus it seems worth to reinvestigate
earlier findings in the new much more formalised situation of model-based development.
Eventually, we have to apply the proposed approach to domain model evolution in larger,
more realistic case studies to investigate its practicality.
Simulation in RE Despite of existing research on simulations at the level of require-
ments engineering (see e. g. [SRB+00, HRT08]), the field is considered to be only at its
infancy. By not focusing user interactions and rapid prototyping but the development
setting as a whole, new kinds of insights are conceivable. With the advanced support
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for simulation analysis as discussed in this thesis as well as the increasing computational
power, the consideration of more simulations of more complex settings becomes possible.
An important future step concerns a better integration of the simulation facilities in the
domain model based approach. The simulation capability needs to be generalized to ac-
commodate not only organisational settings but also requirements engineering settings in
general (e. g. possibly yielding the yet missing simulation capability at this level within
control system development). In particular, the language extension in regard to actor
evolution seems a promising feature to be elaborated in the future. Note furthermore,
that simulations and the domain model based approach can benefit mutually from each
other. While simulations may increase the reliability of a prospective domain knowledge
update, the similarity search in turn can also be applied to the investigation of simulation
settings. Eventually, this combination may yield a means to address the key principle on
evolving designs and ecologies [JLL+09].
Relation toward Situational Method Engineering We have clarified also the re-
lation of our domain model based approach to situational method engineering [Har97,
RDR03]. We have stressed the situational features that reside on a much more concrete
level than otherwise typical. In particular, we have investigated the project-driven adapta-
tions of domain models as a suitable means to update a situational method prospectively
to anticipated future projects. This idea might be transferable to situational method en-
gineering approaches in general. This has to be investigated more deeply in future work.
Promote Agent- and Goal-Oriented RE Agent- and goal-oriented requirements en-
gineering is around for several years now. Despite of this fair research history as well
as several successful real world case studies and the acceptance as a recommendation for
requirements capture in the telecommunication sector [ITU08], the approach is not yet
adopted by industry at a large scale. Next to some immaturities, in particular in regard
to scalability (e. g. see [ERPM06] for an empirical evaluation of i*), industry simply does
not yet seem to be convinced of the advantages of these approaches [EH08]. By building
on agent- and goal-oriented approaches and by providing more advanced analysis that
cannot be provided by existing, mainly text-based approaches to requirements, we strive
to gain attention and thus foster industrial adoption. Any of the dynamic issues that have
been considered here build either directly or indirectly on particular features of agent- and
goal-based requirements modelling approaches. For the two language extensions this is
straightforward. Also the necessity to treat interdisciplinary issues has become obvious.
Further on, the model-based capture is an essential prerequisite to model transformations
in particular to enable agent-based simulations where the agents indeed act autonomously.
Similarly, the dynamic, inter-project treatment of requirements knowledge benefits from
the simple but effective representation of stakeholders via agents with possibly changing
goals. Thus, the features of agents and goals are pivotal to any of the contributions de-
veloped in this thesis. Yet more real world case studies need to be run to prove that the
proposed advanced analysis means indeed offer relevant support and scale up. Similarly,
the developed support has to be matured and ensured to also work on realistically large
requirements models.
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A.1 Modelling Frameworks
A.1.1 i*
MetametaClass I S t a r C l a s s
end
MetametaClass L i n kC l a s s isA I S t a r C l a s s
end
MetametaClass E lementC la s s isA I S t a r C l a s s
end
MetametaClass Acto rE l ementC l a s s isA E lementC la s s
end
MetametaClass I n t e n t i o n a l E l em e n tC l a s s isA E lementC la s s
end
MetaClass I S t a rOb j e c t i n I S t a r C l a s s with
a t t r i bu te
name : S t r i n g
end
MetaClass Element i n ElementC las s , C l a s s isA I S t a rOb j e c t with
a t t r i bu te
l i n k s : L ink
r u l e
l i n k R u l e : $ f o r a l l l / L ink
( l from t h i s ) or ( l to t h i s ) ==> ( t h i s l i n k s l ) $
end
MetaClass ActorE lement i n Acto rE l ementC la s s , C l a s s isA Element with
a t t r i bu te
c h i l d r e n : I n t e n t i o n a l E l eme n t
r u l e
c h i l d r e nR u l e : $ f o r a l l i / I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t
( i pa r en t t h i s ) ==> ( t h i s c h i l d r e n i ) $
end
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Dependum
end
MetaClass I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t i n I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen tC l a s s , C l a s s
isA Element with
a t t r i bu te
pa r en t : ActorE lement
r u l e
dependumRule : $ ( not e x i s t s a/ActorE lement ( t h i s pa r en t a ) )
==> ( t h i s i n Dependum) $
end
QueryClass NotDependum isA Element with
c o n s t r a i n t
cNd : $ not ( t h i s i n Dependum) $
end
MetaClass RoleE lement i n Acto rE l ementC l a s s isA ActorE lement
end
MetaClass Pos i t i o nE l emen t i n Acto rE l ementC l a s s isA ActorE lement
end
MetaClass AgentElement i n Acto rE l ementC l a s s isA ActorE lement
end
MetaClass GoalE lement i n I n t e n t i o n a l E l em e n tC l a s s
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t
end
MetaClass TaskElement i n I n t e n t i o n a l E l em e n tC l a s s
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t
end
MetaClass Sof tGoa lE l ement i n I n t e n t i o n a l E l em e n tC l a s s
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t
end
MetaClass ResourceE lement i n I n t e n t i o n a l E l em e n tC l a s s
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t
end
MetaClass L ink i n L i n kC l a s s isA I S t a rOb j e c t with
a t t r i bu te
from : Element ;
to : Element
end
MetaClass DependencyLink i n L i n kC l a s s isA L ink
end
MetaClass Decompos i t i onL ink i n L i n kC l a s s isA L ink with
a t t r i bu te
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from : TaskElement ;
to : I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t
end
MetaClass MeansEndsLink i n L i n kC l a s s isA L ink with
a t t r i bu te
to : Goa lE lement ;
from : TaskElement
end
MetaClass Ac t o rA s s o c i a t i o n L i n k i n L i n kC l a s s isA L ink with
a t t r i bu te
to : ActorE lement ;
from : ActorE lement
end
MetaClass I sAL i nk i n L i n kC l a s s isA Ac t o rA s s o c i a t i o n L i n k
end
MetaClass I n s L i n k i n L i n kC l a s s isA Ac t o rA s s o c i a t i o n L i n k
end
MetaClass I s P a r tO fL i n k i n L i n kC l a s s isA Ac t o rA s s o c i a t i o n L i n k
end
MetaClass P l a y sL i n k i n L i n kC l a s s isA Ac t o rA s s o c i a t i o n L i n k with
a t t r i bu te
to : Ro leE lement ;
from : AgentElement
end
MetaClass Occup i e sL ink i n L i n kC l a s s isA Ac t o rA s s o c i a t i o n L i n k with
a t t r i bu te
to : Po s i t i o nE l emen t ;
from : AgentElement
end
MetaClass Cove r sL i nk i n L i n kC l a s s isA Ac t o rA s s o c i a t i o n L i n k with
a t t r i bu te
to : Ro leE lement ;
from : Po s i t i o nE l emen t
end
MetaClass So f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n i n L i n kC l a s s isA L ink
end
MetaClass BreakCon t r i b u t i o n i n L i n kC l a s s isA So f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n
end
MetaClass MakeCont r ibut ion i n L i n kC l a s s isA So f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n
end
MetaClass Hur tCon t r i b u t i o n i n L i n kC l a s s isA So f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n
end
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MetaClass He l pCon t r i b u t i o n i n L i n kC l a s s isA So f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n
end
MetaClass SomePo s i t i v eCon t r i b u t i o n i n L i n kC l a s s
isA So f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n
end
MetaClass SomeNegat i v eCont r i bu t i on i n L i n kC l a s s
isA So f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n
end
MetaClass OrCon t r i bu t i on i n L i n kC l a s s isA So f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n
end
MetaClass AndCont r i bu t i on i n L i n kC l a s s isA So f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n
end
MetaClass UnknownContr ibut ion i n L i n kC l a s s isA So f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n
end
A.1.2 Sensor and Actuator Extension of i*
For a control problem, “sensors” and “actuators” close the loop between the “controlled
system” at the one side and the “controller” at the other side (see Chap. 3.2). A “sensor”
allows the “controller” to get input from the “controlled system” by measuring a property.
An “actuator” in turn is under the control of a “controller” with the ultimate goal to
affect the real world, in particular the “controlled system”. Accordingly, both sensors as
well as actuators have tight connections to the hardware (either to measure or to affect).
Furthermore, the characterization of the value of a sensor or the influence of an actuator
can typically be specified as a physical value with a suitable unit.
Modelling Representation
Basic Representation Due to the fact that in both cases basically only (physical)
value-based information is exchanged, in i* the resource dependency is obviously a
reasonable choice to capture these concepts. The only downside to this approach is that the
reading direction of the necessary arrows is then – due to the semantics of dependency
and signal links (lines) – just the opposite to the representation in a block diagram. If
a signal is passed from the source to a destination, for i* this means that the destination
depends on the source. Accordingly, a resource dependency representing a sensor
is directed from the “controller” to the “controlled system” since the “controller” needs
the provided information from the “controlled system”. In the case of an actuator, this
is just the other way round. Since the “controller” influences the “controlled system”,
the latter depends on the “controller”. Figure A.1 shows the basic i* representation of
sensors and actuators. Fortunately, due to the different levels of abstraction and the much
more encompassing perspective provided by i*, we did not experience any problems with
our project partners out of this inversion of the reading direction.
Extended Representation Sometimes sensors and actuators are much more complex
in control system development. A sensor might measure a physical entity but applies com-
plicated computations before handing over a completely different value to the “controller”.
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Figure A.1: Basic representation of sensors and actuators as resource dependencies
Figure A.2: Extended representation of sensors and actuators via actors
The same can hold true for actuators. If a sensor or actuator is becoming complex like
that, representing it only by a resource dependency is insufficient. No details on the
internals of the sensor or actuator can be given. Thus, alternatively we offer the possibility
to represent a sensor or an actuator by an actor of its own. Figure A.2 exemplifies the
representation in this regard. The modeller then has the full i* modelling means avail-
able to specify sub actors, add specific dependencies or strategic rationale details. The
foundational characteristic of a sensor and actuator is then provided by suitable resource
dependencies that connect the sensor/actuator actor with “controller” and “controlled
system” components.
Automatic Classification
Instead of requiring the user to explicitly classify a modelling object as representing a
“sensor” or “actuator”, we can provide automatic classification support in this regard
with the help of Telos and ConceptBase. To achieve this, we only need to ensure that
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we know for modelling objects whether they belong to the “controller” or the “controlled
system” side of a “control cycle” (or none of these two). This can easily be achieved by
connecting actor objects to the basic roles representing “controller” and “controlled
system”, respectively (see Fig. A.1 and Fig. A.2 and the control problem domain model
from Fig. 5.10) via an appropriate actor association link. Once this is ensured, we
only need to look at the direction of the involved dependency links (see above) to derive
whether the mediating object represents an actuator or a sensor. To simplify matters for
the extended representation – remember here a sensor or actuator is represented by at
least one actor object together with two resource dependencies that establish the
connection to “controller” and “controlled system”, respectively –, we require a simple
naming convention, namely that the same name is used for these modelling objects as
indicated in Fig. A.2.
Implementation Details The implementation of the automatic classification makes
use of the deductive features of ConceptBase. For this purpose we introduce several
classes only used for classification that are otherwise completely independent from the
i* modelling framework. Figure A.3 introduces two of them, namely Controller and
ControlledSystem. With the help of deductive rules for the basic classes ActorElement and
IntentionalElement , we automatically assign these classifications to i* modelling objects if
the corresponding conditions are fulfilled. For example, an intentional element belongs to
the “controller” side, if its “parent” belongs to it. An actor in turn is “controller” related
if there is a transitive connection to a “controller” object via an actor association link
(this is an is-a, is-part-of, ins, plays, occupies, or covers link). The relation toward
“controlled system” is defined analogously. The anchoring is achieved by specifying two
basic roles ControllerRole and ControlledSystemRole (as defined in the related domain
model, see Fig. 5.10) and assign them explicitly to be “controller” or “controlled system”
related. Figure A.3 shows the necessary helping classes as well as the details of the
corresponding deductive rules. This part of the modelling can easily be included in the
top level domain model for “control problems” (see above).
Once the classification into Controller and ControlledSystem is established, it is straight-
forward to derive whether a resource dependency or actor represents a sensor or
actuator. Figure A.4 shows the corresponding classification classes Sensor and Actuator to-
gether with two helping query classes, namely qSensorActuatorAsResourceDep and
qSensorActuatorAsActor, that exactly cope with the two possible representations, basic
vs. extended.1 The rules regarding Sensor and Actuator within IntentionalElement and
ActorElement then simply refer to these query classes. The sensor and the actuator rule
differ only in whether the (ultimate) source (f for from) is “controller” or “controlled
system” related (analogously for the (ultimate) destination (t for to)).
The derivation via deductive rules accommodates the normal modelling setting, where
a model is build up and corrected incrementally. The classification is adjusted automat-
ically. Due to the realization of the classification as standard Telos classes, it is easy to
exploit the classification within other query classes, for example to restrict searches in
the model (see domain model based queries for the combustion engine domain, Fig. 6.8).
Similarly, the editor can easily be adjusted to graphically reflect the derived classification.
1For the sake of simplicity we have omitted here to check for the naming convention.
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C o n t r o l l e r
end
Cont r o l l e dSy s t em
end
SimpleClass Con t r o lC y c l eRo l e i n RoleE lement
end
SimpleClass Con t r o l l e dSy s t emRo l e i n RoleElement , Con t r o l l e dSy s t em
end
SimpleClass Co n t r o l l e r R o l e i n RoleElement , C o n t r o l l e r
end
SimpleClass Con t r o l l e r I s P a r tO f C o n t r o l C y c l e i n I s P a r tO fL i n k with
from f : C o n t r o l l e r R o l e
to t : Con t r o lC y c l eRo l e
end
SimpleClass Con t r o l l e dS y s t em I sPa r tO fCon t r o lC y c l e i n I s P a r tO fL i n k with
from f : Con t r o l l e dSy s t emRo l e
to t : Con t r o lC y c l eRo l e
end
I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t i n C l a s s with
r u l e
co : $ ( e x i s t s a/ActorE lement
( t h i s pa r en t a ) and ( a i n C o n t r o l l e r ) )
==> ( t h i s i n C o n t r o l l e r ) $ ;
c s : $ ( e x i s t s a/ActorE lement
( t h i s pa r en t a ) and ( a i n Cont r o l l e dSy s t em ) )
==> ( t h i s i n Cont r o l l e dSy s t em ) $
end
ActorE lement i n C l a s s with
r u l e
co : $ ( e x i s t s a/ActorE lement l / A c t o rA s s o c i a t i o n L i n k
( a i n C o n t r o l l e r ) and ( l to a ) and ( l from t h i s ) )
==> ( t h i s i n C o n t r o l l e r ) $ ;
c s : $ ( e x i s t s a/ActorE lement l / A c t o rA s s o c i a t i o n L i n k
( a i n Cont r o l l e dSy s t em ) and ( l to a ) and ( l from t h i s ) )
==> ( t h i s i n Cont r o l l e dSy s t em ) $
end
Figure A.3: Automatic classification of “controller” and “controlled system” components
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Senso r end
Actuato r end
GenericQueryClass qSensorActuatorAsResourceDep
isA ResourceElement , Dependum with
paramete r
f : Element ;
t : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ e x i s t s dl1 , d l 2 /DependencyLink
( d l 1 from f ) and ( d l 1 to t h i s ) and
( d l 2 from t h i s ) and ( d l 2 to t ) $
end
GenericQueryClass qSenso rActua to rAsActo r isA ActorE lement with
paramete r
f : Element ;
t : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ e x i s t s dl1 , d l2 , d l3 , d l 4 /DependencyLink e x i s t s d1 , d2/Dependum
( d l 1 from f ) and ( d l 1 to d1 ) and
( d l 2 from d1 ) and ( d l 2 to t h i s ) and
( d l 3 from t h i s ) and ( d l 3 to d2 ) and
( d l 4 from d2 ) and ( d l 4 to t ) $
end
I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t i n C l a s s with
r u l e
a c t u a t o r : $ ( e x i s t s a , b/Element
( a i n Cont r o l l e dSy s t em ) and ( b i n C o n t r o l l e r ) and
( t h i s i n qSensorActuatorAsResourceDep [ a/ f , b/ t ] ) )
==> ( t h i s i n Actuato r ) $ ;
s e n s o r : $ ( e x i s t s a , b/Element
( a i n C o n t r o l l e r ) and ( b i n Cont r o l l e dSy s t em ) and
( t h i s i n qSensorActuatorAsResourceDep [ a/ f , b/ t ] ) )
==> ( t h i s i n Senso r ) $
end
ActorE lement i n C l a s s with
r u l e
a c t u a t o r : $ ( e x i s t s a , b/Element
( a i n Cont r o l l e dSy s t em ) and ( b i n C o n t r o l l e r ) and
( t h i s i n qSenso rActua to rAsActo r [ a/ f , b/ t ] ) )
==> ( t h i s i n Actuato r ) $ ;
s e n s o r : $ ( e x i s t s a , b/Element
( a i n C o n t r o l l e r ) and ( b i n Cont r o l l e dSy s t em ) and
( t h i s i n qSenso rActua to rAsActo r [ a/ f , b/ t ] ) )
==> ( t h i s i n Senso r ) $
end
Figure A.4: Automatic classification of “sensor” and “actuator” components
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Figure A.5: Combined SD/SR diagram for a common rail injection system [SDH+08]
Examples
Common Rail Pressure Controller Figure A.5 shows the requirements model for a
control cycle regarding the pressure in a common rail injection system. The controlled
system is split up into three parts: the distributor “pump”, the “rail” volume itself, and
the “injectors”. Furthermore, the “application engineer” in this setting has requirements
regarding simple means to “adjust the parameters” of an engine to a concrete setting. The
figure captures also that the “rail” depends on the “pump” for “pressure provisioning”
and that the “rail” is affected by the “injectors” due to the “drops in pressure” that they
cause. In regard to sensors and actuators, the only actuator within this control cycle
is the “pressure valve”. This is the “rail” depends on the “controller” via this “valve”.
Correspondingly, the “controller” depends on the “rail” via the “pressure sensor”. In this
simple setting, the modelling via resource dependencies is sufficient.
WEBER-MOTOR Engine Within a diploma thesis [The08] jointly supervised by
the project partners VEMAC and Embedded Systems Lab (i11), the VeRa rapid control
platform architecture developed by VEMAC has been reviewed and improved. In order
to evaluate the improvements, the diploma worker has worked on an engine controller for
a WEBER-MOTOR engine from a recent project at VEMAC.
We have accompanied this work by building retrospectively the corresponding require-
ments model. Figure A.6 shows the SD level view on the resulting model. A particular
requirement of the project partner VEMAC was the need to record an “error state” for
various sensors and actuators. Accordingly, the need has arisen to make use of the ex-
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Figure A.6: SD level view on a requirements model for a WEBER-MOTOR engine
tended representation for sensors and actuators as elaborated above. This allowed to
capture the “error state” of the actuators “ignition time” and “injection duration” as well
as the sensor “engine speed”. This piece of information is then utilized by the “crank
angle” sensor. Another deviation from standard modelling occurs from the sensor “intake
manifold pressure” that needs the “crank angle” information to perform its job correctly.
Thus, while not providing SR details, the extended sensor/actuator representation allowed
to capture the needed information more precisely than the basic representation.
Summary
In this short section, we have briefly reviewed the fortunately non-existing need to extend
the i* framework in order to capture control system development related issue. Only the
importance of sensors and actuators has been reported. Still both can be met by existing
i* modelling concepts. Beyond a basic representation that simply builds on resource
dependencies, we have elaborated on the possibility to use an extended version where the
sensors and actuators are represented as actors and thus can have dependencies and SR
details of their own. A valuable development support is the automatic classification of the
corresponding modelling objects to be “sensor” or “actuator” by building on ConceptBase’s
reasoning capabilities, in particular deductive rules. The suitability of the two modelling
representations has been documented with two real world examples from the ZAMOMO
case study.
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A.1.3 Matlab/Simulink
The listing below shows the complete Telos representation of Matlab/Simulink together
with all attributes of the various objects that are relevant in our context. The formalization
furthermore includes two event-condition-action rules that are provided for convenience.
Since Matlab/Simulink requires ports to have unique numbers within a block, the two
rules monitor the addition of input and output ports, respectively. For each according,
Tell operation the corresponding counter of the parent block is increased and used as the
unique number to identify the added port. The number of in- and outports of a block
could also have been computed by a suitable deductive rule, but then the assignment of a
number to a port would not have been straightforward. Altogether, these rules provide a
nice example for the usefulness of ConceptBase’s and Telos’s advanced features to support
the application engineer.
MetaClass Block with
a t t r i bu te
pa r en t : Block ;
i n po r tCoun t e r : I n t e g e r ;
ou tpo r tCoun t e r : I n t e g e r ;
name : S t r i n g
end
MetaClass Port isA Block with
a t t r i bu te
number : I n t e g e r
end
MetaClass I n p o r t isA Port
end
MetaClass Outport isA Port
end
ComplexBlock i n MetaClass , C l a s s isA Block with
a t t r i bu te
c h i l d r e n : Block
r u l e
c h i l d r e nR u l e : $ f o r a l l i / Block
( i pa r en t t h i s ) ==> ( t h i s c h i l d r e n i ) $
end
Subsystem i n MetaClass , C l a s s isA ComplexBlock with
a t t r i bu te
l i n e : L i n e
r u l e
l i n e R u l e : $ f o r a l l l / L i ne
( l pa r en t t h i s ) ==> ( t h i s l i n e l ) $
end
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AtomicBlock i n MetaClass , C l a s s isA Block with
a t t r i bu te
c h i l d r e n : Port
r u l e
c h i l d r e nR u l e : $ f o r a l l i / Port
( i pa r en t t h i s ) ==> ( t h i s c h i l d r e n i ) $
end
MetaClass Re f e r enc e isA AtomicBlock with
a t t r i bu te
d i s p l a y s t r i n g w i t h t a g s : S t r i n g ;
s ou r c eB l o ck : S t r i n g ;
s ou r c eTa rge t : S t r i n g
end
MetaClass Mod e l V e r i f i c a t i o n isA Re f e r en c e
end
MetaClass Mode l I n fo rmat i on isA Re f e r en c e
end
MetaClass SFunct ion isA AtomicBlock with
a t t r i bu te
funct ionName : S t r i n g ;
funct ionMask : S t r i n g
end
MetaClass Constant isA AtomicBlock
end
MetaClass L ine with
a t t r i bu te
pa r en t : Subsystem ;
from : Port ;
to : Port
end
i n po r t c oun t e rECAru l e i n ECArule with
mode m : De f e r r ed
e c a r u l e
e r : $ y/Block x/ I n p o r t i , i 1 / I n t e g e r
ON Tel l ( In ( x , I n p o r t ) )
IF ‘ ( x pa r en t y ) and ‘ ( y i n po r tCoun t e r i )
and ( i 1 = i +1)
DO Unte l l ( y i n po r tCoun t e r i ) ,
Tel l ( y i n po r tCoun t e r i 1 ) ,
Tel l ( x number i 1 ) $
end
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ou tpo r t coun t e rECAru l e i n ECArule with
mode m : De f e r r ed
e c a r u l e
e r : $ y/Block x/Outport i , i 1 / I n t e g e r
ON Tel l ( In ( x , Outport ) )
IF ‘ ( x pa r en t y ) and ‘ ( y ou tpo r tCoun te r i )
and ( i 1 = i +1)
DO Unte l l ( y ou tpo r tCoun te r i ) ,
Tel l ( y ou tpo r tCoun te r i 1 ) ,
Tel l ( x number i 1 ) $
end
A.2 Telos Support for Domain Model Based Approach
A.2.1 Implementation of Domain Model Clean-Up Support
{∗
FRAMEWORK ADAPTATIONS
=====================
− a t t r i b u t e c a t e g o r i e s f o r marking an ob j e c t to be d e l e t e d /marked
∗}
I S t a rOb j e c t with
a t t r i bu te
d e l e t e : Boolean ;
marked : Boolean
end
{∗
He lp ing QUERY CLASSES
=====================
He lp ing query c l a s s e s t ha t a l l ow (among o t h e r s ) to avo i d " not e x i s t s "
i n c o n d i t i o n s o f ECA r u l e s :
− not ye t marked as d e l e t e d (" De l e t ed " and "Marked " f o r e a s i l y
d e l e t i n g such o b j e c t s a f t e r c o n f i rma t i o n )
− a c t o r s w i thout c h i l d r e n
− e l ement s w i thout l i n k s ( i n g e n e r a l )
− g e n e r i c query c l a s s f o r i n t e n t i o n a l e l ement s w i thout s p e c i f i c k i nd
o f l i n k s ( incoming or ou tgo ing )
− e l ement wi th at l e a s t one d i r e c t l y incoming dependency ( t h i s i s
∗ not ∗ t r a n s i t i v e l y r e l a t e d )
− e l ement s w i thout incoming dependenc i e s ( b u i l d i n g on the above
d e f i n d ed t r a n s i t i v e h e l p e r c l a s s )
− h e l p e r c l a s s to compute t r a n s i t i v e incoming dependenc i e s
∗}
QueryClass De le t ed isA I S t a rOb j e c t with
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ ( t h i s d e l e t e TRUE) $
end
QueryClass NotDeleted isA I S t a rOb j e c t with
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c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ not ( t h i s d e l e t e TRUE) $
end
QueryClass Marked isA I S t a rOb j e c t with
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ ( t h i s marked TRUE) $
end
QueryClass DelSuppNoChi ldren isA ActorE lement with
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ f o r a l l i / I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t
( t h i s c h i l d r e n i ) ==> ( i i n De le t ed ) $
end
QueryClass DelSuppNoLinks isA Element with
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ f o r a l l l / L ink
( t h i s l i n k s l ) ==> ( l i n De le t ed ) $
end
GenericQueryClass DelSuppNoInLinksOfType isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t with
paramete r
type : L i n kC l a s s
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ f o r a l l l / L ink
( l i n type ) and ( l to t h i s ) ==> ( l i n De le t ed ) $
end
GenericQueryClass DelSuppNoOutLinksOfType isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t with
paramete r
type : L i n kC l a s s
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ f o r a l l l / L ink
( l i n type ) and ( l from t h i s ) ==> ( l i n De le t ed ) $
end
QueryClass DelSuppHasIncomingDependency isA Element with
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ e x i s t s d l /DependencyLink
( d l to t h i s ) and ( d l i n NotDeleted ) $
end
QueryClass DelSuppNotHasIncomingDependency isA Element with
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ f o r a l l d l /DependencyLink
( d l to t h i s ) ==> ( d l i n De le t ed ) $
end
{∗
Su i t a b l y t r a n s i t i v e c h a r a c t e r i z a t i o n o f " incoming dependency " .
S u i t a b l y means he r e :
− I f a c h i l d has an incoming dependency , so has the pa r en t .
− I f a s u b o r d i n a t e e l ement to a decompos i t i on ( the " to " o f the
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decompos i t i on l i n k ) has an incoming dependency , so has the
s u p e r o r d i n a t e t a s k e l ement .
− I f an a l t e r n a t i v e ( the " from " o f the means−ends l i n k ) has an
incoming dependency , so has the goa l t ha t i s a ch i e v ed wi th
t h i s a l t e r n a t i v e .
∗}
QueryClass DelSuppHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve isA Element with
c o n s t r a i n t
inDepRule : $
( ( t h i s i n DelSuppHasIncomingDependency )
and ( t h i s i n NotDeleted ) ) or
( e x i s t s c h i l d / I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t
( t h i s i n ActorE lement ) and ( c h i l d pa r en t t h i s ) and
( c h i l d i n DelSuppHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve ) ) or
( e x i s t s decL/Decompos i t i onL ink de s t /Element
( decL from t h i s ) and ( decL to de s t ) and
( decL i n NotDeleted ) and
( d e s t i n DelSuppHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve ) ) or
( e x i s t s meL/MeansEndsLink s r c /Element
(meL to t h i s ) and (meL from s r c ) and
(meL i n NotDeleted ) and
( s r c i n DelSuppHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve ) ) $
end
QueryClass DelSuppNotHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve isA Element with
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ not ( t h i s i n DelSuppHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve ) $
end
{∗
QUERY CLASSES f o r ECA CONDITIONS
================================
A l l q u e r i e s a r e g e n e r i c q u e r i e s .
An ECA r u l e i s f i r e d f o r an o b j e c t " x " but the r u l e i t s e l f needs to
work on a r e l a t e d o b j e c t " y " .
Acco rd i ng l y , the ’ anchor po in t ’ " x " i s r e qu e s t e d as a paramete r to
a l l q u e r i e s , wh i l e the r e l a t e d " y " s a r e r e t u r n e d as the i n s t a n c e s to
the query c l a s s .
Furthermore , we on l y work on not d e l e t e d o b j e c t s . Acco rd i ng l y , f o r
a l l q u e r i e s b e s i d e s the p a r t i c u l a r type , the query c l a s s
" NotDe leted " i s d e c l a r e d a r e q u i r e d supe r c l a s s .
S i n c e we a l r e a d y d e f i n e d most o f the h e l p i n g c o n d i t i o n s as
QueryC la s se s , we can aga in use them he re at the " i sA " d e f i n i t i o n .
The c o n s t r a i n t then rema ins r a t h e r s imp l e .
∗}
{∗
Elements
−−−−−−−−
Treat l i n k s , parent , c h i l d r e n
∗}
{∗
Upon d e l e t i o n o f an e lement " x " remove a l l k i n d s o f connected l i n k s .
∗}
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GenericQueryClass qDe le teE l ement_L inks
isA Link , NotDe leted with
paramete r
x : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( t h i s from x ) or ( t h i s to x ) $
end
{∗
I f the d e l e t e d o b j e c t " x " has been the l a s t c h i l d o f the pa r en t a c t o r
and t h i s a c t o r does a l s o not have any l i n k s any more ,
the a c t o r o b j e c t can be d e l e t e d as w e l l .
∗}
GenericQueryClass qDe l e t e I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t_Pa r en t
isA ActorElement , NotDeleted ,
DelSuppNoChi ldren , DelSuppNoLinks with
paramete r
x : I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x pa r en t t h i s ) $
end
{∗
I f an a c t o r e l ement " x " i s d e l e t ed , the c h i l d r e n a r e to be
d e l e t e d as w e l l .
∗}
GenericQueryClass qDe l e t eAc to rE l ement_Ch i l d r en
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t , NotDe leted with
paramete r
x : ActorE lement
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x c h i l d r e n t h i s ) $
end
{∗
Dependency L i nk s
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
The d e l e t i o n o f dependency l i n k s i s the most comp l i c a t ed ca se .
Depending on s e v e r a l d i f f e r e n t , c o n c r e t e c o n d i t i o n s d e l e t i o n or
marking o p e r a t i o n s have to take p l a c e .
∗}
{∗
I f an ou tgo ing dependency l i n k o f a dependum i s d e l e t e d and no o th e r
l i n k connec t s the dependum , the dependum can be d e l e t e d .
∗}
GenericQueryClass qDeleteDependencyLink_FromDependum_NoLinks
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t , Dependum , NotDeleted , DelSuppNoLinks with
paramete r
x : DependencyLink
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x from t h i s ) $
end
{∗
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I n c o n t r a s t to the p r e v i o u s ca se i f the l a s t ou tgo ing dependency o f
a dependum i s d e l e t e d and t h e r e ∗ i s ∗ s t i l l a t l e a s t one
incoming dependency l i n k ( F ig . 5 . 3 a ) ) ,
the dependum needs to be marked .
∗}
GenericQueryClass qDeleteDependencyLink_FromDependum_IncDep
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t , Dependum , NotDeleted ,
DelSuppNoOutLinksOfType [ DependencyLink / type ] ,
DelSuppHasIncomingDependency with
paramete r
x : DependencyLink
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x from t h i s ) $
end
{∗
Sp e c i a l ca s e :
The dependum has an incoming dependency but tha t i s connected to a
t a s k a l t e r n a t i v e at a goa l ( w i thout any f u r t h e r incoming dependency ) .
I n t h i s ca s e ( F ig . 5 . 3 b ) ) we can s a f e l y d e l e t e the dependum ( and
as a r e s u l t o f the a p p l i c a t i o n o f the o th e r c o n d i t i o n s a l s o the
t a s k and the means−ends l i n k ) , s i n c e t h i s a l t e r n a t i v e i s not
workab l e any more w i thout the ( ou tgo ing ) dependency .
∗}
GenericQueryClass qDeleteDependencyLink_FromDependum_ToAlternat ive
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t , Dependum , NotDeleted ,
DelSuppNoOutLinksOfType [ DependencyLink / type ] ,
DelSuppHasIncomingDependency with
paramete r
x : DependencyLink
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x from t h i s ) and
e x i s t s d l /DependencyLink t /TaskElement
g/GoalE lement ml/MeansEndsLink
( d l i n NotDeleted ) and ( t i n NotDeleted ) and
( g i n NotDeleted ) and (ml i n NotDeleted ) and
( d l to t h i s ) and ( d l from t ) and
( t i n NotDependum) and
(ml from t ) and (ml to g ) and
( t i n DelSuppNotHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve ) $
end
{∗
I f the l a s t incoming dependency l i n k to a dependum i s d e l e t ed ,
the dependum i t s e l f can be d e l e t e d .
HINT : Here i t i s e s s e n t i a l to work on the cu r r en t , i n t e rm e d i a t e
da tabase ( s e e b a c k t i c k op e r a t o r i n c a l l from ECA r u l e ) ,
s i n c e the c u r r e n t l y d e l e t e d dependency l i n k
a l r e a d y needs to be c o n s i d e r e d c o r r e c t l y !
∗}
GenericQueryClass qDeleteDependencyLink_ToDependum_NoIncDep
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t , Dependum , NotDeleted ,
DelSuppNotHasIncomingDependency with
paramete r
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x : DependencyLink
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x to t h i s ) $
end
{∗
I f the t a r g e t o f a dependency l i n k i s an a c t o r e lement ,
t h i s can be d e l e t e d i f the a c t o r does n e i t h e r have any
c h i l d r e n nor l i n k s connected to i t ( F ig . 5 . 2 b ) ) .
∗}
GenericQueryClass qDeleteDependencyLink_ToActor
isA ActorElement , NotDeleted ,
De lSuppNotHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve with
paramete r
x : DependencyLink
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x to t h i s ) $
end
{∗
I f the t a r g e t o f a dependency l i n k i s a t SR l e v e l ( t h i s i s
not a dependum ! ) , the c o r r e s p ond i n g o b j e c t i s d e l e t e d
i f t h e r e i s no t r a n s i t i v e conne c t i on to ano the r dependency l i n k
nor any ou tgo ing s o f t g o a l c o n t r i b u t i o n .
∗}
GenericQueryClass qDeleteDependencyLink_ToSR
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t , NotDeleted , NotDependum ,
De lSuppNotHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve ,
DelSuppNoOutLinksOfType [ S o f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n / type ] with
paramete r
x : DependencyLink
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x to t h i s ) $
end
{∗
Sp e c i a l ca s e ( s e e above ) :
Whi le no rma l l y we do not ac t upon SR l e v e l s o u r c e s o f dependency
l i n k s , the on l y e x c e p t i o n conce rn s F ig . 5 . 3 b ) , t h i s i s when the
dependency tha t i s d e l e t e d i s connected as s ou r c e to a t a s k
a l t e r n a t i v e at a goa l . The t a s k i s then to be d e l e t e d .
∗}
GenericQueryClass qDeleteDependencyLink_FromSR
isA TaskElement , NotDeleted , NotDependum ,
De lSuppNotHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve ,
DelSuppNoOutLinksOfType [ S o f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n / type ] with
paramete r
x : DependencyLink
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x from t h i s ) and
e x i s t s ml/MeansEndsLink g/GoalE lement
(ml i n NotDeleted ) and ( g i n NotDeleted ) and
(ml from t h i s ) and (ml to g ) $
end
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{∗
Decompos i t ion L i nk s
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
I f a decompos i t i on l i n k i s d e l e t ed ,
the complex t a s k (" from ") i s marked
wh i l e the s u b o r d i n a t e e l ement (" to " ) i s d e l e t ed ,
i f i t i s not t r a n s i t i v e l y connected to some
o th e r ( b a c k t i c k op e r a t o r ! ) dependency .
HINT : The t e s t c on c e r n i n g t r a n s i t i v e l y r e l a t e d incoming
dependenc i e s o c cu r s r a r e l y and on l y i f the u s e r has
e x p l i c i t l y d e l e t e d a decompos i t i on ( or means−ends ) l i n k .
Othe rw i s e the dependency would have been t r a n s i t i v e l y
a s s o c i a t e d a l s o a l r e a d y wi th the complex t a s k
or goa l e l ement .
∗}
GenericQueryClass qDeleteDecompos i t ionL ink_From
isA TaskElement , NotDe leted with
paramete r
x : Decompos i t i onL ink
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x from t h i s ) $
end
GenericQueryClass qDeleteDecompos i t ionL ink_To
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t , NotDeleted ,
De lSuppNotHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve with
paramete r
x : Decompos i t i onL ink
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x to t h i s ) $
end
{∗
Means−Ends L i nk s
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
I f a means−ends l i n k i s d e l e t ed ,
the goa l ( " to " ) i s marked
i f no o th e r a l t e r n a t i v e i s l e f t ( b a c k t i c k op e r a t o r ! ) ,
wh i l e the a l t e r n a t i v e t a s k (" from ") i s s imp l y d e l e t e d
( aga in i f not t r a n s i t i v e l y connect to some
o th e r dependency ) .
HINT : See HINT with Decompos i t i onL ink
HINT : Decompos i t ion l i n k s and means ends l i n k s have oppo s i t e
d i r e c t i o n s as to what i s sub and what i s supe r pa r t !
∗}
GenericQueryClass qDeleteMeansEndsLink_To
isA GoalElement , NotDeleted ,
DelSuppNoInLinksOfType [ MeansEndsLink/ type ] with
paramete r
x : MeansEndsLink
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x to t h i s ) $
end
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GenericQueryClass qDeleteMeansEndsLink_From
isA TaskElement , NotDeleted ,
De lSuppNotHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve with
paramete r
x : MeansEndsLink
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x from t h i s ) $
end
{∗
So f t g o a l C on t r i b u t i o n
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
I f a s o f t g o a l c o n t r i b u t i o n l i n k i s d e l e t ed ,
the s o f t g o a l ( " to " ) i s marked
i f no o th e r c o n t r i b u t i o n i s l e f t ( b a c k t i c k op e r a t o r ! ) .
For the s o u r c e s o f a s o f t g o a l c o n t r i b u t i o n
we need to check s e v e r a l o t h e r k i n d s o f l i n k s ,
s i n c e the s o f t g o a l c o n t r i b u t i o n i s t y p i c a l l y
a ’ secondary ’ k ind o f l i n k .
HINT : Regard ing the "From" case not a l l k i n d s o f l i n k s a r e
v a l i d f o r a l l k i n d s o f i n t e n t i o n a l e l ement s .
But s i n c e the q u e r i e s a r e s u i t a b l y d e f i n e d
a s k i n g ’ too much ’ does not hu r t he r e !
∗}
GenericQueryClass qDe l e t eSo f t goa lCon t r i bu t i on_To
isA Sof tGoa lE lement , NotDeleted ,
DelSuppNoInLinksOfType [ S o f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n / type ] with
paramete r
x : S o f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x to t h i s ) $
end
GenericQueryClass qDe l e t eSo f t goa lCon t r i bu t i on_From
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t , NotDeleted ,
DelSuppNoOutLinksOfType [ MeansEndsLink/ type ] ,
DelSuppNoInLinksOfType [ Decompos i t i onL ink / type ] ,
DelSuppNoOutLinksOfType [ S o f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n / type ] ,
De lSuppNotHas IncomingDependencyTrans i t i ve with
paramete r
x : S o f t g o a l C o n t r i b u t i o n
c o n s t r a i n t
e r : $ ( x from t h i s ) $
end
{∗
ECA RULES
=========
HINT : To be s u r e we remove any marking i f an o b j e c t i s to be
tagged f o r d e l e t i o n even though the o b j e c t might not
have been marked at a l l .
But depend ing on the o r d e r i n g o f the d e l e t i o n o p e r a t i o n s
chosen by the use r , such a s i t u a t i o n can occu r .
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Obv ious l y , a d e l e t i o n shou ld o v e r r i d e a marking .
HINT : Ac tua l l y , the r u l e s shou l d on l y work on mode l ing o b j e c t s
t ha t o r i g i n a t e from a domain model ( to not a c c i d e n t i a l l y
d e l e t e p r o j e c t−s p e c i f i c e x t e n s i o n s i n t r o du c ed by the u s e r ) .
Th i s can e a s i l y be a ch i e v ed by i n t r o d u c i n g a query c l a s s
t ha t checks the c o r r e s p ond i n g a t t r i b u t e " domain_module "
and to add t h i s query c l a s s ( namely v i a " i sA ") to a l l
q u e r i e s d e f i n e d above .
∗}
De l e t eRu l e i n ECArule with
e c a r u l e
e r : $ x , y/ I S t a rOb j e c t
ON Tel l (A( x , d e l e t e ,TRUE) )
IF ‘ ( y i n qDe le teE l ement_L inks [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDe l e t e I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t_Pa r e n t [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDe l e t eAc to rE l ement_Ch i l d r en [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDependencyLink_FromDependum_NoLinks [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDependencyLink_FromDependum_ToAlternat ive [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDependencyLink_ToDependum_NoIncDep [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDependencyLink_ToActor [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDependencyLink_ToSR [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDependencyLink_FromSR [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDecompos i t ionL ink_To [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteMeansEndsLink_From [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDe l e t eSo f t goa lCon t r i bu t i on_From [ x ] )
DO Unte l l (A( y , marked ,TRUE) ) , Tel l (A( y , d e l e t e ,TRUE) ) $
end
MarkRule i n ECArule with
e c a r u l e
e r : $ x , y/ I S t a rOb j e c t
ON Tel l (A( x , d e l e t e ,TRUE) )
IF ‘ ( y i n qDeleteDependencyLink_FromDependum_IncDep [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteDecompos i t ionL ink_From [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDeleteMeansEndsLink_To [ x ] ) or
‘ ( y i n qDe l e t eSo f t goa lCon t r i bu t i on_To [ x ] )
DO Tel l (A( y , marked ,TRUE) ) $
end
{∗
He lp ing Que r i e s and AnswerFormats to r e s e t a s e t t i n g where ECA r u l e s
have f i r e d .
∗}
De l e t e dWi t hA t t r i b u t e i n QueryClass isA I S t a rOb j e c t with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
d e l e t e : Boolean
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ ( t h i s d e l e t e TRUE) $
end
De l e t e dFo rUn t e l lD e l e t i o nMa r k i n g i n AnswerFormat with
f o rQue ry
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q : De l e t e dWi t hA t t r i b u t e
p a t t e r n
p : "{ t h i s } w i th \\n d e l e t e \\n { t h i s | d e l e t e } : TRUE\\nend\\n"
end
De l e t e dFo rUn t e l l i n AnswerFormat with
f o rQue ry
q : De l e t ed
p a t t e r n
p : "{ASKquery ( ge t_ob j e c t [ { t h i s }/ objname ] ,FRAME) }"
end
MarkedWithAtt r ibute i n QueryClass isA I S t a rOb j e c t with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
marked : Boolean
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ ( t h i s marked TRUE) $
end
MarkedForUnte l lMarkedMark ing i n AnswerFormat with
f o rQue ry
q : MarkedWithAtt r ibute
p a t t e r n
p : "{ t h i s } w i th \\n marked\\n { t h i s | marked} : TRUE\\nend\\n"
end
A.3 Transformation from i* to Matlab/Simulink
A.3.1 Complete M2M Transformation
{∗ ACTOR ∗}
QueryClass Q1_Actor2Subsystem
isA ActorE lement with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g
end
{∗ TASK dependency & SR d e t a i l ∗}
QueryClass Q1_Task2Subsystem
isA TaskElement with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g
end
{∗ RESOURCE dependency ( on l y f o r a s e n s o r / a c t u a t o r ) ∗}
QueryClass Q1_SensorActuatorDep2Subsystem
isA ResourceElement , Dependum with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s i n Senso r ) or ( t h i s i n Actuato r ) $
end
{∗ RESOURCE as SR d e t a i l ∗}
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QueryClass Q1_Resource2Constant
isA ResourceElement , NotDependum with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g
end
AnswerFormat AF_CreateConstant with
f o rQue ry
q : Q1_Resource2Constant
p a t t e r n
p : "
Token { t h i s } i n Constant w i th \\n
\\ t name\\n
\\ t \\ t n : { t h i s . name}\\n
\\ t i n po r tCoun t e r \\n
\\ t \\ t i : 0\\n
\\ t ou tpo r tCoun te r \\n
\\ t \\ t o : 0\\n
end\\n
"
end
{∗ GOAL dependency ∗}
QueryClass Q1_GoalDep2Model Information
isA GoalElement , Dependum with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g
end
{∗ Re f i n ed GOAL as SR d e t a i l ∗}
QueryClass Q1_Goal2Subsystem
isA GoalElement , NotDependum with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ e x i s t s ml/MeansEndsLink (ml to t h i s ) $
end
{∗ Not r e f i n e d GOAL as SR d e t a i l ∗}
QueryClass Q1_Goa l2Mode lVe r i f i c a t i on
isA GoalElement , NotDependum with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ not e x i s t s ml/MeansEndsLink (ml to t h i s ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_Crea t eMode lVe r i f i c a t i on with
f o rQue ry
q : Q1_Goa l2Mode lVe r i f i c a t i on
p a t t e r n
p : "
Token { t h i s } i n Mod e l V e r i f i c a t i o n wi th \\n
\\ t name\\n
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\\ t \\ t n : { t h i s . name}\\n
\\ t sou r c eB l o ck \\n
\\ t \\ t sb : {QT( s imu l i n k \/Model \\\ n V e r i f i c a t i o n \/Check S t a t i c \\\ nUpper
Bound ) }\\n
\\ t sou r c eTa rge t \\n
\\ t \\ t s t : {QT(Checks_SMax ) }\\n
\\ t i n po r tCoun t e r \\n
\\ t \\ t i : 0\\n
\\ t ou tpo r tCoun te r \\n
\\ t \\ t o : 0\\n
end\\n
"
end
{∗ SOFTGOAL dependency or SR d e t a i l ∗}
QueryClass Q1_Sof tgoa l2Mode l In fo rmat ion
isA Sof tGoa lE l ement with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g
end
AnswerFormat AF_CreateMode l In format ion with
f o rQue ry
q1 : Q1_GoalDep2Model Information ;
q2 : Q1_Sof tgoa l2Mode l In fo rmat ion
p a t t e r n
p : "
Token { t h i s } i n Mode l I n fo rmat i on wi th \\n
\\ t d i s p l a y s t r i n g w i t h t a g s \\n
\\ t \\ t t : { t h i s . name}\\n
\\ t name\\n
\\ t \\ t n : {QT(Model I n f o ) }\\n
\\ t sou r c eB l o ck \\n
\\ t \\ t sb : {QT( s imu l i n k \/Model−Wide\\\ n U t i l i t i e s \/Model I n f o ) }\\n
\\ t sou r c eTa rge t \\n
\\ t \\ t s t : {QT(CMBlock ) }\\n
\\ t i n po r tCoun t e r \\n
\\ t \\ t i : 0\\n
\\ t ou tpo r tCoun te r \\n
\\ t \\ t o : 0\\n
end\\n
"
end
AnswerFormat AF_CreateSubsystem with
f o rQue ry
q1 : Q1_Actor2Subsystem ;
q2 : Q1_Task2Subsystem ;
q3 : Q1_SensorActuatorDep2Subsystem ;
q4 : Q1_Goal2Subsystem
pa t t e r n
p : "
Token { t h i s } i n Subsystem with \\n
\\ t name\\n
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\\ t \\ t n : { t h i s . name}\\n
\\ t i n po r tCoun t e r \\n
\\ t \\ t i : 0\\n
\\ t ou tpo r tCoun te r \\n
\\ t \\ t o : 0\\n
end\\n
"
end
{∗ Set S imu l i nk PARENT i n f o rma t i o n ∗}
QueryClass Q2_SetParent isA Element , NotDependum with
computed_at t r i bu te
s imParent : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ not ( t h i s i n Senso r ) and
not ( t h i s i n Actuato r ) and
( t h i s supe r s imParent ) $
end
QueryClass Q2_SetParentSensorActuator isA Element with
computed_at t r i bu te
s imParent : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( s imParent = Con t r o lC y c l eRo l e ) and
( ( t h i s i n Senso r ) or ( t h i s i n Actuato r ) ) $
end
{∗ Except f o r ResourceE l ement s s i n c e they a r e e i t h e r s e n s o r s o r
a c t u a t o r s o r need a d ed i c a t e d t r ea tment ( as a dependency ) ∗}
QueryClass Q2_SetParentDependum
isA I n t e n t i o n a l E l emen t , Dependum with
computed_at t r i bu te
s imParent : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ not ( t h i s i n ResourceE lement ) and
not ( t h i s i n Senso r ) and
not ( t h i s i n Actuato r ) and
e x i s t s dlA , dlB/DependencyLink
f /Element
( dlA from f ) and ( dlA to t h i s ) and
( dlB from t h i s ) and ( dlB to ~ s imParent ) and
not ( f i n Actuato r ) and
not ( f i n Senso r ) and
not (~ s imParent i n Senso r ) and
not (~ s imParent i n Actuato r ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_SetParent with
f o rQue ry
q1 : Q2_SetParent ;
q2 : Q2_SetParentSensorActuator ;
q3 : Q2_SetParentDependum
pa t t e r n
p : "
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Token { t h i s } w i th \\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : { t h i s . s imParent }\\n
end\\n
"
end
{∗ Crea te p o r t s and l i n k s f o r d ependenc i e s ( ma in l y RESOURCE) ∗}
QueryClass Q3_SensorActuatorDep2PortsAndLines
isA ResourceElement , Dependum with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g
computed_at t r i bu te
s r c : Element ;
d e s t : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( ( t h i s i n Senso r ) or ( t h i s i n Actuato r ) ) and
e x i s t s dl1 , d l 2 /DependencyLink
( d l 1 from ~ s r c ) and ( d l 1 to t h i s ) and
( d l 2 from t h i s ) and ( d l 2 to ~ de s t ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_CreatePortsAndLines4SensorActuatorDep with
f o rQue ry
q : Q3_SensorActuatorDep2PortsAndLines
p a t t e r n
p : "
Token Out_{ t h i s } i n Outport w i th \\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : { t h i s }\\n
end\\n
{ Foreach ( ({ t h i s . s r c }) , ( o ) ,
Token In_{o}_{ t h i s } i n I n p o r t w i th \\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : {o}\\n
\\ t name\\n
\\ t \\ t n : { t h i s . name}\\n
end\\n
{ASKquery ( qCon t r o lPa r en t s [ { o}/ sou r c e ] ,
AF_NestedPorts [ I n / portType , { t h i s }/dependum ,
{ t h i s . name}/name ] ) }
Token LineOut_{ t h i s }_{ASKquery ( qContro lTop [ { o}/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }
i n L ine wi th \\n
\\ t from\\n
\\ t \\ t f : Out_{ t h i s }\\n
\\ t to \\n
\\ t \\ t t : In_{ASKquery ( qContro lTop [ { o}/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }_{ t h i s }\\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : Con t r o lC y c l eRo l e \\n
end\\n ) }
Token In_{ t h i s } i n I n p o r t w i th \\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : { t h i s }\\n
end\\n
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Token Out_{ t h i s . d e s t }_{ t h i s } i n Outport w i th \\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : { t h i s . d e s t }\\n
\\ t name\\n
\\ t \\ t n : { t h i s . name}\\n
end\\n
{ASKquery ( qCon t r o lPa r en t s [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] ,
AF_NestedPorts [ Out/portType , { t h i s }/dependum ,
{ t h i s . name}/name ] ) }
Token L ine In_ { t h i s }_{ASKquery ( qContro lTop [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }
i n L ine wi th \\n
\\ t from\\n
\\ t \\ t f : Out_{ASKquery ( qContro lTop [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }_{ t h i s
}\\n
\\ t to \\n
\\ t \\ t t : In_{ t h i s }\\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : Con t r o lC y c l eRo l e \\n
end\\n
"
end {∗ Repea t ed l y s i m i l a r s t r u c t u r e s , but s imp l e r e u s e o f
t emp l a t e s i s not f o r e s e e n ∗}
GenericQueryClass qParent s isA Element with
computed_at t r ibute , paramete r
s ou r c e : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ (~ sou r c e supe r t h i s ) or
( e x i s t s e/Element
( e i n qParent s [~ s ou r c e / sou r c e ] ) and
( e supe r t h i s ) ) $
end
GenericQueryClass qA l l P a r e n t s isA Element with
computed_at t r ibute , paramete r
s ou r c e : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s = ~ sou r c e ) or
( t h i s i n qParent s [~ s ou r c e / sou r c e ] ) $
end
View qAl lButTopParents isA Element with
computed_at t r ibute , paramete r
s ou r c e : Element
i n h e r i t e d _ a t t r i b u t e
supe r : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s i n qA l l P a r e n t s [~ s ou r c e / sou r c e ] ) and
e x i s t s p/Element ( t h i s supe r p ) $
end
GenericQueryClass qAl lTop isA Element with
computed_at t r ibute , paramete r
s ou r c e : Element
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c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s i n qA l l P a r e n t s [~ s ou r c e / sou r c e ] ) and
( not e x i s t s e/Element ( t h i s supe r e ) ) $
end
GenericQueryClass qContro lTop isA Element with
computed_at t r ibute , paramete r
s ou r c e : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s i n qA l l P a r e n t s [~ s ou r c e / sou r c e ] ) and
not ( t h i s = Con t r o lC y c l eRo l e ) and
( ( t h i s i n qAl lTop [~ sou r c e / sou r c e ] ) or
( t h i s supe r Con t r o lC y c l eRo l e ) ) $
end
{∗ RESOURCE dependency _not_ r e l a t e d wi th a s e n s o r / a c t u a t o r ∗}
QueryClass Q3_ResourceDep2PortsAndLines
isA ResourceElement , Dependum with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g
computed_at t r i bu te
s r c : Element ;
d e s t : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ not ( t h i s i n Senso r ) and not ( t h i s i n Actuato r ) and
e x i s t s dl1 , d l 2 /DependencyLink
( d l 1 from ~ s r c ) and ( d l 1 to t h i s ) and
( d l 2 from t h i s ) and ( d l 2 to ~ de s t ) and
not ( s r c i n Senso r ) and not ( s r c i n Actuato r ) and
not ( d e s t i n Senso r ) and not ( d e s t i n Actuato r ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_CreatePortsAndLines4ResourceDep with
f o rQue ry
q : Q3_ResourceDep2PortsAndLines
p a t t e r n
p : "
Token Out_{ t h i s . d e s t }_{ t h i s } i n Outport w i th \\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : { t h i s . d e s t }\\n
\\ t name\\n
\\ t \\ t n : { t h i s . name}\\n
end\\n
{ASKquery ( qAl lButTopParents [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] ,
AF_NestedPorts [ Out/portType , { t h i s }/dependum ,
{ t h i s . name}/name ] ) }
Token Line_{ASKquery ( qAl lTop [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }_{ t h i s }
i n L ine wi th \\n
\\ t from\\n
\\ t \\ t f : Out_{ASKquery ( qAl lTop [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }_{ t h i s }\\n
end\\n
{ Foreach ( ({ t h i s . s r c }) , ( from ) ,
Token In_{ from}_{ t h i s } i n I n p o r t w i th \\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
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\\ t \\ t p : { from }\\n
\\ t name\\n
\\ t \\ t n : { t h i s . name}\\n
end\\n
{ASKquery ( qAl lButTopParents [ { from}/ sou r c e ] ,
AF_NestedPorts [ I n / portType , { t h i s }/dependum ,
{ t h i s . name}/name ] ) }
Token Line_{ASKquery ( qAl lTop [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }_{ t h i s }
w i th \\n
\\ t to \\n
\\ t \\ t t_{ASKquery ( qAl lTop [ { from}/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) } :
In_{ASKquery ( qAl lTop [ { from}/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }_{ t h i s }\\n
end\\n ) }
"
end
View qCon t r o lPa r en t s isA Element with
computed_at t r ibute , paramete r
s ou r c e : Element
i n h e r i t e d _ a t t r i b u t e
supe r : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s i n qA l l P a r e n t s [~ s ou r c e / sou r c e ] ) and
not ( t h i s i n qA l l P a r e n t s [ Con t r o l l e dSy s t emRo l e / s ou r c e ] ) and
not ( t h i s i n qA l l P a r e n t s [ C o n t r o l l e r R o l e / s ou r c e ] ) $
end
View qSACont ro lParent s isA Element with
computed_at t r ibute , paramete r
s ou r c e : Element
i n h e r i t e d _ a t t r i b u t e
supe r : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s i n qCon t r o lPa r en t s [~ s ou r c e / sou r c e ] ) and
not (~ sou r c e i n Senso r ) and not (~ sou r c e i n Actuato r ) $
end
{∗ RESOURCE dependency not r e p r e s e n t i n g a s e n s o r / a c t u a t o r
but r e l a t e d to one ∗}
QueryClass Q3_SensorActuatorRe latedDep2PortsAndL ines
isA ResourceElement , Dependum with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g
computed_at t r i bu te
s r c : Element ;
d e s t : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ not ( t h i s i n Senso r ) and not ( t h i s i n Actuato r ) and
e x i s t s dl1 , d l 2 /DependencyLink
( d l 1 from ~ s r c ) and ( d l 1 to t h i s ) and
( d l 2 from t h i s ) and ( d l 2 to ~ de s t ) and
( ( s r c i n Senso r ) or ( s r c i n Actuato r ) or
( d e s t i n Senso r ) or ( d e s t i n Actuato r ) ) $
end
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AnswerFormat AF_CreatePor t sAndL ines4SensorActuato rRe la tedDep with
f o rQue ry
q : Q3_SensorActuatorRe latedDep2PortsAndL ines
p a t t e r n
p : "
Token Out_{ t h i s . d e s t }_{ t h i s } i n Outport w i th \\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : { t h i s . d e s t }\\n
\\ t name\\n
\\ t \\ t n : { t h i s . name}\\n
end\\n
{ASKquery ( qSACont ro lParent s [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] ,
AF_NestedPorts [ Out/portType , { t h i s }/dependum ,
{ t h i s . name}/name ] ) }
Token Line_{ASKquery ( qContro lTop [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }_{ t h i s }
i n L ine wi th \\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : Con t r o lC y c l eRo l e \\n
\\ t f rom \\n
\\ t \\ t f : Out_{ASKquery ( qContro lTop [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }_{ t h i s
}\\n
end\\n
{ Foreach ( ({ t h i s . s r c }) , ( from ) ,
Token In_{ from}_{ t h i s } i n I n p o r t w i th \\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : { from }\\n
\\ t name\\n
\\ t \\ t n : { t h i s . name}\\n
end\\n
{ASKquery ( qSACont ro lParent s [ { from}/ sou r c e ] ,
AF_NestedPorts [ I n / portType , { t h i s }/dependum ,
{ t h i s . name}/name ] ) }
Token Line_{ASKquery ( qContro lTop [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }_{ t h i s }
w i th \\n
\\ t to \\n
\\ t \\ t t_{ASKquery ( qContro lTop [ { from}/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) } :
In_{ASKquery ( qContro lTop [ { from}/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }_{ t h i s }\\n
end\\n ) }
"
end
AnswerFormat AF_NestedPorts with
f o rQue ry
q1 : qAl lButTopParents ;
q2 : qCon t r o lPa r en t s ;
q3 : qSACont ro lParent s
p a t t e r n
p : "
Token { portType }_{ t h i s . s upe r }_{ Labe l ({ dependum}) }
i n { portType } po r t w i th \\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : { t h i s . s upe r }\\n
\\ t name\\n
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\\ t \\ t n : { Labe l ({name}) }\\n
end\\n
Token L ine { portType }_{ Labe l ({ dependum}) }_from_{portType }_{IFTHENELSE({
EQUAL({ portType } , I n ) } ,{ t h i s . s upe r } ,{ t h i s }) }
i n L ine wi th \\n
\\ t pa r en t
\\ t \\ t p : { t h i s . s upe r }\\n
\\ t {IFTHENELSE({EQUAL({ portType } , I n ) } , from , to ) }\\n
\\ t \\ t x_{ t h i s . s upe r } :
{ portType }_{ t h i s . s upe r }_{ Labe l ({ dependum}) }\\n
\\ t {IFTHENELSE({EQUAL({ portType } , I n ) } , to , from ) }\\n
\\ t \\ t y_{ t h i s } : { portType }_{ t h i s }_{ Labe l ({ dependum}) }\\n
end\\n
"
end
{∗ TASK dependency ( note tha t he r e the s i g n a l d i r e c t i o n i s
the same as f o r the dependency l i n k ! ) ∗}
QueryClass Q3_TaskDep2PortsAndLines isA TaskElement , Dependum with
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g
computed_at t r i bu te
s r c : Element ;
d e s t : Element
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ e x i s t s dl1 , d l 2 /DependencyLink
( d l 1 from ~ s r c ) and ( d l 1 to t h i s ) and
( d l 2 from t h i s ) and ( d l 2 to ~ de s t ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_CreatePortsAndLines4TaskDep with
f o rQue ry
q : Q3_TaskDep2PortsAndLines
p a t t e r n
p : "
Token In_{ t h i s } i n I n p o r t w i th \\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : { t h i s }\\n
\\ t name\\n
\\ t \\ t n : { t h i s . name}\\n
end\\n
Token In_{ t h i s . d e s t }_{ t h i s } i n I n p o r t w i th \\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : { t h i s . d e s t }\\n
\\ t name\\n
\\ t \\ t n : { t h i s . name}\\n
end\\n
Token L ine In_ { t h i s }_{ t h i s . d e s t } i n L ine wi th \\n
\\ t to \\n
\\ t \\ t t : In_{ t h i s }\\n
\\ t from\\n
\\ t \\ t f : In_{ t h i s . d e s t }_{ t h i s }\\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : { t h i s . d e s t }\\n
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end\\n
{ASKquery ( qAl lButTopParents [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] ,
AF_NestedPorts [ I n / portType , { t h i s }/dependum ,
{ t h i s . name}/name ] ) }
Token Out_{ t h i s . s r c }_{ t h i s } i n Outport w i th \\n
\\ t p a r e n t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : { t h i s . s r c }\\n
\\ t name\\n
\\ t \\ t n : { t h i s . name}\\n
end\\n
{ASKquery ( qAl lButTopParents [ { t h i s . s r c }/ sou r c e ] ,
AF_NestedPorts [ Out/portType , { t h i s }/dependum ,
{ t h i s . name}/name ] ) }
Token LineOut_{ASKquery ( qAl lTop [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }_from_Out_{
ASKquery ( qAl lTop [ { t h i s . s r c }/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) } i n L ine wi th \\n
\\ t to \\n
\\ t \\ t t :
In_{ASKquery ( qAl lTop [ { t h i s . d e s t }/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }_{ t h i s }\\n
\\ t from\\n
\\ t \\ t f : Out_{ASKquery ( qAl lTop [ { t h i s . s r c }/ sou r c e ] , LABEL) }_{ t h i s }\\n
end\\n
"
end
A.3.2 Prepare M2T Transformation
Token TopSubsystem i n Subsystem with
name n : "Top Subsystem "
i npo r tCoun t e r i : 0
ou tpo r tCoun t e r o : 0
end
QueryClass Q4_TopSubsystems isA Block with
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s <> TopSubsystem ) and
not e x i s t s e/Block ( t h i s pa r en t e ) $
end
QueryClass Q4_LinesWOParent isA L ine with
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ not e x i s t s e/Subsystem ( t h i s pa r en t e ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_SetParentTopSubsystem with
f o rQue ry
q1 : Q4_TopSubsystems ;
q2 : Q4_LinesWOParent
p a t t e r n
p : "Token { t h i s } w i th \\n
\\ t pa r en t \\n
\\ t \\ t p : TopSubsystem\\n
end\\n"
end
QueryClass Q4_PortWOName isA Port with
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r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
number : I n t e g e r
c o n s t r a i n t
r u l e : $ not e x i s t s s / S t r i n g ( t h i s name s ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_SetName4Ports with
f o rQue ry
q : Q4_PortWOName
pa t t e r n
pt : "Token { t h i s } w i th \\n
\\ t name\\n
\\ t \\ t n :
{QT({ IFTHENELSE({ASKquery ( ISINSTANCE [{ t h i s }/ obj , I n p o r t / c l a s s ] , LABEL)
} , In , Out ) }{ t h i s . number }) }\\n
end\\n"
end
A.3.3 Complete M2T Transformation
View Q5_Simulink_M2T_Transformation isA Subsystem with
i n h e r i t e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g ;
c h i l d r e n : Block ;
l i n e : L i n e
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s = TopSubsystem ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_TopLevel2XML with
f o rQue ry
q : Q5_Simulink_M2T_Transformation
head
h : "
<Simu l ink >\\n
<Model>\\n
<Name>&quot ; { cu r r en tmodu l e}&quot ;</Name>\\n
"
p a t t e r n
p : "
<System>\\n
\\ t <Name>&quot ; {UQ({ t h i s . name})}&quot ;</Name>\\n
{ Foreach ( ({ t h i s . c h i l d r e n }) , ( c ) ,
<Block >\\n
{ASKquery ({ ASKquery ( Ch i ldType [ { c }/ c ] , LABEL) } [{ c }/ ob j ] , { ASKquery (
AF_ChildType [ { c }/ c ] , LABEL) }) }
</Block >\\n ) }
{ Foreach ( ({ t h i s . l i n e }) , ( l ) ,
<Line >\\n
{ASKquery ( qL ine [ { l }/ l ] , AF_Line2XML) }
</Line >\\n ) }
</System>\\n
"
t a i l
t : "
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</Model>\\n
</S imu l ink >\\n
"
end
View qSubsystem2XML isA Subsystem with
paramete r
ob j : Block
i n h e r i t e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g ;
i n po r tCoun t e r : I n t e g e r ;
ou tpo r tCoun t e r : I n t e g e r ;
c h i l d r e n : Block ;
l i n e : L i n e
c o n s t r a i n t
con : $ (~ ob j = t h i s ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_Subsystem2XML with
pa t t e r n
p : "
<BlockType>SubSystem</BlockType>\\n
<Name>&quot ; {UQ({ t h i s . name})}&quot ;</Name>\\n
<Ports >[{ t h i s . i n po r tCoun t e r } , { t h i s . ou tpo r tCoun te r }]</Ports >\\n
<System>\\n
<Name>&quot ; {UQ({ t h i s . name})}&quot ;</Name>\\n
{ Foreach ( ({ t h i s . c h i l d r e n }) , ( c ) ,
<Block >\\n
{ASKquery ({ ASKquery ( Ch i ldType [ { c }/ c ] , LABEL) } [{ c }/ ob j ] , { ASKquery (
AF_ChildType [ { c }/ c ] , LABEL) }) }
</Block >\\n ) }
{ Foreach ( ({ t h i s . l i n e }) , ( l ) ,
<Line >\\n
{ASKquery ( qL ine [ { l }/ l ] , AF_Line2XML) }
</Line >\\n ) }
</System>\\n
"
end
View qConstant2XML isA Constant with
paramete r
ob j : Block
i n h e r i t e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g
c o n s t r a i n t
con : $ (~ ob j = t h i s ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_Constant2XML with
pa t t e r n
p : "
<BlockType>Constant </BlockType>\\n
<Name>&quot ; {UQ({ t h i s . name})}&quot ;</Name>\\n
"
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end
View qPort2XML isA Port with
paramete r
ob j : Block
i n h e r i t e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g ;
number : I n t e g e r
c o n s t r a i n t
con : $ (~ ob j = t h i s ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_Inport2XML with
pa t t e r n
pt : "
<BlockType>Inpo r t </BlockType>\\n
<Name>&quot ; IN {UQ({ t h i s . name})}&quot ;</Name>\\n
<Port>&quot ; { t h i s . number}&quot ;</Port >\\n
"
end
AnswerFormat AF_Outport2XML with
pa t t e r n
p : "
<BlockType>Outport</BlockType>\\n
<Name>&quot ;OUT {UQ({ t h i s . name})}&quot ;</Name>\\n
<Port>&quot ; { t h i s . number}&quot ;</Port >\\n
"
end
View qReference2XML isA Re f e r enc e with
paramete r
ob j : Block
i n h e r i t e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g ;
i n po r tCoun t e r : I n t e g e r ;
ou tpo r tCoun t e r : I n t e g e r ;
s ou r c eB l o ck : S t r i n g ;
s ou r c eTa rge t : S t r i n g ;
d i s p l a y s t r i n g w i t h t a g s : S t r i n g
c o n s t r a i n t
con : $ (~ ob j = t h i s ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_Reference2XML with
pa t t e r n
p : "
<BlockType>Refe rence </BlockType>\\n
<Name>&quot ; {UQ({ t h i s . name})}&quot ;</Name>\\n
<Ports >[{ t h i s . i n po r tCoun t e r } , { t h i s . ou tpo r tCoun te r }]</Ports >\\n
<SourceBlock>&quot ; {UQ({ t h i s . s ou r c eB l o ck })}&quot ;</SourceBlock >\\n
<SourceType>&quot ; {UQ({ t h i s . s ou r c eTa rge t })}&quot ;</SourceType>\\n
{IFTHENELSE({ASKquery ( ISINSTANCE [{ t h i s }/ obj , Mode l I n fo rmat i on / c l a s s ] ,
LABEL)},<Di sp l aySt r i ngWi thTags>
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&quot ; {UQ({ t h i s . d i s p l a y s t r i n g w i t h t a g s })}&quot ;
</Di sp l aySt r i ngWi thTags >\\n
<MaskDi sp l aySt r i ng>
&quot ; {UQ({ t h i s . d i s p l a y s t r i n g w i t h t a g s })}&quot ;
</MaskD i sp l aySt r i ng >\\n , \ 0 ) }
"
end
View qSFunction2XML isA SFunct ion with
paramete r
ob j : Block
i n h e r i t e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g ;
i n po r tCoun t e r : I n t e g e r ;
ou tpo r tCoun t e r : I n t e g e r ;
funct ionName : S t r i n g ;
funct ionMask : S t r i n g
c o n s t r a i n t
con : $ (~ ob j = t h i s ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_SFunction2XML with
pa t t e r n
p : "
<BlockType>&quot ; S−Funct i on&quot ;</BlockType>\\n
<Name>&quot ; {UQ({ t h i s . name})}&quot ;</Name>\\n
<Ports >[{ t h i s . i n po r tCoun t e r } , { t h i s . ou tpo r tCoun te r }]</Ports >\\n
<FunctionName>&quot ; {UQ({ t h i s . funct ionName })}&quot ;</FunctionName>\\n
<MaskDisplay>&quot ; {UQ({ t h i s . funct ionMask })}&quot ;</MaskDisplay >\\n
"
end
GenericQueryClass Chi ldType isA QueryClass with
paramete r c : Block
c o n s t r a i n t
r : $ ( ( c i n Subsystem ) and ( t h i s = qSubsystem2XML ) ) or
( ( c i n Port ) and ( t h i s = qPort2XML) ) or
( ( c i n SFunct ion ) and ( t h i s = qSFunction2XML ) ) or
( ( c i n Re f e r enc e ) and ( t h i s = qReference2XML ) ) or
( ( c i n Constant ) and ( t h i s = qConstant2XML ) ) $
end
GenericQueryClass AF_ChildType isA AnswerFormat with
paramete r c : Block
c o n s t r a i n t
r : $ ( ( c i n Subsystem ) and ( t h i s = AF_Subsystem2XML) ) or
( ( c i n I n p o r t ) and ( t h i s = AF_Inport2XML ) ) or
( ( c i n Outport ) and ( t h i s = AF_Outport2XML) ) or
( ( c i n SFunct ion ) and ( t h i s = AF_SFunction2XML ) ) or
( ( c i n Re f e r enc e ) and ( t h i s = AF_Reference2XML ) ) or
( ( c i n Constant ) and ( t h i s = AF_Constant2XML ) ) $
end
GenericQueryClass qL ine isA L ine with
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paramete r l : L i n e
r e t r i e v e d _ a t t r i b u t e
from : Port ;
to : Port ;
pa r en t : Subsystem
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ ( t h i s = ~ l ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_Line2XML with
f o rQue ry q : qL ine
p a t t e r n
p : "
{ASKquery ( qPort [ { t h i s . from}/p ] ,
AF_Port2XML [{ t h i s . pa r en t }/ lp , Src / type ] ) }\\n
{ Foreach ( ({ t h i s . to }) , ( t ) ,
<Branch>\\n
{ASKquery ( qPort [ { t }/p ] ,
AF_Port2XML [{ t h i s . pa r en t }/ lp , Dst/ type ] ) }\\n
</Branch>)}\\n
"
end
View qPort isA Port with
computed_at t r ibute , paramete r
p : Port
computed_at t r i bu te
pname : S t r i n g
i n h e r i t e d _ a t t r i b u t e
name : S t r i n g ;
pa r en t : Block ;
number : I n t e g e r
c o n s t r a i n t
c : $ (~ t h i s = ~p ) and e x i s t s par /Block
( t h i s pa r en t par ) and ( par name ~pname ) $
end
AnswerFormat AF_Port2XML with
f o rQue ry q : qPort
p a t t e r n
p : "
<{type }Block>
&quot ; { IFTHENELSE({EQUAL({ Labe l ({ l p }) } ,{ Labe l ({ t h i s . pa r en t }) }) } ,{
IFTHENELSE({ASKquery ( ISINSTANCE [{ t h i s }/ obj , I n p o r t / c l a s s ] , LABEL) } ,
IN ,OUT) } {UQ({ t h i s . name}) } ,{UQ({ t h i s . pname}) })}&quot ;
</{type }Block >\\n
<{type }Port>
{IFTHENELSE({EQUAL({ Labe l ({ l p }) } ,{ Labe l ({ t h i s . pa r en t }) }) } ,1 ,{ t h i s .
number }) }
</{type }Port >\\n
"
end
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